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WITH THIS month's issue the FoRUM enters upon a new life 
and era. The former editor has withdrawn from the Society, and 
has no more any conneCtion with this periodical; henceforth it 
will be issued from the office of the President and under his 
direCtion. 

All students are invited to send in replies or questions on theo
sophical subjeCts. 

The FoRUM will be sent in future direCtly to each member, 
and all are requested to read it with attention so that suggestions 
may be made tending to render it of greater value to members, 
and perhaps even to Branches. It will in a sense, though as yet 
not officially, be the organ of the Society for notices, changes, 
news and other matter. 

Some changes will be observed. The form is different from 
the old; there will be a department consisting of two pages to : 
-contain four subjeCts for a month's syllabus for any Branch desir- · 

ing to use it. A news page will be added if enough matter comes . 
forward to fill the space. Editorial treatment of topics by W.Q.J., 
C. F. W., and others who hold similar1'Views, will also vary from 
the past; and as to this it can now be observed that if the treat
ment of several subjeCts shall seem inconsistent with what was 
said in the old series, the inconsistency will be. due to a· present 
more definite and rigorous application of theosophical theories to 
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2 THE THEOSOPHICAL FOR UM. 

the questions in hand rather than the mechanical and narrow view 
formerly obtaining. 

It is particularly requested that whenever an assertion is made 
that such and such is a doctrine, or " it is said in theosophical lit
erature ", and the like, the citation of author, article, volume, and 
page be given. This natural rule is constantly overlooked. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, President. 

QUESTION I. 

If we admit the truth of theosophical doClrines regarding the 
inner constitution of man and hts fate after death, what would be 
the FoRuM's view as to capital punishment .P 

v· W. Q. Judge.-My view is that capital punishment is both 
useless and injurious. It is as great an injustice to the world of 
beings left unexecuted as to the one so violently sent out of life. 
They used to kill men in England for stealing a ten-penny nail 
or a loaf of bread, but thieves and thieving did not lessen. Mur
ders have not decreased. In the country districts executions are 
means for brutalizing the people, who make a hanging an occas
ion for a gala gathering in order to see a man legally killed. But 
theosophically it is far worse. The fact that the sudden killing 
is legal makes no difference with the laws of nature. The man 
is suddenly cut off from his body, and, just like a suicide, is 
condemned to be a " spook ". He is dead so far as the body is 
concerned, but is astrally alive. Worse than a suicide he is filled 
with hate and revenge which be must wreak on some one. At 
first he is not able to do much, but soon be finds that there are 
sensitive persons on the earth who can be filled with his vicious 
and raging passions. These poor souls are then influenced to 
commit crimes ; being filled mentally-from the inner planes 
- with the ideas and passions of the criminal, they are at last 
moved to do what their mind is filled with. The executed crim
inal does not have to know what is going on, for his raging pas
sions, untouched by the executioner, excite and influence of them
selves whoever is sensitive to them. This is why many a crime 
is suddenly committed by weak persons who appear to be carried 
away by an outside force. It seems hardly possible that anyone 
couJd believe in theosophical and occult doctrines and at the same 
time commend capital punishment. 

Dr. J. D. Buck.-1 do not think that the killing of the human 
being is profitable under any circumstances, whether done by one 
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Q UESTIONS A ND A NS WERS. 3 
man or by the State. Christians have misunderstood the Ten 
Commandments at this point. The injunction is, " Thou shalt 
not kill". No exception is made on behalf of the State, or in 
the case of animals, in behalf of any one. Had this plain in
junCtion remained clearly defined as in. the beginning and been 
followed, an innumerable number of evils that have sprung up 
in this civilization would have been impossible. Coming to the 
question itself, I bold that the killing of criminals under direCtion 
of the law is an unmitigated evil. It has never been shown that 
it prevents crime, and on the contrary as formerly enaet:ed it was 
one of the greatest promoters of crime in every form, brutalizing 
the people in many ways. It was from the recognition of this 
faCt that executions in so many places have, of late years, been 
mostly private and witnessed only by seleCted persons. The 
printing of all the details of the execution in the public press 
has taken the place of the public shows so that the objeCtion 
raised to the latter method bas been modified but not removed. 
On the ground of any benefit whatever to the criminal himself 
no argument can be urged. If execution prevents him from 
further crime for the present it also prevents any reformation 
whatever on his part. 

Capital punishment is still further objeCtionable, beyond all 
questions of expediency, on purely theosophical grounds. The ; 
idea that the career of the criminal as affeCting Society i-s ended by 
killing his body, is the greatest possible mistake. When removed 
from his body with his passions all aflame, his influence for evil 
is greatly increased instead of being diminished. All sensitives, 
children, and those with weak will and unformed charaCter are 
amenable to his influence-which is more subtile and far-reaching 
than it was before. As the air pervades space, so the aCtive, 
unkilled personal-self of the executed murderer pervades the 
astral realm which penetrates us all; it spreads itself through all 
the earth by reason of the subtile universal ether, and thus it is 
liable to affeCt and infeCt any person who is not proteCted by 
virtue and a well-balanced charaCter. 

QUESTION 2. 

According to Tluosophical teaching, intuition is the sixth sense 
of man. Can t"t be cultivated, and, if so, how.'! If it is a sense 
like hearing, seeing, and smelling, why cannot it be trained as they 
are.' 

Katharine Hillard.- It is not "a sense like hearing, etc.," for 
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4 THE THEOSOPHICAL FDRUM. 

those are the physical senses, acting through our physical organs. 
Intui tion, as the sixth sense, has to do with a plane other than 
the physical. But it can be cultivated, and I know of no more 
perfect definition of the means than the verse of the Bkagavad. 
Gttd: " Seek this wisdom by doing service, by strong search, by 
questions, and by humility ; the wise who see the truth will com
municate it unto you, and, knowing this, thou shalt  never again 
fall into error " ( chap. iv ) . 

W. Q. Judge.-! do not know that it is "according to theo
sophical teaching that intuition is the sixth sense". It would be 
well to have citation of chapter or article where this statement is 
made. The question of the sixth sense is speculative as yet, 
nothing being decided. Like the fourth dimension, it is involved 
in doubt. Hence it should not be assumed that the assertion in 
the question is correct. Many persons hold that intuition is not 
the sixth sense, because it may very well be that a species of 
very rapid reasoning enters into intuitional acts, making them so 
rapid in conclusion as to appear devoid of reasoning as a means 
to find the conclusion arrived at. For myself J do not believe 
that intuition is the sixth sense nor any sense at all .  But what
ever intuition is, it can only be cultivated by having the right 
mental poise, the right phi-losophy and the right ethics ; and by 
giving the· intuitioa scope, or chance, so that by many mistakes 
we at last arrive at a knowledge of how to use it. 

Claude Falls Wrtglzt.- The " sixth sense" is a term loosely 
used in Theosophic philosophy, and while sometimes particularly 
intended to apply to the latent but undeveloped clairvoyant facul
ties of man, it is more general ly used to include all those senses 
and principles and powers yet dormant, whether physical , psy
chic, mental or spiritual. There is a sixth, and even a seventh, 
physical sense, and these were active in past Manvantaras and Kal· 
pas; even common among us to-day is the saying: " to frighten a 
man out of his seven senses". They can be developed now, but 
in this age usually only at the expense of other faculties and 
senses, for they do not belong to the present cycle. Likewise the 
sixth and seventh principles of man,  known to Theosophy and 
ancient eastern philosophy, have, as one, to be. actively awakened 
before his perfection can be . attained. The effort of the pres· 
ent Theosophical movement is mainly to arouse to activity the 
latent higher mind-senses, and the phases of intuition and psy
chic power, now known loosely under the term "the sixth sense". 
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QUESTIONS AND ANS WERS. 5 
Dr. J, D. Buck. -Intuition is not a sense and cannot therefore 

be called the " sixth sense. " It is not a sense at all, but a con
sensus. All the so-called senses are developments from, or dif
ferentiations of the " One-sense Consciousness " (i. e. ,  appercep
tion, " perception that refleCts on itself "). The senses are special 
channels for conveying perceptions in an analytical form from the 
external world to the central consciousness, as light, sound, color, 
touch and taste. Intuition takes cognisance of the results of all 
these as recorded expert'ences and thus discerns the relation of 
these results to the Ego in past and present, and also forecasts 
the future. Intuition is like a search-light that sweeps the whole 

-horizon of man's experience and then discriminates and guides. 
By the senses we perceive; by intuition we discern, and dis
crimin ate. 

QUESTION 3· 

What t's precisely meant by Soul t'n Theosophical lt'terature .'! 
We say the " Soul of man," the " Soul of the world," the " Soul 
of tht'ngs." 

E. M. Dant'el. -The questioner will find even more "souls" 
mentioned in Theosophical literature than those above enumer
ated ; as the " spiritual soul, " the " human soul, " the " animal 
soul, " etc. 

It will be found then, that the word 11 soul " is a greater term 
applied to spect'alt'zed consciousness, while the prefix " human," 
'1 animal, " etc. , defines the degree or plane attained. 

W. Q. Judge. -Theosophical literature has not as yet come to 
a prect'se meaning for " soul, " nor can it until the English langu
age has been so altered as to remove the confusion now existing 
among such terms as 11 soul " and ''spirit, " and in the uses to which 
both are put. So long as we have in fact but two terms, soul and 
spirit, to designate so many beings, kinds of beings and powers as 
those are used for, just so long will there be confusion. 

Dr. J, D. Buck. -The meaning of the word soul in Theoso
phical literature is perhaps less confused than in many other 
writings, still it is not, even here, always apparent or clearly 
defined. I think it would be well to agree in taking the definition 
in the Glossary, viz: "the vital principle"; " the breath of life" ; 
shared by man and all animals with, or derived by them from the 
oversoul. In this sense soul is not specific, but generic, like the 
words " life, " " consciousness," etc. 
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6 THE THEOSOPHICAL FDR UM. 

When, however, we are dealing with the constitution of man, 
and classifying the elements of his composite being, and use the 
terms " animal soul," " human soul," "divine soul," and the like, 
we are then speaking of this " vital principle," or " breath of 
life," as it manifests in a concrete form and exhibits a bundle of 
attributes on one or another plane of being, as the animal, the 
human, and the divine. For example: the " animal soul " in 
man, would mean the vital principle, or breath of life, manifest
ing in the human form on the animal plane. The " human 
soul " would mean the vital principle manifesting in the human 
form, on the human (humane) plane. The " divine soul "-the 
breath of life or vital principle in the human form manifesting on 
the divine plane. This is not only quite consistent and void of 
obscurity but philosophical, agreeing with the general doctrine of 
the One Life-Alaya, as taught in the Secret Doctrine. I think 
it is because this basic doctrine is confused and lost sight of that 
so much confusion reigns. 

QUESTION 4· 
If t"t is true that to ascertain the truth of the doctrines put 

forward by Theosophy many lives will be required after one has 
started on the Path, how and where am I to find that Path and to 
know it when I do! 

W. Q. Judge.-Do not look at this matter as if you had never 
been on the path before. It is more than likely in every case 
where an inquirer asks this question , either mentally or of some 
other person that he has trod the path in another life. Some 
hold that all Theosophists were on this path hitherto. Each life 
is a step on the path, and even though we may make many and 
huge mistakes, we can still be on the way. One should not be 
anxious to know if he is on the path by reason of a constant con
formity to some set rules or regulations about a path. That 
anxiety is mechanical. Nature and the path of true wisdom are 
not mechanical , but for each soul there is a way and means suit
able to it and to none other. By watching these mechanical ways 
mistakes are made. For instance, one becomes a vegetarian from 
a secret desire to get nearer the astral world thereby, and not 
because it is deemed a sin to take life. The rule will not be 
violated. Great inconvenience is undergone and much watching 
indulged in so as to keep the rule, and much attention and energy 
given to it which is taken from some other duty. All this is a 
mistake, for the kingdom of heaven is not gained by eating meat 
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QUESTIONS AND ANS WERS. 7 
or by refraining from it. This mistake is due to too much desire 
to be sure one is on the path. 

But it is not necessary one should know that he is on the path. 
If he uses his best reason, best intuition, and best effort to find 
out his duty and do it, then one may be sure the path is there 
without stopping to look for it. And the path for one person may 
be the carting of packages, while for another it may lie in deep 
study or contemplation. On this the Bhagavad G£td says that 
the duty of another is full of danger, and it is better to die in the 
performance of one's own duty than to perform most wonderfully 
the duty of another. 

Claude Falls Wrtght. - The " path" spoken of here is not a 
physical path nor even a mental one, but is the mode of conscious
ness by which the lower, suffering soul or manas unites itself with 
its spiritual half or alter ego. In ancient Hindu philosophy it is 
called " Antaskarana." It is the way or method by which any 
soul caught in the meshes of Kama or the animal passions and 
human and physical desires, finds peace. Occultism is the study 
of the laws of life governing the seven principles of man and 
nature and through it the student comes to a comprehension of 
his position in the universe and of those tendencies, psychic and 
otherwise, which prevent him from attaining perfect knowledge, 
mastership, and freedom. These tendencies and modifications of 
the mind are early observed in the struggle, but not usually until 
late in the battle are their actual roots exposed. In their totality 
these roots are selfishness. One may be always sure that he is 
going toward the path when he is battling with his lower self; 
and each selfish and personal tendency overcome is one step 
taken along the road. For, in order to really conquer Kama, or 
desire, the light and inspiration of Buddhi or the spiritual Will 
must be brought to bear on the soul. This is why it has been 
said that unless one has suffered much and 1eft behind all hope, 
(i.e. , for his own personal advancement and gain) he cannot com
prehend the Truth. The glorified Initiate arises from the " man 
of suffering. " A simple example is found in everyday experience 
in the fact that the fruition of the soul springs from sacrifice. If 
one comes into the possession of something he has long desired, 
he is filled with a satisfaction that for the time being absorbs all 
else; but that this is a false, delusive, and psychic satisfaction he 
can easily verify by giving the prize away to some one else for 
his enjoyment. The former psychic satisfaction is then exchanged 
for a spiritual peace, arising from having conquered self and done 
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8 THE THEOSOPHICAL FOR UM. 

something for the good of another. This is one step on the way. 
But it is preceded by minutes or years of crucifixion. Jesus 
said, speaking under the influence of the Christos, " I-Christos 
-am the way, the truth and the life," meaning that the true way 
to freedom lay through the Higher Self. Yet there are so many 
possibilities of delusion as to what is the path, and to draw man 
off it, that all seers have spoken of it as most difficult of ascent 
and travel. In the Upanishads it is said to be as hard to walk 
along as is the edge of a razor; Mahomet speaks of it as the "hair
bridge "; the Gnostics called it the " narrow way. " But that it can 
be traversed and the soul returned to the other shore in safety all 
students are aware of. And the history of the occult Brother
hoods has never failed to provide us with instances, age after age, 
of persons who have thus attained kinship with the " Sons of 
Light." 

Q UESTION 5· 

What is meant by the statement that, when refncarnation takes 
place, there can be no recollect�'on of  the ordinary events in li'fe 
unless those were every one performed as a sacrtjice to the higher 
immortal principle within .'P In what matmer can they be per
formed as a sacrtjice ,'t 

W T. Hanson.-( 1) For the present purpose consider action 
as arising from two sources-the personal and the individual, 
taking also into consideration the very patent fact that an actor 
can have no recollection of having done that which he did not do. 

The personal self is dependent for its conscious existence 
upon the personal .brain in which it arises-not necessarily a 
physical brain but one that is personal in its nature no matter 
what its constitution. From this it is evident that the conscious
ness of sel�, with such a foundation, has no existence per se, and 
that its continuity must be broken when the brain upon which 
it is dependent is destroyed. Therefore actions having their 
source in the personal self-consciousness- all those ordinary 
events of life done for the sake of the personal self,-are con
sc£ously connected only with the lower self which is the actor and 
who ceases to be when the personal brain is dissolved; con
sequently there is nothing which goes over to the future incarna
tion to recol lect what has been done,-no continuous thread of 
self-consciousness extends between the two through which the 
experiences of the next life can be connected with those of the 
life preceding. For it must not be forgotten that the personal 
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Q UESTIONS A ND A NS WERS. 9 
self of any incarnation has never existed before, that it, as the 
actor, has never done anything previous to its present life and 
cannot of course have any memory of that which it has never 
experienced. 

But when actions have their source in the individual conscious
ness-the Undivided, the Immortal spoken of in the question,
the case is different. Under that condition the sense of conscious 
identity is not dependent upon a personal brain, and is not lost 
when that brain disappears. The lower self is not regarded as 
the actor, but is recognised as the pale and temporary ' ' reflection " 
of the real Actor, that Self which called forth preceding person
alities and will call forth others in times to come. In this instance 
the consciousness of self is identified with that which continues 
without break from incarnation to incarnation, and therein is 
established the thread, the connecting link through which the 
experiences of the next life can be joined to those of the present 
and thus become recollections. The Actor then, in the present, 
will be the Actor in the future; who knows himself and can 
remember that which he did do. 

(2) By finding the Actor Himself. Every one who stops to 
think will know that He is not the body, for that is a dead thing 
in itself and is moved from within. Nor is He what is called the 
mind, nor what is ordinarily thought to be the self. These are 
but manifestations, and will cease to exist when the "manifestor" 
withdraws. Self-analysis will show this. Words are well-nigh 
useless in reference to this part of the question. An earnest effort 
at introspection is worth far more than another 's information; and 
he who makes the attempt in good faith will find something
perhaps at first very little- but still something of the Great 
Secret that will encourage and stimulate further endeavor. 

Claude Falls Wright.-I do not know that this is precisely 
the fact, for many memories arise also from psychic habits and 
desires. But it is true that those actions alone live in eternity 
and in the memory of the higher ego that are performed as obe
isance to the divine and i mmortal suul of things ( Brahma ) . All 
actions are performed from one of two standpoints: They are 
either done with a desire to please the personal self, or else they 
are performed with a determination to do one's duty and are de
void of personal desire. The term " duty" covers all those actions 
which the lower self performs as a sacrifice to its higher princi
ples. Whether in eating, drinking, or sleeping; or in attending 
to one's business; or in mixing with friends and people; if one is 
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doing these things as his duty to Life he is acting in accordance 
with his higher spiritual nature. This is what the ancient Hindu 
philosophy speaks of as " devotion" or " one-pointedness." In 
one of the Upanishads occurs this phrase : • • two things approach 
a man in every action; that which is agreeable and that which is  
good. The fool chooses that which is agreeable through lust of 
self; the wise man chooses that which is good through desire for 
wisdom." This is true of the smallest action. If for a whole day 
one does what he desires to do, rather than what he should do in  
every moment, on looking back over the day i t  seems a wasted 
one even though every minute may appear to have been happy. 
Similarly, looking back over a day in which each action has been 
performed as a duty and there has been warfare against personal 
desire for pleasure in each moment, the day, although perhaps 
unhappy in each moment, nevertheless seems alive ; everything 
that has been done has vitality in it and is connected with some
thing that is higher. This makes it immortal. The Bkagavad 
Gitd refers to this by saying: " Those actions which in the 
moment are like nectar, are in the long run like poison; and those 
actions which in the moment are like poison, are in the long run 
like nectar." 

It is said in the East that he who calls out the name of Brahma 
at the moment of death will go to his bosom. Superstitious 
Hindus in the present time believe that this means that they 
should actually call out the name at the moment of death. But 
it is metaphor, and means that inasmuch as the soul at the mo
ment of death runs back over every action it bas performed during 
the life, reviewing them all, so if  each action is attached to the 
source of things having been performed with devotion, then the 
whole life passed represents a sacrifice to Brahma or the Spirit, 
the soul goes there, and its thoughts and acts are Immortal. 

QUESTION 6. 

Must tke disciple in a future life necessarily reap all ke kas 
desired and failed to receive in tkis f Is it tlOt possible for kim, 
if kis will be strotzg, to kill out even strong desires without experi
encing tke thing desired further than lu may have already done f 
If this were not the case, should u•e not seek to gratify all our de
sires rather than kill them out, in order to gain experience and 
avoid postponing Karma.� 

Alice L. Cleatker.- This series of questions seem to be so 
involved and even inconsequent, that it is not easy to disentangle 
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the querent's real meaning. That which lies behind, the cause of 
so-called desires, is a force, impersonal, and this cannot be " killed 
out". A different direetion can be given to the force, which is 
�olored by the will of man; in other words, it can be purified, 
transmuted, held on another plane and for other ends, but it 
�nnot be " killed". To raise the object u f desire is the only se
cret, and this can be done little by little, day by day, which in
volves the constant struggle so repugnant to the ordinary man. 
Therefore does he embrace the idea suggested by the querent, 
that desires can by a strong effort of will, be " killed out" ; and 
he does this the more readily in that it seems to him an easier 
thing to do than to engage in an incessant struggle. 

Claude Falls Wr(g'lzt. -The doCtrine than one must reap or ful
fil his desires in this or a future incarnation is a pernicious one 
and not in accordance with occult or Theosophical teachings. A 
desire once truly grappled with, mastered, overthrown and de
stroyed, can never rise again. It  is dead, and i ts place is taken 
in the mind by one of the spiritual powers. The man who is 
struggling with his desires and his memories and mental habits 
is he who is freeing himself from them; he is not setting up 
karmic tendencies in the direetion of them, but precisely the 
opposite. And if success crown his efforts it would be folly to 
suppose that the same desires will crop up again in a future birth ; 
if they did, certainly with them would spring up the power to 
destroy them. To give way to desire in order to exhaust it is the 
doetrine of false philosophers and those who do not understand 
its true cause. Desires, so-called, are chiefly habits-psycho
physiological-called into being in previous births or in the pres
ent one, and the effort of him who wishes to advance should be 
to cease revolving in those mental cycles by which they are 
kept alive. Desires live by memory, the memory of previous 
gratification, and that is why " memory" is called a Nidana or 
cause of rebirth. The story of Lot's wife who looked back to 
the scene of her old associations and loves, and for her weakness 
was turned into a pillar of salt-alchemically speaking,-is the 
story of the mind that fails to reach the " promised land" and 
suffers spiritual death by thinking of and remembering its old 
and Kamic associations. Although it may be revivified and 
awakened by honest effort, yet for the time being it is dead to all 
sense of its true life. In thought then desire must be attacked 
and destroyed, and when this is governed and the mind ceases to 
dwell on the things that have been and are in the dead past,-
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whether agreeable or disagreeable, - it has conquered. Latent 
desires, that are not comprehended or have not made themselves 
manifiest in any birth, will of course under the aB:ion of Karma 
make their due appearance in future births, if not in this one. 

What is said in the Voice of the Silence is also always to be 
remembered : " Do not believe that lust can ever be killed out if 
gratified or satiated, for this is an abomination inspired by Mara. 
It is by feeding vice that it expands and waxes strong like to the 
worm that fattens on the blossom's heart." 

QUESTION 7· 
Is there any criterion by ·wlzich we can judge of the genuineness 

or otherwz'se of a message alleged. to come from a Mahatmd.'l 

Alice L. Cleatlzer. -The querent himself -his own mental and 
spiritual condition rather- is the only possible " criterion ". Of 
what value are outward tests if the inner self does not respond, 
and give unerring reply?  Moreover, the real value of any given 
message will be in its own inherent worth, aside from adventitous 
aids and circumstances. Does the purport of the ' ' message" 
appeal to you as inherently true, as of great moral worth or spirit
ual beauty? Then for you it is true, no matter who delivers it, 
or how. Does it appeal to your highest, noblest and most unself
ish instincts, - strike a high note ? Then, however it reach you, 
that message voices a great truth in Nature, gives. outward ex
pression to it. The truth always is, but few can hear and see; 
and it may be that you needed just this presentment of it in 
order that it may penetrate your mind, and become a living faCtor 
in your life. But do not forget that you cannot accept the " mes
sage", and wholly . reject the bearer. 

QUESTION 8. 

To what extent is belt'ef itz Masters necessary to Theosophical 
atzd individual growth .'1 

Claude Falls Wrtght. - Although not a requisite of member
ship in the Theosophical Society, belief in Masters or divine men 
is a real necessity of growth. Unless one holds before him the 
ideal of perfection they represent he will never himself advance. 
That Higher Powers exist has been known to all seers; that they 
can be communicated with is also known to many students; that 
they sometimes incarnate as living men has been the tradition of 
the ages. If one deliberately refuses to believe in them as exist-
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ing, or possibly existing, notwithstanding the statements of those 
who say they have such knowledge, he creates an astral barrier 
by this aCtion of his mind, which prevents the inner senses from 
ever consciously contaCting during life the denizens and lives of 
the occult spheres. This is why it has frequently been said : It £s 
/Jetter to believe tlzan to be sceptical, even though you do not know. 
For belief is often the forerunner of wisdom. They who hold 
the existence of the Masters and divine men to be a lie, will 
never know of their existence : even were a sign given, they '
would not believe - they would doubt their own senses, and find 
if possible a material explanation, being mentally warped by 
reason of the aforesaid astral barrier ; or they would become in
sane, and believe everything told them, as is the case with many 
religious followers. 

Right philosophy, a clean life, freedom from personal desire 
and a firm, unshaken belief in the Higher Powers and Masters of 
Wisdom, will lead to a knowledge self-kept from many through 
their innate suspicion of others, their scepticism, and their disbe
lief in anything as faCt unless proved by scale and measure or by 
the physical senses. 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION. 
FOR THE USE OF BRANCHES. 

Never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without giving the English meaning; 
use the English preferably, letting the foreign word appear as merely addi
tional to the English. 

THE FOURFOLD LOWER MAN .  

I s  called the Quaternary. Composed of (r) body, ( 2) vital principle or 
jiva; (3 ) astral body, ethereal double, lin ga sar ira ; (4) desires and pas
sions, kama rupa, ka ma mana s or mind ensnared in and tinctured by de
sires and passions. 

Body is a limitation and not a cause. Is the physical instrument needed. 
for this plane? All bodies being on this plane our instrument therefore is 
wholly animal. Its particles constantly changing as admitted by scientific 
-observers. 

Vit al jJr in cijJ/e, .fiva , Life. It is universal; pervades every point of 
space ; is derived from the supreme jiva and hence universal ; exchanged 
among all living beings. 

Astr al body; the ttltere al doublt; Linga Sar ir a. I ts functions and 
powers ; the form or matrix on which the physical is built ; it  partakes of the 
nature of the astral matter; describe the latter. Is the seat of the purely 
:personal, but there is reflex automatic action on it from the body as a person. 
New astral body general rule for each birth, but some carried over from prior. 

:birth. 
D esire s an d passio ns, Kama, an d Ka ma Mana s. The turning point;· 
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shared with animals, exct;pt that they have but little if any manas. Th� 
battle field for man, resembling the Earth itself. Reincarnation; the whee-l 
of rebirth due to the action and reaction of desire and passion. 

REFERENCES. 
Ocean of Tlteosoplly, chap. v and vi; Esoteric Buddhism, chap. li; Modern Tk�osoplly� 

chap. iv. 

REBI RTH AN D PRE�XISTE N CE. 

History and prevalence of the doctrines. Taught by early Christian 
Fathers, especially Origen. Anciently taught in the East and continued t� 
this day. Prevail over most minds, countries and religions. As taught by 
Jesus in St. Matthew, xi, xvi, xvii, regarding John the Baptist; if he was the 
reincarnation of Elias this must have been under a law of nature. Evolution 
of soul and character require the doctrines. Something cannot come from 
nothing ; and thus force and variety of character must be accounted for. Re
birth explains many problems. Opportunities offered for growth and disci
pline. As applied to nations in rise, decline, fall and disappearance. In 
respect to great geniuses such as Mozart, Bach, Napoleon, and others. Also
applied to exceptional cases, such as Blind Tom, musical prodigies, and the 
many mathematical geniuses. Without the doctrine the miseries of life, the 
differences in character and opportunity, the handicaps of birth are not. 
explicable. 

REFERENCES. 
Ocean of Tlteosopky, chap. viii, ix and x; Reincarnation (Anderson); Reincarnatio� 

( Besant); Tlte Idea of Rebirth ( Arundale ); Key to Tkeosopky, sec. viii. 

TH EOSOPHY APPLIED TO LIFE. 

The Theosophist should apply his theories to practice. Intellectual The
osophy is not of any use to the individual though it may be to others. It 
leads to hypocrisy. The spiritual or heart doctrine must be learned. The 
personal element must be understood and conquered. Folly of running after 
psychic or occult powers. Necessity for virtue, impersonality, charity, etc .• 

in one who evokes any psychic powers. Hence need for performance of every 
duty in life. Meaning of duty. Our duty to others and to the race. Appli
cation of fable of the hare and tortoise to this subject. 

REFERENCES. 
Voice of Ike Silence, "The two Paths"; Bkagavad Gild, chap. iii; Guide to Tlteoso

pky, art. "Brotherhood"; Lucifer, vol. ii, art. "Occultism versus the Occult Arts". 

KARMA OR COMPENSATION. 

The law of Justice: of action and reaction. The doctrine in different 
religions such as Buddhism, Brahmanism .and Christianity; responsibility of 
each man ; responsibility of races. Does Karma govern the constant rebirth 
into one race until full compensation is made and similarity in race tendencies. 
exhausted? Is Karma fate? What kind of fate is it? 

REFERENCES. 
Ocean of Tkeosoplly, chap. xi; Key to Tlteosoplly, sec. xi; Secret Doctrine, chap. xvi. 

part 3· 

THEOSOPHICAL NEWS. 
LoYALTY BRANCH T. S. is the name of a new Branch formed at Chicago. 

Ill. , May 28th. At a meeting of the old Chicago Branch to ratify the action of 
the recent Convention not all the members favored it, and to avoid friction 
and to have opportunity of carrying on the work without being interfered with 
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by the others, the members favoring the resolutions (which practically con:.. 
stitute all the old and real workers in the Branch) withdrew and reorganised 
themselves into a society under the above name. Bro. Allen Griffiths, the 
Pacific Coast lecturer, was present at the reorganization and rendered material 
aid. The President is Bro. R. D. A. Wade and the Secretary Miss Eva 
F. Gates, two names so well known as Chicago workers that success in this 
venture may be assured. A Preamble and Resolutions concerning the 
reorganization were adopted at the meeting and copies sent out to every 
Branch in America, as follows: 

PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS. 
Whereas, The Chicago Branch of the Theosophical Society did on the 15th day of 

May, xBqs, by a majority of one refuse to ratify the action of the Convention of The Theo
sophical Society in America, held in Boston, Mass., April 28th and •qth., •BQs ; and 

Whereas, By such refusal did countenance and endorse certain unjust and unwarrant
able charges made by members of the European Section, against our respected and 
beloved Brother William Q. Judge; and 

Whereas, We, the undersigned, recognize the Elder Brothers as the principal factors 
In the Theosophical :Movement of this age and the real Founders of the Theosophical 
Society, chief amongst whom on the outer plane' was H. P. Blavatsky, and also recognise 
William Q. Judge as one of the Younger Brothers of the Lodge who now serves as a 
connecting link between the Masters and ourselves; and 

Whereas, We recognize his many years of loyal service in the cause of Theosophy, 
and the success attained by the movement largely in consequence thereof, we therefore 
reAffirm our belief in his purity of motive, good judgment and right action, and pledge 
him and Those whom he serves our unswerving loyalty and support, and in confirmation 
thereof be it here by 

Resolved: First, that we, the undersigned, ratify the action of said Boston Convention. 
Second, That we do hereby terminate our connection with those of the Chicago Branch 

who repudiate the action of said Convention, and hereby form ourselves into the Loyalty 
Branch of the Theosophical Society in America. 

Third, That we extend a fraternal invitation to all members of the Chicago Branch to. 
join us if, after deliberation, they desire to do so; and that we also cordially invite all 
persons to join us who are in sympathy with the objects of the Theosophical Society io 
America and desire to coOperate with us in e1forts toward their realization. 

This was signed by twenty-nine members. 

BuRCHAM HARDING leaves for Chicago June 6th to do work in and around 
the Centres there under the auspices of the new Central States Territorial 
Committee. 

THE DONATIONS to the General Fund in commemoration of White Lotus. 
Day ( May 8) so far sent have amounted to $10<). 23· 

Ms. GEORGE E. HARTER's scheme for the support of the T.S. in America 
has brought to the General Fund since January I6th, $I8o. His last remit
tance was $so, received on May 2oth. 

A NEW TERRITORIAL COMMITTEE is to be formed in the Central states, to
include Loyalty Branch, Chicago ; Ft. Wayne; Columbus; Dayton ; Indian
apolis ; Toledo; Cincinnati ; and other Branches. This Committee will engage in 
active work to spread Theosophy through all the intervening towns. in the 
middle states. 

DR. ALLEN GRIFFITHS on his way to the West Coast has visited and aroused 
interest in Chicago, Omaha and Denver. He goes now to Salt Lake City 
and San Diego. 

THE T. S. IN AMERICA. 

From letters received there seems to be ignorance or confusion on certain 
matters that are historical and abundantly verified. Hence I wish to state 
the following: 
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The T.S.  was formed in America. This is the " Pa�mt Society ' ' :  all 
others are branches, sections or offshoots. H. P. B. predicted that here in 
America would be the strong-hold of Theosophy and that here would form 
the Sixth Race. 

The only change made in the Society in America since its organization 
has been in regard to government and power of the executive management. 
All else remains substantially as at first, as to principles, aims, propaganda, 
repudiation of dogma and of sectarianism . 

Reference to the " T.S .  in America " ,  as recently formed in Boston as " a  
schismatic body organized to protect wrong-doing from Judicial penalty "
is without a snadow of truth. The statement is  offensive in form and false 
in fact, as every member at the �onvention will testify save two. 

J. D. BucK. 

NOTICES. 

The report of the Convention at Boston last April is ·  now in the press and 
each member in America will have a copy in his hands within a few days. 
As this is a ve�batim report of all the speeches and motions made at the Con
vention, it is expected that every member will carefully peruse his copy so as 
to be fully conversant with the jJ�os and cons of the actions taken at this, the 

'\. most important gathering of Theosophists yet held in any country. 
� 

The Executive Committee has to announce with regard to the resolution 
passed at the Convention respecting the proportion of the funds in hand on 
the 28th April, returnable on demand to members in good standing of the old 
American Section not desiring to cooperate with the Theosophical Society in 
America, that the pe� capita share of each is $r .  29. 

�-
The Lotus Circle has printed and published the music and songs used in 

its exercises. Much of the music and many of the songs were written by 
members of the Circle. Copies should be obtained from the New York super
intendent by any desiring to form Lotus Circles in other Centres and Branches. 

�-

William Q. Judge' s reply to charges made against him, read at the April 
Convention, will be mailed in a few d�ys to every member in America. Each 
member will then for the first time have an opportunity for impartial jl.!dg- . 
ment of The Judge Case. 

�-

A copy of the Constitution and By-Laws of the T. S. in America as form- : 
ulated by the recent Convention will be mailed to each member with the Con-
vention report. 

· · 

�. 

In forwarding their diplomas to the Pr�ideot' s  office for endorsement as 
valid under the Constitution of the 'l'. S . .  in America, members are requested 
to send postage stamps to cover return mailage. 

�-

Any member in doubt as to the real" meaning, intention and scope of the 
Convention at Boston on April 28th should send to the FoRuM whatever 
questions be may have, so that these points may be made entirely clear 
to all. 
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ISSUED BY DI RECTION AND UNDER T H E  AUTHORITY OF 
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For free distribution t o  Mem bers. The Theosophical Society Is not responsible for any state
ments herein. Published by the Theosophical Society In  America, at U4 Madison Avenue, New 
York City. 

WI LLIAM Q. JU DGE, President. 

Each Member can send questions, answers to questions, opinions, and notes upon Theosophi
cal subjects. When necessary , the various communications will be condensed by the editor. Mem
bers should be careful to write on only one side of the paper and to use black Ink. 

All communications should be addressed to the The Editor, Theosophical FORUM, U4 Mad
ison Avenue, New York City. 

Entered as second-class matter at New York Post-office. 
Issued monthly. 

----- ----- ------·-

WrTH LAST month 's issue the FoRUM entered upon a new life 
and era. The former editor has withdrawn from the Society, and 
has no more any conneCtion with this periodical; henceforth it 
will be issued from the office of the President and under his 
direCtion. 

All students are invited to send in replies or questions on theo
sophical subjeCts. 

The FoRUM will be sent in future directly to each member, 
and all are requested to read it with attention so that suggestions 
may be made tending to render it of greater value to members, 
and perhaps even to Branches. · It will in a sense, though as yet 
not officially, be the organ of the Society for notices, changes, 
news and other matter. 

Some changes will be observed. The form is different from 
the old; there will be a department consisting of two pages to 
contain four subjeCts for a month's syllabus for any Branch desir
ing to use it. A news page will be added if enough matter comes 
forward to fill the space. Editorial treatment of topics by W. Q. J., 
C. F. W. , and others who hold similar views, will also vary from 
the past ; and as to this it can now be observed that if the treat
ment of several subjeCts shall seem inconsistent with what was 
said in the old series, the inconsistency will be due to a present 
more definite and rigorous application of theosophical theories to 
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the questions in hand rather than the mechanical and narrow view 
formerly obtaining. 

It is particularly requested that whenever an assertion is made 
that such and such is a doCtrine, or " it is said in theosophical lit
erature ", and the like, the citation of author, article, volume, and 
page be given. This natural rule is constantly overlooked. 

WILLIAM Q. JunGE, President. 

Q UESTION 9· 
If India is the birtlzplace of the Theosophical philosoplzy, and 

tf the Hindt2s lzave more natural capac£ties for occult kttowledge 
than we, should we not accept those of them who come here and 
offer themselves as our teachers rather titan waste time at Brandt 
meetings in discussing questions concerning which we really know 
but little ? 

W. Q. Judge.-Doubtless India is now the most ancient store
house of  Aryan philosophy which may be called theosophical
but no one is able to say that it is the birthplace. Egypt with its 
tremendous civilization, its philosophy and magic, is silent, and 
there is no one to put forward its claim. Beyond question also, 
the Hindus of to-day have more metaphysical acumen than we 
have. But the West is creeping up. And intellectual, metaphy
sical gifts are not spiritual gifts. We have all the intelleCt we 

need, aCtive and latent. The Hindu of to-day is a talker, a hair
spli�er, and when he has not been altered by contact with 
Western culture he is superstitious. Such we do not want as 
teachers. We will hail them as brothers and co-workers but not / as our Magisters. But those Hindus who come here are not 
teachers. They have come here for some personal purpose and 
they teach no more nor better than is found in our own theosoph
ical literature : their yoga is but half or quarter yoga, because 
if they knew it they would not teach a barbarian Westerner. 
What little yoga they do teach is to be read at large in our books 
and translations. 

The craze for present-day India is an eminently foolish one. 
If one will calmly examine the facts he will find the nation as a 

whole superstitious to the last degree ; the few theosophists arid 
Englishised ones being but as a drop in the ocean. It is not a united 
nation and cannot itself help the West. For centuries it has 
helped no one outside itself. As a whole-there are grand excep
tions-the Brahmans keep up the superstition and proud isolation. 
We have the words of Master K. H. -an Indian-that India is 
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spiritually degraded. Fakirs and wonder-workers and hypnotisers / 

do not prove spirituality. It is the destiny of India to hold as { 
storehouse good things to come out later ; the West, as newest, 
youngest, and hence least degraded spiritually, has to work and 
learn so as to help the East. 

And the questioner speaking only of India seems to forget 
great Tibet and all Buddhist countries. What of those ? What 
of their ignorance and superstition ? Is India to be talked of 
alone, and all these others left out ? It is time to call a halt, and 
for theosophists to broaden their conception of what and where 
the East is, and to stop talking as if the sun in the morning shone 
only on India. 

Dr. J. D. Buck.-It is true that as a race the Hindus are meta
physical and take more naturally to philosophical questions than 
any other race. But it is also true that materialism has for many 
generations been making inroads on their philosophy which was 
once spiritual and pure. Moreover the old religion held by the 
people at large owing to the age and servility of the race, long ago 

. degenerated into superstition . Hence while the aptitude of the 
race for metaphysics still holds they have by this very means and 
the other causes above named often wandered far from the truth, 
lost the clue to the original pure, spiritual doctrines, and become 
Iiopelessly entangled in a labyrinth of endless speculations, that 
lead them further from the truth. It therefore happens, that 
a western-born person who has got rid of his materialism 
and is not involved in the superstitions and wild mythology 
of the East can more easily grasp the true spiritual philosophy 
than a Hindu who is still attached to his mythology. Super
ficial thinkers will be caught by the glamor, and be carried off 
their feet by the craze for Indian thought, but there are scores of 
earnest students of the Secret Doctrhze in the West who know far 
more of the real Secret Wisdom (Gupta Vidya) than the average . 
Hindu, be he priest or layman. There are thousands of Brah� ' 
mans to-day who will insist that the degraded and degrading 
doctrine of Metempsychosis is the true doctrine of Reincarnation, 
instead of being its degraded remains, and they will insist that 
there is no other and more rational doctrine. I should say, there- / 
fore, that it would be unsafe and unwise to follow any teacher 
because of his race, color, or religion, and that nowhere is care
ful discrimination more necessary than just here. Therefore, it ! 
is entirely unsafe to follow any teacher simply b�cause he is a 
Hindu ; and the metaphysical character of the Hindu offers quite 
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as many dangers as advantages, quite as often leads the student 
astray as toward the light. 

Dr. E. B. Guild. -The antiquity of the " Theosophical 
Philosophy " antedates the infancy of the Ind ian peoples. The 
Brahman and B uddhist Sects are an outgrowth of some of the 
teachings of the Philosophy, not the originators of it.  The 
Brahmans and Buddhists are st·cts and do not com prise the The
osophical Philosophy in its entirt!ty, as a part cannot include the 
whole. To accept a re presentative of Brahmanism as a teacher is 
to receive a part where we should receive the whole truth. T h e  
H indus may b e  well skilled i n  occultism, b u t  can they presen t t o  
the western min d that phase o f  occultism which will b e  so assim
ilated as to prove conducive to the attain ment of spirituality ? 
The true occultist becomes-h e is not made; He must become 
through his own environment, through his own Karma, as a 
result of . his own attainmen t. An exotic growth under anom
alous conditions does n ot give firmness of texture nor strength 
of fibre. It is not exuberance of growth that is desirable but the 
sure though slow development in natural surroundings. 

The most serious menace to the Theosophical Movement in 
the West is psychism . Psychic powers attained througlz kmrLVl
edge may become strong elements in the evolution of spiritual ity. 
Psychic powers sough t  and acquired for themselves retard spiri
tual evolution and divert energy and effort from spiritual and 
personal attainment. 

The necessities of our evolution do not require that we 
attempt to dress a senile sea in the habiliments of western 
energy. Western minds do not need the psych ism of the 
Brahm ans, but that self-knowledge which will make psychic 
powers helps to the attainment of spirituality only. 

Self. study and self. effort are not time " wasted " but will 
bring about an evolution which can never be attained by becom
ing the tail to any sectarian kite. 

K nowledge must come as a result of individual effort. Branch 
work develops the individual thinker. It is better to be an attive 
worker than a passive hearer. It is better to tlz ink than to feel. 

QUESTION 10. 

Is it possible to lit1e " in· tlze world " and all as an ordinary 
person and J'et be an occultist .t 1W"ust not one retire into solitude 
for this .'1 
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111. K. L. Lconard. -An occultist is one in whom the acrivity of 

the physical nature has been so regulated and controlled that the 
perceptions and powers of the soul have become fully developed. 
The reason that any man is not an occultist is because he does 
not live in conscious harmony with the occult, spiritual laws of 
life. It  is the abnormal activity of the animal nature which pre
vents this h armony. No man can serve two m asters. Either the 
body or the soul must be the acrive, dominant power. The body 
is the instrument through which man perceives the physical 
world, which represents separation and th erefore sel fishness. 
The soul is the instrument through which man perceives the 
spiritual side of nature, which represents unity and therefore self
lessness. The physical faculties cannot look upon this occult, 
spiritual side of nature, and the man who i s  wholly guided by th ese 
faculties never perceives the true laws of being. In the m an who 
stills the turbulence of the anima.l the soul may develop and thus 
knowledge of occult law begin to unfold.  Hence it follows that 
the practice of unselfishness is the foundation of the growth of 
the soul. 

It will be observed that the duties and trials of l ife seem to be 
carefully arranged to expose the small weaknesses of the nature. 
I f  one steadfastly perform his du�ies and meet patiently all trials 
selfishness will gradually disappear. B ut if  a man isolate himself 
from the world the weakness and narrowness of his nature will 
never be correcred. The personality will not be conquered. Its 
energy will simply be deflecred and it will strengthen the person
ality on the astral and psychic planes. Selflessness is the gate- ' 
way to occultism, and the world of daily duties is the battlefield 
wherein the victory over self is obtained. 

M. H. Wade. -According to Madame Blavatsky " Occultism 
i s  the Science of Life, the Art of Living. " She also tells us 
that Chelaship, by w hich is meant the binding of oneself to live 
as far as possible in accord with one's higher nature, " has 
nothing whatever to do with means of substenance or anything of 
the kind, for a man can isolate his mind entirely from his body 
and its surroun dings. Chelaship is a state of mind rather than a 
life according to hard and fast rules on the physical plane. " 

Thus we see that comprehensi vely Occultism is doing one's 
duty, whenever and however and wherever that duty shall pre
sent itself. It may fall to the lot of the occultist to frequent the 
crowded throughfares of life, to be subj ecred to constant inter
course with his fellows, to be surrounded with business cares, 
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and continual ly the petty and insign,ifican t  details of social 
and family life must needs be attended to ; and yet through it all 

l he may grow and develop in strength and power. 
In so far as one can free himself from interest in the results of 

his aCtions, directing his energy to their righ t performance only, 
will he advance along the path of occultism. The would-be 
occultist must have opportunity, therefore, to develop strength , 
to free himself from personal interests, ambitions, hopes and 
fears, · and such opportunities can be offered him, such experience 
gained, only by a&ive work and in tercourse with his fel1ow men. 
For in Occultism, understand,  it is the state of m£11d that is con
cerned , not the conditions in which we find ourselves placed. 
And thus the highest test of an occultist is the ability which he 
can manifest to hold himself calm and unruffled in the midst of 
cares and temptations which would disturb the equilibrium of a 
weak or impassioned nature. 

/ The occultist therefore may in the eyes of the world be lead-
ing the busiest of lives ; he may have but a few momen ts of the 
day which he can cal l  his own. Yet, taking rest in his higher and 
Divine nature, he lives in as great seclusion as though he were 
sh u t  within the walls  of a monastery or dwelling in haunts 

\ untrodden by his fellow men. 

Q UESTION 1 1 .  

Wlzat rs t!tc occult st"gmjicance of the C?·oss ? 
1�eaning of tlte " deatlt on the Cross .9 "  

1-Vhat 1s t!te 

Burcltam /larding. - The true occult sign ificance of the 
" death on the cross " as referring to H u m anity seems to be 
initiation. There is  a distinct line of demarcation between each 
of the kingdoms of nature, to pass which in ascen t from one to 
another is  an initiation. All m en are consciou sly or unconsciously 
gaining progress and experience in their successive earth lives, 
fitting themselves to pass their next initiation. " As in Adam all 
die, so in Christ shall all be made alive. " 

The " Adam " in m an is the human nature, which must be 
completely crucified and die before the ini tiation into the "Christ" 
can take place. The " Adam " or anim al nature in man is the 
result  of e volution in this world . The life principl e passes 
through all forms of the mineral , vegetable and animal kingdoms,  
gaining progress and development i n  each, ad ding experience to 
experience. The culmination of this line of physical evolution is 
man 's mortal body and desires, which synthesize all that exists 
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in the lower kingdoms of nature in this world and links him to 
the universal soul of physical nature-the astral light. 

The " Christ " in man is the individualised spiritual entity or 
soul, which is brought to this world by Karma. I ts obj ect is  
twofold-to gain the experience of this world, and to spiritualise 
the " Adam " bodies of man. It does not tediously pass through 
each of the lower kingdoms serz'atz'm, but at once enters the 
human form, which synthesizes all nature. By this experiencing 
all conditions of life, tpe ' ' Christ " gradually conquers and 
subdues the ' ' Adam. " 

The ' ' death on the cross " signifies the entire conquest of the 
" Adam " by the " Christ, " when the ini tiation of the human into 
the divine takes place. Religions have adopted this symbol, as it 
shows the " binding back " of the lower nature to the higher-the 
return of the soul to its original purity. 

Claude Falls Wrz'ght. -The cross signified in all occult orders 
the two powers or forces of matter-positive and negative The 
symbols used to signify Matter and Spirit are many, according to 
the manifestations of these principles, and while matter passt've is 
symbolized by the circle,  matter aflz've, in its highest stage of 
aCtivity and just before entire fruCtification by the S pirit, is 
symbolized by the cross, under its varying forms.- This was no 
arbitrary symbol. To the ancient thinkers the Deity geometrized, 
mcmifesting every state of being in mathematical form ; and the 
cross stands to-day as the clearest representation of  that condition 
of mind, soul and body of beings about to be " born again, " or 
invested with the power of the Spirit. For it signifies a centre 
where forces from opposite direCtions meet and cut one another. 
Matter when over- shadowed by Spirit is thrown into a state of  

. aCtivity, and a number of powers or forces pass and repass in it ; 
and where these cut there is formed a centre or cross, a star from 
which may be radiated in matter the refleCted power of the 
Spirit itself. Evolution, the effeCt of the aCtive Spirit, throws 
out in nature different beings gradually approaching the cross 
form according to development ; and at last m an, type of his 
suffering and pain, is  prod uced, the most perfeCt emblem of this, 
as illustrated by the Egyp tians, <;,aldeans and others in their 
symbology. 

The " death on the cross " meant the death of the soul or 
animal personality in man, necessary in order that the Cross 
should be transformed into the Star. It is when the student has 
reached that point of development where he feels the spiritual and 
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psychic powers opposing one another that, if he preserves his 
balance and permits the animal to die, the mystical veil of the 
temple may for him be rent and the lower human soul complete 
its union with its spiritual self. 

The early Christians placed a man on the cross, thus doub
ling the symbol , and to some extent destroying it. With the 

' Gnostics the Spirit was symbolized as a pyramid or triangle, that 
being the mathematical equivalent of fire-the physical mani
festation of the Deity. This was taken from the pyramidal form 
assumed by fire, as it rises upwards and disappears. It is retained 
to-day by the Christians in the church spires. The three nails in 
the man placed on the cross-one through either hand and the 
third through his feet-signified the crucified soul, the mystical 
triangle here being inverted as symbolical of the lower or re-

\ fle6l:ed self. 
As the type of the soul or self, Jesus is cru cified between the 

passions and the aspirations (the two thieves) going only with the 
higher thief to Paradise or Nirvana. 

/ In the Mysteries, and while undergoing purification and re-
birth , the human body was a6l:ually laid with the arms outstretched 
in the form of a cross in the lower temple or crypts of the h alls 
of the Initiates for three days, while the freed soul communed 
with the Deity. At the end of the period the soul reentered the 
body and arose a divine man. This is the allegory of the divine 

'\ burial and resurre6l:ion. 

QUESTION 12. 

How can a Theosoplzist, under the present conditio�zs, be most 
serviceable to the cause .'� 

H. T. Patterson. -That depends on who the Theosophist is, · 

where he is and what his abilities and knowledge are. It often 
happens that sincere, loyal and earnest people in their desire to 
do something do that very thing which ought not to be done. On a 
vessel, in imminent danger, the captain and crew have, in one sense, 
a less trying position than the passengers. The former have their 
duties and responsibilities and so are, to a certain extent, pre
vented from thinking of the impending disaster. The latter 
have nothing to distra6l: their attention from the peril of the 
situation and for that reason must draw a fortitude of another 
kind, which , perhaps, requires the greater strength . But in 
the cause of humanity none are, or should be, merely passengers. 
Each one has his special task, even if small,  and upon the faith -
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fulness with which this task is performed is the well-being of 
all served. Reliability in all enterprises is an absolutely essential 
faB:or. It does not matter altogether what we do, but it does 
matter that we should do well what we undertake to do. If we say 
that we cannot write papers, that we cannot talk, that we cannot 
presen t Theosophy satisfaB:orily to inquirers, and that all we can 
do is to give our support in countenancing the movement by 
attending meetings, then let us attend those meetings as though 
the salvation of humanity depended upon it. If we do this much 
only, the way will begin to open. We may not be able to con
tribute five cents a month in m oney, but we can be steadfast in 
the moral support given to those who work, and contribute 
by our presence to their courage and energy. Then some little 
thing will fall in our way. I t  m ay be n ever so little at the start, 
but it is a beginning. If we s tand this first test then more 
will be given to us ; and later yet more. This may all sound like 
a m ere repetition of what has been said over and over again, both 
outside and inside the Theosophical Society, but it is the truth. 
The helpful things in life are not the brilliant, startling or 
phenomenal ones, but those that are simple and too often 
despised. Reliability in these bring opportunity in the others. 
One thing more : Always and under �verything must be the utter 
and complete devotion one to another. Not a sentimental nor 
conspicuous behavior, but the deeper current of helpfulness and 
loyalty. This force though unseen and often unsuspeB:ed 
passes through our ranks, giving, more often than we think, 
strength and vital energy not only to those in the thick of the 
contest, but to many a weak and crippled one fallen in the rear 
ranks. 

QUESTION 1 3 .  

Hindt2 books lay great stress o1t the value of sitting in certain 
positions in order to gain greater insiglzt during practices of 
meditation and the like. What real value is to be attaclzed to 
this .'1 Should one sit cross-legged during meditatt"ons ? Wlzat is 
the actual philosoplty of posturing.P 

Claude Falls Wright.-It is perfeB:ly true that most, if not 

.all, of the exoteric occult books of India do speak of practices of 
this kind as being of great assistance in yoga. But we must 
remember that the exoteric books do not have the inner occul t 
teachings. They constitute only that which was given to the 
masses and which the masses, then more developed however than 
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the generality of men are in the present day, could comprehend. 
But it has been well-known for a long time that even the highest 
among the Brahmans have not the inner teachings, but by their 
spiritual selfishness have been barred from thus attaining. The 
exoteric books teach hatha yoga to a very large extent ; with, 
perhaps, the exception of the purely philosophical works, and \ these do not teach any system of yoga. It has been distinctly 
said again and again in the raj a yoga and secret occult schools 
beyond the Himalayas, that posturing is not necessary- " all 

;, , d 1 that is necessary is to . find the position in which the bo y can 
most easily sit or repose for a long time. " Such practices as a 

whole moreover, are not good generally, and unless they are 
natural to the student they lead his attention away from the 
higher insight, being a mere ceremony or externa1 action. 

The philosophy of posturing springs from a knowledge of the 
actl.on and reaction of the occult finer forces of the body. It i s  
certainly true, if one knows what he is doiltg, that by placing the 
physical form in certain positions, mental and other effects may 
ensue. A simple example of the fact that these currents exist i s  
t o  be found i n  the fact that in imagination, o r  when trying 
to remember, one throws his head back, putting the brain in a 

direct line with certain tatwic forces ; whereas when trying to 
analyze or to work out some difficult problem, the head is  
naturally bent down and the brain placed at right angles to these 
occult currents so as to cross them. Almost all the actions of the 
body, either reflex or unconscious, are the result of the play of 
the occult forces. The sitting cross-legged originally was 
supposed to have amongst other effeCts, that of shutting off 
all the activity of the · lower nature and leaving active only that 
phase of the physical and astral bodies' psychic power from the 
solar plexus to the brain. 

But posturing is not for our nation because we are not used to 
it ,  and in any case is only a help. The true yogi is he who can 
mediate in any position and at any time. H e  does not need to go 
away to the j ungle or to leave men, but even wh ile he works and 
labors and is among his brothers he ever has before him that ideal 
of spirituality and freedom necessary for the eventual perfection 
of his being. It is said that some of the highest adepts are m ore 
often to be found in the ball room than under the Bo-tree. And 
this is very likely to be true, for they would very much rather be 
with man and helping him than leave him to himself. Still for 
some adepts it is also better for their. work that they should live 
in solitude. 
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SUBJECTS FOR D I SCUS S ION . 
FOR THE USE OF BRANCHES. 

THE T H R E E  OBJECTS OF THE SOCIETY.  

(r . )  Un iversal Brotherhood without any d ist in ct ions wh atever. Why 
no distinctions ? Brotherhood in all kingdoms of nature. The true meaning of 
caste. Relation of West to East. Relation of man to animals, and animals 
to man. Difference between Christian and Theosophical ideas of Brother
hood. One Universal Spirit underlying all manifestations. Theosophy works 
to change man's inner nature rather than to arrange for socialistic commun
i ties or to give him food and clothing. The latter work, however, necessary 
also to help those thrown down by Karma. 

(2 . ) Study of an cient and modern relti;ions, pht'losojJhies and s cien ces ; 
demonstr at ion of the zinport an ce of su ch study. How best to study these. 
Ancient religions are the remnants of ancient occult bodies. The Aryan philos
ophy. Has the Theosophical Movement begun with the Theosophical Society? 
Proper conception of God. Modern Science tending to reflect the teachings of 
ancient Wisdom. The East the store-house of wisdom. India bas much of it, 
but the Hindus do not understand their own philosophy. Vedas the oldest ? 
books of the Aryan race. Why should Theosophists understand and study 
Buddhism ? Necessi ty and importance of investigating the origin of Christ
ianity so as to destroy priestcraft, error and superstition. \Vork of the The
osophical Society in this field. 

(3. ) In vest igat ion of the unexpla ined laws of n ature and psychical 
powers latent in man. All signs and thought tending in this direction. The 
object of the Theosophical Society is to investigate, not to experiment. Only 
students of occultism can comprehend the laws of nature. All Theosophists 
not Occultists. Hypnotism, mental telepathy, mediumship and psychic feats 
to be avoided by the student who seeks higher wisdom. Why is this ? Neces
sity for the Theosophical Society to explain modern discoveries in this field by 

the ancient Occult Wisdom . 
REFERENCES. 

Fz've Years of Tlleosoplly, art. ' ' What is Theosophy ? " ;  Modern Theosophy, chap. ,.  ; 
Convmtion Report Tluosojhical .)ociety in A nttn'ca, Apri l tSqs ; Ocean of Theosophy, chap . 
xvi.  

THE S P I R I T U A L  M A N .  

Three pr inc iples; A tm a, Buddhz; Manas. Called the Higher Triad : 
the Monad. 

Atma ; the Spirit ; the Higher Self. Meaning of the word. Is part of 
man, yet universal . Can you say " mine " or " thine " of it ? Basis of all 
manifested nature. The Higher Self cannot manifest without Buddhi, its 
vehicle. It is to man as Brahma is to the universe. 

Buddhi. Atma-Buddhi, the monad not self-conscious. Atma-Buddhi in 
minerals, plants and animals, as well as man. Buddhi called the spiritual soul. 
Cannot exist without Atma. .It is the Yehicle or first veil of Atma. Atma
Buddhi passes through all kingdoms of nature and only when it succeeds in 
evolving the man stage, becomes self-conscious or manasic. The most 
mystical of all the principles. Buddhi, the spiritual Will . 
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Manas. Two phases, higher and lower. Higher, Manas linked with 
Buddhi. Lower, Manas linked with Kama. Buddhi-:Manas and Kama
Manas. Self-consciousness in man . Lower Manas the lower self. Lower 
Manas joined to Kama and the astral body, the personality. How can the 
lower Manas be united with the higher ? Lower Manas a ray of the higher 
Manas. Called the Father and Son. Have animals :Manas ? How did Manas 
originate in the human kingdom ? Secret Doctrine teachings concerning the 
Pitris ( Fathers). 

State the relation of Atma-Buddhi-Manas to the fourfold lower man. 

REFERENCES. 

Ocea11 of Tlleosoplzy, chap. i v  and vii ; ;,:ry to Tlteosoplzy, sec.  i v  and x ;  Esoteric 
Buddhism : Moder11 Tlzevsvphy, chap. iv.  

OCC U L T I S M .  

Meaning of  term. Difference between the occult arts and true occultism. 
Chelaship and adeptship. Necessity for understanding the true meaning of 

occultism so as to avoid foolish ideas about this. Occultists in all ages ; 
mentioned in Bible and other sacred books. True occultism consists in under
standing the inner workings of mind and soul and not in psychic experiments . 
Occult schools in the East. The West the future of occult science. Great 
school of Occultism forming in America. No initiates in India, as Mme. 
Blavatsky taught. No value in running after personali ties ; the student must 
find his spiritual teacher in himself. Difference between modern Christian 
teaching and the ancient occultism of the followers of the Christos. Necessity 
for purity and aspiration and meditation in order to achieve any occult knowl
edge. Theosophical Society an occult movement. One must understand the 
philosophy of Theosophy before he can advance. 

REFERENCES. 

Lucifer, vol. iii,  No. '4• art. " Lodges of  Magic " ;  Voice of lite Sile11ce : T.P.S. 7, 
u Occultism versus the Occu1t Arts. " 

SPI R I T U AL I S M  A N D  T H EOSO P H Y .  

Difference between the two. The elementaries o f  the sia11ce rooms not 
the souls of the dead. Spiritualists the great materializers of spiritual things. 
" Spirits " an improper term ; only one Spirit. What is the cause of the mani-

/ festations ? Philosophy of this. - No student of occultism will attend stance 
room& on account of astral currents and evil influences. The " worship of the 
dead . "  The medium is the opposite end of the pole of development to the 
occultist. The occultist controls, the medium is controlled. All religions 
legislated agamst the raising of the dead. Called sorcery. Mediumship the · 

' · main tendency to be conquered by western occult students. Summerland, a 
wrong and pernicious philosophy. Explain why. Difference between the 
calm of yoga and the excitement arising from communications from the dead. 
Evils resulting from spiritualism. 

REFERENCES. 

Ocean of Tlzeosop/Jy, chap. xii and xvii ; Key to Tlteosoplly, sec. i x ; Pat IT. iv,  ' 34 ; 
" Worship of the Dead ". 
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THEOSOPH I CAL NEWS. 

Los ANGELES BRANCH has passed resolutions similar t o  those o f  the Loyalty 
T. S.  printed in last month's FoRUM. 

LoYALTY BRANCH, Chicago. has now a headquarters at Room 20, rs Wash
ington Street, corner of Wabash Avenue. 

A. H .  SPENCER of the Aryan T. S. and Clark Thurston visited the H. P. B. 
T.S .  in London on Saturday, May 25th, and gave an account of the April 
Convention. Much interest and enthusiasm was manifested. 

BuLWER LYTTON T. S. is doing good work and having increased interest. 
Books are sold all the time in Rapid City and its seems impossible to keep 
enough Ocean of Theosophy and other works on hand. A new hall is about 
to be hired, for the audiences at meetings increase daily. 

THE MASCHMEDT FARM , Corinth, Saratoga Co. , N. Y. , started two years ago 
as a Theosophical resort, will be open again this summer. Theosophists fro� 
all parts of the country will therefore once more have opportunity of meeting 
one another socially during the hot months at this cool and delightful gather
ing-place. 

NEws COMES from Ireland that Bro. Clark Thurston, President of the 
Providence T. S. , has paid a visit to the Dublin Branch and was present at the 
drafting of a Constitution for " The Theosophical Society in Great Britain 
and Ireland. " Several lodges in the British Isles have already accepted this 
Constitution. 

ONE OF THE NEW FEATURES of Theosophical development is the growing \ 
interest manifested by the churches. In everyone of the cities visited by Mr. 
Burcham Harding on his New England lecture tour last month, viz. , Spring
field, Northampton , Westfield , Easthampton, Greenfield, Hudson, Marlboro, 
Stoughton and Framington, churches were placed at his disposal without 
�u� / 

LYNN BRANCH, Mass. , has secured a " Labor Church " for the purpose of 
holding public meetings. In this hall very lively meetings have been held 
weekly during the past month. The attendance averages 250 persons. The 
lecturers have been supplied from Boston . The Lynn Branch consists of only 
eight members, yet it has thus succeeded in stirring up wide interest. The 
example of this Branch might be copied in other centres where lecturers can 
be secured. The collections cover the cost . 

. . 

FROM ALL OVER the country come requests to the President's office to 
have the perpetual circularizing that is going on, stopped. Some members of 
the Theosophical Society, hardly Theosophists, seem to think nothing of 
breaking up active centres all over the world simply to prove that their views 
on a certain subject are the correct ones. The interruption of work, the sowmg 
of discord, and the spread of bad opinion about the Theosophical Society itself, 
seem to be nothing so that they are proved right. If it were not that there 
are many more Theosophists in the Society more interested in work than in 
gossip and slander, much damage might have been done ; as it is, most persons 
are very tired of these _missiles and only want now to be left alone so that some 
good work can be done. 
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SoME HYPER-CONSCIENTIOUS secretaries think they are morally bound to 
give out to the members of their Branch every offensive circular and document 
placed in their hands or sent to them. K secretary is  not bound to do any-

' thing of the kind unless specially ordered by his Branch to do so. He 
is appointed officially to keep the records of his Branch, to act as i ts scribe, 
and otherwise to transact official business for it and as instructed. He has to 
distribute official documents from the Headquarters of the Society to which 
his Branch is affiliated, but the distribution of disruptive and other documents 
from outsiders is no more a part of his duty than would be the distribution 
or the reading at Branch meetings of every patent medicine advertisement 
or fake astrological circular sent him as secretary. 

H AWAII LoDGE, Honolulu, continues to hold regular weekly meetings and 
has been reading Modern Theosophy and the theosophical manuals. The 
rooms are open every Sunday afternoon for use of the library, which is a very 
comprehensive one. On White Lotus Day the Branch rooms were beautifully 
decorated by the lady members of the Hawaii and Aloha Branches and a 
photograph of the decoration was sent to the Headquarters here.' The photo
graph has been framed and is in the H eadquarters' room. Vocal and instru
mental music was furnished by members of both Branches, and a large 
audience was present. The interest in Theosophy in Honolulu is mainly due 
to the work of Mrs. Mercie M. Thirds who visited the islands in September 
and October, 1 894. 

FoLLOWING is a copy of a letter from the Executive Committee to be read 
at the forthcoming European Convention , on July 4th. 

Fro m the Tluosophical ,Soddy in A meric a to the l!.urope an Theosophists, 
in Con vention Assemble d as , " The Europe an Se ct io n  of the Theosoph
ica l So ciety. " 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS :- We send you our fraternal greeting, and fullest 

sympathy in all works sincerely sought to be performed for the good of Hu
manity. Separated though we are from you by very great distance we are 
none the less certain that you and we, as well as all other congregations of 
people who love Brotherhood , are parts of that great whole denominated The 
Theosophical Movement, which began far back in the night of Time and has 
since been moving through many and various peoples, places and environments. 
That grand work does not depend upon forms, ceremonies, particular persons 
or set organizations,-" Its unity throughout the world does not consist in the 
existence and action of any single organization, but depends upon the similar
ity of work and aspiration of those in the world who are working for it. " 
Hence organizations of theosophists must vary a.nd change in accordance with 
place, time, exigency and people. To hold that in and by a sole organization 
for the whole world is the only way to work would be boyish in conception 
and not in accord with experience or nature's laws. 

Recognizing the foregoing, we, who were once the body called The Ameri
can Section of the T.S. , resolved to make our organization, or merely outer 
form for government and administration, entirely free and independent of all 
others ; but , retained our theosophical ideals, aspirations, aims and objects, 
continuing to be a part of the theosophical movement. This change was an 
inevitable one, and perhaps will ere long be made also by you as well as by 
others. It has been and will be forced, as it were, by nature itself under the 
sway of the irresistible law of human development and progress. 
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But while the change would have been made before many years by us as \ 

an inevitable and logical development, we have to admit that it was hastened 
by reason of what we considered to be strife, bitterness and anger existing in 
other Sections of the theosophical world which were preventing us from doing 
our best work in the field assigned to us by Karma. In order to more quickly 
free ourself from these obstructions we made the change in this, i nstead of in 
some later, year. It  is, then, a mere matter of government and has nothing to 
do with theosophical propaganda or ethics, except that it will enable us to do 
more and better work. / 

Therefore we come to you as fellow-students and workers in the field of 
theosophical effort, and holding out the hand of fellowship we again declare 
the complete unity of all theosophical workers in every part of the world. 
This you. surely cannot and will not reject from heated , rashly-conceived coun
sels, or from personalities indulged in by anyone, or from any cause what
ever. To reject the proffer would mean that you reject and nullify the prin
ciple of Universal Brotherhood upon which alone all true theosophical work is 
based. And we could not indulge in those reflections nor put forward that 
reason but for the knowledge that certain persons of weight and prominence 
in your ranks have given utterance hastily to expressions of pleasure that our 
change of government above referred to has freed them froin nearly every 
one of the thousands of earnest, studious and ·enthusiastic workers in our 
American group of Theosophical Societies. This injudicious and untheosoph
ical attitude we cannot attribute to the whole or to any majority of your 
workers. 

Let us then press forward together in the great work of the real Theo
sophical Movement which is aided by working organizations, but is above 
them all. Together we can devise more and better ways for spreading the 
light of truth through all the earth. Mutually assisting and encouraging one 
another we may learn how to put Theosophy into practice so as to be able to 
teach and enforce it by example before others. We will then each and all 
be members of that Universal Lodge of Free and Independent Theosophists 
which embraces every friend of the human race. And to all this we beg your 
corporate official answer for our more definite and certain information, and 
to the . end that this and your favorable reply may remain as evidence and 
monuments between us. 

Fraternally yours, 
(Signed) WILLIAM Q. j uDGE, 

(Signed) ELLIOTT B. PAGE, Pr�sident. 
A. P. BucHMAN, 

�c. A. GRrscoM, JR. , 
H. T. PATTERSON, 
jEROME A. ANDERSON, 
FRANK I.  BLODGETT, 

./lt/�mb�rs of /h� E.z�culiv� Co mmittee. 

THEOSOPH I C A L  LECTU RERS. 

ALL BRANCHES are not yet fully alive to the value of public lecturing. 
One of the objects of Branch meetings and discussions is to train members to 
think logically and intelligently express themselves on Theosophy, so as to 
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be of use in spreading its principles. A Branch should strive to become a 
centre around which other centres can be established. Each local T. S .  i s  a 
fundamental part of the Movement ; it should recognise that, and push ahead 
by striking out into all the towns and places around and near it. Members 
who can speak to an audience are invaluable in this work, for in this age the 
people receive ideas more readily from spoken words than from written ones. 
Indeed the taste for attending public lectures is growing daily. Those who 
have any genns of lecturing ability therefore should not hesitate to evolve 
them ; and on this point it may be said that almost everyone if he tries can 
develop the faculty to some extent, for speech is natural to man. Theosophical 
lectures as far as possible should always be free. In many cases however 
collections could be taken up and expenses thus met. 

NOTICES. 

For the future the FoRL:M will be issued as regularly as possible on the 
1 5th of each month. 

Difficult questions, or those of general interest discussed at Branches 
and not satisfactorily replied to, should be sent to the FoRuM. 

'4-'?l. 

Branch Presidents are requested to see that lists of the members whose 
diplomas they have endorsed as valid under the new Constitution are sent to 
Headquarters. 

Any member in doubt as to the real meaning, intention and scope of the 
Convention at Boston on April 28th should send to the FORUM whatever 
questions he may have, so that these points may be made entirely clear 
to all. 

'4-'?l. 

William Q. Judge' s reply to the charges against him has been sent to 
every member in America. Any member requiring extra copies to hand to 
interested friends can have them on forwarding stamps to the office to cover 
postage. 

�. 
The Lotus Circle Songs and Music noticed in last month' s FoRUM should 

be obtained from the Path Office, 144 Madison Avenue, and not from the 
League or Lotus Circle Superintendent. The music was arranged by A. 
Tregina of the Washington Circle, and it bas been published at considerable 
expense. 

'4-'?l. 
The report of the Convention at Boston last April is now in the press and 

each member in America will have a copy in his bands within a few days. 
As this is a verbatim report of all the speeches and motion s  made at the Con
vention, it is  expected that every member will carefully peruse his copy so as 
to be fully conversant with the pros and cons of the actions taken at this, the 
most important gathering of Theosophists yet held in any country. 
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THE  TH EosoPH ICAL  FoRuM 
I S S U ED BY D I RECTION A N D  U N D E R  T H E  AUTHORITY O F  

THE T H EOSO P H I C A L  SOCI ETY I N  AMERICA. 

For free distribution t o  Members. The T . S .  In America Is not responsible for any state-
ments herein. Published by the Theosophical Society in America, at I-<4 Madison Avenue, 
New York City. 

Wi lliAM Q. JUDGE,  President. 

E ach Member is i nvited to send questions,  answers to questions, opi n ions,  
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. When necessary, the various com
m u n ications will  be condensed by the editor. Members should  be careful 
to write distinctly and on one side of the paper on ly. 

In ·sending questions, or answers to questions, whenever an assertion 
i s  made that such and such i s  a doctrine, or that " it is  said i n  Theosophical 
literature , "  and the l i ke,  the name of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given . 

A l l  communications should be addressed to The Editor, Theosoph
ical Foru m ,  1 4 4  -Madison Avenue, New York City . 

Entered as second-class matter at New York Post-office. 

Issued monthly.  Sent directly to each member. No losses by mail suppl ied. 

IN A N SWER to suggestions from many members that the ques
tions to be answered in the FoRUM be printed in advance and 
distributed to all for consideration and re ply, it m ay as well 

be stated here that this will not be done. The publishing of 
these questions would occasion great nu mbers of replies from all 
parts of the country, probably the m aj ority of them of the same 
character, an d that would entail waste of labor, of postage stamps 
and of the editor's time. Questions received will be handed first 
to members of the Society known to be good students, and their 
replies will be inserted. If  any member has then anything fur
ther to rem ark in addition to these first replies, or does not agree 
with them, his answer will be published the month afterward or 
when sent. Thus all will have opportunity of having their ideas 
expressed ; if not by the students' fi rst answers to the questions ,  
then by themselves. All members therefore who do not agree 
with the answers given in the number in which any question is 
proposed , are invited, and indeed requested, to send their further 
replies and ideas. In thi s  way also the FoRuM editor will  be
come acquainted with the best students throughout the country, 
to whom he can send questions as they come in for reply. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

QUESTION 14. 
What mental obstruEl£ons are t'n the way of meditation and most 

frequently present '! 

W. Q. Judge.- The greatest foe and that most frequently pres
ent is memory, or recollection . This was at one time called phan
tasy. The moment the mind is restrained in concentration for the 
purpose of meditation, that moment the images, the impressions, 
the sensations of the past begin to troop through the brain and tend 
to instantly and constantly disturb the concentration. H ence the 
need for less selfishness, less personality, less dwelling on obj eCts 
and desiring them,-or sensation. If the m ind be full of impres
sions, there is also a self-reproductive power in  it which takes 
hold of these seeds of thought and enlivens them. RecolleCtion 
is the collecting together of impressions, and so it constitutes the 
first and the greatest obstruCtion to meditation. 

QUESTION I S . 
What is tlte result of interference with Karma '! How does 

the diverting of a karmic probability · t'n some other direflion 
affeEl the final karmic completeness .P Is it wrong to interfere 
with Karma, or should it be allowed to work itself out unht'ndered 
and uninfluenced .'! 

H. A. Freeman . - There can be no such thing as i nterference 
with Karma. Any effort in that direction simply sets u p  addi
tional Karm a equally potent and equally deserved. Such Karm a, 
like all other Karma, results from an ocean of contributory causes 
all of which h ave their initatory im pulse in the first  vibration of 
man ifestation. 

If a man be hungry his hunger is karmic.  If he buy a meal 
the action is karmic. If he be pennyless and cannot buy a meal 
his condition is karmic. If he starve, h is death is karmic, the 
result of causes set up by himself. If however he find relief, 
whether through the charity of a stranger, the picking up of a 
coin, the proffer of employment or from any other reason, that 
relief is also karm ic and equally due to the result of his own 
action at some former time. 

The conditions which bring forward every result have been 
developing ever since the world began, and whatever appears to 
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interfere with a karmic probability has had the same long period 
of gestation. 

If Karma could be " in terfered " with, that fact would show 
that it had a character of its own, which is impossible. Karma is 
entirely irresponsible and simply responsive. 

Things which h ave occurred thousands of years ago and thou
sands of miles apart can easily be proved to contribute to incidents 
in our everyday life. The concurrent circumstances which com
bine to produce any event, however commonplace, may be traced 
back in innumerable directions, each apparently independent of 
the other yet all equally essential. And they all result froD;l the 
exercise of man's wil l.  Except for the element of free-will in 
humanity, this marvelous de termination of all manifestation 
toward seemingly prearranged results would appear to j ustify 
the theory of predestination, or its oriental coun terpart, fatalism. 

All things contribute towards man's e very action, but nothing 
controls him absolutely except his own decision : and the consum
mation of all action is what will bring about universal equilibrium 
at last. If  it were not for this, Karma would simply illustrate 
the unfolding of a scheme, and we could have nothing to do with 
its making. Bu.t destiny is evolved from the conditions brought 
about by man 's will and is not the carrying out  of a fixed 
programme. 

Karma is arbitrary and infallible only in the certainty of that 
ultimate adjustment, which itself will result in the gradual and 
conscious advance of humanity toward perfection. it is man who 
is responsible for Karma, not Karma which is responsible for 
for man's fate. 

If a child fall from the roof and a passer-by catch it and 
restore it unharmed to its mother's arms, he has not interfered 
with the child's Karma. The Karma of its fall was complete 
when the outstretched arms saved it from death. Karma cannot 
override our freedom of will except as it obey conditions set up 
either by ourselves or by some one else. Every act and every 
thought of every human being changes the condition of all mani
festation and thus affects all humanity. Our own thoughts are 
con trolled by our surroundings, and thus our Karma is influenced 
though not interfered with by that of others. Everything we do 
is thus of importance, not only to all others living but to all who 
shall live after us to the end of time. 

It is this interweaving and interhlending of Karma that proves 
the theory of universal brotherhood. Whatever we do and what
ever we leave undone engenders Karma that helps or hinders all 
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human beings present or to come, and, while we cannot " i nter
fere " with their Karma, we can contribute to their impulses such 
influences as will help to make their Karma better or worse when 
they themselves shall set it  up. 

QUESTION 16. 

A re theosophical dollrines for tile cultured classes .'1 Should we 

pay most attcntio11, i1l propaganda, to tlze cultured and " respec?
able " or to those ill a loz('er stratum ? 

W. Q. Judge. -If theosophical doctrines are to be of any ben
efit to the race, then · they must be for all classes, poor and rich, 
cultured and uncultured, young and old. Some people think that 
these doctrines are really only comprehensible by the educated and 
cultured ; that most attention should be paid to these classes, to 
learned scientific persons, and to those who possess a worldly and 
powerful reputation . For, they argue, if we can get hold of 
such, then we may the more quickly affect the others. 

But what has experience shown ? Merely that the cultiv ated 
and respectable and scien tific have laughed at Theosophy, and 
never would have paid it any attention if  not forced to. A very 
prominent scientist, Prof. Crookes, early became a member of 
the London Lodge, but nothing has resulted therefrom to the dis
tinct benefit of the movement. Many attempts have been m ade 
in the parlors of the rich, with h ardly any result ; certainly not 
enough to j ustify the outlay of strength and time. The the
osophical propaganda has gone forward in the face of cortsiderable 
opposition and coldness from the so-called better classes. Very 
true it is that the working, laboring classes have not pushed it, 
nor do they, as a whole, know a very great deal about it ; yet that 
indefinite section of the working classes som etimes called the 
" middle class " has been its great propagator and supporter. 

As to understanding the doctrines, it is my opinion that this 
is as easy for the uneducated as for the educated. Indeed, in 
some cases, over-education has been a bar, and deep intellectual 
study of Theosophy has led to a want of comprehension of the 
principle of Brotherhood an d to a violation of it. The purpose 
and aim of Theosophy in the world is not the advancement of a 

few in the intellectual plane, but the amelioration of all h uman 
affairs through the practice of Brotherhood. The theosophical 
doctrines show what Brotherhood is an d how it is to be practiced, 
and if we cannot succeed in the practice of it then we are fail
ures. Brotherhood is more likely to arise in the ranks below 
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than to spring from those above, for it cannot be declared that 
present conditions- even in governments abroad - are largely 
due to the better, the upper, the educated classes .  

However- and here lies the duty of  those Theosophists who 
have education - it is necessary to cl early explain the doctrines to 
the uneducated classes before these can grasp them. But when so 
explained, it  will be found that in practice alone the doctrines are 
understood. We must not forget, in all this, that in America the 
proportion of illiteracy is not l arge, and hence in this land it is  
easier to propagate Theosophy among the masses. A.nd history, 
the facts of to-day, amply prove this. 

J. D. Buck.- Theosophy is  for the healing of the nations, 
its doctrines are for any and all who will accept them, and the 
benefits to be derived from them are e qual among all classes, 
though not the same. Riches or poverty may be blessing or 
curse , and so with education or ignoran ce. There are few things 
known to man that are intrinsically and essenti ally either good or 
bad. All depends upon use. With the rich and the poor, the 
learned and the ignorant, as classes there is about equal indiffer
ence or reluctance in accepting Theosophy. The poor are apt to 
be discouraged, and indifferent or suspicious toward any new doc
trine ; u nless perhaps they are devout Catholics, and in such case 
they scout it altogether. Offer them a scheme for making m ore 
money with less work, and they will l isten ; or one for more luxury 
and h appiness, and they are interested. But they have been 
deceived so often, and humbugged so long, that they really do 
not believe in your sincerity, or that anything valuable is being 
offered them. With the rich the reasons are different, but the 
result much the same. They are suspicious of any new doctrine 
lest it should filch th eir money, and indifferent to spiritual things 
in the midst of physical comfort and luxury. The distinction be
tween the educated and the ignorant shows·  the same parallel.  
People do not and need not accept or reject the doctrines because 
of education or ignorance. All our standards of education being 
false and fantastic, the . so-called educated are often as incompe
tent to grasp the essentials '  of Theosophy as the so-called ignor
ant. As a matter of fact, whil e converts exist, drawn from all 
classes above referred to, it is  from the great middle class, which 
possesses more or less of the characteristics drawn from all classes 
and yet is circumscribed by and confined to none, that the larger 
number of converts and earnest workers have come. The real 
Theosophist is in the truest sense cosmopolitan, and he who is 
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bound by no caste or creed, and cursed by neither poverty nor 
wealth, will be most readily drawn to Theosophy and will " come 

· to stay. " While, therefore, the doctrines are open to all, the 
work of  propaganda should be confined to no class. The poor and 
th e ignorant may receive them most gladly, apprehend them best, 
and hold and live them most steadfastly. The rich and educated 
generally disappoint the expectations of the real workers in the 
T. S. ConviCl:ion is likely to be superficial there, and from indif
ference they pass to neglect and drop away. There have been 
many such disappointm ents. If they could only realize the grand 
opportunity thus lost, nothing in the world could shake their faith 
or dampen their zeal. It  is quite likely that for a long time yet 
the real workers and those who best apprehend the doCl:rines 
of Theosophy will  be drawn from the great middle class. 

QUESTION 1 7. 
What is tlu real occult meaning attaclud to tlze Garden of 

Eden t'n the Bible .'1 

Claude Falls Wright. -The ' ' Garden of Eden, " ' '  Paradise, " 
the " Golden Age, " are names of mystical pl aces and periods in 
which man at one time is supposed to have lived in supreme 
happiness. H is present l ife being a state of great su ffering, he 
is no longer in the condition or cycle of bliss ; he  has been forced 
out of the former state. Most allegories make this " Fall of 
Man " the fault of the human being himself, a result of his own 
misdeeds ; and nearly all have h istories similar to the familiar 
Biblical one, though few are as much misunderstood. As i t  stands, 
its occult tendency unperceived, that in Genesis is but a foolish 
story, at best a fairy tale ; but, its inner meaning made plain,  it 
contains a fund of valuable information. The whol e of the 
mysteries of the awaking of the god s and worlds at the dawn of 
the manvantara- the " Great Day of Life, " the order of 
development of the differen t kingdoms, the dillerent lokas and 
states, are plainly referred to in the first few chap ters of this 
ancien t book. Even the rib- story is not without occult in terest : 
-remember that some tradition s make it a rib from his left side 
that was taken from Adam ; - change " rib " into " spleen, "
recolleCl: that the spleen is the centre of astral aCl:ivity, - and 
then you will see the connection between this teaching and the 
old Tibetan doctrine referred to in the Secret Doctrine, in which 
the early races developed them selves by doubling. This, however, 
is not the entire occult meaning of the rib-story. 
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As to the Garden of Eden proper : Adam adam£ means the 

natural, physical Man, without a soul or manas. The tree of 
knowledge, on which grew apples, is the store house of mentality 
on this plane ; otherwise symboli zed by the serpent of wisdom, 
which tempts man away from his condition of animal innocence to 
one of spiritual longing. Possessed then of a soul,  having eaten 
of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, the gods ( the lesser 
Dhyan Chohan s - those who have not y et been men ) exclaim 't 
against man 's eating of th e fruit  of th e Tree of Lzje, and thus 
becoming " Gods alike unto us. " 

In that one sentence is summed up the great warfare betvoreen 
priestcraft and occultism . The " flaming sword " brandished by 
the angel - the fear of self, the sharp and cutting desires of the 
personality, is  still us· d by many who hold the keys of know
ledge to scare away the aspirant to higher wisdom. Only the 
intrepid, to whom both good and evil as men know i t  have 
become things of the past, can brush past this sword, and, regain
ing th e Garden of Eden - " the child state they have lost, " eat of 
the Tree of Ltje, thus becoming Initiates or Gods. This is 
what J esus meant by " becoming as little children , " and " taking 
the kin gdom of heaven by violence. " 

QUESTION 1 8. 

Is it necessary in order to be a Theosophist, or to make any 
progress in the study of Theosophy, to have any knowledge of meta
pltysics .'1 

Joseph H. Fusse!I. - If by the term "Theosophist " th e ques
tioner means a m ember of the T. S. , then, speaking generally, to 
the first part of the question, I would say no . For to be a mem. 
ber of the Society it is only necessary to subscribe to  its principle 
object, that of forming a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood. But 
speaking more particularly, in order to be an intelligent member 
of the Society, in order to subscribe understandingly and not 
merely sentimentally to this obj ect, a knowledge of metaphysics 
is necessary. The word " metaphysic " sounds very learned and 
big to many people who have not had educational and intellectual 
advantages, and such are often led astray by those who have 
great educational advantages and great powers of words, yet are 
only able to look at things from the outside and consequently 
desire to brin g everything down to a mech anically logical and so
called practical basis. They, therefore , scout at everything that 
is metaphysical or which has to do with the inner realities or is 
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related to a higher plane than that reached by brain intel leCt. 
But the idea lying back of this word is very simple : i t  is  that 
there is a science or study which a certain Greek philosopher, 
Aristotle, who first used the term, wished his pupils to take up 
after they had studied physics. Physics properly relates to ex
ternal nature, and that which is to be taken up afterwards is that 
which lies back of external nature. Now this explanation has to 
do with the origin of the word : but taking the broad general idea 
underlying the term, it  is th at there is another departmen t of 
knowledge besides that having to do with externals ; that there is 
an inner realm of nature which cannot become known through 
the physical senses ; in fact that metaphysics relates to idea while 
physics relates to form. The distinCtion between these two was 
well expressed by Paul, the Philosopher, when he said " the l etter 
killeth but the spirit giveth life. " 

Theosophy has to do w ith the whole of nature and the whole 
of life ; not merely with the external and sensuous world, but also 
and especially with the inner planes of being ; it will be evident 
therefore that a knowledge of metaphysics is  necessary for an 
intelligent member of the T. S. and that a study along metaphys
ical lines is necessary if one would make any progress in Theos
ophy. But this should not be discouragii!-g to anyone, for it does 
not mean that members, or students even, are to get books on 
metaphysics and study the variou s  terms and modes of treating 
the subj eCts ; this  would be mere school- learning and brain in tel-• 
leet development, valuable only as instrum ents, but not otherwise.  
Nearly everyone, and almost without exception those who are 
attraCted to Theosophy, are unconsciously metaphysicians ; I do 
not mean metaphysicians of any regular school, but the tendency 
to metaphysical study is ingrained in their nature and in their 
modes of thinking. 

Take the idea of Universal Brotherhood. As soon as we en
deavor to und erstand its meaning and to act upon it we begin 
to real ize that i t  exists far more really on the inner planes than 
on the external physical plane. We have im mediatel y passed into 
the realm of metaphysics, but yet we have not passed away from 
praCtical l ife . It is a great mistake to think that metaphysical 
study is not praCtical : true it is often made and considered im
praCtical, but practical life is not alone that which has to do with 
aCtion on the physical plane. It is far more nearly related to the 
inner planes of thought and will .  

Again, it  is a great mistake to regard those parts of metaphys
i cal works s u ch as the Bltagm'nd Gitn, Voice of the Silence, and 
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especially the Secret DoClrine, which w e  can not understand be
cause they are so metaphysical, as being therefore wholly unintel
ligible and useless to all .  If  we do not understand them, let us 
be content  with saying so for ourseh.1es but let us turn to those 
parts which we can understand, and at the same time give credit 
to other students who can understand what we cannot.  There is 
enough knowledge for each and all to make use of, and if we use 
what we can and apply it to d aily l ife, I doubt not th at more an d 
more of the metaphysical problems that are now so difficult will 
become clearer and their value more evident. B ut without some 
k nowledge, conscious or unconscious, of m etaphysics, I venture 
to say that no one of the problem s of daily life, not to speak of 
the life of the son!, can be even partially understood. So let us 
not be frightened at long words, but use our intuition, which, if 
properly developed and employed, is  a sure guide in the inner 
l ife and in metaphysics. 

QU ESTION 19 .  
In Man, Fragments of Forgo tten H istory, Rings and also 

Rounds are spoken of in reference to the evolution of man ,- please 
explain tlzeir dt.lference .'� 

Jean Myrheaclta. -Rings, Rounds, World-Rings, Strings of 
Globes, were terms used in the early days of instruCtion for the 
different cycles followed in the evolution of the monads of the 
world, our Earth. These were em ployed as being the nearest 
approaches to literal translations of the occult language and 
names used to express th e ideas an d knowl edge ; none of them of 
course being the correct terms,  only the English equivalents, and 
all no m atter how much defined but very generally suggesting 
the faCts. 

Much confusion has resulted from th e paucity of instruction 
given and from the faCt:, unknown to most, that some information 
given at first was afterwards veiled and withdrawn by direCt: in
tervention of the Maha-Chohan through Notwithstand
ing the somewhat magn iloquent statement by the authors of Man, 
Fragments of Forgotten /!is tory that " the difference between 
Rounds or Rings h as not been accurately defined till now, " the 
writer would say that in his humble opinion the matter still re
mains somewhat cloudy to the average intelleCt:, both in definition 
and in faCt: ; and for the present mo ment it seems likely to so re
main. Still, in order that certain matters may be made clear, the 
fol lowing m ay be briefly state d : 
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" Ring " was orginally intended to signify the complete sweep 
of the monads around the chain of worlds. The teaching being 
misunderstood, however, as to details, " Round " was subst i tuted 
for the larger cycle and " Ring " employed to designate the cycle 
of the seven races on any individual globe. Lack of entire 
instruction as to details again befogged the understanding of 
students as to " Rounds, " and in r 88 9  that term was defini tely 
applied to the cycle of growth and progress around the Earth and 
its six subjective spheres - inform ation as to the latter then for 
the first time being made public property. The teaching as to 
the ' '  Rounds " or " World-Cycles, " wrongly elaborated in Esoteric 
Buddhism, has not been since enlarged on , n or explained. The 
faCt remains however that the ' ' Mercury, " " Mars, " etc. , there 
spoken of, are not at all the physical planets which bear those 
names, but have to do with certain developments of the earth 

'\. bearing a correspondence to those spheres. The Brother to 
whom is to be attributed the greater part of the instruction given 
to Messrs. Sinnett and Hume insisted frequently on a correCt and 
absolute nomenclature before these should mak� anything public, 
or even continue their own studies. It was however a long time 
before such nomenclature was settled upon , and even then it  has 
been much less a matter of arrangement than of growth. 

QUESTION 20. 

I understand from H. P. B 's tcaclzings in tile Secret Doctrine 
that the unseen lzaif of tltc Moon lzas 1£-ving spirits on it. Hoz1.1 can 
one communicate witlz them ? 

A Chela. - Our brother evidently imagines that it would be 
to his advantage to do so. True it is that the M oon is the nearest 
and the m ost readily contacted of all the planets, yet as the store
house of psychic and congested astral forces it is the very 
reservoir of the evil of this planet. The ; < Bright Side " of the 
Moon stands for one of the seven sacred planets hidden from 
profane eyes and telescopes and visible only on certain s pots of 
this Earth and at certain season s of the year ; to communicate 
with which is to change the n ature of the " lunar body " and to 
destroy the evil psychic influence of the Moon. We recom mend 
the questioner to fix his energies on the following of the counsel s 
of the " Book of the Golden Precepts, ' '  and to relegate studies 
conneCted with lunar influences to the schools of B l ack Magic 
and Sorcery. 
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SU BJ ECTS FO R DISCUSSION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCH ES. 

I n  articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without also 
giving the English meaning ; use E nglish terms preferably. 

YOGA. 

English equivalent- union. Signifies the linking of the personal self to 
the universal Self. " Concentration " its great feature. Concentration best 
achieved by getting rid of those elements in the nature which prevent its 
accomplishment. Patanjali' s system. Different kinds of Yoga. R§.ja Yoga 
the highest- whzl'e m agic. Tantra Yoga the lowest - black magic. Hatha 
Yoga sometimes called grey magic ; the worst of all, because most delusive. 
Thousands of Yogis in India. Most of them students of Hatha Yoga ; follow
ing mere forms and ceremonies, posturings, breathing exercises and the like. 
A true yogi can as well be in " communion " at an office desk as in a cave. 
To be " in the world but not of the world, " the position rightly to be attained 
by the real anchori te. 

REFERENCES. 

Patanjali's Aphorisms ; Nature's Finer Forces ; Subba Row's Discourses on Bllaga
vali Gild ; Five Years of Tlteosoplly, art. " Contemplation. " 

-···-

DEATH. 

A comprehension o f  t h e  causes o f  death a n d  o f  i t s  fundamental nature 
requires an understanding of the whole theosophical philosophy. I ts physical 
cause the separation of the astral body from the material body. Death often 
takes place years before the mere physical body ceases to act : e. g. second 
childhood, where the soul has fled. Brain the last organ active ; often active 
after the heart has ceased to beat or the body to breathe. States after Death. 
Is it possible to communicate with the dead ? What are elementary shells ? 
One cannot live forever ; the body will be destroyed when its time comes. 
Occult meaning of the Elixir of Life. Wrong to disturb the dead and draw 
the souls away from Devachan ; this interferes with future incarnations. Phil
osophy of the separation of the principles ; the four lower dividing up, A tma
Buddhi-Manas drawing the lower Manas to the condition of Devachan. 

REFERENCES. 

Deatll ana After : K� to Tlleosopliy, sec. vii ; Ocean of Tlteosopliy, chap. xii and xii i .  

-···-

T H E  ASTRAL LIGHT.  

The " soul o f  the world. " The vortex of physical life. The lowest differen
tiation of akasa or fine substance. The sphere of · occult currents an d the 
odic force. Two aspects, the spiritual aqd tj:te material. Mediums see up
side down and from below. The I nitiate sees from above in the astral light. 
Astral light the abode of elementaries, nature spirits, nnd human elementals. 
The active residence of black magicians. Weak persons pass into this sphere 
unconsciously during sleep. Etheric waves and life currents in astral light. 
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Philosophy of the Lotus ; root in the earth ( physical world ), stalk in the water 
( astral light ), flower in tM atmosphere ( the spiritual world ). 

REFERENCES. 

Modern Theosophy, p. 36 ; Ocea11 oj Theos�Jphy, chap. x\'i.  

-···-

M ASTE RS A N D  C H E L AS.  

True Master t h e  Higher Self. I nitiates always the guiding teachers o f  
those souls not yet progressed. Masters i n  contact with the Higher Egos. 
Chelas the disciples of all Masters at first ; not until near the end of probation 
do they come under the direct guidance of individual teachers. Chelas do not 
see their spiritual teachers until after initiation. Seven years probation, the 
fixed law of growth. Seven years chelaship necessary because of the change 
of atoms and astral connections. Masters under the same spiritual rays as 
their chelas. N'irmanakayas the h elpers of men. Many degrees of teachers.  
Masters in America and other coun tries. 

REFERENCES. 

Five Years oj Theosophy, art. " Mahatmas and Chelas " ;  Ocean oj TI!Losophy, chap . 
i ;  Gutde to TI!Losoplty, " Qualificat ions for Chelaship. " 

----- - - - - - -

TH EOSOPH I CAL N E WS A N D  WOR K. 
ARYAN Sunday meetings are closed for the summer. At the Tuesday 

evening meetings the attendance j ust now is very large. 

BEAVER T. S. is bard at work. Clark Thurston , President of Providence 
'I'. S. , paid a visit there a short while since and reports great activity. 

KANSAs CITY T . S .  This is in good condition and full of energy. Sev
eral of the members met Bro. Judge in June at a hotel and talked plans 
for work. 

DENVER T. S. is earnest and active. Plans are on foot for securing a ball 
for meeting nearer the centre. The Branch has grown since it was started by 
Bro. Judge on his way back from the Convention of 1 894 at San Francisco. 
They intend to try to enlarge every week. Some of the members saw Bro. 
Judge on his way West for his health but he coul d not bold a meeting. 

MINNEAPOLIS BRAN C H  was chartered on the 4th of July. This Branch is 

one formed by members of the old Ishwara Branch approving the action of 
the Convention in April last. Brother Slafter is  the President and Mrs. 
Greeley the Secretary. The good work done in Minneapolis by Brother 
Slafter and other workers during the past will now have an opportunity of 
continuing without disturbance. 

ORIENT BRANCH is the new name of the Branch m the Eastern District of 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This Branch was orginally chartered under the name of the 

St. John Theosophical Society, but for various reasons the members have 
desi red to change the title. A new Charter has been issued to them under the 
Constitution of the Theosophical Society in America. This Branch has grown 
considerably, the members in  it being all hard-workers. 
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A TERRITORIAL CoMMITTEE for the Central States, to be composed of 

the Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton , Englewood, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, 
Loyalty (Chicago), Milwaukee, Manasa, Sioux City, Wachtmeister, and such 
other Branches in the Middle States as may cooperate, under the provision of 
the By-laws, Section 2 1 , has been formed by the cons�:nt of the Executive 
Committee. It is  to be known as " The Central States Committee for Theo
sophical Work. " Brother Burcham H arding is at present working under 
its administration, circulating literature and tracts through the Central States, 
and flooding the district with Theosophy. 

INCREASE OF BRANCHES. 

SINCE THE adjournmen t of the April Convention the Theosophical So
ciety in America has had seven new Branches added to its roll. They are : 
Loyalty T. S: .  Chicago, Ill. ; Beaver T. S. , Toronto, Canada ; Hartington 
T. S. ,  Hartington, Neb. ; Prometheus T. S. ,  Portland. Ore. ; JVanasa T. S. , 

Toledo, 0. ; Newark T. S. ,  Newark, N . J . ; Minneapolis T. S. , Minneapolis, 
Min n .  Prometheus T. S. starts out with thirty members. Close on a hundred 
new mem bers have been added to the roll, which is an increase over the num
ber added in this  same period last year. 

NEW ENGLAND STATES. 

A WAVE of deep in terest in Theosophy has reached Malden. During the 
month of June the hall of the T. S. has been well filled at its public meeting�. 
while an afternoon class of inquirers has been formed for s tudy during t h e  
summer months ; in the fall the society will transfer i t s  quarters t o  a larger 
hall in a new building and entirely new furnishings will be purchased. The 
Lynn Branch is continuing its good work in propaganda. The weekly meet
ings at the Labor Church are still largely attended and the lecturer of each 
evening, after his address, subjected to a steady fire of questions. -The people 
who come are in dead earnest. They are thtnkers, and are in search of a 
solution of the problems of life. The outlook for the Lynn Branch is increas
ing strength and steady growth. 

COL. H. S. OLCOTT ISSUES AN EXECUTIVE NOTICE. 

The Presiden t  of the T.  S.  in America h aving given Cblonel Olcott 
information of the action of the Boston Convention with copies of the Resolu
tions there passed and the " Historical Sketch , "  the latter issued on June sth 
what be termed an Executive Notice . The salien t and importan t parts are 
as follows : ( italics ours ).  

The only interpretation of the above acts and declaration which the undersigned, as 

one tolerably well  acquainted with constitutional and parliamentary procedure, is able 
to arrive at, i s  that the American Section, exe•·czsin�r its •nd•'sfutable n:l{ltt, in lau'ful 
Conventio11 assembled - voted to constitute itself a separate and completely autonomous 
Society, etc. , . . . ; to consider the Theosophical Society as a body existing de facto 
and not de jure etc., . . . . 

As President therefore, and official executive representative of the Constitution of 
the Theosophical Society, I do now declare and proclai m - First, That the Charter here
tofore granted by the undersigned, viz. , in the year 1 886, for the formation and maintain
ance of the American Section , i s  hereby abrogated by virtue of the power given i n  Art. 
VII, Sec. ' ·  of the Rules. and tltat from April 28, I8qJ, tlte Sectio11 ceases to exist. 

He then goes on, somewhat illogically and absurdly, to declare as annulled 
all charters and diplomas of those who voted in favor of autonomy ; to appoint 
a committee to represent himself, and to ask that all archives and property be 
turned over to the committee, saying he will issue a charter for a new Ameri
can Section. As in fact, admi tted as above, the American Society became 
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" The Theosophical Society in America " and legally turned over to its suc
cessor its archives and property ; and as the Section ceased to exist on April 
28th ; and as neither Col. Olcott nor any other person has any right, title or in
terest in the property of the former Section, and never did have, his demand 
is ridiculous. We had hoped that Col. Olcott would - as  he ought to - have 
seen that the American movement was for the same autonomy and unity as 
prevails in Freemasonry, wherein all the Grand Lodges are absolutely auton
omous and yet exist in unity with a Head over all - as  in the United States 
and in Great Britain. That Head could have been Col. Olcott ; but it seems 
this was not to be. The counsels of those who care not if disintegration re
sults, provided their aims are secure , have prevailed with him. 

THE THEOSOPH ICAL SOCIETY IN EUROPE. 

THEOSOPHISTS IN E l'ROPE who abided by the principles of Brotherhood 
and loyalty to th e Cause have been forced to organize aqtonomously. Just as 
the unbrotherly condition of things necessitated independent and constitu
tional organization in this country last April, so on July 4th, at the convention 
of " The European Section of the Theosophical Society, " in London, half 
the meeting arose and left the hall, feeling it impossible, on grounds of pure 
Brotherhood and Theosophy, to remain a part of that convention. Outside 
they reorganized separately as " The Theosophical Society in Europe . "  

The " European Section " convention was a s  stormy a s  that o f  the " T. S. 
in Europe " was peaceful. At the very outset Col. Olcott as President
Founder took the chair without election, and was challenged as to this ; and 
objected to on the grounds that the charges made against him by Annie 
Besant in I 8g 1 -2 ,  and which occasioned his subsequent resignation as Presi
dent, had not been cleared up. A dead silence followed. But a 
moment after Annie Besan t  sprang to the rescue : - "  I rise to say I have 
brought no charges of any kind aga10st Col. Olcott. "  As nobody antici
pated so definite a mental reservation by the woman who in 1 Bg1 in the 
Hall of Science had said that in all her life no one had ever known her to 
speak anything but the absolute truth, the convention was fairly dazed, and 
the Colonel stepped into the chair without being elected. 

Shortly after, the reading of the letters of greeting was called for ; but 
that from our Executive Committee, published in J une FoRu�r. was omitted. 
On its being called for, Col. Olcott stated that it could not be read as it 
was wrongly addressed,- the title being in quotation marks. This absurd 
ruling raised a perfect storm in the convention, and might have ended 
in the deposition of the Colonel had not Annie Besant happily seen the 
ridiculousness of it. She asked the chairman to waive that ruling, but 
herself objected to the letter on the ground that it contained a covert 
i nsult to herself, an d was not, she believed, really theosophical. Matters 
however had gone too far ; and she finally asked the Colonel to read the 
letter. Consenting, he waived his ruling, and the letter was read. Fred. 
J. Dick of Dublin then moved that a friendly, impersonal and fraternal reply 
be made to us. Annie Besant made an amendment that it be laid on the 
table ; she made a speech in which she declared the letter an intentional insult, 
an attack on herself, and altogether unbrotherly. A long discussion followed. 
Those desiring to save the situation pleaded gently, strongly, beseechingly ; 
saying that even a non-theosophical body, sending such a letter, should not be 
treated like this. But the vote was taken and the amendment won ; the letter 
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o f  greeting was laid o n  the table. At this �· T. Hargrove stepped forward to 
the front of the platform and, calling on all who agreed with him to rbe, pro
tested on principle against this action of the convention. Half the hall rose 
with;pim, and when he had finished they left the room in a body ; James Pryse 
raising his voice in a farewell, " Fourth of July ! "  

At the H on. Mrs. Malcolm' s residence they reorganized as " The Theo
sophical Society in Europe. " William Q. Judge was elected President by 
unanimous vote. and a letter sent asking· him to accept the position. A con
stitution was adopted providing for internal organization s and entire autonomy 
for sub-divisions - as " the T. S. in Europe (England), " " the T.S.  in Europe 
(Belgium), " etc. Dr. Archibald Keightley was elected President in England, 
D. N. Dunlop in Ireland. Addresses were then made by Dr. and Mrs. 
Keightley, Herbert Caryn and others ; and the greatest harmony preva1led. 
Nothing was thought of but work, and determination to abide by the princi
ples of Theosophy. One correspondent writes : " It was the best theosophical 
meeting ever held in London." On July s th adjourned the First Convention 
of the " Theosophical Society in Europe . "  Fuller details will be given in the 
Pal II. 

Later advices received just as the FoRUM goes to press give official infor
mation of the resolution passed at the convention of the " European Section 
of the T. S." with regard to the letter of the Executive Committee ; it  is as 
follows : 

RESOLV E D : That this Convention regrets that the Theosoph ical Society in Am erica 
should have addressed to it a letter of greeting c ontaining much contentious matter, and 

in a form which makes it impossible to accept it official ly,  yet the delegates wish to 
assure their late colleagues in America of their hearty sympathy in all matters pertain
ing to the true principles of Theosophy and Universal Brotherhood . 

--

S U P P O RT O F  T H E  T . S. 

To all Loyal Members T. S. A . :- 1  have for a long time wanted to say a few 
words to you, but, until the recent change in the FoRUM, there has not seemed 
to me to be an appropriate vehicle through which to reach you. I wan t to 
talk to you about our Fund. Most of you know what it is and its object. To 
those who do not I will say that it was the hope of the originators to establish 
through it  a permanent, steady income for the purpose of carrying on the 
Great Work. That we have met with some success is evidenced by the fact 
that the total amount pledged to date is not far from $woo yearly. But up to 
this time pledges and performances have not kept pace with each other. I am 
not finding fault with any one, merely stating the fact for your information. 
While the result stated above is gratifying, it is only so in so far as it may be 
taken as a prophecy of what may be expected. I feel that when the import
ance of this matter is brought home to every loyal Fellow there will be at 
once a very satisfactory increase both in pledges and in performances. 

Now that the recent clouds that hung over our Eastern horizon have done 
their worst, and the " thunder and lightning " threatened h ave spent their 
forces harmlessly in the air, leaving the T. S.  in much better condition than 
ever before, one result ought to be the bringing of all of us closer together 
and closer to our leader. It  is on e thing to profess sentimental loyalty ; quite 
another to make that loyalty practical and helpful. In no way can that be 
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done more effectually than through our Fund. Of course there are many ways 
to help, and I would be the last to criticise any one' s method ; hut this is one 
method, and one that every one of us can employ. We cannot all of u s  be 
teachers, but there are few of us who cannot spare as much as ten cent s  per 
month. We can all give, even though it be but a little. 

I want to hear from every loyal member of the T. S. who is not already a 
subscriber to our Fund. I shall take pleasure in explaining the workings of 
the plan, and in giving any information that m ay be desired. Of course it is 
not necessary for me to say that the plan has the complete sanction of the Pre
sident and the Executive Committee. The proceedings of the last three Con
ventions will demonstrate that fact. Let me hear from you. 

DAYTON, OHIO,  51 Huffman avenue. 
june 2I, I895· 

-···-

N OT I C E S .  

Fraternally, 
G.  E. H ARTER. 

Trustee. 

Changes of address by members should in every case at once be notified 
to Headquarters. Some members are notably prompt in informing the office 
of such alterations of name or residence ; others, alas ! lack sadly the first 
requisite of membership in an occult brotherhood, that sine qua non of 
occult development, Right Action. 

�-

The Diplomas of members, in P ' l  casb possible, should be sent to Head
quarters for EndorsmP" · . .  �11u Linder the Constitution of the Theosophical 
Societ�· '- .• i�lerica. vVhere this is not feasible, or in cases where diplomas 
have been lost, a letter to the office will ensure enrolment. The great majority 
of the members have now ratified the action of the Convention, but it i s  
necessary that all should definitely inform the office s o  that the records may be 
complete,  and that it may be known accurately what members are to be 
supplied with Forum and other papers issued by the Society. 

- �. 

ABSENCE OF WILLIAM Q. JUDGE. 

I am compelled to absent myself from Headquarters because of the state 
of my health, as the great amount of overwork during the past few years, and 
the terrific strain I have been subj ected to for over a year, added to a bad cold 
contracted in Chicago last December while visiting the Branches, have made 
great inroads on my physical health which must be repaired. All T. S. and 
other business will go on as usual at Headquarters and in my name as before. 
Members and correspondents will therefore not address letters to other 
names. I am officially there, and all important matter is forwarded to me for 
attention and signature. All remittances also should be made to my name ; 
otherwise trouble and confusion will result . 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE. 
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ISSUED BY DI RECTION AND UNDER THE AUTH ORITY OF 

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN AMERICA. 

For free distribution t o  Members. The T . S .  In America Is Jlot responsible for any state-
m ents herein. Published by the Theosophical Society In America, at 144 Madison Avenue, 
New York City. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE,  President. 

E ach member is invited to send questions, answers to questions, opin ions, 
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. When necessary, the various com
munications will be condensed by the editor. Members should be careful 

•· to write distinctly and on one side of the paper only. 
I n  sending questions, or answers to questions, whenever an assertion 

is made that such and such is a doctrine, or that " it is said in Theosophical 
l iterature," and the l ike, the name of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given . 

Al l  communications should be addressed to The Editor, Theosoph
Ical Forum , 1 4 4  Madison Avenue, New York City . 

Entered as second-c lass matter at New York, N.Y. ,  Post-office, July •s .  rl!cJs. 
Issued monthly. Sent directly to each member. No losses by mall supplied. 

QU ESTIONS AN D, ANSWERS. 
QUESTION 2 1 .  

White thoroughly sympathi'zz'ng with the atlion of tlze recent 
Convention in eletling Mr. WitHam Q. Judge President for life of 
the Theosophical Society in A merica, I nevertheless do not tltt'nk 
that he should have been given the position of an autocrat. It is 
quite right tltat he should be etetled President for life, because there 
is no one else who can do the work as welt as he and because also it 
was an excellent rebut to the untheosoplticat attitude of those who 
attacked him; but I do think that it was unwise of the Com/en
lion to give him the power of elec?ing his successor. A merica is a 
free country and the members there s/zoutd have been allowed to do 
what tlzey chose in the matter of successorship. 

Claude Fatts Wright. - The questioner has not fully examined 
the resolutions which mention this particular point, nor the Con
stitution of the Theosophical Society in America. Mr. Judge 
was not given the power to " elect " his successor; he was merely 
empowered to nominate the person fitted to follow in his place. 
Many questions similar to this one have been asked, and it is 
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simply because the questioners have not fully examined the Con
stitution that they ask them. It is perfec5l:ly right that Mr. Judge 
should have been given the power to nominate his successor, 
because clearly none could know better than be the possibilities 
and the abilities of the workers, and he would be aware as to 
who should best fulfil the position. The · Society is not how· 
ever obliged to ac5l: on the nomination. It is perfec5l:ly autono
mous and free. Anybody can nominate another to fulfil a posi
tion, but the Convention or Society is not required to accept the 
nomination. Such power to nominate or indicate the successor 
bas obtained in all the occult hierarchies, and it is right that the 
T. S.A. should have given that power to one so well fitted to 
make proper use of it. It is to be regretted that members do not 
look more carefully into these matters before asking such ques
tions as the above. 

QUESTION 22. 
Do you kmnv t/ tlze Tlteosopkical Movement can be considered 

as a success from tke il-l asters' point �e-:;;;F Have we done as 
well as tlley expetled, and can we take it for granted tltat the M ove
ment is now on a stable enough foott"ng to last unt£1 I975, when a 
new and greater impetus will be given t"t t 

Bandusia Wakefield. -The history of the Theosophical Move
ment in this century from the beginning up to the present has 
been one of growth,- not the growth of a mushroom but that of 
an oak. No storm has been able to crush this Movement, and it 
has acquired the strength of every tempest it has withstood. 
This is the kind of growth the Masters desired, the only kind 
fitted for endurance. The threatening dangers of seCtarianism 
and crystalization, which preclude all progress, have so far been 
met but to be overcome, and instead of the boundaries of the 
Movement being narrowed they have been widened, so that there 
exists to-day a strong Theosophical Society whose principal aim 
and objeCt is to form a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood without 
any distinllions whatever, with, in addition, kindred organizations 
having similar aims and objec5l:s ; while the influence of the 
Movement has spread beyond the boundaries of theosophical 
organizations. The Theosophical Movement has already broken 
down some of the barriers of race and nation, creed and caste, 
and it steadily continues the work. Materialism is giving way 
before it. The spread of its helpful teachings still goes on and 
the sentiment of altruism grows daily s.ronger together with 
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more enlightened endeavor towards the realization of Universal 
Brotherhood. The ranks of those who stand for the Movement 
are increasing. All this is what the Masters desired, and it is not 
to be snpposed that they expected the work would be completed 
at this time. That it is in a state of. healthy progress with a .  
large body of earnest and devoted people using their best efforts 
to carry it on indicates that so far it is " a  success from the 
Masters' point of view, " since they do not ask more than the best 
efforts of those who work for the cause. 

Considering the foresight which the Masters possess, knowing 
as they did the difficulties and dangers which would beset the 
Movement, and the weaknesses of human nature which would 
cause friends to leave it and become enemies, it is not likely that 
they would build their expeCtations too high. 

The Movement now stands on the broadest basis possipl�. 
that of Universal Brotherhood without any distinctions, and so 
has room to grow without limit, - a  necessity for all living move
ments and organizations which are to endure. It is still set in 
the direCtion of growth and ,not of petrifaCtion ,  and it depends 
only on the continued devotion and earnest endeavor of those 
who have the cause at heart to keep the impulse going which 
shaH carry the Movement on till 1 9 7 5 ,  " when a new and greater 
impetus will be given it. " 

QUESTION 23 .  

Believillg in reincarnation as many Theosophists do, and consid
ering the faCl that our ten preceding births may ha<'e been t'n ten 
different nations or races, lww call the sentiment of patriotism be 
defended'! 

W. Q. Judge.-Patriotism is love for the land in which your 
body was born, and it would seem on refleB:ion that whether ten 
preceding births were in other nations and races or not has noth
ing to do with the patriotism felt in this. In each birth the same 
feeling would be fel t for each country. All this has no connec
tion with a defence of patriotism, Inasmuch as the sentiment 
has been always recognized as noble and good its defence seems · 
unnecessary. Why should Theosophists, I may ask, raise a ques
tion of doubt as to such a high sentiment as this ? It needs no 
defence at all. At first the man may love only himself ; then he 
enlarges his love and extends it to his family ; then a little more 
and he takes in his town or county ; until at last he sti l l  further 
enlarges his love so as to embrace his country. Patriotism then 
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is a love that is larger than the personal and hence a nearer 
approach to that feeling which would make all men brothers. A 

. person cannot die for his country unless his love has gone beyond 
the confines of his family. Patriotism is in fact the best example 

. humanity can furnish of an attempt at the universality of love 
.�hat belongs to the Self within. 

QUESTION 24. 
I lzave just read of a case in wludz a young lad;' Ia;' z'n a trance 

induced througle religious excitement, for tweh1e hours. During 
tlzzs inter11al size claims to have lead wondt•rful experiences, seeing 
angels, being z'n lteavcn, etc. She asserts also that Iter spirit was 

. ,
Rll tke time absmt from tlee body. Now, takitzg Iter statement to be 
true, by 'i.t!ltat means, siflce the spirit was absent from the bod;', 
were the siglets and sounds impressed upon tlee brai1e ? How is it 
possible for tlte mind to reai<'e alt impressz'on of t/tings experienced 
by the soul when the latter is out of tlee body ?  

Dr. A llm Griffitles. - Both Heaven and Hell  are states of 
eonsciousness, not localities. Hence the person referred to need 
not necessarily have been " out of the body. " An assertion to the 

/ eontrary does not establish the fact. Her experience was neither 
spiritual nor of the higher mental state, but purely astral. Sweden
borg and many others had similar experiences, and results accru-

- ing therefrom are both untrustworthy and unsatisfactory. In 
the case under consideration the Consciousness functioned for the 
time being upon the astral plane and was affected by two sets of 
influences : (a) Preconception and belief as to what heaven is ; 
(b) the first coming in contact with and being colored by the con
ceptions and beliefs of others, which are reflected in the astral 
light. In fact, the whole process was the action of the lower, 
personal brain consciousness and belongs to the plane of the lower 
quaternary. That being the case, upon return to the normal state 
the physical brain, upon which the impressions were really made, 
retained and refleCted the record of the astral experiences. The 
Soul,  the Ego, the Thinker, per se, did not take part in the ex

. perience simply because the whole matter was an illusion with 
which the Thinker is not concerned. 

But I believe there are rare instances when the Thinker does 
Jeave the physical plane and !!-Ccomplish and experience certain 
things in the Thought Body. That is only possible when altruism 
and impersonality rule the lower man and make him subservient 
to the higher, and when a sincere and persistent attempt is made 
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to realize one's highest ideals and to be true to them. That condi
tion by its very intensity refines the physical brain, and the knowl
edge obtained during the Thinker's absence in the Thought Body, 
which is impress�d upon the brain of the latter, is upon return· 
registered upon the physical brain and influences and elevates the 
everyday consciousness. I t  is possible to so think, live and aCt: 
that the Thinker while at home on its own plane still can impress 
and direct the lower brain consciousness. And that is just what 
one has to do. Altruism, impersonality and striving to be true to 
our highest ideals, make that end possible. Selfishness and yield
ing to the lower nature bring sure defeat. 

QU ESTION 25. 

The Science of A stronomy teaches that the light that surrounds 
a planet is due to a luminous ether thrown off from that planet. 
There is a similar lt"ght that surrounds man. These lights are 
kno-zv1z to the Theosoplzists as astral lights; science also teaches us 
tlzat the light and heat i1l coal and in the 7!egetable and animal 
kingdoms are due to the sun's force. Do tlze phmomena produced 

' in all of the abo7!e meutioned cases emanate from the sun 's force .'I 
Could there be any air without tlze sun 's force ? 

Dr. C. J. Lopez.- I do not agree with the premises of the 
inquirer. I have never learned scientifically that the light that 
surrounds a planet is luminous ether nor that luminous ether is 
thrown off by the planet. The scientific conception of luminous 
ether is that it is a universally diffused medium whose vibrations · 

produce in our optic organs the phenomenon of sight. Its ex
istence and universal distribution are indispensable for the 
support of the undulatory theory of light. Thus, in order to 
explain the fact that the light-vibration started from Sirius, so 
distant from us, reaches our eyes in due course of time, it is 
necessary to admit that the immense space intervening is not 
void but filled with a subtile, ethereal differentiation of substance, 
cal led luminous ether, whose waves or undulations transmit the 
original vibration to us. 

· But the astral light referred to is something different and 
immensely finer, since its vibrations are beyond the range of 
ordinary, physical sight. Were these identical with luminous 
ether, every one would see them with the physical eye, and such 
is not the case. The " odic emanations " of Reichenbach and the 
" magnetic zones " of Dr. Lhuys come nearer to the conception of 
astral light than the luminous ether of materialistic science . ·  
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To the first question I would answer : No. All t�e phenom�na 

mentioned do not emanate from the sun's force. 
To the second I would frankly reply that I do not know. 

I simply would suggest that in our speculations about celestial 
bodies we should not consider the solid nucleus as independent 
and the gaseous or even ethereal envelope as extraneous, but all 
as part and parcel of the same whole, interpenetrating and inter
blending with each other. When thinking of a sun, a star or a 
planet as a separate piece of the universal machinery, one ought 
to conceive the circumference of the spheroid not as the. outline 
of the solid, gross constitutents thereof, but as · the extreme 
limit of its atmosphere or photosphere as the case may be. 

QUESTION 26. 
If a woman 's relatives entirely disapprove of Tlteosoplty and of 

Iter studying it, is it rigltt for Iter to persist in doing as size pleases, 
or would it not be tlte lti'gher part for Iter to give way to tlzeir 
wisltes, and in tltis sens< sacrifice !terse/f.'! 

Genevieve Ludlow Griscom.- It is impossible to lay down abso
lute rules oCconduet. 

- - Each
-

individual must work these out for 
himself, aCting up to the highest ideal he can form. But cer
tain fundamental principles apply to every case which can never 
be safely disregarded. One of these is to think always of other 
people first, counting their pleasure, their convenience of the 
first importance. It would seem that this would dispose of the 
present question. If a woman study Theosophy in spite of the 
opposition of her family, she is simply selfish, considering lterseif 
instead of them, and it could hardly be a Buddha of Compassion, 
who renounces Nirvan a for the sake of humanity, that would result 
from such a beginning. The two states may seem far apart, and 
so in truth they are, but the analogy exists, and the charaCter 
which will determine our final choice is built up day by day in 
the small details of life. The source of confusion on this subjeCt 
generally arises from the faCt that the sacrifice demanded is of 
higher and spiritual things, and the temptation is the more subtile 
on that account, demanding a nicer appreciation and finer dis
crimination, as well as greater strength and elevation of soul. 
In one sense. it is a heavy Karma which lies on those confronted 
with this problem, but in our patient acceptance of it lies our 
hope of release , for we in past lives placed this burden upon our 
own backs and only we can loosen it. It should never be for
gotten also, that Theosophy is primarily a matter of the /teart 
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and the ltfe; study and talk are not necessary, and the fierce 
oppos:tion aroused by persistent proclamation of principles dis
tasteful to those we live with but injures the cause we seek to 
serve, and engenders strife and ill-feeling where there should be 
only harmony and love. Not so, either by precept or example, 
taught the Buddha or the Christ. 

QUESTION 27. 
What does tlte following from Isis Unveiled Vol. I p. 346 

mean .'! ' ' Some unfortunates fall out entirely, and lose all chance 
of the pn·ze ; some retrace thez'r steps and begin again. This is 
what the Hinda dreads above all things- transmigration and re

incarnation: only on other and inferior planets, never on thz's one. " 

L .  F. Wade.- Nothing. In Vol. r ,  p. 2 3 2 ,  of the Path, Nov. 
x 886, H. P. B. considers the discrepancies f>etween the statements 
made in lsi's Unve£/ed and her later teachings as to transmigration 
and reincarnation. At page 2 3 7  of the same volume she says : 
" ' This is what the Hindu dreads above all things-transmigration 
and reincarnation; only on other and inferior planets, never on this 
one ! ! ! ' The last ' sentence ' is a fatal mistake and one to which 
the writer pleads ' not guilty. ' It is evidently the blunder of some 
' reader ' who had no idea of Hindu philosophy and who was led 
into a subsequent mistake on the next page, wherein the un
fortunate word ' planet ' is put for cycle. Iszs was hardly, if ever, 
looked into after its publication by its writer, who had other work 
to do ; otherwise there would have been an apology and a page 
pointing to the errata and the sentence made to run : ' The 
Hindu dreads transmigration in other inferior forms, on this 
planet. ' "  

As to this, and other errors in Isis, H. P. B. also wrote in 
Lucifer, Vol. VIII, p. 2 4 1 ,  article " My Books, ' '  ( her last arttde ), '"t. 
which was published as 1t leaflet. 

QUESTION 28. 

Will you please kindly explain the followif?g statement from 
Isis Unveiled, Vol. I, p. 347· " But tht's former lzfe believed in 
by the Buddltt'sts, ts not a lzfe on tht's planet, for more than any 
other people the Buddhistical pllilosopher appreciated the great doc-
trine of cycles. "  

· 

A .  E. S. Smytlu. - A similar question was dealt with by 
W. Q.J .  in FoRUM s :z ,  old series, where some useful suggestions 
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are made. It is necessary to consider what H. P. B. meant by 
" Buddhists, " in order to gather what may be meant by " life • •  to 
the " Buddhistical philosopher. " Isis, Vol. I I, p. 1 5 6, says, " Th e  
earliest system o f  the Buddhistic philosophy-which preceded 
by far Gautama Buddha- is based upon the uncreated substance 
of the " Unknown, " the Adi Buddha . Neither Adi,  nor 
either (sic) of the fi ve Dhyani Buddhas were ever incarnated, 
but seven of their emanations became Avatars, i. e. , were in
carnated on this earth. " On p. 1 59 (ibid) we read " Christos, a s  

a unity, is but an abstraCtion ; a general idea representing the 
collective aggregation of the numberless spirit-entities, which 
are the direCt emanations of the infinite, invisible, incompre
hensible FIRST CAusx-the individual spirits of men erroneously 
called the souls. They are the divine sons of God, of which 
some only overshadow mortal men - but this the majority-some 
remain forever planetary spirits, and some-the smaller and rare 
minority-unite themselves during life with some men. Such 
God-like beings as Gautama Buddha, Jesus, Tissoo, Christna, and 
a few others, had united themselves with their spirits permanently 
-hence they became gods on earth. " On pp. 1 5 2 - 3  (ibid), in 
discussing the doctrine of permutation or revolutio it  is remarked 
" that Moses, like certain other God-like men, was believed to 
have reached the highest state of all states on earth : - the rarest 
of all psychological phenomena, the perfect union of the immortal 
spirit with the terrestrial duad had occurred . But how 
rare such incarnations. " On page 1 42,  (ibid) it is stated, " When 
we use the term Buddhists, we do not mean to imply by it either 
the exoteric_ Buddhism instituted by the followers of Gautama 
Buddha, nor the modern Buddhistic religion, but the secret phil
osophy of Sakya-muni, which in its essence is certainly identical 
with the ancient wisdom-religion of the sanctuary, the pre-Vedic 
Brahmanism. (p. 1 43) . By Buddhism, therefore, we 
mean that religion signifying literally the doCtrine of wisdom, 
and which by many ages antedates the metaphysical philosophy 
of Siddartha Sakyamuni. " In Isis, I, pp. 345 ·6, an outline Is 
given of the development of a perfeCt man on this plane. " No 
human being completes its grand cycle, or the ' circle of necessity, ' 
until all these ( perfections ) are accomplished. Some 
unfortunates fall out entirely, and lose all chance of the prize ; 
some retrace their steps and begin again. This is what the 
Hindu dreads above all things-transmtgration and reincarnation ; 
only on other and inferior planets, never on this one. " Some 
readers apply the phrase " never on this one, " to the process of 
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reYncarnation, while it really refers to the fear entertained by 
the Hindu that be triay reincarnate in other and inferior forms. 
(See Path, vol. i, p. 2 32 . ) At the foot of the same page it is said : 
" The pitris (the pre-Adamic spirits) are considered as rei"ncar
nated by the Buddhistic philosopher, though in a degree far supe
rior to that of the man of earth. " Contemplating tbe Cosmos as 
a whole and the human race as a unit, the manifestation of the 
particular Manu of our cycle, the term "life " seems to be applied 
to the life-cycle or period covering all the births and deaths which 
may be experienced, a1,1d which are necessary for the attainment 
of perfection in the special stage of evolution under consideration. 
The pitri cannot be said to be fully incarnated, or to have attained 

, " life, " until possessed of an enlightened or perfected body ;· it is  
but  rarely that such a one undergoes a subsequent reincarnation 
in this cycle, as be dwells on other planes until the new man
vantara shall have prepared a new planet. As H. P. B. distinctly 
says, it is the " seeret philosophy " and not the exoteric Buddhist 
thought to which she refers. If the present manifestation of life 
b'c considered .as a unit, the incarnation of one Manu, in the high 
spiritual sense in which the " secret philosophy " may .be supposed 
to view it, a " former life " would refer to the previous Manvan
tara or incarnation of the Manu. The divulgence of details in 
the S'!creJ Doctrine appears to support this view. The attitude of 
lsi's is one of opposition to the Kardec theory of reincarnation of 
the personality. 

QUESTION 29. 
As I understand Tlzeosophical teachings, we are to !t've on tltt"s 

earth and rei'ncarnate in dt./fermt bodies until we lzave had all the 
experience we can get. Do we lz"ve in male and female bodies as 
well/ or is a man always a man, and a woman always a woman? 

Dr. J. D. Buck.- It has been said in T. S. literature many 
times that the " Self is sexless : that sex is an incident of gesta
tion. " In the Kabala it is asked, " When shall the Kingdom of 
Heaven come ? "  and the answer is, "When man shall be as woman 
and woman as man, and man and woman together neither man 
nor woman - then shall the Kingdom of Heaven come, " Hence 
Jesus said to those who tried to entrap him with the case of the 
woman who had seven husbands, " In heaven they neither marry 
nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels who are in 
heaven. " In my judgment it is folly, and a waste of time to 
speculate on special cases, as, for example, whether one now a 
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man will be a woman in the next incarnation. It is folly because 
it is what no man or woman can certainly know, and a waste of 
time because there are things of more importance. 

Sex is the predominance of intellect on the one hand, and o f  
feeling or emotion o n  the other. There are, moreover, " typical 
males " and " typical females, " and, again, a large number where 
the balance that determines sex is but feebly drawn. Hence 
' '  feminine men " and ' •  masculine women. " All real evolution of 
the individual tends to obliterate sex distinctions. For example, 
one may be " m anly " in the strongest and best sense, yet repress 
and control the lower elements of sex and at the same time cul
tivate those finer elements of his nature -gentleness and love 
which are naturally stronger in woman. He becomes in no sense 
' '  unsexed, " but in the highest sense more manly, more humane, 
and hence more intuitive and spirituat When such � So.ul i s  

· to  reincarnate i t  will do  so  in the body, time, place, and circum
stance that it needs for further experience and progress, and with 
supreme indifference whether the body be " male " or " female, " 
as it is merely a " way-Fide Inn. " 

QUESTION 30. 
In what respect does a Master differ from an Adept, an lnz'tiate, 

or a Mahatmd ,'! These terms seem to be used rather loosely and 
as tf interchangeable,- striCtly speaking, lzow would they rank, and 
what qualifications and powers are tlu adjunct of one who has 
earned tlte name Master .'! 

W. Q. Judge. - It is not possible to clear up these
. 
difficulties 

of language. They are all -except Mahatmd-interchangeable.  
That term of course stands alone, but when it is put into English 
as ' ' Great Soul, " then those two words begin the confusion again, 
because Soul is not definite. A Master is an Adept and a Adept 
is a Master, and both are Initiates. For my part I see no way of 
settling the question, and personally I do not want it settled yet ; 
I want no strict limitations in terms until the English language 
has become scientific. 
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S U BJECTS FOR DISCUSSION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCHES.  

I n  articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without also 
giving the English meaning ; use E nglish terms preferably. 

DEVACHAN. 

A state - not a place. The heaven o f  the lower self united t o  its spirit
ual half after death. Correspo�ds with the Christian idea of Heaven. Spirit
ualistic conception of the " Summerland " an erroneous idea. Length of its 
duration variable. N ormal length for men of this humanity, from 1000 to 
1 soo years. Soul only enters it after throwing aff the connection with the 
earth-life. A state in which the memory of the spiritual side of the previous 
lives is awakened. Earth-bound souls, z: e. , those who die with powerful 
ambitions and desires, debarred from entrance thereinto. Communication 
with those on earth possible through the medium of the higher Manas. 

REFERENCES. 

Key to Theosophy, sec. i K; Lucifer, vol. iii, " Dialogue on the Mystertes of the After
Life," p. 407 ; Ocean of Theosophy, chap. xiii; Pat/J articles, vol.  v, pp. 40 and 79· 

-···-

B H AGA V AD-GIT A. 

Part of the great Hindft poem, the Mahdbh ar at a. One of the most 
metaphysical treatises extant. Consists of eighteen disCourses, eighteen being 
the number of this yuga or age. Arjuna the lower ego, Krishna the higher 
ego. ' The conversation between these two signifying the thought which 
every man induces who is thinking about his own nature. Effort of the 
treatise is to show how to obtain Nirvana or Yoga- union with the spirit. 
First six chapters describe the nature of the individual soul, the second six 
describe the nature of the universal Spirit, and the third signify the condi
tion of him whose soul is united with the Deity. Each chapter has a special 
meaning in connection with the growth of the soul. Students should under
stand that there are many interpretations according to the stage of advance
ment of the reader. The various names in the book refer as much to condi
tions of the mind as to actual persons and places. What is the meaning of 
action and inaction ? The hostile armies meeting on the plain of the Kurus 
are the two collections of faculties tending to raise up and draw down the 
human soul. 

REFERENCES. 

Preface to Judge's edition Blra,yavad- Gftti : article Pat/J, Sept. , •B95· 

-···-

H Y PNOTISM. 

Modern exhibition of black magic or sor;:ery. Increasing year by year. 
The Theosophical philosophy opposed to it. Not understood by science ; nor can 
it be understood without a knowledge of Occultism. Consists in the injection 
of auric or odic fluid of one person into the system of another, thus upsetting 
the vibnitions of the atoms of the other's body. The name " hypnotism " a mis
nomer, for all subjects do not sleep. Difference between hypnotism and mes-
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merism explained by article, Lucifer, December, I S<JO. TheosophiSts, above 
all, should not practice it, for it destroys the stability of the mind. Diseases 
cured by hypnotism liable to be transferred to the hypnotist. Hypnotism of 
all degrees the one thing which the world is striving to rid itself of. A dan
gerous practice because interfering with the soul development of both the 
h ypnotist and the hypnotized. Theory of vibrations in connection with i t. 
A great deal of it the result of " suggestion " and what used to be called 
" fascination."  The student of Occultism should above all things prevent 
his mind being controlled by another. To give himself up to hypnotic sug
gestion is to throw back his possibilities of advance for many years, if not for 
a whole lifetime. The errors of hypnotism lie fundamentally in the interfer
ence with the free-will of the soul, and secondarily in the upsetting ,of the 
psychic currents of the body. 

REFERENCES. 

Lucifer, article " Hypnotism." December, 18qo, p. s• ; article " Black Magic in Sci
ence," June, 1 8qo ; article " The Signs of the Times, "  October, 1887; ( see Studies in Occult
ism No. 2. ) 

-···-

CONCENTRATION. 

Literal meaning, " with the centre," z: e. , balance. To hold the mind on 
any object without thinking of anything but it. One of the practices of 
occultism. Does not consist in staring at a spot on the wall or anything in 
particular, but in keeping the mind free from thoughts and desires that draw 
it away from that upon which it should be placed. Difficulty of concentration 
in the West, owing to thought indulgences, and want of strength of character. 
Concentration results from ability to keep the mind fixed upon whatever duty 
it has to perform. To think of results is to destroy the concentrative power. 
Hence duty without desire for reward is one phase of it. It differs from 
meditation, inasmuch as the latter consists in revolving a matter in the mind 
in order to understand it, whereas concentration is merely the ho�ding of the 
mind on the object. Concentration however is a necessary adjunct to medi
tation. Vanity, egotism, individual affections and preferences, personality 
of all kinds, the desire for position and wealth, hate, jealousy, fear, are all 
destroyers of the concentrative faculty. Hence they are to be avoided by the 
student. Through concentration lies the power of raising the Kundalini or 
spiritual force. When the mind can hold itself upon its karmic duties without 
any tendency to flee therefrom to other objects, then it will discover how to 
unite itself with the spirit. 

REFERENCES. 

PatanJali 's  Yog-a Aphorisms: Bkag-avad- Gftd : article Patk, J ul y, t888, and February, 
l 8QO. 

TH EOSO PH ICAL N EWS AN D WO R K. 
DR. ALLAN GRIFFITHs, Coast Lecturer, left San Francisco August 1 st for. 

a trip throu&h Washington and Oregon. 

BEACON THEOSOPHICAL SoCIETY is the name of a new Society to be organ
ized in Boston. Full particulars will appear next month. 
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AuRORA BRANCH in Oakland reports their seating capacity fully utilized 

at Sunday lectures. The Branch meeting draws an attendance of twenty. 

IN RussiA matters Theosophical seem to be coming more to the fore ; 
three applications for membership and Theosophical information have come 
from different parts of that country in the last few weeks. 

ABBOTT CLARK has been lecturing and giving parlor talks in southern 
California the past two months, devoting his time chiefly to San Diego, but 
has made a general tour of the centres in the southern part of the state. 

CENTRO TEOSOFICO de VENEZUELA was chartered August 4th. Application 
was made some time since for this charter, but changes in the American organi
zation necessitated a re-voting on the question of affiliation. The Centro Teo
s6fico de Venezuela bas unanimously decided to unite with us. 

AusTRALIAN THEOSOPHISTS have organized and asked for a charter as a 
Section of the Theosophical Society in America. It has not yet been fully 
decided as to how this will be arranged. The probability is that a Theosoph
ical Society in Australia will be properly constituted, as in Europe. The 
Sydney members are almost unanimous in upholding this constitution. 

SIRI US BRANCH of the T. S.A. is the name of a new Branch to be chartered · 
at North Yamhill, Oregon. This is partly the work of members of th e 
Prometheus T . S. ,  who are very closely in sympathy with the new Society. 
Dr. E.  0. Svenson was elected President and Miss Barbara Hauswirth Sec
retary. The new Branch has already had several lectures by Brother Scotford 
of Prometheus T.S.  and Brother J.  S. David, with large audiences. The . 
Sirius Branch is the eleven th Branch chartered since the formation of the 
T.S.A. 

SAs FRANCisco BRAI\CH and Golden Gate Lodge each have an average 
attendance of about thirty at their meetings. The latter Branch notes an 
addition of five members during the month. The Sunday evening meetings 
in Red Men's Hall, Sao Francisco, have a greatly increased attendance, the 
audiences now running from 1 20 to 1 40, as compared with about seventy a 
month ago. Lectures have been delivered as follows : July 2 r st, Go ds, Men 
an d De vils, D r. J. A. Anderson ; J uly 28th,  Thought s  i'n Life, Slup an d 
Death, Dr. Allen Griffiths ; August 4th, In dividu ality an d Unity, R. H .  
Gay ; August r r th, The Man that Reincarn ate s, M rs. M .  M. Thirds. 

THE ARYAN THEOSOPHICAL SoCIET Y  is about to begin work for the Fall 
and Winter. The increase in attendance at the meetings recently and the 
further great increase which is anticipated in the coming months has made 
the Trustees think it wise to consider plans for pushing forward the work 
in every direction. It has therefore been decided to recommence the 
methods of admitting visitors by ticket, and of associateship. The Tuesday 
and Sunday evening meetings from henceforth will be more efficiently con
ducted so far as the reception of visitors is concerned. Mr. H. S. Budd has 
been appointed doorkeeper and be has a small staff of assistants. It is fur
ther proposed to have monthly reunions and every member is invited and 
asked to take part in them. Cards of admission to the meetings can be ob

' 

tained from every member of the Branch. / 
LoYALTY T. S. has been busy in proposing and carrying out schemes for 

the increase of its membership and the purchase of books and a library to 
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carry on its work. U nder the able supervision of Mrs. Florence Pratt, the 
originator of many ideas in this connection, the Loyalty members individually 
obtained a little money which they presented to the Society for the forma
tion of a library. Each lady mem ber was required to hand to the Treasurer 
some money which she herself had earned apart from her ordinary work, 
and then to write a short description of her expenences. These description s 
have been bound together and form a very delightful book, capitally illustrated 
by Col. Steward. This book, again, was for sale to the highest bidder on the 
night of the reception. It is called " Stray Leaves from Loyalty Library. " 
It sold for $r 1. so. Mrs. Bertie Du Bois Peters being the purchaser. Altogether 
the Loyalty Branch succeeded in getting $7o. oo and about 75 books donated, 
includmg sets of Isis Unveiled and the Secret Doctrine. This is all the 
outcome of one month' s labor by a few ladies aided by a few gentlemen of 
the Branch, and goes to show what spirit and determination for the good o'f 
the cause will accomplish. 

THE RESIGNATIO N  OF MRS. V. S. BEANE. 

It is with feelings of sincere regret that Pacific Coast Theosophists learn 
of Mrs. V. S. Beane' s resignation .from the office of Secretacyr of the , P,cific 
Coast Committee for T. S. Work, which she has so long held and the duties of 
which she has so ably discharged. These feelings are not confined to the 
Pa�ific Coast alone, but are shared by very many members of the whole 
Society who have received evidence of her unti ring zeal and self-sacrificing 
efforts for the success of the T. S. 

Mrs. Beane's retirement is caused solely by temporary ill-health, and she 
deeply regrets the necessity of her resignation for she declares that her heart 
is still in the work. She also expresses the hope that she may soon again 
resume active work, which is also the sincere hope of all who know of her 
devotion to the Theosophical movement, and her loyalty to her fellow-workers 
in a common cause. ALLEN GRIFFITHS. 

SEATTLE, A ug. u, r895· 
-···-

STAMP COLLECT I O N  FOR T H E  T.S .  
Members from all parts o f  the world have responded t o  the suggestion 

made in the March number of the Path about making a Stamp Collection, 
and the collection has grown very rapidly - a  large number of good stamps 
have been sent from England, Ceylon ( unused ), New South Wales, New 
Zealand, Hawaiian Islands ( unused ), Sweden, and U . S.A. 

The two great needs at present are - (a) books to keep them in. which 
will cost $ 1 2. 00 ;  and (b) complete unused sets of the stamps in present use 
in the different countries. We have not as yet a set of the unused U. S.A. 
stamps, and there have been two new sets issued within the past six months. 

Among the stamps sent in is a set of U.S. A. newspaper stamps, from the 
$ 1 . oo  value to the $6o. oo value. 

One member in England sent a number of old English and Victorian 
stamps, and an odd one in the shape of a one shilling stamp on a card to be 
used to send a telegram - this is an English one. More has to � fewul out 
about it as regards its value, as it is not catalogued. 

. 

Members are asked to look up old letters, to ask their relatives and friends 
to allow them to look through boxes and in garrets for old letters. Every day 
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we read in the Stamp Journals ( of which there are over ten in the U. S. A. 
alone ) of old and valuable stamps being found in this way. 

Stamped envelopes ( that is, those envelopes that have the stamp stamped 
on) should not be cuL And if the stamp that is placed on the envelope is 
over thirty years old, it had better be left on, and the whole envelope sent in. 

Mexico is rich in Revenue stamps, but as yet we have not received any. 
Members should write to their friends in foreign countries for used and 

unused stamps. 
Specific directions will be furnished to those who desire them. 
Though we have done well in the past six months, we can do more in the 

next six, if every member in every land will help. 
T. P. HYATT. 

147 Hancock street, BROOKLYN, N. Y. , U. S. A. Collector. 

-···-

SU PPORT O F  T H E  T . S . A. 

MORE ABOUT T H E  u FUND. " 

Since the appearance of the July FoRuM I have had several inquiries as 
to the workings of the plan, and af!i I have not time to write each a personal 
letter, I take this method of replying to all. 

Remittances are made direct to me. I return my receipt as Trustee. 
Remittances are not to be sent to the ·President or to Head'luarters. I remit 
to Headquarters monthly, or as often as there is a sufficient amount on hand 
to make it advisable. All money is deposited in bank subject to my order as 
Trustee. Also, subject to the order of the President W. Q. Judge. 

Pledges are welcome for any amount from ten cents per month upward. 
I have several as high as ten dollars per month, and dozens at ten cents per 
month. Remittances may be made monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly 
as pledgers desire, but should be made in advance. Then you are sure it is  
paid up to date at all times. 

Pledges are not made to me, but to your own self. No one can release 
you from a pledge but your own self. If you pledge an amount and find you 
cannot pay it - that is, really cannot, not that it becomes inconvenient to pay 
it- then you are of course absolved, as no one is expected to keep the weeds 
out of a larger plot of ground than he can work over. 

I am glad to acknowledge the receipt of· four new pledges since the issue 
of the July FoRUM, and also to state that several in arrears have found it pos
sible to pay up. The Fund is bound to grow if each of us does all that he 
can. 

G. E. HARTER. 

51 Huffman Avenue, DAYTON,  OHio, A ugust 6, I895· Trustee. 

AuGusT r STH. Received from George E. Harter the sum of one hundred 
dollars ($roo.oo), making a total of $345.00 received since January r6th. 

WILLIA)l Q. J uDGE. 
President. 

-···-

PLAY I N G  AT OCCU LTISM. 

Some so-called students of Theosophy are easily influenced by external 
forms. A black face or a turban and a long-sounding Hindu name seem to 
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be of greater mterest to them than the silent travelling along the road of 
occultism and theosophic work. This has been manifested much around this 
country since the date of the World's Fair. Ordinary Hindus who came to 
that Exposition for the purpose of filling some necessary and secular position 
thereat, have since, by the imagination of a few excitable people, been run 
up into the dignity and the rank o( Mah!tm!s and real spiritual Gurus. Nor 
has the subtile Hindu failed to take advantage of this veneration of him ; 
stimulated by these attentions, the most ordinary men have worked the public 
fancy into thinking them at the least Rishis. This is not good for the devel
opmen t of a spiritual movement, and Theosophists should not be carried away 
by such childishness. As a matter of principle also the following of person
alities and the running . after forms and ceremonies is bad and is untheo
sophical. 

The latest development of this kind is " Swami " Vh;ekananda's " initia
tions. " Apart from some of this gentleman' s  ethical teachings ( about which 
there is nothing occult, for he is not an occultist ) tl;lere is a manifest absurd
ity in his causing two or three of his American followers to change their 
names and become " Swamis " also. We are further to expect them to wear 
turbans. This is truly playing at occultism. Moreover, if these members 
were working for the spread of Truth they would not run down the Theo
sophical Society, as many of them do ; to what purpose no one can tell, unless 
they consider this one way of getting a hearing. One of these was a former 
member of the T. S.-Mr. Leon Landsberg - who has become " Swami Kri
pananda " and is now trying to missionize the coun try on these methods. The
osophists should be warned against such as this. Mr. Landsberg, in becoming 
" initiated " and in his new field has apparently forgotten that he has broken 
many real occult pledges and has put himself into a new school of , ;"occult
ism " against all rules. But we leave Karma to deal with him ; it is  n oL for 
us to say anything. " He who breaks his promises in one house will do so 
in another, " say the Chinese, the tendency to blow hot and cold becoming a 
habit of the nature. Yet the FoRuM has to warn members against being 
misled by these pretences. While we are always desirous and ready to aid 
everyone, Theosophist or not, who is trying to push forwar4 a spiritual move
ment among men in this age of darkness, little patience can be had for per
sons who think that such puerilities as turbans and Hindu names can get 
them or others into Moksha, or even Heaven. 

-···-

N OT I CES. 

May FoRUM is  now out of print. As several requests have been made for 
copies of it, any member having a copy or copies on hand which he does not 
desire to keep will kindly send them to Headquarters. They can then be used 
to supply those who wish to complete their sets. In mailing they should be 
folded fiat. 

� 
Those Members-at-Large who have not sent in their diplomas for en9-orse

ment as valid under the Constitution of the T. S. A. are requested to send them 
in as soon as possible so that all diplomas may be endorsed. 
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THE  THEOSOPH ICAL  FoRUM 
ISSUED BY DI RECTIO N  A N D  UNDER T H E  AUTH ORITY O F  

T H E  T H EO SO P H I C A L  S O C I E T Y  I N  A M E R I C A .  

For free di stribution t o  Members. The T.S. I n  America Is not responsible for any state-
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QU ESTI ONS  AND ANSWERS. 
Q U ESTION 3 1 .  

Ka rma, as a result of wrong a{iions, takes tlte form of puuislt
mmt -pmz ish mmt is or ough t to be bettermmt_ How can it be 
bcttcrmmt tj tlu suffering delinqut'lll does not kllow the real cause 
or sou rce of !tis sorrows and trials so tltat he can try to eradicate 
I ltc imp a fel7.ions Itt· is laboring under ? Hu man law seems to be 
mrwe pradical titan tlte divine one. 

F. T. Hargrm. •e. - The basis of such a question should be ex

am� This can be d o n e  by raising- ques tions mentally which 
arise from it .  Thus : ( t )  Can th e result of wrong aCtions be prop
erly called " punish ment " ?  ( 2 )  Is  the real sufferer in faCt igno
rant of th e  cause of his sorrow ? ( 3 ) Does hu man l aw insure to 
the delinquent an understanding of the j ustice of his sentence ? 
I f  studen ts would examine their own questions in this way they 
would in most cases discover the answers for themselves. ( x ) 
K arma means aCtion. This contains within itself reaCtion , j ust 
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as the cause contains the result. The use of the word punish
ment is a relic of our early training and consequent mental genu
flections to Jehovah. Karma is not separate from man. " Pun
ishment " implies a cause external to man himself, while man is 
instead his own executioner because he is at once the cause and 
the effeCt of his own suffering, as well as the medium by which 
the effeCt is produced. Further, ( 2 ) the real sufferer is the 
crucified Christos who knows the Law and consciously works with 
it, well understanding causes and foreseeing results. ( 3) Ninety
nine per ant of all sentences passed are thought to be grossly 
unjust by the delinquents. In most cases they do not even realize, 
when aCtually guil ty, that their offence is a violation of right.  
They think themselves badly used by either judge, jury or the 
laws of the land. It is one thing to tell a man, " You have done 
wrong " ;  it is another to make him realize it. So we see that the 
original question is based upon three misconceptions. 

A child has to learn to use its physical senses, repeating in 
brief the history of the race. Even now this takes several years. 
As a man he does not remember the countless childish experi
ences that taught him he could not touch the moon : he has 
learned it nevertheless. The atoms and " lives " of his body were 
so fully impressed in the process that as a result they now aet of 
their own accord in most instances. And the memory of all 
things belongs to the great memory of Nature. In that universal 
memory the soul may see the cause of all sorrow and the promise 
of that final perfeCtion when sorrow will no more be known. 

QUESTION 32· 
Can women become A depts in Occultism .'P So far as we know 

the rules of Occult fraternities, do tiley exclude women ? 

Vittoria Cremers.- It  is of course certain that we do not know 
much about the rules of real occult fraternities. I do not include 
so-called Rosicrucians and the like. But we know something, 
upon which we may argue. The arcana of Nature are open to 
any soul having the strength to know and to dare. And as souls 
are not male or female,  it must follow that both male and female 
bodies, containing souls, do succeed in lifting the veil of Isis. In 
Indian and other histories are the names of women Adepts- that 
is, of souls who succeeded in female bodies in grasping knowledge 
and power. This being the case it cannot be possible that real 
occult fraternities excluded women. The notion that they did , 
or do, arose probably from their knowledge that in the generality 
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of cases the Ego· in a female body was limited in several direc
tions by nature, so that to succeed was difficul t. H. P. B. is one 
of the rare cases where th e previous incarnations produced a very J 
wonderful ps�hic. She was a woman of humility, .:..... who ever ' 
heard her say that she was an occul tist?  She told me that J udge 
knew more than she, bu t that his time had not 'then come. We 
have only hints in all this. It seems, from a calm re view of the 
field, that female bodies presen t  more limitations than male ones, 
at least until a certain time of life, and then

· 
there are not left 

sufficient years of existence. As I am a woman , this is said 
without prej udice. 

QU ESTION 3 3 -
In several writings I have noticed belief in lost souls. If such 

belief be correCt hO'Zv can that passage of A rnold's i1t the Light of 
Asia, whiclt ends witlt this, be true : " All will reach the sunlit 
snow "/ and also the tltought of Nirvana ? 

W. Q. Judge. - The two statements" can be true. The quota
tion is simply from Mr. Arnold's words, and he is not a religious 
authority at al l .  Again " all will reach " is not defined. All 
what ? Is  i t  all souls, or all atoms, or all monads ? And in what 
way, or as what, will " all  reach the thought of Nirvana " did 
Buddha teach ? They could all reach it  even were some of them 
lost to individual consciousness by being absorbed into some of 
the others. Arnold's work does not decide such questions ; · it is 
popular. If  you wil l read discussions of the priests of Buddha 
almost immediately after his d eath you will find many things to 
contradiCt present views of what was taugh t  by Buddha. There 
is one long discussion, a report of which is in the Royal Asiatic 

- Society's archives, upon Individuality, in which the priests who 
knew Buddha or his friends decided that there is no In dividuali ty. 
H ence it is not very i mportant to decide about Mr. Arnold 's  
verses. The subj eCt of lost souls is treated in theosophical litera
ture slightly and is held by many to be true. But one must then 
be careful and accu rate in the use of terms and be sure to decide 
what is called soul . The " several writings " referred to should 
be quoted as has been asked in the FoRUM notice. 
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Q U ESTION 34· 
Dr. Jferbat Corpl , in "Szftiugs, " l "ol. 1 "11, Xo. 2 ,  page 9,  saJ'S: 

" E< ·er;' r; •ening ,, ·e must raa/1 tlu e'1 '0its and e< ·en tlu thoughts 
��r tlu preceding day; and 'ii 'e must devote some time also to going 
bad.: tltrougl1 tile. _ rears and uoting all the c; ·ntfs and dads t/wt 
lta1•e made us 'ii 'ltat we arc. rvc can note 'il 'heu we fazlrd, 
when 7l'C sinned, and can tal:e lessons for the future. " Is it a li<·
ing trutlt- tlmt no progress in Occultism is po.ssi/Jle without the dai!)' 
habit of doinJ;· this ?  Does tl1c FoRu �• constdt·r this to be true ./ 

: / tJ ;:{, � Claude J-ails Wrigltt.-It is not true that no progress in occult-
ism is possible without this daily praCtice. Nevertheless it is cer
tain that by in tell igently fol lowing out this instruCtion one wou ld 
i mprove greatly both in his powe rs of memory and also in the 
development of his interior mind.  To doggedly follow this how
ever,  and without u nderstanding the rationale of it, is to do bu t 

l i t tle  good . 
Mem ory is en tirely a m at ter of association achieved through a 

,};. l ink or chain of circu m stances. Save in cases of pure intuition we 
':J never think of anything that has h appened except by some associa

tion with what we are at presen t thinking of ,  or doing. So much 
is this  the case that i t  has been s tated that if  a man were placed i n  
such circu m stances as would preclude the possibility of his form 
ing any conne&ion either by thought or otherwise with past 
events, he wou l d  h ave n o  knowledge of h i s identi ty . That be ing 
the case then, the tendency to any aCt: is l argely the e ffeCt: of pre

vious though t in that direCtion. Something comes up in the m i n d  
which recal ls  th e old though t a n d  its environ ment , and t h e  result 
is  that the different brain. centres and ner ves are set in aCl:ion 
again To destroy memory is real ly to des troy habit .  Each man 's 
though ts , aCl:ions , desires,  tendencie s , are interwoven with h i s  
aCl:s, thoughts a n d  desi res of the past by a chain and even net -

/ work of complicated con ditions .  On t h e  death-bed t h e  brain r u n s  
rapidly over a l l  t h e  ci rcu mstances and though ts of the past l i fe .  
Each one i s  brough t  into fo rcible presence and lived over again . 
Those things which have been performed , those thoughts which 

h ave been aCl: ive , if associ ated with the H igher E go, are alive. 
The others are useless ; not h aving originated in the Ego, . but 

\ by the passions and desires of the body, they are dead to th e soul ,  
and any evil thought of a very pron ou n ced n ature may be of so 
forceable a charaCter as to produce an effeCt: ( skandha ) wh ich 
will live over until the succeeding reincarn ation . Th is, indeed , is 
one of the causes of rebirth.  
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Now memory being s o  m uch a chain, if one can think back 

to the circumstances i n  which he performed an aet that was of a 
low quality, and while in that mental condition reassert the 
power of the H igh er Ego, then the two are so closely linked to
-gether that when death comes the raising of one condition will 
al so necessi tate th e a wakening of the other, -a balance being thus 
s truck which prevents, or at any rate modifies, m u ch of the evil  
that  would otherwise have been car ried over. If  a man who lets go 
uf his interior power, loses his temper, or is carried away by some 
passion during the cou rse of th e day should follow the sugges
t ion given - think back into that state of mind in which he lost 
con trol of himself an d in that condition destroy the evil in him , 
reasserting his control - th e  next time th e same circumstances 

arose h e  would find that m u ch power would have been gained ;  
and this is  one of the m ost ready and potent meth ods to free the 
soul from th e evil resulting from one's  own thoughts and the 
presen ce of the thou ghts of others. 

Q UESTION 3 5 ·  
In tlte Theosophical Siftings, Vol. f. , " hpitome of Theosophical 

Teach ings, " page Ij, it says: " T¥/zm the A dept !tas reaclzed a 
certain 'i 'ery h£glt point  in lzis e<,olution Itt' may by a mere 1uislt,  
become what tlte Hindus call a Deva - or lesser god. !f lze does 
tltis, tltcn , although lte will enjoy tlze bliss and power of tltat state 
for a 'i 'ast lmgtlz of time, lze will not at the next Pralaya partake 
of tlzc conscious !tfe ' in tlte bosom of the Fatlzer, ' but lzas to pass 
do·wn into matter at lite next new ' creation , '  performing certain 
functions tlzat could not be ;ww made clear, and lzas to come up 
'again through tlze elemental world,· but tltis fate is not like tltat of 
t!te black magiciati wlto falls into A vitchi. " 1Vow in wltat form 
does lte pass into tlte next new creation and <vltat is tlze work lze has 
to do .� 

TV Q. Judge - As I wrote the passage cited, I may properl y 
reply. The very quotation shows that " the work he has to do " 
cannot be told,  for, as I said he would perform ' ' certain funCtions 
that could not now be 

'
made clear. " The whole matter is a re fer-

' 

ence to a very obscure doCtrine, but little known ,  that if th e 

Adept vol untarily takes the delights, pleasures and powers re
ferred to, he is  compel led, after millions of years of  enj oym ent, 
to reenter obj eetive nature at the elemental stage. That i s  
plainly rel ated.  So it  i s  quite clear that th e quotation a s  made 
answers the question put. This the questioner will see himself . ' 
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if he wil1 rewrite, after his question at the foot, the whole of the 
statement quoted in the beginning. 

Q UESTION 36. 

Please explain tltc follo<i!ing passage from Bhagavad-Gita, 
cltapter II, Judge's edition, page I.f.: "A soldia of tlec Ksltattri',}'a 
tribe has teo duty superior to la-..'ful war, " and especially show ·u.•hJ' 
the auswer to Question I ,  Jo.'cw Series, is not inconsistent u!ith the 
passage. 

H". Q. Judge. - It is a phrase meaning that the duty one is 
born to, or has, is the one to be performed and that no other 
assumed duty is superior. From the Hindu point of view i t  
refers to  caste and that a member of the warrior caste i s  born for 
fighting which for him is, accorrling to his religion, a duty. As 
Arjuna was a Kshattriya, Krishna naturally referred to his caste 
duty. Had he been a Sudra, or servant, then the verse would 
read that a " slave of the Sudra tribe has no duty superior to 
performing service as required. " The Vedic religion, unlike 
the Buddhist, permits a certain caste to fight and kill ,  lawfully 
and in defence of th e country. But  the Brahman and the mer
chant are not permitted to thus kill. Hence each in his caste 
performs the duty of that caste into which he was born. Looking 
at the verse from an American and non-caste standpoint, then it 
is simply an assertion that present duty, when known, is superior 
to any assumed or unknown duty. 

I fail to see what Question I, has to do with this. That 
question was upon capital punishment. If one is of the Vedic 
religion he will allow of lawful war for defense of country, if he 
is a Buddh ist he will be against all killing ; and both may be 
against capital punishment ; the answers to Question I ,  did not 
declare anythin g as to what particular religion was followed. 
Capital punishment for crime is a very dHierent matter from 
sudden death in lawful war. 

Q UESTION 37· 
Wltat tlteosoplu'cal reasons are lltere for preferri1lg cremation to 

earth burial? 

" • I Claude Falls Wright. - Speaking striCtly " theosophically "  
there can hardly be said to be any reasons for preferring one to 
the other. For Theosophy is Divine Wisdom and takes very 
little account as to the body or how it is born or what becomes of 
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it .  But from the more occult aspect of the question there are 
very definite reasons for adopting almost any kind of burial be
fore that of earth burial .  

Students who understand fully the esoteric philosophy of the 
seven principles are acquainted with the relationship between the 
astral body and the physical sheath and the atoms of both. They 
k now that death consists in the separation of the principles of the 
human being and the return of each to that sphere from which 
it has come. The separation of the astral body from the physical 
body causes the l atter to fall to pieces and pass back into the 
earth or into other organisms. Where death has taken place 
before the right time, however, it may be that the disintegration 
will take longer than at ordinary times. Also extraordinary 
cases sometimes occur where such disintegration is prolonged, as 
in that of petrifaction. Few men in the present age die entirely 
normal deaths, and consequently this astral and physical separa
tion is not al ways rapid. It  is to hasten on the process that cre
mation is  adopted. The astral body h olds together the particles 
of the physical form. It is a magnetic body and becomes de
stroy ed as a form when acted upon by fire, the pranic currents 
then ceasing to operate th rough it. This at once causes physical 
disin tegration. But more than this is involved. The presence 
of manas or intelligence in the body during l ife causes a vivifica
t ion of the astral princi ple of a manasic nature ; and consequently 
it often happens that if the soul be not pure or united with its 
" Lord, " the higher manas, before death, it  becomes an earth
bound soul after separation from the body, associated with the 
astral principle. This may produce an elementary, and that m ay 
be sufficiently powerful and energetic as to remain active until 
the reincarnation of the manasic principle. Such beings remain 
in the earth- sphere and feed on and obsess negative p sychics or 
mediums. Even su pposing they disintegrate or split up, there 
remains sufficient energy tran sformed into elementals to affect 
weak natures for evil. All these and the additional fact that 
many persons are slow in separating their various principles after 
death gave rise to the occul t method of burial, that of burning 
the body. By this simple process the astral body is at once de
s troyed as a m agnetic sheath for the physical atoms ; the atoms 
themselves are passed back to the reservoir from which they h ave 
come and the soul is freed from its physical ties,  having only to 
battle with its own mental conditions and the desire-body that 
it has built up during life. 

The Egyptians took an en tirely different view of the m atter 
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from the H indus. Owing to their knowledge that u n t i l  t h e  
body was disintegrated th e soul could not gain i t s  freedom,  th ey 
embal med the body in order to chain the soul to it. Under 
th ese condi tions, cut off from jts association with phys ical life, 
yet pent up in the midst of tortu ring desire�. i t  had to fight an d 
overcome its nature in order to pass th rough the differe n t  halls 
and so reach Osiris. If  it  did not succeed at the first effort  i t  
was thrust back and had to wait unti l  later. The tremendous 
power thus gain ed enabled the soul on its return to earth to 
achieve union with out much diffi culty. Then also those \vho were 
already initiates wished to preserve their bodies in order that o n  
coming back they m igh t be able t o  use the same atoms again . 
This is hinted at by Mme. Blavatsky in her article on the " Tran s
migration of the Life Atoms. " The Egyptians lost their know l 
edge of this in th e l ater dynasties and the mum mification "· hich 
took place then was useless an d merely a rite. 

It is clear that in the present day there are but fe\v A de p t s  
i n  o u r  race, a n d  inasm uch a s  we do n o t  know any t r u e  system 
of mummification such as the Egyptians were acquainted with,  
cremation is the proper way for us to dispose o f  the body. Apart 
from all  occultism there can be nothing worse from a hygenic 
point of view th an the habit of putting al l bodies into the grou n d. 
Not only is it a loathsome method of disposing of the dead , b u t  
i t  is evil for t h e  reason that t h e  sou l 's escape into Devachan i s  
often thus delayed. Yet there are many w h o  are afraid t o  cre
mate their friends'  bodies because they do not wish to see them so 

quickly and suddenly destroyed. This i s  folly, as after the bodies 
are placed in the ground they are seen no more in any case. From 
an ordinary physical point of view, cremation is cleaner, m ore 
complete an d a much safer method of disposing of the dead.  

5 Jf 1 O U ESTION z6 - (conlimud). 

I 03 ';I' If a woman 's rclati'Z•cs mtirely disappro< ·c of Tluoseplty cwd 
of Iter studying it, is it rigllt for her to persist in doin,:; as sit<' 
pleases, or would zt not be tlu lugher part for !lt'r to gi< ·<' <• ' <1Y It� 
tltcir 7.uishes, and in thzs sellse sacrifice ltcrself/ 

[ Editor ] - So many repl ies have been sent in to th is  question , 
as cri ticisms upon the an swer given in the August FoRu M,  that i t  
is im possible t o  pri n t  them i n  f u l l .  There is no orthodoxy i n  The
osophy, bu t m u ch independent thought, and each has to soh·e the 
question h i m self. The majority of the writers appear to h ave 
paid special attention to on e sentence in the reply gi ven, and to 
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h ave overlooked qualifying statements. B u t  their remarks sh ew 
that further discussion i s  necessary. One correspondent asks i f  
the " an swer given i s  generally accepted as corretl: from t h e  The
osophical stand point ? "  That there is far from unanimity of be
lief in  regard to the matter will be evident from what is said 
below. The question is,  as said , one that each must decide for 
himsel f or h e rself, since it  is impossible for one not familiar with 
the position, duties, and obl igations of other students t o  give 
more than general advice. 

Frances J. iVIyers.- It is quite true that each individual must 
d ecide this question for himsel f. Very few start out in Theosoph
ical study without opposition from friends and relations.  M u c h  
depends upon the m anner in which s u c h  study is  pursued. I know 

that one can in spite of opposition so conduct himself that all 
such opposition will be over,come. So I would not say give up 
all study of Theosophy because o·f opposition ,  but give u p  the 
attitude of antagonism . Merely studying books is not the \Yhole 
of study, as is  stated i n  the repl y  to the question. Yet I believe 
that every m an and woman has a perfect right to decid e for h i m 
self or herself what he o r  s h e  shall study. I t  d o e s  n o t  seem to 
me that a woman is selfish,  in the mean sense,  because she 
chooses to study in whatever line she thinks best. On the other 

hand she is pandering to the selfishness of others if  sh e gives up 
the acquirement of knowledge which she needs - which her 
H igher Sel f demands. 

The idea of  sacrifice is  wrong if  it  means si t ting calmly down 
under one's en vironing circu mstances, an d saying it is Karma. 
One may accep t  the circumstances yet strive to rise above them 
and so show that Karma of that sort no longer binds one. 

Did the Buddha or the Christ remain quietly in the palace or 
the carpenter's shop and avoid displeasing relatives ? Not so 
does the history read. 

But there are many who do not know that in ea ch l ives the 
power to overcome opposition by steadily, patiently, sweetly per
sisting in the way that seems best to him self. To such I say 
never give u p  what seem s a call of your own H igher Self. If  
we m ake m istakes we shall be made to see the m ,  and a l l  at 
last, each in the best way, will be led to see them selves as one 
with all Life. 

Dr. E. F Robinsou.- I do not agree with the answer to 
Question 2 6  in August FoRuM. 
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I believe one is perfeCtly right in studying Theosophy in 

spite of any opposition. I t  is neither necessary nor Theosoph 

ical t o  b e  persistently  trying t o  force one's opinions o n  others, 

but it is necessary to study in order to gain knowledge. If a 
knowledge of Theosophy is good, if Theosoph y  is true, then it is 
worth striving for no matter what the opposition. The opposition 
may be karmic, but it is Karma that m ust be met and conquered, 
not merely endured. Did not Gautama Buddha leave his wife 
and parents, and go out into the world to study in opposition to 
their wishes ? Did not Christ teach that a man should give u p  
father, mother, everything a n d  follow him ? 

A man 's soul is his own,  is himself, and must be develope d. 
To put the matter off on account of some opposition is to waste 
time and weaken one's power to advance. Neither is it  necessarily 
selfish, for one cannot h elp others to ad vance until one h as reach e d  
a certain elevation oneself. 

Would Buddha have given· 
up his belief because of opposition ? 

I think n ot. 

111. Herbert Bridle.-This answer seems wrong to me. If  
Theosophy i s  Divine Wisdom then I should say no matter what 
the opposition to i ts study - study it and li'ue it. The faet tqat 
some feel a desire to " study Theosophy " may mean that they are 
in that 'i'cry family for the purpose of spreading Divine Wisdom, 
and for the m not to study the matter so as to spread the l ight by 
a better appreciation of what life is for, is to lo9'se an opportunity 
to do good with knowledge ; for goodness alone is not sufficient.  A 
good rule for those who find opposition to their " study of Theos
ophy " is never to force their ideas on any one who does not want 
to h ear them, but they can express their ideas in a casual w ay. 
Then a good th ing is to place theosophic novels in the way of 
people who are opposed to Theosophy, but do not announce the 
faet that they are theosophic. Talk and aet Theosophy without 

· calling it " Th eosophy. " The th ing is what is wanted - no t  the 
name. 

A dditional replies are also acknowledged from Henry D. Bid
dle, A rth ur W. Wadhame and Miss Mary A. Douglass. 
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S U BJECTS FO R D I SC U S S ION 
FOR THE U S E  O F  B RANCH ES. 

In articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign term s without also 
giving the E n gl ish mean ing ; use E ngl ish terms preferably. 

B R A N C H  WORK. 

(a) Duties o f  a member t o  himself a n d  fellows : t o  exam ine motive in 
J Oining Branch ; to compare origin al with present motive ; to bear in mind the 
objects of the T . S . ; to gai n .  general knowledge of the history of T. S. ; to 
discover his natural capabilities, whether for lecturing, writing, organizing, 
or for personal conversation ; to con sider himself as an instrument for work ; 
to decide upon general means of improving that instrument, outwardly, in 
appearance, speech, behavior, and inwardly, in education , thought, etc. ; to 
study privately both theosophical and other literature in connection with it ; · 

to prepare in advance remarks or questions on subject to be discussed at 
meetings. To recollect that be joins the Branch to aid it more than to be 
entertained by it. (b) Duties of Branch to its members : general duty to 
help them to understand and to live a theosopbic life ; to promote universal 
brotherhood by making Branch a nucleus for same ; to educate members in 
both an elementary and advanced knowledge of the E soteric Philosophy ; to 
bold regular classes for such study ; to in sist upon the responsibility of each 
member, whether new or old, for success or failure of Branch ; to at o11ce 
give new members an active share in the work of the Branch; to form 
( when advisabl e )  an elocution class ; a Lotus Circle ; a branch of the League 
T. S. (c) Duties of Branch to the public : general duty to promote three 
objects of T . S .  and to bring a knowledge of the laws of Brotherhood, Rein
carnation and Karma ( by those so inclined ) to all ; to avoid giving needless 
offence to any section of the community ; to give regular public lectures and 
special lectures when occasion arises ; to distribute leaflets and pamphlets ; 
to get if possible a small hall or a room exclusively reserved for Branch pur
poses, not in a private house ; to cordially welcome all visitors ; to form a 
library ; to atTange for some member or members to be in attendance at stated 
hours ; to try to gain a footing on outside platforms. 

R EFERENCES. 

Path, vol. iv, p. 24 ; Key to Theosophy, sec. xii and Conclusion ; " Theosophy in Dai ly 
Life, " Theosopical Siftings, Vol.  i i ;  Bra11cll Work Paper, No. 8, by W. Q. Judge; irish 
Tlte<>soplllst, September, 1Bqs ; Brauch Paper, " Founding of Branches. " 

-···-

T H E  H E A RT DOCTR I N E .  

Misunderstood b y  many members o f  the Society. Not the doctrine of 
- sentiment or emotion . Should be studied as taught by the " 'Voice of the 

Silence. " The real basis of all religious teaching. The only road to progress. 
The doctrine of true understanding as differing from mere intellectual percep
tion. Differs from " feelings " because unassociated with personality. The 
Secret Wisdom. Mind was needed to " embrace the universe," not to dwarf 
it ; hence needed to verify and to interpret intuition , the resulting experience 
being the true doctrine of the heart. So it is " doctrine of experience " as 
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witnessed from the heart. Relation of heart and bead. I ntellect by itsel f 
fails. The Higher Manas the true inspirer . Theosophists should be care ful 
not to imagine the heart doctrine as inspiring mere personal pre fere nce and 
affections. True " love " includes all - friends and enemies alike. Great 
difficulty for the ordinary man to decide between the love which spr ings from 
personal magnetism and emotion. and that which arises from the heart. So

called enemies often our best friends because they develop us the must 
quickly. To the occultist there is neither friend nor enemy nor dist inction of 
persons nor personal antagonism ; and this is  not because of the mere e m o
tion of a day, but as a result of the true heart doctrine which embraces al l 
things in nature, and studies and learns from all . 

RE FERENCES. 

Voice <!/ t!te Silence•, " The t w o  Path s " ;  /,et/�rs tltc! l llm •e lldj>eil Jfe : JJIJJ.;.I !'cld GtiJ, 
chap. iv ; Ligfll 011 the Pat fl. 

-···-

TH R E E  F U N DA M E N T A L  P RO POS I T I O N S  O F  
" SE C R E T  DOCT R I N E . "  

Their metaphysical basis. T o  be found indirectly in  all great rt: l igion s 
and philosophies. Their universal application. (a) Necessary to postulat� 

fundamental uni ty. Religion, science and philosophies concur. Study of 
unity under three aspects of consciousness, l ife ( spi ri t or force ) and matter. 
This applies to man, atom and universe. These three aspects are i nter
changeable, for ethics can be stated in terms of force and science in te rms of 
consciousness. Events, doctrines and humanity should be considered from 
each standpoin t. Impersonality helped in this way, for man i s  seen as a cen
tre through which the One manifests as any of the above rtniversal pri nciples . 
(b) On this the doctrines of reincarnation, Karma, cyclic law, etc. , are based. 
General theory of cyclic law : that of expansion and contraction, of periodicity 
and vibration . As appl ied to universe, to earth, races, man, daily life. The 
cause of birth an d death. Habi ts. The connection of the " pairs of oppos
ites " with this law. (c) The dependence of this proposition on the two pre
ceding. A deduction drawn from them. The pilgri mage of the mon ad ; and 
of the Ego. The difference between these. The three stream s of evolu
tion : that of monad, of Thinker, of matter. Their meeting in man. The 

superiority of this to materialistic view. Are souls separate from each other ? 
When will the " pilgrimage " cease ? 

REFERENCES.  

Secret Ductrill<�, val .  i ,  p p .  q · t B, o .e . j Branch iVork Pt�per, �o. 38 ; 0�.-"!'!lil '-'! T!tt'OS· 
ojlly, chap. x h· .  

-···-

T H E  ASTRAL L I G H T. 

The ether of occult science. Lowest plane of the Hindu aka�a. The 
World-Soul , that out of which all visible manifested nature proceeds .  Akasa 

is  the fine substance out of which is spun and constructed every visible fmm 
and invisible being. The action of the Purnsha or spirit in the akasa pro
duces the manifested universe. The astral light is the sphere of akasa 
nearest our physical earth. Therefore, th e playground of unseen forces 
producing all the growths and movements and evolution of the vegetable and 
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othe r  ki ngdoms. Efficient comprehension of the astral light and its properties 
enables the seer to understand all the workings of nature. Dangerous because 
also the receptacle of mind forces and conscious and subconscious thoughts. 
M edium s influenced by i ts force� liable to lose mental grip. True occul tist will 
never al low any astral power to overcome his in tell igence. Clairvoyants and 
psychics ,  not possessed of occult power or union with the Supreme , utterly 
untrustworthy. Astral light bas two phases ; looked at from above,  seen aright ; 
l ooked at from below, all powers and elemental beings and sights inverted. 
Theosophists inclined to dabble in mediumship and desiring sight-seeing , 
should remember the statem ent of H. P. B. that som e  of the highest occult
i sts ne\·er look into the astral light at all ; they would not degrade themselves 
by passing into that region . The sphere of evi l thoughts and desires. The 
abode of elementals and nature spirits . The sphere of disintegrating 
" shells ."  elementaries, spooks, earthbound souls ; looked at from the ph ysical 
sphere of ordinary human life, the degrader of intelligence and the soul. Aim 
of the student to get rid of its influence. All men, save occultists, influenced 

by i t  more or less. One aim of Theosophy to instruct men in coming age 
of psychism to avoid astral infl uences. This is done by giving the real philos
ophy of Astral Light. Hence Theosophists should study carefully the 

doctrine ,  but not experimen t in these regions. 

RFEERENCES. 
hi' ( !n ; ·eilt'd, ,·ol .  i ,  chap.  7 a n d  9 ;  Oc<'llll of Tlleos<•Piiy, chap. t 6 ;  Aluder11 Tlleosof!Jy, 

pa�t"s ::-'� •. o 4r . .  

TH EOSO PH I CAL N EWS A N D  WORK.  
SALT LAKE CITY T .  S .  members are a t  work i n  various ways. Some are 

�ending leaflets all over the terri tory ; others have formed a Lotus Circle ; 
others have succ�ded in obtaining permission to meet and talk with the 
inmates of the Penitentiary in Salt Lake City. The numbers in  attendance 
at the meetings have grown so in the last year that it  will become necessary 
soon to have larger rooms. 

M l l.\\'AL' K EE BRANCH T . S . A . on September 8th held their fi rst public meet
ing in their new H eadquarters , Hathaway Building, corner Broadway and 
.Ma"<on street ,  Room 28. A t  the Tuesday evening meeting two new members 
were taken in and one associate membership granted. Ti ckets of adm1ssion 
to the nu mber of seven will be given to those interested, after which number 
they will be expected to drop out or become associate members. The topics 
outl ined in  the FoRUM will be the subject of study, and, in the latter part of 
the eveni ng, readings from Modern TheosojJ/zy, and discussions on that 
work. This Branch feels embued with new purpose to get the living theo
sophical truths before the public this fall and winter, and the time seems righ t 

for such an effort. 
M i ss B A N U US IA \VA K J·:F IE I.U ,  Secretary of the Sioux City T. S. , paid a visi t 

to the H artington , Keb. , T . S .  on S unday, the twent y-fifth of August, and gave 
a lecture in the afternoon on " Th eosophy and its relation to Chr istianity. " 
The ministers of the city all  warned the ir  congregations against attending this 
lectu re , and the Roman Catholic priest plainly told his congregation that those 
who attended would be excommun i cated. Kotwitbstanding thi s  showing c f  
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bigotry and intolerance a very large audience greeted Miss Wakefield. Over 
200 persons were present, and after the m eeting the speaker met the m embers 
oi. the Society and gave them many valuable hin ts on their work. Among 
those present at the lecture were teachers from various parts of the country 
who were in the town to attend the Teachers' Institute. One woman came 
fourteen miles under difficulties for the express purpose of hearing about 
Theosophy. 

EvER SINCE the Cambridge T. S. secured its present headquarters, there 
has been a marked i ncrease in attendance and public interest. Throughout 
the summer the Branch . bas gathered together every Wednesday evening for 
the study of Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms. One feature 'of these Branch meet
ings bas been the self-imposed obligation on each one in attendance to con
tribute to the good of the evening by the expression of some beneficial thought 
that has been suggested during the week by study or intercource with others. 
Besides this, a meeting has been held every Sunday evenmg for the benefit of 
the public and short addresses delivered at each meeting by several members 
of the T. S. These meetings have been well attended , much interest evi nced 
and several new members gai ned by the summer' s work. The work of the 
Lynn Branch among the workingmen bas inspired some Theosophists in Bos
ton with the desire to follow their example. Seven members of the T. S. have 
banded together that they may de vote their energies to giving a practical 
presen tation of Theosophy to the working classes. The charter for which 
they have applied will make them known as the Beacon Branch. The Branch 
meetings will take the form of a training class, in which questions of the day 
will be discussed in the light of Theosophy. Socialism, nationalism and all 
other solutions of social evils which have been offered the public will be con
sidered as well as their limitations. Opportunities will be sought to lecture 
on Theosophy before labor organizations of all kinds. 

-···-

REPLY FROM T .  S .  I N  E U ROPE.  

W. Q. Judge, Esq , Presidmt of tlte Tlteosophical Society in A merica. 

DEAR SIR  AND BROTHER : - I  beg to inform you that at a duly organized 
meeting of members of the European Section of the Theosophical Society, 
held at 23 Great Cumberland Place, on July 4th, it was unanimously resolved : 

That the representatives of Branches of the so-called European Section 
T. S. here assembled do hereby declare their complete autonomy, and that 
from and after tbi,s date the new organization shall be called " The Theosoph
ical Society in Europe ; "  that 

This meeting is the first annual convention of the Theosophical Society 
in Europe organized autonomously as such ; that 

The T. S. in Europe hereby places on record its appreciation of the long 
continued services to the Theosophical Movement of Col. H. S. Olcott, and 
affirms his right to the honorary title of President-Founder of the Theosoph
i cal Society. 

It was further resolved that the Constitution ( of which I enclose a pri nted 
copy ) should be adopted. 

It was also resolved on the motion of Dr. H. A. W. Coryn,  seconded by 
G. Mellis, that W. Q. J udge be President of the T . S .  in Europe. On this 
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resolution being put to the meeting, the whole assem bly rose t o  their feet and 
carried it by acclamation and with great enthusiasm . 

I need not' add that it is with great pleasure that I have the honor to com
municate these facts to you, and to ask that you will signify your acceptance 
of the office. 

Sincerely and fraternally yours, 
ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY. 

Chairman First Annual Convention of tlze Theosophical Society in Europe 
( organized as suclz. ) 
LONDON, July 5• I895· 

�V. Q. Judge, Esq. , President of the Theosophical Society in AtNerica. 
DEAR S I R  AND BROTHER :- I have the honor to forward to you as Presi

dent of the T. S. in America the enclosed reply to your Jetter of greeting to 
the European Theosophists, and beg that you will communicate it to your 
Executive Committee. 

S incerely and fraternally yours, 
ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY. 

Chairman First Annual Convention of the Theosophical .Society in Europe 
(organized as such.) 
LONDON, July 6, I895· 

From the Theosophical .Society z1z Europe, i1z Conventi(m assembled, to the 
Theosophical Society in America. - W. Q. Judge, President ; Elliott 
B. Page, A. P. Buchman, C. A. Griscom, Jr. ,  and H. T. Patterson, 
Eastern Members of tlte Executive Committee ; Jerome A .  A nderson 
and Frank I. Blodgett, r¥estern Members of the Executive Com-
mit� · 

BROTHERs :- We cordially thank you, and the many Theosophists whom 
you officially represent, for the words of greeting and fraternal sympathy 
expressed in your address to us when assembled with others in Convention 
as the ' •  European Section of the ·  Theosophical Society. " The hand of fel
lowship which you thus extend to us across the ocean we gladly grasp in the 
spirit of good feeling and kindliness in which it is offered. Workers in the 
same movement and for the same cause, sharing the same hopes and aspira
tions, inspired by the same ideal, we feel no separateness from you because 
of distance, differences in organization, or for any other reason. Holding as 
we do that the 'outer organiz.ation of any society exists for the benefit of its 
members, and not the members for the organization, we agree that the true 
unity of the Theosophical Movement throughout the world " does not consist 
in the existence and action of any single organization,  but depends upon the 
similarity of work and aspiration of those in the world who are working for 
it. " Forms of organization, like all other forms, must change as their ever
living spirit breaks through the limitations which are no longer able to con
tain it ; they must be changed as the mind discovers by experience that im
provement is possible and necessary. 

But no change of organisation or of form can affect the interior, real and 
permanent relationship between Theosophists wherever and however situated. 
It is clear that identity in outer consti tution is no guarantee of inner unity ; 
but it is also clear that inner unity can and should prevail irrespective of all 
differences in forms of government. Forms of government must vary as 
men and women differ in language, race and character ; but as we have all 
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proclaimed on many previous occasions , no such differences should be a bar
rier to l' niversal Brotherhood. 

Th erefore we face the future side by side with you as comrades, as coOp
erators in an ancient but never-dying Cause. Fellows in a movement which 
is the child of the ages and of our continued hopes .  we must mutually share 
the responsibility for the future success or failure of that movement in this 
cen tu ry . )[ay we. therefore. work together as brothers, and in a spiri t  worthy 
of the work to which all of us are pledged ; and may this corporate and official 
answer to your address, which we hereby welcome, stand as a lasting promise 
and memorial between us throughout the years that are yet  to come. 

Fraternally yours, 
( Signed ) ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLE\'. 

Ch airman First .A mmal Convention o.f lite Thec>sophicaf Society in Europe 
(organi::: ed as s uch. ) 
Lo:sous,  july 6, IS95· 

R E P LY TO T H E  T. S. I N  E U ROPE. 

.A rchibald .A-eig!dlq, Esfj. , M. D. , Cleairman First A nn ual Convention oj 
tlu Theosophical Society in Europe (organized as such ). 
DEAR SIR A:sn BROTH ER : - I h a\·e j ust received the official announce

me nt of the action taken last J uly by so many E uropean Theosophists in re
fusing to coi nci de with those who rejected in a most unbrotherly man n er the 
address sent to the European Section, T . S . , you then forming an autonomous 
Society and inviting me to be its Presiden t. Having at the time received 
telegraphic information of these matters I then in the same manner sent my 

acceptance of  the offi �e. I now formally and officially accept, and send you 
also my congratulations. I beg to ask that the letter to the European Section 
may be considered as to you . I can only add that I am sure you will now 
be able to push forward the attempt begun by our beloved H . P. B. to break 
down the sol id walls of formalism and conventionality which now in Eu rope 

stand opposed to the truths and benefits of true Theosophy. This is your 
mission, and whatever be the outward apparent result your earnestness and 

;;incerity will determine the reality of your success. 

--

Fraternally yours, 
'Y! LI.I .Ul Q. Jn>GE. 

AN EX PLAN AT I O N .  

The article en titled " Playing a t  Occultism, "  which appeared i n  FoRni :\o. 
� was not written nor seen by me before publication and should not have been 

p r i n ten.  While it is  true that certain H indus have been pretending to teach 
and " i n i t iating " here, frequently getting their aud ience from our Branches ; 
and that certain members have accepted these H ind us and their teachi ngs ; 
taking new names of the Indian sort, such as Abhayananda , Kripananda and 
so on : at the same time I do not consider it as yet j ustifiable to name these 
people or to refer to their supposed moti\·e or obj ect . Therefore, as the 
responsible manager of the FoRU�I ,  I apologize to our readers. 

'V! l . l. ! A)l Q. } t:DGE. 
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THE  THEOSOPH ICAL  FoRUM 
ISSUED BY DIRECTION AND UNDER T H il  A U THORITY O F  

T H E  T H EOSO P H I C A L  SOClE fY IN A M ER I C A .  

For free distribution t o  Members. The T.S.  I n  America I s  not responsible for any state-
ments herein .  Published by the Theosophical Society In America . at ••• Madison Avenue. 
New York City. 

WIL LIAM Q. J U DG E ,  President. 

Each member is invited to send questions, answers to questions, opinions,. 
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. When necessary, the various com
munications wi l l  be condensed by the editor. Members should be careful 
to write distinctly and on one side of the paper only. · 

In sending questions, or answers to questions, whenever an assertion 
i s  made that such and such is  a doctrine, or that " it is said in  Theosophical 
literature, " and the l ike, the hame of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given. 

All communications should be addressed to The Editor, Theosoph
ical Forum, 1 4 4  Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Entered as second-class matter at New York, N.Y. , Post-office, July 25 ,  •l!c}s. 
Issued monthly. Sent directly to each member. No losses by mall supplied.� 

· ·--
·· ··· - - _ _. __ _ 

R EQU EST FOR OP I N ION.  

H A S  been seriously suggested that none o f  the FoRuM answers� 
should have any name attached , so that readers may not 
know who writes them. Another reason offered is that 

readers would take the answers on their merits and come to inde
pendent conclusions, and that dogmatism would be prevented . 

To the contrary it is said , that we would thereby truly conceal 
the identity of the person replying but not thus compel readers 
to reason on the merits ; and that many - indeed most-readers 
wish to know the opinion of well-known Theosophists, for none 
the less would reason be obscured. 

-I therefore request as many members as possible, who read 
this, to send in to the office their opinion and desire in the pre
mises so that we may have a large number of views before con 
sidering any alteration. 

WILLIAM Q. JunGE. 
President. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

QUESTION 38. 

Tile e./feEl of alcoltol bei11g degrading, wit)' is it tltat a person 
under its i1zjluozce will sometimes gi·l'e expression to lofty sellti
mmts mzd h iglz moral teacltings .� A friend of mint· kmr..vs a case 

of this kind. Tlu pason -whm in a dnmknz fit quotes mml)' _tint• 
passages from tlu· Bible am! otlur sources. 

IV. Q. Judge. - T he assertion in the question is too sweeping. 
Some of the e ffeCts of alcohol are degrading, and some are not . 
It has many good uses. The abuse of it is what is degrading. 
There is no necessary sequence bet ween the degrading effect: and 
the utterance of lofty sentiments in  every case, and yet in many 
cases there is. I t  is well known that -j ust as happens in hypno
tism - the effeCt of alcohol m ay someti mes be to dull the ou te r  
brain a n d  rel ease t h e  recolleCtion of the teaching in early l i fe o f  
religious or iofty sentiments. This is  like a phonograph which , 
as a machine, may repeat any good thing ; the drunkard has be
come a maudl in machine. B u t  the inner memory cannot be m ade 
drunk, and it_ is that memory which brings out the expression of 
lofty sentiments. In the same way morph ine, more degrading in 
e ffeCt than alcohol , causes the taker sometimes to utter h igh 
sentiment and write magnificent li terary matter. 

QUESTION 39· 

In tlu Key to Theosophy, p. 16r, it is stated that ' ' aftt·r dcatl1 
it ( tile Ego) receives only the re-;mrd for tlu un merited sufferings 
endured during its past incantation. "  Is not tlus su fficimt autlzor
it)' for tilt' ��iew that muclt of l�fc's sufferillg is unmerited. 

Joseplt H. rlzssell.- I f  the querist desires " authority " for h is 
views he should read the note appended to th e above q uotation in 
which it is stated that " the words are those o f  a M aster. " B u t  
the meaning a n d  application of t h e  term " unmerited " i s  given a 
little further on in the same paragraph : ' ' I f it m ay be said that 
there is not a mental or physical suffering in the l ife of  a mortal 
wh ich is not the direct fruit and consequence of some sin in a 
preceding existence ; and on the other hand, since he does not 
preserve the slightest recollection of it  in his actual l ife, and feels 
himself not deserving of � u ch punishment, and therefore thinks 
he suffers for no guilt of his o w n ,  this alone is su ffi cient to entitle 
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the human soul to the fullest consolation, rest and bliss in his post 
mortem existence. " 

I f  therefore the querist makes the statement in regard to 
" unmerited suffering " on authority. surely he should also take 
the meaning and explanation given by that same authority for the 
terms used. 

But, pu tting auth ority aside, can we not arrive at a solution of 
the question from a consideration of the fundamentals of Theos
ophy. One of those fundamentals is  the " universal reign of 
law " and this is the key or tou chstone by mean s of which we may 
discover our true relation to the conditions and environments of 
life. Now, that any suffering should be unmerited implies in 
that particular case either the absence of law or something be
yond and above the law. In either of these two events the 
" univ�rsal reign of l aw " is negatived and we should h ave to con
fess that o:1r fundamental proposition is not true, that l aw is not 
universal. 

Let us conside r however in what position we should be placed 
if unmerited suffering were a faa. First of al l we sh ould be 
compelled to con cede th at happiness might also be unmerited and 
if the unmerited su ffering is to be bal anced by bliss in Devachan, 
what about the u n merited happiness ? Is that to be also bal
anced ; by suffering presu mably in K ama Loca or the next earth
life maybe ? Where woul d the m atter end ? All  ideas of Karma, 
of sowing and reapi n g, would be nul lified. And if so, we should 
have to con fess that we had no longer the key to the exaa Sci
ence of Life, that in fact we were no longer full y responsible but 
only partially so, if at al l .  The natural outcome of this would 
be that we should soon regard all the ills of life as undeserved 
and thereby would cease to learn the lessons and be helped by 
the discipline wh ich su ffering and pain afford in the light of the 
unvarying law of Karm a. If this law does not hold in the least 
particular it cannot hold in regard to the whol e ,  and our position 
would be no m ore reasonable than that held by those who be
lieve in chance or the favoritism of a G od.  

But it  wil l doubtless be obj eCted that the words of a Master 
must be true. Let us therefore look at the m atter from another 
standpoint. There are two natures, two egos in man ; the h i gher 
and the lower. The lower ego lives sim ply in the present an d 
with reference to time ; it cares only for the things of the earth ; 
it seeks pleasure and shuns pain ; its memory is the memory of 
but one life, a few short years. 'l'he higher ego lives in the 
eternal , it lives with reference to state rather than tim e ; it  cares 
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only for th e things of the spirit ; it seeks experience but is above 
both pleasure and pain ; its memory is not confined to on e short 
life but is rather that of steps so far climbed on the ladder of evo
lution than of the smal l circumstances t h at fill so l arge a part of 
transitory earth - life. The sum total of its memory is expressed · 

as character. 
The real bearer and focus of Karma is the higher ego, not the 

lower. The lo\Yer ego is an instrument of the higher, an ex
pression of it, and as such can only be held responsibl e for its 
own acts, and can merit only that which is the result of its own 
aCl:s. Its life and all its accompaniments are effects of causes set 
up in previous lives and since it, as lower ego, never before h ad 
existence i t  cannot be held responsible for these nor can it be said 
to merit anything at al l except that which comes to it as the re
sult of its own efforts. But  the real ego persists from life to life 
and is the sutratma or chain which links together the separate 
personal lives and by means of which it reaps th at which it sows, 
neither more nor less, and for whom there is no pardon until it 
has paid the uttermost farthing. 

Furth ermore, not a single aCt: or thought e ven is possible that 
does not affeCt: others, hence much that we reap will come from 
or through others, and m ay apparently be totally unrelated to 
our own lives. But as we set in m otion thought currents and can
not trace their effeCts, cannot tell even whom they affeCl:, but yet 
are responsible for them, so m ay the results come we know not 
whence. We send out a thought  at random and we reap a resul t  
seemingly b y  chance a n d  unmerited . B u t  only seemingly ;  suffer
ing m ay appear unmerited but that is because we look only at the 
surface of things and cannot touch the inner verities. If life is 
guided by law, and effeCl: unerrin gly follows cause, then there is 
no unmerited suffering. But if any suffering is unmerited then 
l aw does not rule our lives and we are l ike a ship at sea without 
rudder and com pass. \Ve can however prove for ourselves which 
is the true view, but let us remember that rudder and compass 
exist only for those who will use them . 

Q UESTION 40. 
Was Jesus tlze only A vatar who asserted that thought and ttl

tent was as culpable as aClual deed .'� A jrimd states that to be 
the case and thererefore holds Jesus to have gone further t'n et!tus 

than any other reformer. 

W. Q. Judge. -The friend who states that Jesus was the only 
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teacher who asserted " that thought was as culpable as deed," 
should be compelled before being allowed to make a conclusion, 
to bring forward his or her authority. It would be found that 
there is no authority for such a statement but that history is 
direetly opposed to it ; Buddha always taught that the thoughts 
were the must important and were the aaual deeds, the things in 
themselves, and that the outer deed was but the expression of a 
thought, and that only by good thoughts could we attain to perfec

tion. In many ways this can be found in the Buddhist and Indian 
teachings and indeed in the teachings of all great reformers be
fore Jesus. Buddha and his discip les taught - that although a man 
might do a very charitabl e aa, yet if he did not think charitably 
and if he was doing the aa for the sake of gain or glory, it was 
his thoughts that determined-the result for him. Therefore the 
thought which was not charitable was to be blamed. This shows 
how important they held the thought to be. Jesus having been 
educated in the schools of the Essenes and probably all the other 
mystics, all of whom dwelt upon the importance of thought, sim
ply gave out what he had been taught. 

QUESTION 41.-

On page IO of May FoRUM, in answer to Question 5, appears 
the following; " Those actions which in the moment are like nectar, 
are, itt the long run !t'ke poison;- and those aElions wht'ch in the 
mommt are like poison, are, in the long rutt ft'ke nectar;" (Bhaga
vad Gita). Tltt's sentmce seems to indicate that one should always 
do that which is disgreeable; tltat tltat I u.Jould do, I should not do, 
and that tlzat I would not do, I should do. We are all seeking the 
trutlt from a strong desire to know of the truth,·-s!tould we curb 
tlzat desire and seek falselzood .'� For one I would !t'ke to see every 
man reap the full rewards of his labor ;-should I curb tlzat desire 
and despoil him (or assist) of those rewards.� No man, /zowever 
base, loves to be decet'ved, a11d there are some wlzo do not !t'ke to 
prat-'lice deception ;-shall we curb tltat desire and prailice decep
ti{m .'1 Shall or should we learn to sip pozson from nectar, and then 
neilar from poison.'� If so we must learn to love botlt; evidently 
there is sometlzing lacking in the sentence quoted. 

Claude Falls Wrigltt.-As the writer of the passage quoted, 
I may perhaps be permitted to reply . There is nothing lacking 
in the sentence quoted if it be taken in conneaion with the rest 
of the paragraph, which distinctly states that it is those aaions 
which one sl10uld do rather than those aetions which one desires 
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to do that are in the moment l ike poison and in th e long run l i k e  
nectar, and Pice 1•ersa. T h e  complete sentence in t h e  Blzagavad 
Gi!ti, chapter 1 8, states that that which arises from a spiritual 
understanding is in the moment as poison but in the long run as 

nectar, and that that which arises from sensuous desires is i n  the 
m oment sweet as nectar but in the long run poisonous. This 
modification will  explain th e whole p assage. It dces not m ean 

that on e should always do that which is  di sagreeabl e, but  merely 
that he should do that which arises from spiritual discernment. 
But as most men find m ore pl easure in doing things that are the 
result of the d esires of the senses than anything else, it  is often 
a truth that most of what we do not care to d o  is more likely to 
be spiritual than otherwise. 

H". Q. Judge - T h e  confusion prod uced as shown in this ques
tion is due to the fact that C. r: W. did not quote the words of 
the chapter in question, and that the questioner did not consult 
the Gita for h imsel f. I t  refers solely to pleasure or benefi t  o r  

enjoyment and not to actions specifically. It  mentions three 
kinds of pleasures. The fi rst is due to a pu rified understa n ding 
and will a ppear in the beginning to t h e  man who h as lived in the 
senses to be as poison , that is, objection abl e,  but the end will  
be " as the waters of l ife, " because i t  arises from sa twa or truth . 
This does not m ean we are to seek for poisonous or disagreeable 
things. The second sort of pleasu re is d erived from ou r sen ses, 
seem s sweet at first, but in the end will be as poison , being 
derived from passion or rajas. The third includes all those so
called pleasures which in beginning and end are bad in them
sel ves. Looked at in this way and h aving read the ch apter 
the q uestioner wiJ J  not ask t h e  question ; h e  ought to read the 
poem. 

Q U ESTION 42. 
Is members/tip in t/u· Tlteosopltical Soeic!J' to be regarded in any 

WtlJ' or sense as that wh ich is called in tlze Voice of the Silence, tlze 
" !tall of learning .? " If so, wlten unplmsant co1iditions arise a re 

tltrsr tests applied to disciples to prove them .? Is it always ·wtse to 
continue these relations even wlu·n disagreeable and it seems impos
sible to ignore or become indifferent to litem .? 

Dr. J. D. Buck.- I think membership in the T. S.  is not " in 
any way or sense " necessarily entrance to the " hall of learning " as 
spok en of in t h e  Voice of lite Silmce. One may be an F. T. S. for a 
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l ifetime and be still in the " H all of Ignorance. " The outer form 
and association per sc count for naught. It is one's fitness for 
and the use on e m akes of opportunities that determine progress 
and enlightenment.  The secon d part of th e question seems rather 
o bscure. It were wiser to think th at no " tests " are " applied " 
than to t ake such a stilted view of the most ordinary occurrencs as 
to m agnify one's importance and m ake a m ountain of M aya over 
tri vial ities as is sometimes done. That a " rel ation " is disagree
able may be the best reason in the world for continuing it .  As, 
for example, when it  can be found by a little honest sel f - analysis 
that the disagreeableness is one's own fau lt .  It  is often far wiser 
to ignore and finally become unconscious of disagreeable things 
and thus by self- conquest ad vance from the H al l  of Ignorance 
( M aya ) to that of " Learning " The whole of on e's l i fe- experi
ences become " Th e  Hall of Probationary Learning " when one has 
started on the Path , and th e fi rst step on the Path is  the determina
tion to conquer sel f, and so become " the knower of A ll Self. " To 
one who is th us determined membership in th e T. S .  offers many 
advan tages, and yet few seize them and profit by them. They 
are too conscious of " un pl easant conditions, " and, instead of set
ting to work to im prove th ese con ditions, they dwell upon, mag
nify an d scold about them till they become themselves " disagree
able " cri tics of others, and carpers. The true disciple  will find 
!tis way and allow nothing to deter him ; unselfish , yet self-cen
tred and seren e in the hottest fight. Pat ience, helpfulness and 
unselfishness lead to Di7,ine Compassiou which is " Al aya's Self " 
and so one enters A K S H A R A .  

Q UESTION 43· 
Do monsters of depravity ever seck rcbirtlt tltrouglt mzy but 

motlters of like clzaraCler .'1 
J,f'. Q. Judgc.- I would like to answer this question so as to 

satisfy the questioner, but it being a question of statistics it  is not 
possible to be exaCt from want of data. The question seem s to 
bear the inference that the questioner thinks m onsters of d eprav
ity seek mothers of like charaCter. B u t  is this so ? Do we not 
know that all through time very bad men and women h ave been 
born of virtuous, righ teous mothers. It was the mother's K arma 
to be so unfortunate. In Indian history there was a mon ster 
named Kansa born of a good mother ; doubtless the m others of 
Nero or other wicked Rom an emperors were good women. All 
this being the case, we are at liberty to assume that sometimes 
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monsters of depravity obtain birth through mothers of opposite 
charaCter. If we were to insist on the opposite, then we must 
say, in the case of great sages and Avatars, such as Buddha, 
that they only seek birth through mothers who are great as they ; 
but this is known not to be the case. 

Q U ESTION 44· . 
Whm tlu disintegrating principles leave beltind them the Skan-

dltas, and these skandltas are tlze seeds or seed for the next per
SOitality, do q_ll the skmzdltas nltt'r or build up the presmt personal
ity or are there some skandlzas left on the screm of time that will 
enter or build up some personality in the future r Say tlu second, 
tlu"rd or St"l'etttlt from the presozt one .'! 

Julius C. Hug. - In answer to this question I would say, like 
an aCtor on the stage who will represent a certain character 
through m any scenes in different shades and lights, until the play 
is ended, the next evening the same aCtor will represent a differ
ent charaCter altogether and probably similar to the one the even
ing before. In order to do this the aCtor is compelled to select 
from the storehouse different m aterial in "lothing and language, 
but it is the same aCtor. So with the reincarnating Ego it will 
build up one good quality after another, and for each quality there 
are several reincarnations required when a certain quality is built 
up to a certain point  then the play is ended for the time. Then 
the Ego seleCts from the storehouse the proper material s for the 
next play. According to the above it would seem that a different 
set  of sk andhas would be required, some of one personality and 
and some of another. 

Q UESTION 45· 

What is selflessness and wltt'rein does it differ from tmseljislt
ness .'! 

H. A .  Freeman.- Selflessness is entire self- abnegation in the 
perform ance of duty. 

It  is broader and more comprehensive than unselfishness which 
merely disregards personal advantage. Unselfishness relinquishes 
freely and cheerfully and finds pleasure in the sacrifice. 

Selflessness considers neither consequent pain nor resultant 
pleasure in its operation but compels itself always to 

" H ew to the line 
Let the chips fall where they may. " 
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Selflessness ignores distinCtion s while un selfishness may dis
-criminate through sentimen tal preference. 

In sel flessness the impulse is unswayed by personal desire, 
personal h ope or person al fear. With respeCt: to sel f, it is entirely 
.automatic, though always conscious regarding its obj eCt:. The 
story of Casabianca wherein 

" The boy stood on the burning deck 
Whence al l but him had fled, " 

.and there remained until li e perished, vainly awaiting h is Father's 
permission to save himself, illustrates the idea of sel flessness. 

Buddha offering himsel f to the starving tigress and her cubs 
pictures selflessness, and the Nirmanakayas renouncing Nirvana 
to share anew the sorrows and suffering of their weary pilgrim 
brothers, conden se the spirit and meaning of selflessness i nto an 
attribute little short of di vipe. 

Q U ESTION 46. 

Is tltc will of ma11 a higlur, or the !tigltest meuta! action of the 
ma11, or a somet!ting abm1e and beymrd tlte mmtaf.'l Is it tlte Divine 
in ma11 to govern ( "  Know ye not )'OUr body is tke temple of tke 
living God") or is there an animal will; a mmtal or intelleflual 
·will and a Divine zui/l.'t Or, more simply, a Divine u•i/1 a11d 11n 
animal will .'? 

Dr. Jerome A .  A nderson . - The will i s  an impersonal force ; 
as universal as Jiva ; an aspeCt: of the Absol ute itself. A l l  forces 
in nature have their positive and negative aspeCts, or poten t and 
latent states. Will seems to be the potent aspeCt: of desire, or 
desire passed into aetion . As we are taugh t that " desire first 
arose in It, " so will  may also be traced to the Absolute. There
fore there can be no subdivision of wil l  into intelleCtu al ,  anim al 
-or spiritual ; if desire arises upon any plane, will m ust fol l ow for 
the satisfaCtion of that desire, for wil l is but the im personal force 
(:arrying out the decrees of desire. Upon the spiritual plane, de
sire arises from compassion ; upon the intelleetual, from though t ;  
upon the animal, from sensation . Where one centres his con
sciousness, there does his will become aet:ive ; it increases in po
tency as we approach the divine and this enables the " h igher 
will " to overcome the " lower. " The spiritual will, or will aeting 
upon .. he spiritual plane, transcends the will aeting upon the intel
leetual plane, and this, the will aCting upon the animal plane. 
Th erefore it is possi ble to con trol the thoughts arising from sen 
suous sources, and so " kil l out ( sensuous ) desire ."  
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QU ESTION 37 -(co11tinued.) 

I VItal tluosophical reasons a re there for prtfcrring crcmatimt 
to earth burial ? 

W. Q. Judge. - I find in the answer to th is quest ion which 
appeared in September, some st atements regarding the Egyptians 
to which I would like to take exception on the ground that they 
cannot possibly be proved. . It is said that because the Egyptians 
thought the soul could not gai n its freedom until  the body disin
tegrated, they therefore embal m ed the body in · order to ch ain the 
soul to it. I cannot agree to this at al l .  And all that we read 
of the aspi ration s for freedom and desire to be with the Gods 
which the Egyptians indulged i n ,  would tend to show that if th ey 
knew how to allow the wul to gain i ts  freedom they woul d  not 
try to p revent it by making it  stay in a m u m my. 

The answer then goes on to say that the soul being thu s  c ut 
off from physical l ife and pent up in the body with its desires, it 
there had to fight its own nature, and if it did not succeed it h ad 
to fight again ; t his, t h e  an swer said,  enabled th e soul to h ave 
i m m ense power u po11 i t s  return to e arth wh ere it migh t ach ieve 
union ( with the highest ) without  d ifficul ty. It seems therefore 
from this that for a t ime at least it would be better to be a 

mumy than a man. I do not agree wi th the propositions m ade, 
they cannot be proved , an d I do not think. they can be shown 
to be anything m ore than fanciful ; at presen t I do not know of 
an y book or record in which there is any account or hint of this 
doctrine. 

P R I C E  O F  F O R U M - N EW SERI ES .  

1\l any requests having been m ade by members and outsiders 
for additional current and back numbers of the FoRU M ,  the Exec
u tive Com mittee has fixed the price of these at 1 0  cents per copy. 
The May n umber is out of pri n t .  
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S U BJ ECTS FOR D I SC U S S I O N  
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCHES.  

I n  articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without a)S() 
g i v i n g  the Engl ish meaning ; use E ngl ish terms preferably. 

D E S I R E S  A N D  PASSI O N S - KAMA. 

Different classes o f  desire. Those related to physical existence ; bodily 
appetites and tendencies. Those of the mind , such as pride, ambition,  etc. 
H igher desires for spiritual progress. H ow all these are often intermixed. 
From what does desire arise ? Is  it from polarity or what ? Desire expressed 
in  animal and other kingdoms. Correspondence or l ikeness between chemi
cal affinity and desire. The difference between the two. The position and 
relation of desire to and among the other human p · i nciples. Compare this 
w i th the view of modern psychology. Relation between will and desire. 
What is  weak will ? I s  there absolutely such a thing, or is the " weak willed " 
one who h as many desires pulling in various ways ? 

REFERENCES.  

Vce<lll of Theosophy, c h a p .  vi .  

-+tt-

C Y C L ES. 

A comprehensive law of nature. To be found without exception in the 
growth of all beings. A key to the future. Vibration the basis of it. Origi
nates in the ever-seeking of the two poles of nature to unify. The separation 
of spirit and matter at the commencement of existence causes a tendency of 
the one to pass to the other and vice versa. From this results vibrati on. 
To be found in all departments of nature ; day and night, summer and winter, 
heat and cold, waking and sleeping, light and darkness, life and death ; a 
perpetual series. Hence reincarnation the necessary conclusion. Application 
of the law to racial devlopement, to wars, to famines, etc ; also to the growth · 
and fall of civilizations. Men, races, planets, universes, cosmoi ruled by 
this absolute, immutable law. 

REFERENCES. 

Fir•e l "t'ars of ThMsoflty, article " Theory of C ycles ; "  Ocean oj Tlreosoplry, ehap. 
x i \· .  

-···-

N AT U R E ' S  F I N E R  F O R C ES.  

I n telligent appreci ation o f  the fi n e r  forces of nature necessary. Science 
takes no account of the action of these forces, it merely observes their effects. 
The growth of trees and animals resultant from action of intelligent energy. 
Ancient Aryans taugh t that there were seven different forces corresponding to 
the seven sen ses - two of which are not now kn own to the ordinary man,
called the mahabhutas or tatwas by the H indus. The action of Purusha or 
Spirit in Prakri ti or Matter throws i t  into seven different conditions and causes 
it to generate in seven differen t ways. On our planet this produces the seven 
kingdoms, Z: e. , the three elemental,  mineral , vegetable, animal and human. 
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ln the Cosmos it produces the seven hierarchies of spiritual beings and planets. 
All nature an outbreathing and inbreathing. Man only lives by such action. 
'The finer currents of nature also subject to the same law, hence positive and 
negat i ve. Astral light the field for play of grosser forces exercising in this 

-sphere ; hence not recognized by ordinary men. Many finer currents in the 
body than those passing through the veins, arteries and nerves. Hypnotism 
·indicates the existence of some of these ; clairvoyant sight, that of others. 
The mind the great controller and exciter of these currents. By controllin g  
the mind the body can be overcome , and through that the whole o f  nature ; 
_placing all under the dominance of spiritual perception . 

REFERENCES. 

Nalu•·.t's Fi•ur Forc.ts : Occult World ( letters of K.H. ) ; Mod.trn Tluosofhy : Tll.
.Aslral Lt"g'ht. 

-···-

THE EGO. 

Two phases, higher and lower. In theosophical terminology differs from 
the Higher Self. Key to Theosophy should be carefully �tudied for such 
·definition . The ego commonly called manas or human mind (fr �ul. Lower 
·ego the personality with its desires. The higher ego that phase of the human 
soul united to the spirit. Object of attainment to unite the higher and lower 
-egos. This is accomplished after death by most persons. The aim should be 

\ .to complete the union before de_ath . Initiation. 

REFERENCES. 
r:ey to Tl1evsophy, sections, i x  x. 

--

NOTE. 

Some members have taken the statements of these syllabusses as being 
-didactic and authoritative teachings. They should not be so taken as they 
are merely analyses of theosophical subjects made by different persons and 
are intended si mply as suggesting certain lines of thought . study, and work. 
They are an attempt to fill a long-felt want among the Branches and to give 
each centre a good outline for discussion at its meetings ; but nothing more is 
intended, and they should not be taken as authoritative . 

----- · · - - - - - - --

THEOSO P H I CAL N EWS AN D WO R K. 
BEACON T. S. was chartered September 3uth. This is a branch formed in 

Boston, Mass. , for the purpose of doing special work amongst the laboring 
classes. It is formed by old mem bers of the Boston T.S.  demitting therefrom. 
This is the S sth branch on the roll . 

· 

SIRIUS T . S . , chartered on Septembef 30th, is one situated at North Yam
hill , O regon . It begins with nine very earnest workers and is the 83d branch 
on the roll of the T. S.A.  

BELLI NGHAM BAY T. S. was chartered on September 30th. This Society 
is located in Fairhaven , Washington. The charter was signed by six appli 
can ts and there is eyery prospect o f  active work being done in that city. This 
is the 84th branch on the rol! of the T. S. A. 
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UNITY T. S. i s  the name o f  a new Society formed i n  St. Paul, b y  the· 

members of the old St. Paul T. S .  ratifying the action of the recent Conven-· 
tion. The olCI St. Paul T.S.  agreed to disintegrate after the Convention, n ot 
all the members agreeing with the action there taken, but the branch itself 
did not unite with the incipient " American Section T. S."  The members of" 
the Unity Branch consist of nearly all the active members of the old St. Paut 
T. S. Great work is expected from the Unity T. S. This is the 87th branch. L on the roll of the Society. 

SuNDA v MoRNING public lectures on Theosophy during the season are to. 
be given in Chickering Hall, New York, by Mr. Claude Falls Wright. It. 
has been felt that there was a decided want in the absence of Sunday· 
morning lectures in New York on Theosophy. Christian organizations� 
ethical societies, and liberal churches all hold services at that time, but· 
Theosophy, up to the present time, has not had a single public meeting o£' 
any description. Moreover it has been thought by some that there would be· 
advantage in having the same lecturer for a long period. The lectures will! 
begin on October 13th, at I I  a. m . ,  and be continued every Sunday morning .. 

This work is under the auspices of the Aryan T. S. and largely the work of 
its trustees. The hall holds about eighteen hundred people. 

WILKINSBURG T. S.  was chartered on the first of October. This branch 
has been formed in Wilkinsburg, Pa. , and consists of several members from, 
the Pittsburg T. S.  and three new members. The branch's work will be· 
especially in the town of Wilkinsburg where much work can be done. This: 
is a development of Karma Lodge. The Secretary reports that " the attend
ance at the branch has been regular and interest steady. · Each member is. 
down on the syllabus to read a paper or speak ; all are willing to do all they 
can. The class for the study of Theosophical Manu als meets every Monday· 
·night. Regular meetings are held Thursday evenings at Karma Lodge. The
interest and activity of the members makes up for the small number. Papers. 
on Prana, Universal Brotherhood and Man : how many :O,ouls has He !· 

were read during September. The syllabuses are very dainty though inex
pensive affairs. More members are coming in soon, and interest is growing: 
in Wilkinsburg. " This is the 86th branch on the roll. 

NEW ENGLAND COMMITTEE FOR THEOSOPHICAL WORK. 

An application has been received from the New England branches to. 
establish a committee such as that formed by the branches on the Pacific Coast 
and in the Central States. This matter is to come before the Executive Com
mittee T.S. A. and as soon as passed upon full details will be given in the 
FoRuM. 

REPORT OF CENTRAL STATES COMMITTEE. 

Mr. Harding is still in Indiana, having worked there continuously sine& 
the latter part of June. From Ohio we have reports that the Cincinnati and 
Toledo Branches have opened their fall work, the latter having secured new 
rooms made up an attractive syllabus for the next three m onths' labor. The
Dayton Branch has just got into new quarters. From Hartington , Neb. , we· 
have notes of activity. Rapid City, South Dakota, has a branch composed of 
gentlemen, who write us cheerful accounts of their new home and weekly 
meetings. They however ask for suggestions that will lead to interesting the 
ladies. Dana Branch,_ of Sioux City, is. busy with both bra�h and propa-
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ganda work. Last week Bro. Wade went to St. Paul under the auspices of 
the C. S. C. to see if he could assist the branch, the visit has resulted in the 
forming of a new branch, which they have named Unity. It has its rooms in 
the Endicott block and meets every Wednesday and Sunday evening. This 
branch appears to be made of energetic material which promises effective 
work. .  The general ·reports from the other branches m this territory i ndicate 
an unusual activity. 

-···-

T H E  STAT E AN D PROGR ESS O F  T H I N GS .  

The action taken a t  tht:! Boston Convention last April has hat! an enor
mously beneficial effect. It  i n sisted on brotherhood ; it shook u p - and some
times out - those who were lazily floating or who lived for mere formal theos
ophy ; it inspired the earnest. Greater strength is observable. Members con
tinue to come, branches spri ng up. 

In the month succeeding the Convention more new members were taken 
i n  than in the same time during 1 894· 

Disaffected spots, previously known as active centres, presented in each 
case a loyal and large number eager instantly to work. O ther disaffected 
places, previously inacti ve and hence equal to a cipher at all times, need not 
be counted, they would soon have been dissolved in regular course. 

Instantaneous action followed the Convention. It closed on Sunday. 
Monday morn ing the new forms of charters and diplomas were drawn and as 
soon as the lithographer could be had were ·put  under way. Circulars were 
being printed bef<?re two days. Soon after the new FotwM was planned . 
Then the Cen tral States branches formed a commi ttee for work and have ever 
since been active. Summer was not allowed to stop the machinery. If the 
movement bad a single tremor it  was too small to be seen, and the onlooker 
could not observe anything but growth of activity. The simple change m ade 
was a few days' talk and th en the whole public forgot that and looked, as they 
still look, to the Theosophical Society in America. 

In Australia also the influence of the T . S . A .  has been felt. Nearly the 
whole of the Sydney Branch has applied for a charter u nder our constitution. 
The question is now under debate i n  Australia and New Zealand, whether 
a Theosophical Society in Australasia will be formed or whether these 
branches w

'
il l  come under the j urisdiction of the T. S. A. The reason for this 

action on the part of the Australasian members was on account of the country 
having been overrun by circulars such as were distributed about the United 
States before the action of the Convention ; and their desire is for work and 
to get rid Lf these untbeosophical barriers to progress. 

The following is a l ist of all the branches now forming the T. S. in A mer
ica, that is, of all those branches who have properly united with the T. S. A. 
and have their charters endorsed. There are other branches yet to come in 
and which are simply waiting un til the winter session begi ns for their Society 
to vote upon the question of sending the charter for endorsement. It  will be 
seen that there are I4  new branches added to the list. 

Arjuna ( St. Louis ) ,  Aryan ( Ne w  York City), Malden ( Mass. ) ,  Golden Gate 
( San Francisco ) ,  Los Angeles, Boston ,  Cincinnati, Krishna ( Philadelphia),  
Vedanta ( Om aha ), Point Lorna ( San Diego ) ,  Varuna ( Bridgeport ) ,  Isis ( De
corah, Iowa ) ,  Milwaukee, Brooklyn, Santa Cruz, Blavatsky ( Washington ), 
Excelsior ( Sa[� Jose, Calif. ) ,  Kan sa� City, Aurora ( Oakland ) ,  Narada ( Ta· 
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coma ) ,  Stockton ( Calif. ), Triangle ( Alameda, Cali f. ) , Eureka ( Sacramento ) ,  
Dana ( Sioux City ) Hermes Council ( Bal timore ) , New Orleans, Seattle, First 
T. S. of Jamestown (N. Y.) ,  Pittsburg, Memphis, Fort Wayne, " H. P. B. "  (New 
York City), Soquel (Calif. ), Salt Lake, San Francisco, Providence, Olympia 
( Wash. ), Hot Springs, Kshanti ( Victoria, B. C. ) ,  Cambri dge, Blue Mountain 
( Elgin.  Or. ), Indianapol is, Westerly, ( Mass. ) ,  Kalayana ( New Bli tain,  Ct . ), 
Santa Rosa ( Calif. ) ,  Dayton, Wacb tmeister ( Chicago ), Bulwer Lytton ( Rapid 
City, S . D. ), Englewood ( Ill. ) ,  Columbus, San Diego, Syracuse, Redding (Calif. ) 
Sravaka ( Marysville, Calif. ), Corinthian ( Corinth, N.Y. ) ,  Lake City ( Minn. ) ,  
Macon,  Somerville ( Mass. ) ,  Orient ( Brooklyn ), Gilroy ( Calif. ) ,  Keshava ( Riv
erside, Calif. ) ,  Denver, Buffalo, Seven ty-Times· Seven ( Sacramento ) ,  Santa 
Barbara ( Calif. ), Tathagata ( San Ardo , Cal i f. ) ,  Sandusky, Meriden ( Ct. ), 
Bristol ( Ct . ) ,  Lynn,  Lowell, St. Helena ( Calif. ) ,  Roxbury ( Mass. ) ,  Venezuela 
( Caracas ), Nashville. And in adr\ition the fo llowing new branches : Loyalty 
( Chicago ) ,  Hartington ( Neb. ) .  Newark, Beaver ( Toronto ) ,  Prnmetbeus ( Port
l and, Or. ) ,  Manasa ( Toledo ) ,  Minneapol is, Sirius ( N.orth Yamhill, Or. ), Belling
ham Bay ( Fairhaven, Wash . ) ,  Beacon ( Boston ), Wilkin sburg ( Pa. ), Unity ( St. 
Paul ), Yonkers ( N. Y. ), and Warren ( Pa. ), making a total of eighty-nine 
branches on the roll of the T . S . A .  

-Ht-

T H EOSO P H I C A L  RECORDS AG A I N .  

U nder date of September 7 ,  I 895 ,  Col . H. S. Olcott issued a circular in
tended to disprove the Boston claim of the de facto character of the T. S. 
under his rule. It consists of two documents, one signed by 'Villiam Q. J udge 
and the other by A. Gustam . To these are added remarks by Col. Olcott. 
The two papers are to the effect that he may practically do as he likes while 
away, but they do not remove the centre from New York, nor do they support 
the Colonel' s  daim or validate his acts T here are several reasons wh y  this 
is so. 

First, the papers are illegal, mere scri bblings by himself and Mr. Judge 
in those old d ays. 

Second, there never was a quorum present. 
Third, they are not in any book, as he says, for the original minute-book 

of the T. S. is in New York City, which it never left. Col. Olcott wrote Mr. 
Judge not so long ago aski ng him to send that minute-book. We can pri n t  
h i s  letter if h e  likes. 

Fourth, in order to make the proceedings legal, so that subsequent acts 
under them \\'Ould be legal , it was necessary to issue a call for a full meeting. 
This was not done ; no one was n otified, because then none would come, anrl 
Olcott \Yanted docu men ts of some kind or another to show when he went 
.abroad, intending afterwards to have everything made regular. 

Hence, as shown at Boston, his subsequent orders and executive meet
ing�. carried on wi thout call i n  most cases, were all de fado. If he bad issued 
a regular call ,  then the meetings at New York would have been regular and 
succeeding acts valid. 

The two papers published in the circular were written at the flat occupied 
by H . P. B. ,  in West .nth street, New York, and doubtless she was counted in 
as part of any proposed quorum ; any chance visitor would also be counted. 
Nobod y cared, for the real theosophical movemen t was then, as ever after, in 
the hands of H . P. B. and her unseen helpers. None of those cared for form -
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alities but were looking for workers. And she, later, laughed at h i s  forms. 
when in 1 890 she declared herself " President of the Theosophical Society 
in Europe." 

--

SOME CORRESPO N DE N TS A N SW ERED. 

A. N. N o ,  the largest number of circulars in the " Judge " case were not 
issued by Americans. The defendent himself issued only two - both neces
sary, and far apart. 

B . D .  C. You ar� quite right that our duty and best policy are to drop the 
old figh t ; but in reality the A merican public and T. S. have dropped it long
ago. The press in fact knows but one Society, that is, the Theosophical So
ciety in America. 

T. E . H .  No indeed, Universal Brotherhood does not require you to admit 
a tramp to the privileges of your home. Use your common sense please, and 

recollect that Nature is one great whole compounded of diverse elements. 
N. T. Marriage is not discouraged either by Theosophy or the T. S. In

deed marriage is a part of Theosophy, and the T. S. is not in being for the 
purpose of upsetting the relations in life. Be careful not to spread pernicious 
doctrines. 

C. We cannot stop nor prevent individual dogmatism, folly or authority
worshipping. Many people are very foolish and will try to force their ideas 
on others, or persist in allowing the headquarters or someone to think for 
them. No one but the offender can be held responsible. An earnest, clear 
thinker will speak forcibly, but be must not be blamed because many are 
convinced. 

P. N. It seems to me as if you and your friends did small thinking on 
the question you put. The right to nominate is only the right to suggest a 
name ; after nomination there is to follow election. Hence all that the Presi
dent of T. S. in A. has, is a privilege to be the first to nominate his successor. 
Voters may not agree with him. It is not sensible for you to consider that 
any " popery " lies herein. Why not move next year to define the meaning 
of the nomination-right as it appears in the Constitution. 

C. K. If your FoRUM did not reach you it is  because you did not give the 
right addre;s. . On examining the entries it seems you changed your address 
and did not notify of that either. 

-···-

N OTICES. 

Lotus Circl� Songs bound in cloth can be had by writing to the PATH. 
There are 24 pages, and the words and music are pnnted together very clearly 
so that they are easily read. 

"-'tl·. 
Branch Secretaries or officers will please send to the President's office at 

Headquarters at as early a date as possible the hours and dates of the public 
and private meetings of their branches so that the office will be able to 
instruct any visitor or member of another branch desiring to attend the meet
ings, as to its dates, etc, This is important and should be attended to as soon 
as possible. 
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NEW SERIES : NO. 7- NOVEMBER, Ill95· 

THE THEOSOPH ICAL FoRUM 
ISSUED BY DI RECTION AND UNDER THE AUTH ORITY O F  

THE TH EOSOPH I CA L  SOCIETY IN AMERICA. 

For free distribution t o  Members. The T . S .  I n  America Is not responsible for any state-
ments herein. Published by the Theosophical. Society In America, at 144 Madison Avenue, 
New York City. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, President. 

Each member is invited to send questions, answers to questions, opinions, 
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. When necessary, the various com
munications will  be condensed by the editor. Members should be 'careful 
to write distinctly and on one side of the paper only. 

In sending questions, or answers to questions, ·whenever an assertion 
is  made that such and such is a doctrine, or that " it is said in  Theosophical 
literature,"  and the like, the name of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given. 

Al l  communications should be addressed to The Editor, Theosoph· 
leal Forum, 1 4 4  Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Entered as second-class matter at New York, N.Y .. Post-office, July •S· 189). 
Issued monthly. Sent directly to each member. No losses by mall supplied. 

R EQUEST FOR O PINIO N. 

A VERY large nu mber of replies have been received in response 
to the request for opinion made in the last number of the 
FoRUM. The great mass of members are in favor of the 

continuance of the ,publication of the names of the writers an
swering questions in the FoRuM - ninety per cent desiring this
and therefore this system will  for the time being be m aintained. 
The maj ority of the letters received gave as reasons for their 
views that the FoRUM would lose much of its interest if the names 
of writ�rs were not added, most of the members adding that they 
were quite able to discriminate upon the merits of an article with
out a forced ignorance of its authorship. O thers held that as 
the FoRU M was really th e only m eans at present that many mem
bers have of communicating w ith each other the names should 
be continued, so that al l thinkers might thus be brought into con
tact ; the possibility of dogma being small in the face of so many 
individual opinions. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

QUESTION 47· 

Does each atom of matter contain an ego and will matter event
·ually become spt"rituali'zed.'! It is the obfell of spirit to purzfy 
matter .'! A re we to become all-wise before we can finally be sep
arated from matter .'! 

.f. H. Fussell. - In answer to this question, strictly speaking, 
we do not kno w anything about the atom. Science merely pos
tulates atoms but does not know anything directly about them. 
The furthest back that science can go is to the molecule which is 
the ultimate phenomenon that it  knows. We cannot even say 
that an atom is phenomenal. Supposing however that the atom 
does exist as a phenomenal something, then certainly back of it 
must be the one life, and whether this one life be considered 
simply as a unit manifesting in phenomenal m atter, or as expre�s
ing itself as an infinite number of lives each of which again 
expresses itself phenomenally as an atom or a molecule, it would 
then I think be correct to say th at this one life, or these many 
lives, will eventually attain to the human stage and express them 
selves as egos. 

The terms " matter " and " spirit " are often misleading, and 
we are liable to forget that in m any instances they are used as 
being the complementary poles of one and the same unknown 
Life, or whatever we choose to call it. If this be so then we 
shall find them coexisting on all planes of manifestation, but spirit 
will never become matter nor will matter become spirit. The two 
will ultimately merge into that which is neither spirit nor m at
ter, but is the unmanifested Life. If, however, we use the terms 
unmallifested and m anifested and say that that which is unmani
fested descends into manifestation, passing through all the planes 
.from the highest to the lowest and then returning to the unmani
fested, the wrong use of these words, spirit and matter, is to 
some extent avoided. All that we know of l ife is that which is 
connected with manifestation, but the goal to which we must 
some day attain is to rise above manifestation and link ourselves 
once again with the source of all things, the unmanifested. In 
order to do this, th at is, as expressed in the words of the ques
tion, to become separated from m atter, we certainly must become 
all-wise so far as the present, m anifested world is concerned. But 
when all things have attained to this state then a new period of 
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manifestation will begin in which we shall be able t,o attain to 
stil l greater heights of consciousness. 

In this sense it is our duty to purify m atter, or that which we 
know as the manifested world. But what we really do is to help 
those lives which are manifesting in lower forms than ourselves, 
so that they may rise to higher planes, as we are being helped 
unconsciously for the most part- by those beings who have at
tained to still greater heigh ts of development than ourselves. We 
cannot as yet give this hel p to any extent consciously, but the 
truest way to help is, in my opinion, by a performance of our own 
proper duties an d by keeping our lives and thoughts pure. For in 
this way we can not only receive the influences which are transmit
ted to us from higher sources but also be a channel through which 
these influences m ay be handed down to the lives below us. 

Q UESTION 48. 

If a vow of serious import be registered, and a more or less sus
tained effort be made to keep it, will the personalt"ty of the next 
incarnation be forced to take the same oatlz f 

W. T. Hanson . - That would depend u pon the motive which 
caused the vow. To force a future personality to renew a pledge 
made in the incarnation immediately preceding, the motive for 
taking the pledge in the first instance must be recognized as hav
ing its origin in the permanent, immortal nature, in that which 
endures from incarnation to incarnation. If the pledge be made 
in response to a personal desire, and m ore particularly if such 
be contrary to the true intention of the soul it would not neces
sarily follow that the next personality would be brought face to 
face with the old vow. The fact that considerable effort h ad 
been expended to conform to the pledge in a previous life does 
not alter the case. Of course all endeavor however directed will 
have effect in character which inheres in the individuality, and 
effort to keep any pledge will increase the control which the ego 
can exercise over its personalities, but I do not think that a 
future personality should always have to renew and discharge an 
obligation undertaken by a former one. It is perhaps quite true 
that the motive arising in the higher nature,  after descending 
through the intervening world m ay finally be reflected in the 
lower nature as a desire for improvement leading to the taking 
of a given pledge, and that this motive having been imperfectly 
manifested will induce in the next personality a desire leading to 
tak ing of some similar or higher pledge, but not necessarily the 
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same one as before. The extent to which the new pledge differs 
from the old will depend upon the degree, either greater or less 
than before , in which the new personality successfully reflects the 
higher nature. The more perfect the reflection the better ex
pression will the personal nature of the higher motive, and more 
elevated will be the consequent pledge. 

But when the registering of the vow in the first instance is 
recognized as being directly from the higher nature without any 
personal coloring, the connitions are different. In this latter 
case the individuality has already succeeded to some extent in 
making the personality conscious of the influence from above. 
The personal man will have begun to suspect that he is not the 
all and all of himself, and the basis of his being and self-con
scious life are certainly something other than he has theretofore 
considered it. The connection between the higher and lower ego 
has become more definite and the latter is beginning to realize 
that he is governed by the former. In rea1ity it was never other
wise. The personal sel f m a y  and does consider itself to be the 
cause and master of its own actions, but this is a false notion and 
an illusion. Now when this illusion is beginning- to be dispelled, 
the individual is obtaining a firmer hold upon the personal man 
and the bas is of conscious identity is moving from the external to 
the internal ; a manifestation which having been brought about in 
one incarnation should also occur in those succeeding. Therefore, 
as a pledge taken in response to influences coming directly from 
the higher nature can only be in accord with the objects of that 
higher nature, - the Enduring Man whose purposes do not vary, 
- each succeeding personality will be brought face to face with 
and forced to renew the pledge once consciously taken , and hav
ing in its fulfilment the attainment of those higher ideals. 

It can be taken however as quite possible, even probable, that 
in the incarnations next in succession, there may be no formal 
oath, that is, no written pledge for instance, and there might be 
for a time entire incarnations in which there were none, but it is 
to be born in mind th at the mere wri tten registration of such a 
vow is nothing in itself except perhaps as evidence of the intens

ity of the internal aspiration, and that the absence of outward 
evidence does not necessarily prove non · existence of the unseen 
fact. The old pledge will be present in a far more strenuous 
effort to correct fault, to overcome difficulties obstructing the way 
to something beyond a personal life. This would arouse into 
action the downward tendencies of the nature so that the lower 
self would fly into open rebellion against the dictates of the 
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higher, writhe under · an d  refuse t o  obey its behests, deny the 
right and wisdom of i ts injunctions. Sagacity, cunning,, the most 
ingenious arguments and subtile reasonings would be brought to 
bear, first one and then another, and then in combination, and if 
these avail nothing resort would be had to pleadin g and entreaty. 
The animal would know that not only was he fighting for his life 
as a ruler, but that defeat would mean servitude. All his own 
powers thus called to their highest pitch of action he would be 
assisted by those of the mind which contact with him has tem
porarily debased.  These allies are not to be readily conquered : 
he who thinks so mistakes. What wonder is there then that the 
old spiritual pledge is not formally avowed ?  But it is still in 
force. If this were not true the fight would cease, and that does 
not happen. Sophistry and entreaty are both useless. Tears are 
in vain. Something is fighting on the other side which is Inflex
ibility itself, which knows what it  needs and will be content with 
not one j ot or tittle less. This is th e inner man, the Higher Self, 
pledges made to whom are not in dead words but in letters of 
fire, enduring forever. 

QU ESTION 49· 
After I900 A . D. will the Mahatmas cease to communicate with 

the leaders of the T. S. ! Is it possible for the soul to become so de
praved that it w�"ll cease to ez£st with no chance of arising again ·' 

J. H. Fussel!:-It does not at all seem reasonable to me to 
suppose that the M ahatmas will cease to communicate at any time 
with those who have risen to that point where they can be com
municated with. If any m ember of the T. S. or anyone outside 
of this Society has reached to that point where he has become 
conscious of the Mahatmas, and has thereby opened for himself 
a door of communication between him and them, the only way in 
which that door coul d be closed would be through his own act
ions. The qu estion has probably arisen from the statement that 
the end of the century sees the close of a cycle,  during which it is 
possible to com e into communication with the Mahatmas. Th at 
there are cycles during which it is more possible to open up com
munications with them than at other times, is not at all unreason
able and a single illustration will show that there are times during 
w hich special effort must be m ade if we are to progress at all 
e ven in the every day matters of life. Take the illustration of a 
man in a row-boat on the ocean attempting to get to land. H e  
has to wait until he can com e i n  o n  top o f  the wave. I f  h e  
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makes his efforts at the wrong time they are useless and he is 
only carried out again by the retreating waves. So it is also with 
a child swinging. If the child wishes to swing high he must 
m ak e  his effort at a particular time. The particular time during 
which our efforts may, if rightly directed, bring us into commun-

I ication with the Masters is the last quarter of every century, and 
for those who have not made such communication during that 
time the door will remain shut until the next cycle. But those 

I 
who have m ade the effort successfully will continue to reap the 
result of their effort even after the cycle has · closed. 

The reply to your second question would depend u,pon the 
definition of soul. If by soul you refer to the animal soul, the 
personal self, this certainly may become so depraved that it will 
even tually be al}..ihilated. But if _by soul you mean the imperish
able spark, th e centre of the life of m an, called the monad, 
Atma- Buddhi, this of course, can never perish , nor indeed can 
it become depraved. For it is in itsel f divine. The animal soul 
is in no sense a permanent thing. It may rather be looked upon 
as a bundle of experiences, or as as a vehicle by means of which 
experiences may be gained. It is the lower " I. "  If these ex
periences are good and pure and such that th e divine man can 
assimilate, they are added to his nature and become part of him, 
and the lower " I "  becomes united to the true soul ; it is raised 
up to partake of the nature of the self. B ut if, on th e other 
hand, the personal life is altogether evil, so that none of its ex
perinces can be assimil ated by the inner nat11re, this personal 
life is eventually lost and leaves no trace at all upon the true 
inn er soul,  i. e. the lower " I  • ·  w�ich belongs merely to the phe
nom ena:! world and is not permanent in itself, perishes. 

QUESTION 34-(continued.} 

Dr. Herbert Coryn, t'tz " Szjtings,"  vol. vii, No. 2, page 9, 
says : " Every evening we must recall tlte events and even tlu 
thoughts of the preceding day; and we must devote some time also 
to going back through the years and noting all tlte events and deeds 
that have made us wlzat we are. We can note wizen we 
fazled, when we sinned, and take lessons for the future. " 

Emily Mundy. - !  should like to say a word regarding Ques
tion 34 in FoRUM No 5 , September, x 895 . 

In the Voice of the Silence, page 1 7, pocket edition, you will 
find these words : " One single though t about the past that thou 
hast left behind will drag thee down and thou wilt have to start 
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to climb anew. " " Kill in thyself all memory of past experi
ences. Look not behind or thou art lost. " 

It seems to me these instructions applied to the Lower Self 
to reach the Higher - 1  am sure much valuable time is lost 
thinking over the past. If the same amount of energy were put 
towards concentrating the Mind on the Higher Self I think more 
progress could be made than by retrospection. 

If the object of our present existence is to gain experience, 
what we meet and gather each day is gain or loss, in so far 
as we have profited or failed to profit by the experiences through 
which we have passed. They are gone ; why try to call them 
back ? Look at each event, each thought, and each action in 
our every-day life, as they come to us - and profit by the ex
perience - and then devote more or less time each day to the 
uplifting of the soul, by meditating on those high planes where 
dwells our Higher Self. This gives more strength, I think, than 
g-oing over past actions. Instead of dwelling on what we have 
or have not done, act and live in the present, live up to your best 
each minute, then will the hours, days, weeks, present pictures 
of well-improved time. 

I do not believe in ' ' looking backward " for progress, for if 
the present is rightly spent there will be no need to recall past 
actions. Of course this does not interfere with trying to rise 
above the karmic effect of a careless thought or act. But the 
orthodox way of going over and over our past experiences and 
bewailing them seems to me a loss of time which might be spent 
in progressive thought and firm resolution. 

" Therefore perform thou that which thou hast to do, at all 
times regardless of the event, for the man who doeth that which 
he hath to do withou t attachment to the result obtaineth the 
Su preme. " ( Bhagavad-Gita, pocket edition, page :2 5 . )  

:J 
QUESTION 26 - (continued). � '1 • · 

If a woman 's relatives entirely disapprove of her studying 
Tlzeosophy, is it r£ght for her to relinquish that study-" count-
ing their pleasure, their convmience of the first importance "? 

Agnes Varian.- Every human being must a ct  according t o  his 
own highest conception of righ t ; irrespective of his own or any 
one else 's pleasure or convenience. If  the mental or moral food 
that is sufficient for his relatives is not sufficient for him, he has 
no right to starve himself to gratify their whims. Such a course 
would lead to the weakening of the character and will-power. 
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While carefully fulfiling every duty to family and friends one 
must recognize that he also owes a duty .to his own soul which 
mu,st not be negleCted. 

R. I Cole.- I am reminded by this question of certain people 
that bring reproach upon the Ch ristian seCt. In some of them 
the milk of human kindness seems turned to gall and they are so 
austerely virtuous that they put themselves out of sympathy with 
most of the ordinary mortals around them. By temperament 
or discipline they seem to need no relaxation, and they come to 
regard j oy and gladness as special instruments of evil. 

I have known another class. They excel in professions of 
spiritual exaltation. They give largely of their goods to feed the 
poor, their names are sure to be h eard in public pl�ces ; but to 
those who are nearest them they are cross and irritable, exaCting 
and repulsive, without patience for faults or sympathy for short
comings. They have the keenest perceptions when a bad m otive 
lurks anywhere or a weak point in the charaCter of others exist, 
but they are equally obtuse in perceiving a wish in others to please 
them or an earnest effort to do right which is often thwarted by 
circumstances. Some illiterant and clumsy servant after many 
heartaches lapses into this conclusion : It is no use to try to do 
right. Now Theosophy and Christianity as taught by Christ are 
essentially one. All their precepts are designed to m ake us one 
in feeling with those around us. . 

We can urge a man to cultivate his intelleCt by appealing to 
his pride or his selfishness ; but the moral nature is only reached 
through the realm of feeling ; and unless we feel with people we 
cannot reach what is best in them and help it to grow and dom
inate the personality. Where our lot is cast our duty l ies. 
Those that are nearest are the ones that we help or hinder, and 
if church-going, public profession or metaphysical studies do not 
make us sympathetic, do not help us to find the feeblest rays of 
soul - l ife in others and make us wish, in some degree to bear one 
another's burdens then our family or our nearest friends have a 
right to obj ect to our continuing any study which diverts what is 
their rightful posse ssion . 

Marz'etta McA ulzff. - My excuse for again reverting to this 
m t1 ch- discussed question is the, as it appears to me, great import
ance of the subjeCt, which involves a prin ciple to be met and 
set t led by every soul somewhere along its line of evolution - the 
r£gltt to be free. 
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·Although w e  should consider the happiness of others before 

consulting our own pleasure, ough t  we not to take into account 
whether the sacrifice demanded is in reality a benefit or an inj ury 
to the one asking it?  In such a case as being required to give up 
all study and attendance in the Theosophical Society would it not 
be a detriment to the one making such a deman d ?  It is no help 
to anyone, either now or in the future, to indulge the selfish 
propensities, because they grow by what they feed upon ; thus it 
brings upon such a person the retribution of his or her karma. 
The motive underlying such a request or demand can be no other 
than sel fish or due to gross ignorance, and neither is a safe guide 
for our souls. 

While it may be the karma of a man or woman to enter such 
restriCting conditions, it need not be their karma to passively sub
mit to the diCtates of another, thereby permitting the condition 
to master them. Such an attitude carried through life may very 
well drag one down into a state of depravity. The kingdom of 
heaven must be taken by violence, and the experience under dis
cussion amounts to the subj ugation of matter. Why look upon 
it as a punishment?  Rather let us say it is a situation needed by 
the ego to strengthen the will. 

· 

Theosophy zs a matter of the heart and life, but the heart 
must be educated to respond to good. Knowledge precedes right 
behavior ; and if the Theosophical Society is the best channel we 
know through which the truth can flow to us, is it not well, is 
it not necessary to keep in the current that will bear u s  into the 
light, so enabling us the more. certainly to be of assistance to 
others ? How much easier ofttimes to yield, thereby restoring 
our home to more harmonious conditions, how much easier than 
to carry the struggle to a victorious issue ! 

In matters conceived by us to be for the eternal welfare it is 
not right to submit to any living being. Who is he who dares 
to say to the hungering soul : This shall be thy food ; so far shalt 
thou go in search of truth and no farther ? 

Each one must be the j udge for himself as to what constitutes 
progress. So long as no duties are neglected ( and who shall say 
what is the duty of another ? ) , so long as the time be not given 
to the society that belongs to another, then I believe the demand 
to give it u p  need not be heeded, let it come from whom it may. 

To yiel d seems to be an attitude more peculiar to women than 
men. Is it that they are weaker willed or that the character of 
submission partially regulates the incarnation into the female 
form which may be an expression of weakness ? 
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Th ose amongst u s  who are .brought facing this problem stand 
at the parting of the ways. Opori the way it is solved depends 
our progress. It is the first step toward greater heights. " He 
who would be free himself must strike the blow. " For this day 
has the ego toiled and striven that we make the choice between 
the voice of senti ment, mere materialism on the one hand, and 
the voice of God on the other. It will never be easier than 
now. This opportunity lost may not come soon again. Shall we 
not make the struggle that may bring us viCtory, the right to be 
free and independent souls yet working for the good of all, and, 
with heart fixed upon the Everlasting, walk fearlessly toward the 
future , strong in the knowledge that " he who overcometh shall 
all th ings inh eri t " ?  

QUESTION 1 5 - (continued.) 

What is the result of interference with karma .� How does 
the diverting of a karmic probabt'Hty in some other dt'rellion aff.ell 
the jitlal karmic completeness? Is it wrong to interfere with 
karma, or slwuld it be allowed to work itself out uninfluenced? 

S. A .  P. Chase.- It seems to me one can interfere with k arma 
and shift its aCtion from one plarie to another. If for instance 
one has acquired a method of overcoming physical ailments the 
rest.lt seems to be that unpleasant th ings visit him on the m ental 
plane, and in the outer social su rroundings and friendly relations. 

We cannot break a law but it will " grind us to powder, " so to 
speak. We had better think constantly, " Thy will be done, " and 
l earn in peaceful repose to take what comes on any plane, sure 

\. on ly that what belongs to u s  will come and always for our good. 
This fully acted on makes pleasant karma and also works out the 
old in the best possible way. Hence the substance of the old 
B ible is, " Have faith , "  and my new Bible, the Bhagavad Gita, 
seems to teach the same. " Leave all to me, " " Think only of 
me, " " Commit to me. " In s tudying the Bible I find why David 
was great ; when he sinned b e  immediately committed it to God
" Stayed himself on God. " There is faith for you ! Now as 
spi rit is ever manifesting according to its own will as "the Whole" 
why should we not rest in what we do and in what everybody 
else does as according to law, and yet · with our freedom ( appar
en tly ) of choice , knowing that laws are many and j ust and so not 
bother ourselves about them at all, but live as well as we can 
and be free as God, and yet h umbly patient and ever committing 
all to the Whole. 
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of the New York Branch ' , ,  

f Th� Theosophical Society 
P. 0. Box, 64, Se:tiou 0, New York 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCH ES. 

1 0 7  

I n  articles and addresses never use Sanskrit o r  foreign terms without also giving 
the English meaning ; use English termR preferably. 

-···-

C ASTE. 

Its origin. Four principal castes in India. Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaish
yas, Shudras. Buddhists recognize no caste. Does Occultism uphold it ? 
Exists in West as in East without being named. Theosophical Society's en
deavor to destroy it. Universal Brotherhood and Caste. 

REFERENCES. 
Bllaa-avad-Gita, Tluosophical Glossary. 

-···-

SYMBOLISM. 

Necessity for the study of this. Nature's productions all symbols of an 
underlying intelligence. Symbolism of the Hindus and Egyptians. Serpent 
symbolical of wisdom ; square, of matter ; triangle, of spirit ; crux ansata, of 
life. Meaning of interlaced triangles, of svastica, of pentagon, of caduceus. 
Seal of the T. S. A. Symbolism of cross and circle. Christianity full of 
uninterpreted symbols. Reasons for the power attaching to certain forms, 
such as five-pointed star. 

REFERENCES. 
s�cret Doctrine: vols. i and II, " Archaic Symbolism; " Guid� to Tll�osophy, article a 

" Theosophical Symbolism," and " The Six-pointed and Five-pointed Star ; "  Path, vol. i, 
page 5'• vol. ill, page 8. 

-···-

EVOLUTION. 

Known to the ancients. Modern science has merely revivified it .  Cannot 
be properly understood unless the soul is considered as a factor also. The 
Sure/ Doctrine teaches three kinds of evolution - body, soul, spirit. Mean 
ing of " the stone becomes a plant, plant an animal, animal a man, man a 
god. " Links between the kingdoms not found by science. Exist on other 
planets and globes. To understan d evolution properly the inner spheres or 
heavens must be studied. Man's progenitors, astral and spiritual. Evolution 
of the mind and soul. Relation to karma. 

REFERENCES. 
Ocean of Theosophy, chap. vi, xv ; St'Crd Doctrine, vol. i, chapter on Rounds and 

Races, vol. li, chapter on Pitris ; Modern Tlteosof'lty, " Planetary Evolution;" GIIJssary, 
articles " Evolution" and " Emanation." 

-···-

THE TH EOSOPHICAL MOVEME NT. 

Theosophy i n  all ages and religions. The present T. S. only one manifest
ation of the movement. Occultism in connection with it. Historical evi
dences of its existence in the past. Revivification of the movement once 
every hundred years or thereabout. Duties of workers and members towards 
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the movement. Non-attachment to forms and mere organizations as such. 
Similarities existing between Masonic bodies and the present movement. 
Many societies, autonomous, with but one philosophy and aim - all parts of 
one whole. What is the real effort of the movement? How far is it possible 
to form the nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood? 

REFERENCES. 
Path, article, August. 18Q5 ; Lucifer, vol. i,  No. 3• editorial arti cle by H.P. B. 

THEOSOPHICAL N EWS AN D WOR K. 
BROOKLYN is to have another Theosophical Society. Some members of 

the Brooklyn T. S. have decided to organize a branch in the southern part of 
the city and do work there. This will make the third branch in that city. 
The name has not yet been decided upon. 

CHICKERING HALL (N.Y.) lectures continue successfully. The audiences are 
increasing each Sunday. Last Sunday morning was wet, but nevertheless 
6oo persons turned out in the rain to attend the lecture. It is anticipated that 
in a few Sundays more the hall will be filled. 

AT GRANO IsLAND, Neb. , a Theosophical Society is about to be organized 
as the work of Dr. M. J. Gahan. Dr. Gahan is a well-known worker in the 
Society and has been an organizer of many centres, and we have no doubt 
that the new branch to be formed at Grand Island will do good work. 

MR. E. T. HARGROVE continues a very successful tour. He has already 
lectured at Toronto, Buffalo, Toledo, Fort Wayne, Sandusky, and Columbus, 
and in every case reports are received at the headquarters of his well-doing. 
The lecture work is the most important in the Society and one by which it 
can best grow. 

A GERMAN CENTRE for the study of Theosophy was started in October at 
New. York City. The meetings are held Friday evenings at the headquarters. 
Mr. Gengenbach was elected president and Mr. Spengler se.cretary. Inquir
ers should apply for further information to Mr. Ferdinand Gengenbach, 330 
East Sixth street, New York. 

ARYAN THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY has arranged for the following lectures 
during the month of November on Sunday evenings : November 3d, Tlte 
Scientific Basis of Universal Brotlterltood, Miss E. M. Daniell ; 10th, Tlte 
Illusions of lite Senses, Miss K. Hillard ; 1 7th, The Zodiac, H. T. Patter
son ; 24th, Tlte Riddles of Life, J. H. Fussell. 

KALAYANA T. S. , New Britain,  Conn. , gave a reception on the evening of 
November 6th, which was attended by members of both the Meriden and Bris
tol Branches. At it arrangements were made to spread leafiets, etc. , through
out central Connecticut. After the addresses refreshments were served and 
the remainder of the evening spent in social theosophic chat. 

AMRITA T. S. has sent in its charter for endorsement as valid under the 
Constitution of the Theosophical Society in America. Amrita Society had 
ratified the action of the Convention, but as the Charter was not sent in the 
branch was not included in the list in the T. S. A. given in last month's 
FoRUM. This brings the number of Branches on the roll up to 90. 
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HERMES CouNciL T. S. decided on the 22d of October to surrender its 
charter. The work there has not in any sense gone backwards, but the 
members have decided that to retain the organization in Baltimore would 
not be the best thing at present. They have now reorganized themselves as 
a class and are doing work. Sometime they purpose to fdrm another Society. 
The good work done in the past is not in any sense lost, and the time must 
come when Baltimore will have a very large and active Society. This re
duces the number of branches on the roll to 89. 

MILWAUKEE BRANCH T. S. A. seems to have entered a new cycle . I ts  
pleasant headquarters are now open t o  the public every day i n  the week. A 
reading-table is furnished with current Theosophical magazines, and a well
stocked library is at hand ; theosophical literature is also on sale. At the pub
lic meetings the attendance is more than trebled. A little group for study 
which promises well ha� been formed in the north side. A conversazione\ 
was given at the rooms, which has received much praise. The guests were 
seated around the room in a semicircle ; each F. T. S. seated himself before a 
small group and talked upon some theosophical subject for ten or fifteen min
utes. He then moved on to the next group, and in this way each member 
met every person in the room and - most important - kept all conversation 
upon Theosophy. The only refreshment was music interspersed at half-hour 
intervals. These gatherings will be held once a · month. / 

THE LoTus CIRCLE at the Aryan Branch headquarters opened on October 
6th with an attendance of thirty-two. .The average attendance for five meet
ings has been twenty-eight, while the number of children present has been as 
high as fourteen . There are five classes : one for the study of general subjects, 
one for the Bhagavad Gila, a class for young ladies, a class for children, and 
one for the " little ones. " It is noticeable that all who attend become deeply 
interested in the subjects studied. Shorts talks, with plain and practical illus
trations upon such subjects as karma, duty, etc. , begin the exercises each day. 
The interest manifested by the children in their talks and also in the ques
tions asked at the close of the exercises upon the subjects talked of in the 
children' s classes, shows a real appreciation of the truths taught. Every
thing of a sectarian nature is avoided, and the most devout church-member 
and the most pronounced sceptic can sit with us without embarassment. We 
seek only to awaken and foster a love of truth and the desire for right living. 

THE MANASA BRANCH in Toledo is in good condition and ready to enter 
upon the winter' s work with energy. Those of the old branch who did not 
ratify the action of the Boston Convention have not disbanded, as through a 
misunderstanding it was stated in the August Path, but are holding meet
ings as a branch of the newly chartered American Section. It is true how
ever that the majority of the en thusiastic workers, those to whom Theosophy 
is a vital issue, belong to the Manasa Branch of the T. S. in America. The 
Society opened its new rooms in the city , No. 407 Chamber of Commerce, on 
October 1 st ,  and holds regular meetings on Tuesday evenings. A syllabus of 
discussions has been issued and the meetings are well attended. The Secret 
Doctrine class meets every Sunday evening, and a study class is soon to be 
organized. Mr . E. T. Hargrove has given two public lectures in the Church 
of Our Father ( Unitarian ). Both lectures were well attended , the second 
being crowded. In addi tion to the public lectures Mr. Hargrove gave two 
most helpful talks to the branch members. 
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ACTIVITIES I N  NEW ENGLAND. 

BosToN Sunday syllabus for October: 6th, Tluosoplty Appli'ed to Life, 
E. T. Hargrove ; 13th, Occultism, L. F. Wade ; 2oth, Am I my Brotlter's 
Keeper .P M. H. Wade ; 27th, We R�ap wltat We have Sown, M. J. Barnett. 

MR. HARGROVE's visit to the leadmg branches in New England has been 
of much benefit and has aroused the members to greater activity. He has 
struck the keynote of Theosophy in striving to make each individual realize 
that he, tn and of himself, may be a great power in the work. 

AT CHILMESFORD, a town near Lowell, Miss M. L. Guild of Cambridge 
lectured on Tluosophy September 29th at the regular service of the Unitarian 
Church. The result was the formation of a class for study, which meets 
weekly with Mr. Scales, a member of the Lowell Branch living in Chelmes
ford. Mr. Scales says that the class, though small, makes up in enthusiasm 
what it lacks in numbers. 

THE BEACON T. S. inaugurated a series of " brotherhood suppers" Sun
day, November 3d. These suppers are to be served every week in a room in 
a large building where most of the labor organizations hold their meetings ; 
therefore it is hoped that many of the thinking working men and women will 
attend. The suppers are to be followed by discussions on the social questions 
of the day in the light of Theosophy. 

PACIFIC COAST ITEMS. 

PoRTERVILLE T. S. is about to send its charter for endorsement. The 
Branch bas reorganized and will do active work this winter. 

AT NEw WHATCOM, Wash. , is to be organized a Society. This is a con
tinuation of the excellent work done in that State, and which produced a 
short time ago the branch in Fairhaven. 

Miss ANNE BRYCE is conducting a sewing·class at the San Francisco head
quarters on Saturday afternoons to aid little girls in obtaining practical skill 
in sewing and at the same time to inculcate theosophic ethics. 

THE PACIFIC CoAsT CoMMITTEE bas just issued a pamphlet on Evolution 
of Manas, a compilation from the .Secrd Doctrzne and other works, by 
Mrs. Sarah A. Harris of Berkeley, Calif. It is a valuable work and neatly 
gotten up. 

SAN FRANCisco BRANCHEs have given the following Sunday lectures at 
Red Men's hall : October 1 3th, Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, Reason, lnstzncts 
and Intuitions ; 2oth , Dr. Allen Gtiffiths, Sleep and .D�atlt ; 27th, Mrs. Mercie 
M. Thirds, The Philosophy of Life ;  November 3d, Amos J. Johnson, Nature 
and Function of the Soul. 

AuRORA BRANCH, Oakland, has taken up for study the series of topics 
outlined in the FoRUM, beginning with the first. Sunday lectures during the 
month were : October 1 3th, T. H. Slater, The Three Objects of the T. S. ;  2oth, 
Amos J. Johnson, Nature and Function of the Soul; 27th, Dr. Allen Grif
fiths, Sleep and Death ; November 3d, Dr. Jerome A. Anderson, Deatlt and 
After. 

SEATTLE BRANCH No. I has reincarnated under the new name, Seattle 
Theosophical Society. We also have redecorated our hall or headquarters, so 
that we are looking quite fresh and youthful in our new incarnation. Mem-
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bers of the branch never before displayed so much enthusiasm in the work 
of the causeas at present. Through and by the instrumentality of the mem
bers of the Seattle Branch lectures have been given this fall in Fairhaven, 
Everett, Snohomish, Port Townsend, Junction City, Leland, with a course of 
lectures in Quilcene ; also in Renton, Fremont, Kirkland, Chico, and a number 
in Tacoma and Seattle. Blanks have also been sent from Seattle to organize 
a branch of the T. S.A. in New Whatcom, through the untiring efforts of Mrs.  
Ella G. Wilson and her able assistants, all members of the Bellingham Bay 
Branch. Reports from Victoria, Portland, Olympia and Tacoma show tha� 
great activity is continually manifested in the work in these cities. We are 
expecting Mrs. S. A. Harris of California fl'Om Victoria very soon to help the 
work along. 

-···-

SOME CORRESPON DENTS A N SWERED. 

W. H. F. Vegetarianism i s  not necessarily a part o f  Theosophy. Many "' 
reasons have been given in support of the principle, but at the same time the 
work is with the inner man more than with the mere external body. As 
H. P.B.  rightly said,  if vegetarianism were all, then cows and horses would 
be high occultists. It may be true that from the point of an advanced student 
it is better to take only that food which is nearest to nature, but where persons 
have been born into families that for centuries have been existing on animal 
food the change is often too radical for them to stand it. Common-sense must 
be exercised in connection with with all these matters. " Not that which : 
goeth into the mouth defileth a man ; but that which cometh out of the mouth i 
this defileth a man. " / 

J. D .  No one can define your duty for you. There is no possible way 
by which another can point this out. Each one has his own nature to deal 
with, and unless be has deliberately turned against his higher intuitions be 
will always know what is his sphere of work. Of course there are many con
ditions of mind which custom and civilization have trained us into and which 
are liable to be considered as duties, and these have to be distinguished from 
the pure intuitions. If the best known in every circumstance is done then 
certainly you will not be to blame, and if afterwards you find that a better 
course could have been pursued then the mistake must be put down to a lack 
of wisdom rather than want of fulfilment of duty. 

CIRCULATING LIBRARY.  

All members are not aware that there is a Circulating Library a t  the 
Headquarters of the Society, 144 Madison Avenue, New York City. This 
library has been collected during many years and many members derive great 
benefit from it. But inasmuch as some have imagined that it was only 
intended for persons living in New York or belongmg to some particular 
Branch, it is necessary to here state that it is for all members of the T. S. A. ; 
and even for outsiders on payment of a deposit of $s.oo ( to be returned upon 
their ceasing to use the library ), or upon any member making himself respon
sible for the books loaned to such outsider. The charge for loan of the books 
is five cents a week, the length of time they can be kept out without renewal 
being three weeks. For Isis Unveiled and the Secret .Doctrine, however, 
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the charge is ten cents a week, the length of time these can be kept out being 

six weeks. The expense of mailage or expressage :must be born by the bor
rower and should be advanced before the books are sent. The library at 
presen t consists of over three hundred volumes, and!such additions are made 
from time to time as are desirable. Persons desiring any information or wish
ing to make application for use of tbe library should address the Librarian at 
Headquarters. Any members having books which they desire to donate to 
the library should send them to the Headquarters ; if they cannot be used in · 
the Circulating Library they will be presented to branches or places where 
good use can be made of them. 

-···-

STAMP COLLECTION FOR THE T. S. 

Since last report in the FoRUM this collection has grown in size consider
ably. I have hereby to acknowled� receipt of valuable stamps fmm Miss F. 
Tuttle ; the Blue Mountain Branch ; Miss L. F. Kirwan ; T. D. B. Smith ; Miss 
M. S. Lloyd ; 0. Johnson ; and Franklin Saunders. In addition to these there 
have been received a United States City Despatch stamp of 1 842 from a Brook
lyn member, the catalogue value of which is $ 1 7. 50 ;  ·and a $ r . oo  Columbian 
unused stamp, the catalogue value of which is $6.oo. I have also to acknowl
edge receipt of $12 .00 from H. Buntrock for the purchase of the stamp books 
asked for in the last report ; and twenty-six cents from Mr. J. C. Hug toward 
the same purpose. Miss M. S. Llo�d has in addition presented a colle::tion of 
old coins to be exchanged for stamps or otherwise invested. 

T. P. HYATT. 
147  Hancock Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y. , U . S. A . Collector. 

-···-

NOTICES. 

MEMBERS writing to the various offices at Headquarters Qn matters of 
business should be careful to address the proper officer and not private indi
viduals. 

BRANCHES are requested to send to the FoRUM any questions of in terest 
raised in their meetings so as not to confine the magazine to merely personal 
speculations. 

MAY AND August numbers of the FORUM are now out of print. As many 
requests have been made for copies of these numbers, any member having a 
copy or copies on hand which he does not desire to keep will kindly send such 
to the Editor. They can be used 

'
to supply to those who wish to complete 

their files. 

IN THE last month' s FoR U M  a request was made for the Branch Secretaries 
or officers to send to the President's office at Headquarters the hours and days 
of the public and private meetings of thei r Societies so that a register might 
be J;Dade of these at that office. Not all bran ches have attended to this re. 
quest and it is here made again. The necessity has frequently arisen for 
such registration, , members from other cities an d visitors desinng to know the 
time of these meetings. 

· 
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THE  THEOSOPH ICAL FoRUM 
ISSUED BY DI RECTION AND UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF 

T H E  THEOSO PH I CAL SOCI ETY I N  AMERICA. 

For free distribution t o  Members. The T.S. I n  America Is not responsible tor any state-
ments here in .  Published by the Theosophical Society In America, at 14( Madison Avenue, 
New York City. 

WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, President. 

Each member is  invited to send questions, answers to questions, opinions, 
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. W hen necessary, the various com
munications wil l  be condensed by the editor. Members should be careful 
to write distinctly and on one side of the paper only. 

I n sending questions, or answers to questions, whenever an assertion 
is  made that such and such is a doctrine, or that " it is said in Theosophical 
literature ," and the l ike, the name of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given. 

All communications should be addressed to The Editor, Theosoph
ical Forum, 1 4 4  Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Entered as second-c lass matter at New York , N .Y. ,  Post-office, July �5. •895· 
Issued monthly. Sent directly to each member. No losses by mal l  supplied. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.  
Q UESTION 50. 

The fumiamental question, " What is the criterion of Theos
()phy .'! " calls for a1z answer. Has Theosophy the power of growth, 
progress and advancement in lt'ne with all new expositions of-truth." 
In the minds of ma11y tlu writings of H. P B. are regarded as the 
infallible oracles of Theosoplzy. But in time criticism is sure to do 
its work. Consequently z't is necessary soon to give out a deji11ition 
of it muc/z broader, simpler, and more uuequiz1ocal titan any hereto
fore offered. 

W. Q. Judge.- This is in fact a request to formulate and pro- \ 
mulgate a dog mati c statement of Theosophy as we understand it. 
That is, to go completely back on the genius of the Theosophical 
movement, which is for the destruCtion of dogmatism. The 
strength of Theosephy lies in the . fact that it  is not to be defined. 
It is the wisdom of the gods, or of nature. This m eans that 
evolution, slowly progressing, will bring out new truths and new 
aspeCts of old truths, th u s  absolutely preventing any dogm as or 
" unequivocal definitions. " Were we to make and declare a defin -
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ition of Theosophy it would be only the words of those who par
ticipated in drawing it up, and not acceptable to all. And were 
it possible that all would accept, then would be ·sounded the doom 
of the movement. H ence the reply to the question, " What is 
the criterion of Theosophy ? "  is  that it is found in each man's 
perception of the Truth : therefore th ere is no single criterion. 

If any persons regard H. P. B. 's writings as the in fallible 
oracles of Theosophy, they go directly against her own words 
and the works themsel ves ; they must be people who do not 
indulge in original thinking and cannot make much impression 
on the times. 

As for the Theosophical Society, the moment it makes a hard 
and fast defin�tion of Theosophy it will mark the first hour of 
its decay. 

Inasmuch as Theosophy is  the whole body of tru th about man 
and nature, either known now or hereafter to be discovered, it 
has the " power of growth, p rogress and advancement, " since 
every new truth makes it  clearer. But among the truth s will 
not be reckoned at any time the definitions, dogmas, creeds or 
beliefs laid down by man. 

E. B. Guild.- " What is the criterion of  Theosophy ? "  The 
consciousness of each student. There is no " criterion " of The
osophy for mankind colleCtively. There is nq criterion of truth 
for man colleCtively in the present stage of evolution of the race. 
The differing grad es of development mental ly and spiritually 
make a fixed standard of truth as to all things for the entire 
human race an impossibility. The criterion lies in the conscious
ness of the individual and becomes fi xed as to any given point 
only when his consciousness has attain ed to truth as to that point. 

The philosophy of Theosophy predicates the ' ' growth, pro
gress and advancement " of man, as an intelleCtual and spiritual 
being on all lines, and it is this d evelopmeut of m an which makes 
possible " n ew expositions of Truth. " The growth, progress and 
advancement must be in the studmt rather than in Theosophy 
as a system of philosophy. 

The writings of Madame Blavatsky m ay be fallible or infalli
ble as we are u n able or able to comprehend the truths expressed 
in the m ,  bearin g always in mind that she was a human instru
ment th rough whom teachings were given to her human fellows. 

The Secret Doctrt'ne advanced the outposts ; the skirmish- lines 
are close upon them, while behind the skirmish-lines are the 
divisions and brigad es of foot and horse, and far in t/ut'r rear the 
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camp-followers lag. The Secret Doflrine has raised no new stand
ard, but has advanced the same old standard to a new position 
for this ·campaign. 

Theosophy is preeminently a study of man in all the many 
and varied phases of his being and as such comprehensive and 
inclusive. Its 1imit lies only in the ability or inability of the 
student to perceive and comprehend truth. 

W Mat·n.-Of all hopeless quests, that for infallibility is the 
most utterly soul-wearying. 

Pilgrims who have followed this dancing will-o'-the-wisp have 
found themselves in deserts or quadmires, from which they have 
not escaped, by simply refusing to see their surroundings. It  has 
led nations into desolating wars and cycles of darkness and 
degeneration. Fanaticism, bred from blind confidence in the 
" only Truth Church " or the " True Prophet " or the " inspired 
and infallible Word of God, " twisted the-thumbscrews of the In
quisition, sharpened the sword of Moslem against " infidel dogs, " 
and lit the fagots under Servetus. 

These material cruelties are the logical outcome of any sys
tem based on an assertion of infallibil i ty. According to such 
" religion s " the enemies of God are destined to destruction any
how, and it is better that they should be forcibly " converted, " 
or else destroyed .at once, than remain to lead others astray. 

Even where this point is not reached, the dogma of infallibil
ity intensifies selfishness, builds up the boundaries of sects, and 
interposes a dense obstacle between the personal consciousness 
and the ray which shines down into each one, either dimly or 
brightly, according to his past. 

Moral or intellectual laziness impels us to demand an infalli
ble prophet or " Master " whose teachings we may blindly follow. 
The divine ray leads us to doubt, not for the sake of doubting, 
but that we may compare and test all things ; for it is itself both 
the love of truth and the ligh t of truth. It will grow brighter 
as we use it and our mistakes will be fewer and less serious. 
These mistakes are due, not to the ligh t, but to th e clouds which 
are within the lower nature : this lower nature it is our task, not 
to get rid of, but to perfect. As the clouds condense in rain and 
the rain is built into living things under the unclouded sun ; so I 
believe that the chaotic and unorganized portions of our nature 
will be perfected after many lives, and become a part of that par
ticular garden-spot in the universe of consciousness which it was 
our duty to cultivate. The man who accepts dogma of infallibil-
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ity builds a darkening roof over his own garden, and expects it 
to grow by the light which falls somewhere else. 

The young student who listens to the lectures of some learned 
professor of even what may be an " exact " science will be very 
foolish if he imagines that his teacher is infallible. Even a 
Newton or a Laplace may, through inadvertence, make an arith
metical error which the youngest pupil could de teet ; at times he 
will make more serious mistakes as be approaches, in its higher 
branches, the limits of h is own knowledge. The pupil will re
ceive final benefit only as he grasps the truth himself, with his 
own inner nature, and knows that it is the truth, irrespective of 
the authority of the teacher. 

It does not fol low that all teacbl.ng must be either assimilated 
at once or rej etted. This would be illogical and absurd, would 
condemn us to prattical isolation. If we cannot understand some 
teaching, but have had reason to respea the source from which 
it c:ome, we �ote it down , con it over at times, and endeavor to 
connea it with those things we have already verified by the light 
of reason, intuition or experience. The wise pupil may revere 
and love his teacher without considering him infallible ; he will 
not fly from the extreme of credulity to that which cavils at once 
at each hard saying ; and he will not grovel at the master's feet, 
however true his own estimate of the disparity of their present 
attainments. That pupil may at some future time equal or 
exceed that master. 

In like manner we may have reason to believe in the existence 
of the Elder Brothers of humanity and their messengers or agents, 
without believing in the infallibility of. either. 

The great teachers have persistently warned us that the guid
ing ray, the true Master, the still small voice, th e kingdom to be 
won , the Higher Ego, is to be sought within and not with a " Lo, 
here " or a " Lo, there. " A l l  that the outer teacher can do is to 
stir us up to pay attention to the light within. All that we can 

do with · outer teachings is to test them by this light. 
Our statures may be small ,  our backs bowed and hunched 

with slavish worship, but let us stand as nearly upright as we 
can. This does not imply a strutting self-conceit. True self
respea, while recognizing present failings and unfinished work, 

will keep u s  from the attitude of a Pecksniff or a U riah Heep, 
or that of a worshipper before the littl e  tin god �f l'l'esent per
sonality. 

Yet alre ady we have seen. in the Theosophical Society the 
germs of foot worship, Apostolic Succession, the True Church, a 
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theosophical Holy Land, and other dogmatic paraphernalia of 
which the world is sick. If we cannot do better than this, for 
God's sake let us bury the thing before it breeds a new religious 
pestilence ; and leave the Secret Dollrine and kindred writings to 
those in the coming century who can recognize the true gold, be 
it much or little, wherever it may be found, and whatever its 
label. 

" Theosophy " means " divine wisdom. " Who has it ?  Simi
larly " science " means " knowledge ; "  yet Newton compared his 
achievements to the work of a child picking up pebbles on the 
shore, while the unexplored ocean of truth lay before him. 

We can provide each other with "head learning, " as we do 
with food ; but each one must digest for himself, and digestion 
involves seleCtion and rejeCtion. Transformed and assimilated, 
.knowledge becomes " soul wisdom, " a part of the true man , " for 
whom the hour will never strike. " 

How can we acquire this power of seleCtion, this use of the 
inner ray ? 

We grow strong by the use of muscle ; we learn to swim by 
floundering ; to walk by toddling ;  we become adepts by the 
earnest seeking and lonely labors of the neophyte. 

What does the questioner want ? A definition of Theosophy ? 
or, of the path and duties of the Theosophist, the truth· lover ? 

" Divine Wisdom " cannot be put in a nutshell and handed 
over. As for the path, even if we are blind we can tell from 
which side· the sun is shining, and, in this case, as we grope 
toward the light of truth the scales will fall away. 

" There is no religion higher than Truth. " 
As for the duties, what is broader and more unequivocal than 

the word " brotherhood. " 
And yet this must not be mistaken for the sloppy gush and 

sentimentality which is labeled by some, " heart doCtrine. " This 
sort of piosity has a sub-stratum of self.approval , which, if 
crossed in some way, too often turns another side and shows a 
snarling vindiCtive face. 

Our fellow pilgrim needs at times a helping hand, but not to 
be dragged with a constable's grip ; or in chains, lest he should 
get away. He needs food, such as we ourselves have found 
wholesome, to be set before him to take as be wil l ; not thrust 
down his throat. 

As for the claimant for infallibility, either for himself or for 
some pet prophet, book, or master, he  inay belong to what 
society be will ; he is not a Theosophist. 
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QUESTION 5 1 .  

I should like to lzave explained what is meant by ' ' all expe
rience " in the Secret DoCtrine, new edition, page 45, where it is 
stated that it is necessary to pass through " all experience " in tlzis 
manvantara before the Divine Spark can be individualized. Does 
this mean that one must in the humatz kingdom lzave experience of 
each phase of civilizatiote .� Must one be a plumber, carpenter, 
painter, minister, lawyer, plzysiciate, etc. , before he can reaclz full 
consciousness f I am aware tltat all experience cannot ·be attained 
in any way but by repeated reembodiments, but the stumbling-block 
in my mind is what is meant by all experience. Further, ts it 
necessary to go through the whole school of crime in order to de
velop strmgth to progress .� 

W. Q. Judge . - First , experience, under evolution, in and 
through all nature's kingdoms is a necessity for all egos because 
they constitute the spirit, spring and impulse of evolution ; with
out them there would be no evolution. Hence all of that general 
experience is necessary because inevitable ; and only by that great 
experience is individuality attainable. That is so because such 
is the law of our being. 

Now, take any one of such progresses or kingdoms. It was 
full of variety. Such variations were inevitable and necessary. 
Curious shapes of animals were evolved in the evolutionary strug
gle, all necessary in such a struggle to make perfeCt. But they 
were only details in a grand whole, like steps on a journey. Does 
it trouble us, does the question about " all " arise here ? If not, 
why should it arise about mere details of changing human life, 
not yet perfeCt, still struggling to attain , to alter, to polish ? 
Plumbers, painters and carpenters are mechanics, as are those in 
many other more desirable occupations, but all are for mechan
ical experience due to our, or any, form of civilization. And the 
ego cannot get intuition of mechanics if it never is put through 
that sort of experience. " All experience, "  being thus found in 
a statement relative to great outlines and objeCts of evolution, 
must be considered thus and not as a mere detail . All possible 
experiences can be put under a few heads and it is those general 
types of expejience we have to pass through. How would an 
ego know of motherhood and fatherhood if it never had the expe
rience ? Tel ling about them would not suffice. How would it 
know of governing if it had never governed, nor of submission 
if it had never been in bonds? There should be no stumbling
block in the word " all. " 
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Claude Falls Wriglzt. - In answer to the latter portion of the 
question -" Is is necessary to go through the whole school of 
crime in order to progress ? "-I should reply : Certainly not.  For 
while it is true that it has been said that all experience is neces, 
sary, nevertheless we must be very careful to understand what is 
meant when such assertions are made. Many actions right and 
proper to-day, one hundred years ago would have been called 
crimes, and in the lives of every advan cing ego, as it rises, many 
actions of the dead past, then good, if forcibly reperformed would 
now seem to be evil. The recognition that any one thing is evil 
springs from the intuition of the higher ego, and the strength 
to overcome lies in the efforts that the lower ego makes to hold 
to the higher and to turn its eyes away from the past. Evil aB:
ions are not necessary to anyone, but the knowledge of evil is of 
course· a part of the development of the soul ; and when once it 
comes to full knowledge that such and such a course is not right 
for it, by removing its attention therefrom it readily overcomes. 
Crime is then the one thing which prevents progress, not a nec
essary element of it. 

Vespera Freeman. -The latter part of this question it seems 
to me common sense or intuition answers. 

In the natural course of its evolutionary pilgrimage the soul 
seeks experience in earth life and contaB:s matter. Crime results 
from a vol untary yielding to the il lusions and temptations of 
matter and I cannot see how strength to overcome could be 
gained in that way. Crime can be properly studied only after we 
have resisted these temptations and illusions and begun our up
ward progress. 'fhe · soul having passed through " the whole 
school of crime "  may through the suffering thus entailed gain 
final purification, but the process is surely unnecessary. This 
seems clearly illustrated by something Mme. Blavatsky once said 
to the effcB: that when a part of one's journey lies through a bog 
it is bad policy to stop and sit down in the mud- especially 
when one might cross on stilts. 

QUESTION 52. 
I understand Devachan to be a state in wltich tlze hi'ghest ideal 

of the late personalt"ty is attained. H. P. B. says, " He who has 
placed ltimseif beyond the veil of maya or illusion can have no De�,a
chan. ' '  Is it then to be u1zderstood that the farther advanced tlze 
Ego in tlze knowledge of Truth , and the closer it come into com
munion witlt tlu one Great Truth, tlze less need it has for that 
dreamlike state, Devachan .P 
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Cla-ude FaDs Wrigltt.- The teachings concerning Devachan 

have always spoken of it as an illusion. It is a necessary corol
lary however to the lives of most men, spent as they are during 
incarnation often with scarcely more than one ray of spiritual light 
from birth to death. Everything is illusion not seen from the point 
of view of the Atman, and it is only when all seven principles are 
spiritualized, active and coordinated that this again is possible. 
The ordinary man has no heaven or devachan while here, and 
the devachanee no real recognition of life on earth. The adept 
understands both phases simultaneously. Normal man has peri
odic " days and nights. " Seeing with eye of atman, it is said the 
initiate views all, day and night, together. 

W. Q. Judge- I  never heard that in Devachan the " high
est ideal of the late personality is attained. " Were that so the 
question would answer itsel f. I have therefore to drop the first 
statement when considering the question. Attainment of " high
est ideals " is only possible when one is above all illusions ; · cer
tainly devachan furnishes no such condition. There the soul 
pursues its highest ideals spiritually, and, seeming to carry those 
all out to highest perfection, it is benefitted, enlarged and strength
ened.

' 
Devachan is for rest and recuperation and not for action. 

Not alone do evil an.d medicore people go to Devachan, but 
preeminently those who have high and deep- though unfulfilled 
- aspirations. These are artists, musicians, dreamers, religious 
enthusiasts. And they, having impetuous thoughts, stay there 
longer than others. 

But those who have been through all those experiences here 
and in Devach an, and who have triumphed over illusion through 
self- conquest, do not need devachan because they have grown to 
their full strength and cannot ag-ainst their wish be thrust into it 
by natural force. So they do not become subject to it. But that 
is the Adept. And he can enter into the devachan ic state of 
another so as to hel p and benefit the other. We are not such as 

yet, but may perhaps some day, in the distant future, be able to 
do such great and altruistic work. 

QUESTION 53 ·  

In the No·l/ember number of the Path on page 233 Mr. Judge 
says tlzat Theosophy gives a "partial answer to the query, ' Why is 
there anything.'! ' " 1 wish the FoRUM would publish tltat "partial 
auswer, " as I have not yet found it in any of my studies. 
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E. T. Hargrove.- It should be noted that the question, V 
" Why is there anything ? "  differs from the more usual question 
' ' What is the object of manifestation ? "  The latter opens up a 
wider field of thought : that spirit may gain self-consciousness. 
through manifestation, that matter may become spiritualized, and 
that consciousness may both gain full control over matter and 
perfectly express · or reflect spirit. The question also differs from 
the stupefying conundrum, " Why does Parabrahm exist ? "  To· 
this H. P. B. is said to have once replied , " My dear, I do not 
know ; ask Parabrahm ! " 

Mr. J udge did not state that a reply was possible to such a 
question as that, but only to the one raised by him - " Why is 
there any thing,'! The inevitable small child swiftly replied , 
" 'Cos they could'nt help it. " But out of the mouth of babes. 
there sometimes comes wisdom. Elders might profit by it. Mr. 
Judge's statement that a " partial " answer can be made to this. 
question evidently means (a) that there is no answer which com
plete1y satisfies the intellect, but (b) as compared to the answers. 
made by orthodox religion or orthodox materialism, the position 
of Theosophy is reasonable and satisfying " Churchianity " vol· 
unteers the explanation that an Omnipotent God made the uni
verse out of nothing. But the evident criticism,  " Why did God 
make things so woefully imperfect if omnipotent ? ·• - rather· 
spoils the apparent simplicity of the teaching, ·quite apart from 
the absurdity of creation out of nothing. Materialism on the 
other hand is ever less reasonable, for its blind conflict between 
Force and Matter must logically be carried back to a point in time 
when these were simple and homogeneous. From that stand
point, mind did not exist until mil lions of years later, and was. 
then only a chance product of matter and force. What external 
condition could have given rise to diversity and heterogeneity in 
the original protoplasm ? 

Here science and religion once more stand at two opposite 
extremes, equally irrational .  Theosophy discredits creation out 
of nothing ; discredits matter as capable of generating conscious· 
ness or form , and by its teaching of the law of evolution and 
involution offers a reasonable reply to the question at issue. 
From unity to diversity al l things proceed ; from diversity to 
unity they return. But preceding that ( relatively ) original unity 
there had been other vast periods of evolution and involution as 
far back as the mind can reach and farther. For infinity has no 
limits, neither end nor beginning. Th.at being the case, and 
keeping in mind the law of Karma, it is clear that what exists 
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to- day is the result of spiritual , mental and material forces pre
viously set in motion and now reacting on the centre from which 
they originated. If asked what set those forces in motion, Theos
ophy replies that they were in their turn results of still earlier 
.activity, and so back and back till the most obstreperous enquirer 
must pause for breath. So it may be said that " things " exist 
to-day as a natural result of previous existence, the fundamental 
Unity- by whatever name one may chose to call it-forever 
·evolving and involving, manifesting and indrawing its manifest
.ation. That is a law of Its own being, and therefore changeless. 
·Consequently there can never have been an absolute beginning to 
.manifestation, to objective existence, or to " things. " They are, 
because they always have been . It is useless for practical pur
·poses to enter into the illusory nature of both manifestation and 
time, though much would be said on that point by a Vedantin. 

Q U ESTION 54· 

Will egos tltat lived on this earth, say in Mexico or Califorllia, 
in their last incantation, be rei·ncarnated in tlze same places and 
.bont as tlu present z'nhabitants .'t 

Joseph H. Fusse!l.- It might or migh t  not happen so. It 
would all depend upon the development of these egos and whether 
they were attracted back to the same places. If exactly the con
-ditions needed by any Ego are provided in the place where that 
-ego was born before, it might come back to the same place. Or 
if the ego bad certain attractions to a particular place, owing to 
work left undone, it m ight have to come back in order to com
plete that work. But in this latter case it  m ight be born else
where and come to ful fil his work at that place at a later period 
.of life. The proper conditions for the further evolution of an 
ego will not, however, necessarily be found in the place where it 
was before and it will incarnate just where those conditions are 
to be found. If the ego has had a long devachanic interlude be
tween incarnations it might happen that the conditions into which 
it is to be born next might be found in an entirely different part 
-of the earth and it  will then be drawn to that part of the earth. 
lt is generally conceded that the tide of civi lization travels west
ward and in all probability if the progress of the ego is normal 
it would follow in its incarnations along with this tide. But so 
many other things would have to be considered and about which 
we have no certain knowledge that I do not think anything defin
ite can be stated about the matter. · · 
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S U BJ ECTS FOR D ISCUSS ION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCHES. 

In articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without also giving 
the English meaning ; use English terms preferably. 

--

CONDITIONAL IMMO RTALITY. 

Doctrines o f  soulless beings. I mportant t o  know that one' s immortality"· 
is conditional. Meaning of the phrase • • loss of the soul ; "  bad term because 
not fully expressing what is intended. It is entire separation of the higher ' 
manas from the lower manas and consequent absence of all that is spiritual in 
the lower man. Lower manas is the only part of the lower man incarnated in 
the body and associated with earth that can achive immortality. And this i s  
only done by its uniting itself with i t s  other hai(, t h e  higher manas. Life i n  
Devachan only re�ts from this. But strictly by immortality is  meant the 
eternal life o'ttile seff, the hu man personal being. This will live throughout / 
th e ages if, fully absorbed into its higher nature. Meaning of the phrase in ' . 
Isis Unveiled, " We elbow soulless m en and women in every walk in life. " 
Such beings after death, not being united to their spiritual egos, l ive but a I short while in some of the various inner regions. The spiritual ego creates a / 
new lower manas or vehicle and commen ces again a new incarnation. This 
is  the new personality and is frequently attacked by the dying remnant of the 
past. This produces all those unaccounted for desires and impressions in 
everybody. It has been said that a single pure aspiration during one incar
nation will insure the immortality of the lower ego and spiritual possibilities 
in the future. / 

REFERENCES. 
Key to Tkosophy, section Q; Bulwer Lytton's Strang� Story, chapter 3•;  Isis Unveil�d, 

vol. i, pages 345 and 346; vol.  ii, 368 and 36Q. 

ue-

ANT ASKARANA. 

The link between the h igher and lower manas. Important for study as 
being the one approach to spiri tuality in the mind of  man.  Only acts when 
the consciousness is normal. D uring sleep it has no existence. A mode of ' 
consciousness, not a principle. Higher manas and lower manas separated 
during the period of i ncarnation , save in the case of an Initiate. Antaska
rana, the link between them, is a projection of the lower manas toward the 
higher. All persons proj ect this condition of soul into spiritual regions. The 
link increases in power if the energy which produced it  is steadily maintained. 
Liable to be temporarily cut off however if not energized perpetually. Antas
karana the " battlefield " of the personality, spoken of in the Voice of the 
Silence. Battlefield disappears when the term of struggle ends. Through 
antaskarana come all the higher impulsions during any life. Music, art, 
poetry, if truly spiritual, come from this source as much as philosophy. / 
Careful distinction to be made between sentimentality and true inspiration. 
Antaskarana may be so strengthened as eventually to awaken the full nature 
of the human being, and a link thus formed between higher and lower man as 
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cannot be readily broken. If once accomplished it is always possible for the 
lower manas to unite itself with its " father " again at any moment. 

REFERENCES. 

Voiu of tu Siltmce, Glossary to " The Seven Portals; " Tluosopltical Glossary, arti
cle. " Antahkarana. " 

-···-

ASTRAL ENTITIES. 

Space full of them. Nearly all persons more or less affected by them. 
though unseen. Study of them and their actions, the work of many great 
minds of the past. Elementals - the individualized nature's forces. Element
aries - the shells of the dead. Effort of the student to prevent psychic intlu
ences. Dangers resulting from attending spiritualistic seances. Real souls 
of the dead not in the astral light. Its denizens largely the effect of the action 
of thought on the part of human beings. Four kinds of " nature's spirits," 
called by the Rosicrucians those of eQ.rth, water, air and fire. This refers t� 
the intelligences behind all things, and the true science of the spirit of the 
different conditions of nature. Those four " elements " of the ancients were 
not really elements as the term is now understood, but states of matter 
physical, liquid, gaseous, and etheric or fiery. The laws governing these 
states are the expression of the intelligences bebind the astral entities. 
Ether, part of the astral light. Materializations, spirit rappings, independent 
voice, mediu mship, obsession, possession all explained in Theosophical liter
ature. Students should fully comprehend the explanations given so as to have 
intelligent knowledge of the subject. 

REFERENCES. 

Isis Unveiled, vol. i ,  page •84, 3 1 1 ; Tlte Astral Lig-ltt : Key to Tlteosoj>liy : Tlte Path. 
vol. iii, page a tq-•• t ;  Ocean of Tlteosopliy, chapter ' 7· 

-···-

THOUGHT. 

Action of the ego in a material vehicle. Different kinds of thought, 
spiritual , intellectual and animal. The last is little more than desire. Pres
ence of the lower manas in the human animal causes the passions of the latter 
to be mixed with the mind an d to become vices. Difficulty of preventing the 
mind so mixing with the ordinary animal nature. Should control it and not 
be controlied by it.. The mind discolored by whatever it focuses itself upon. 
This is the so·called thought of most persons. Difficulty of discovering a 
pure thought. Influences coming from the presence of other people, from 
our training and education, and from our desires to be avoided. The only 
correct thought is that which comes from the spiritual being, the higher ego. 
Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms necessary for study. Few Theosophists, any 
more than other people, consider the necessity for going into their natures and 
discovering the true causes of their various act ions, endeavors and aspirations. 
Thought the most fleeting and uncontrolled action of all. To bold it steady 
upon doe object, and that a spiritual one, the one in accord with the destiny of 
the man, should be the endeavor. 

REFERENCES. 
Mag-ic, White and Black, chapter q ;  Ocean of Theosophy, chapter 16 ; Guide to Tlteos· 

opliy, article " Imagination ; "  Voice of tlte Sile11ce, Fragment r ;  Modern Tlleosoplty, sec
tio? ' The Astral Light. " 
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SOME "CORRESPON DENTS ANSW ERED. 
S. S. Universal Brotherhood does not mean, as many seem to think, r 

working�for the physically poor. It is as much for the spiritually poor as · / 
any other. Brotherhood is for all and includes all types of men. The Society 
is working amougst all classes of men and has scarcely the time to especially 
take up!a mission for charity apart from its other labors. The League of 
'l'heosophical Workers has been formed for that purpose and as far as possible 
it does this work. The special mission of Theosophy is to rich and poor alike, 
and for the one no more than for the other. 

T. D. See answer to this question in the first number of the present 
series of the FoRU)(. You should be careful in asking questions to see that 
they have not been already replied to. 

J. B. Spiritualism and Theosophy differ in many ways. Theosophy is 
the religion of the spiritual nature, whereas Spiritualism, so-called, in the 
present day mainly consists in investigations and experiments in the astral 
light. Yes, the Theosophical movement is very much older than the modern 
Spiritualistic one. And as a matter of fact the latter was started by certain 
N irmanakayas in order to afford some proofs of the existence of a psychic 
realm, for the use of the messenger of the nineteen century, and as partic
ularly to do away with the materialism of this age. The theosophical move
ment is the outcome of philosophical investigation for ages and is as old 
as man. 

A. T.S.  (a) No, the Theosophical Society is before all things not opposed 
to Christianity. No more is it opposed to any religion that aims for the bet
terment of man. Christianity in the present time however is not what it was, 
and a great distinction bas to be made between the doctrines of the churches 
and the ancient teachings of Jesus. (b) There is no advantage in opposing 
believers in doctrines of the churches or in raising opposition at all. Seek to 
explain these teachings if you understand their esoteric basis ; if not, consider 
merely the ethical side and leave the rest alone. 

THEOSOPH ICAL NEWS AN D WOR K. 
KANSAs CITY T. S. has begun a n e w  era o f  acti ve work. 

SALT LAKE CITY T . S .  bas organized a Lotus Circle with eight members. 

AT DETROIT, Mich. , a reading centre has been formed, conducted by 1\fr. 
R. 0. R. Bergath. 

" H . P. B. "  T . S .  held a delightful reception Saturday, December 7th, for 
the benefit of its Lotus Ci rcle. 

A MEMBER of the T.S.  in Jersey City has been prayed for by his church 
for joining the Theosophical Society. 

AuRoRA T.S. , Oakland, Calif. , has recently adopted the series of topical 
studies outlined in the Theosophical FoRuM. 

BELLINGHAM BAY T. S. , one of the most recently formed societies, is doing 
excellent work and iudicates exceeding activity. 
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BROTHERHOoD suppers are to be held in the East Side of New York. 
This is following the same idea as the Beacon T. S. of Boston. 

SYRACUSE T.S.  A member of this branch recently paid a visit to New 
York and reported great harmony and progress in the Syracuse. Society. 

BEACON T. S. ,  Boston, is continuing the scheme of suppers to working
men, with theosophical meetings afterwards. Good results have come about 
from this. 

CINCINNATI T. S. is holding crowded meetings. A member of the Branch 
recently visited Headquarters and reports great enthusiasm and increase of 
membership. 

M.AcoN T. S. is having good results from the Atlanta Exposition by addi
tional possibilities of spreading Theosophy through the number of strangers 
that visit the branch. 

NARADA BRANCH is doing good work. In Tacoma interest is increasing 
daily and several independent reports have been received at Headquarters of 
the excellent results of the work. 

MEMPHIS T. S. is in the thick of the season's work. Interest has been 
aroused to a high pitch and with the new room and the result of Mr. Har
grove's visit much work will be accomplished. 

SANDUSKY T. S. has received fresh impetus from the visit of Mr. E. T. 
Hargrove. The president reports that the branch is growing steadily and 
working ahead with excellent prospects for the future. 

CoLUMBUs T. S. is already showing much growth as the result of Mr. Har
grove' s visit to it. A great many applications for membership have come in 
lately and there are prospects of much increase of interest. 

DENVER T. S. has recently taken two rooms at 1 450 Emerson avenue. 
The rooms are centrally located, and it is hoped that they will be filled 
throughout the whole of the coming season at each meeting. 

NEw ORLEANS T. S. is about to commence a period of activity and hard 
work for the winter. The president writes in anticipation of Mr. Hargrove's 
visit, and all are looking forward to the good results to come about therefrom. 

CLINTON T. S. was chartered on November 27th. As mentioned in last 
issue this Society is formed of members of the old Indra T. S. at Clinton and 
great anticipations are entertained from its active propaganda in Clinton. 
This is the 90th Branch on our roll. 

MRs. SARAH A. HARRIS  is accomplishing much good work among the 
Branches and members in British Columbia and the state of Washington. 
She has visited a number of places and established centres. She will end her 
lecturing tour and return to San Francisco some time in January. 

SHERIDAN, WYo. A letter to Headquarters gives the interesting news 
that the Hon. Henry A. Coffeen has a class for the study of Theosophy, held 
weekly in Sheriden. Mr. Coffeen is a member of the Theosophical Society. 
and there are possibilities of this centre eventually growing into a Branch. 

CHICKERING HALL, New York, public lectures continue successfully, the 
. attendance being larger each Sunday morning. The last lecture, December 

8th, on Esoteric Cleristiani"ty, was extensively reviewed by the city press. 
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These lectures are by Claude Falls Wright and are under the auspices of the
Aryan Theosophical Society. 

LEAGUE THEOSOPHICAL WORKERS No. I has had its funds increased by a. 
Violin Romance Recital by Miss Eleanor B. Hooper given in the hall of the 
Aryan Theosophical Society. The hall was well filled and the audience was. 
delighted. The program consisted in an original recital by Miss Hooper, 
interspersed with violin music. 

UPASIKA T. S. was chartered November 27th. It is situated in South 
Brooklyn and is to do work in that quarter. Some members of the Brooklyn 
T. S. , seeing the necessity for an additional Branch in Brooklyn,. organized the 
new Society. The Brooklyn T. S. has in consequence had to do without some
of its best workers. This is the 9 1 st Branch on the roll of the T. S. A. 

BuFFALO 'l'. S. held its first annual meeting for the election of officers and 
amending of by-laws in the Genesee parlors on the 1 7th of December. After 
the reading of reports and the regular business of the meeting refreshments 
were served and the occasion made one of celebration of the great success of 
the Br;tnch in the acquisition and dissemination of Theosophical knowledge. 

MALDEN T. S. held an aniversary meeting November u th and formally 
opened its new rooms in the Browne Building. The unveiling of an oil por
trait of H. P. B. was the prominent feature of the evening. This was made 
by Mr. Burdock. Speeches were made by Mrs. Harmon, George D. Ayers 
and M iss M. L. Guild. The meeting was an enthusiastic one and Malden has 
great hopes for its future. 

WHATCOM T. S. was chartered December 6th. This Branch is doing 
active work in New Whatcom, Wash. A short time ago the efforts of Mrs. 
Ella G. Willson and others succeeded in producing a Branch at Fairhaven, 
and now their united efforts have resulted in organizing one at New What
come. Already, by the addition of new members since the Branch was 
formed, there are great signs of activity in New Whatcom. This is the 92nd 
Branch on the roll. 

MILWAtTKEE T. S. is having a season of active work, and interest in The
osophy is being manifested throughout the city. Dr. Hill's publ ic lectures 
are very popular. A number of other members write wood papers. A 
training-class is about to be started for speakers, as also a Lotus Circle, and a 
number of other activities organized. The North-side study-clsss is steadily 
widening its circles, and groups are to be formed on the east and west sides. 
Much help was given to this Branch by R. D. A. Wade's visit. 

SANTA CRUZ T. S. has rented a hall on Pacific Avenue of 200 seating 
capacity and has fitted it up as a headquarters with lending library, etc. , 
and with a reading room open from 2 to 4 every afternoon. Besides the 
Branch-meeting on Wednesday and public . lecture on Sunday a class for the 
study of the Ocean of Tlteosoplty is held on Thursday afternoons. The hall 
was dedicated by lectures delivered by Dr. Allen Griffiths, Pacific Coast 
Lecturer, on the 24th and zsth of November, both of which were well 
attended. On the 26th he held a " quiz"  meeting and answered questions for 
an hour and a half. The four dailies in Santa Cruz gave a full description of 
the new hall and a column and a half reports of the lectures. Dr. Griffith's 
visit has been of great assistance and given Theosophy a new impetus in 
Santa Cruz. 
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CENTRAL STATES COMMITTEE'S REPORT. 

The work in the Central States Territory is active. Mr. Harding's last 
field of labor has been in Cincinnati, with additional lines of propaganda 

· which are being carried forward with an energy and enthusiasm that means 
progress. His special efforts in Columbus met with unusually good results ; 
from the large audiences that he attracted came new members and good work
ers. They are planning propaganda work which is to extend out in all direc
tions from their city. 

We have a most cheering letter from the Lincoln (Neb.) Branch regarding 
its members and their general advancement. 

Hartington Branch is working on perseveringly ; the members feel the 
need of occasional help which the readers of the FoRUM will be able to send 
them. 

Rapid City, South Dakota, is moving steadily forward. The Secretary 
of the Sioux City ( Iowa ) Branch, writes that they are over busy ; this means 
an activity in sowing the seed that cannot fail of bringing glorious fruits at 
the harvest-time. 

Milwaukee continues to push the work it has recently inaugurated. The 
work in Illinois is at present centered in Chicago. Loyalty standing, geo
grapically, as a central point in this middle territory for sectional work, being 
also the local headquarters to which the C. S. C. reports come, feels the pulse 
-of this aggregation of workers more di stinctly than many another Branch ; 
this has resulted in Loyalty' s attempting several lines that do not appear 
to have attracted the attention of the Branches within this particular field. 
Its present Branch study, as outlined in a new syllabus, just out, indicates an 
effort to call forth the thought of its members and friends to Theosophy as 
successfully applied to the leading problem of the day, the central i dea being 
to bring into prominent attention the fact that Theosophy is practically ap
applicable as a present aid and ultimate remedy for all the inharmonies of 
<I ail y life. 
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QU ESTI ONS AN D ANSWERS.  
QUESTION 5 5 ·  

How far should branches go in permitting the discussiotts a t  
their meetings to be led i1tto questions concerning topics not directly 
beari1tg on the theosophical philosophy or in permitting members or 
outsiders to detail their views on soda/ism, spiritualism, single 
tax, or the like, unless they lzave a direct bearing on Universal 
Brotherlzood.P 

· 

William Q. Judge. - While branches have the right to have 
any sort of discussion they please, it has been found that those 
which import into the meetings subjects not such as we call theo
sophical, have a quarrelsome or precarious existence. Special 
topics, such as Socialism or Single Tax, always lead to friction 
and away from Theosophy, because they create partisan strife . 

And again, members should not attempt to make special applica
tions of Theosophy to such topics unless they kno� both so well 
as to be able to instruct their bearers. And do members in 
general know Theosophy, even, so well as to be qualified to apply 
it to anything but daily life and conduct ? I do not think so. I f  

a Socialist or  Single Taxer, dr rabid Spiritualist is asked to  speak 
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on any one of those subjects, he will be found to be a partizan or 
extremist, and most likely, if well up in his particular topic, he 
will not be versed in Theosophy. 

Theosophy is so new, and its adherents so few,. and all reform
atory questions ( as specialties ) are so changeable and evanescent ,  
i t  is  far wiser for a branch to go on studying Theosophy and pro
pagating it together with the idea of Universal Brotherhood than 
to offer particular explanations on empirical topics. Were Theos
ophy understood and practised everything needing reform would 
be at once reformed. 

I think the time to settle this question is later, because as yet 
the mass of members in general are not versed in Theosophy. 
They are unwilling to go to school though they need schooling in 
Theosophy. When they can thoroughly and at the word explain 
the doctrines we promulgate they will then be competent to touch 
other matters. 

Dr. J. D. Buck. - " How far should they go " ?  Not a step ! 
All discussions should be held strictly to the topic in hand and on 
T. S. lines. The T. S. is a society with a special object, on definite 
lines well defined. It is not a debating club, or socialistic or 
literary organization and should hold to Theosophy and nothing
else. The ignorant may call this dogmatism ; it is simply good 
common-sense. Many want to tell what they " think " of Theos
ophy before they have thought anything about it at all, or to air 
their peculiar views on socialism, etc. Well ,  let them ; but not in 
T. S. meetings. It would be as appropriate for a class in mathe
matics to discuss Etidorltpa as for a T. S. meeting to discuss 
socialism as such or anything else outside of Theosophy. 

E. T. Hargrove.- This is a question for each branch to decide 
for itself. If the majority of the members do not wish to discuss 
socialism and the like, they are at perfect liberty to pass a resolu
tion instructing their chairman to rule all such discussions out of 
order. I know one case where this was done with good results. 
Two or three spiritualists had for many months persisted in turn
ing every meeting into a suppressed riot, as no matter what 

. might be the subject in hand they would inevitably drag in some 
unimportant phenomenon connected with " spookology. " This 
at last became unbearable, and the above method was adopted to 
put a stop to it. The minority resigned, but the branch at once 
gained in strength and activity. 

The cry of bigotry would always be raised were such proceed-
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ings taken, but i t  should be remembered that there is a wide 
distinction between the Theosophical Society and one of its 
branches. Members of a branch have a perfect right to select 
their own subjects for discussion, and if a minority wish to discuss 
Euclid, even " from the standpoint of universal Brotherhood, "  
they would do well to form another branch with that _ specific 
purpose in view, instead of inflicting their idiosyncrasy on an un
willing majority. Exactly the same th ing would apply if those 
who wished to study the theosophical philosophy were in a minor
ity. It  would be foolish to try and force such study on the 
majority. A friendly withdrawal would accomplish the desired 
e nd with less friction. 

Jas. M. Pryse. - No subject that comes within the scope of 
the declared objects of the T. S. can very well be excluded from 
discussion in its branches. The topics discussed should be left to 
the judgment of the branch officers, or those who arrange the 
syllabus ; for it is purely a matter of judgment, and not of 
arbitrary definitions of Theosophy or Universal Brotherhood. 
Nor should the range of subjects be restricted to too narrow 
limits. The cause of Universal Brotherhood would not be 
furthered by Theosophists shrivelling the Society into a sect and 
losing sympathy with the better tendencies, opinions and projects 
of the people generally. Often a_ subject slightly out of the 
usual line of branch studies is valuable as a relaxation : too great 
mental or emotional strain in any one direction is liable to result 
in  bigotry and fanaticism ; and bigoted and fanatical Theosophists 
would be a menace to the .movement. 

But at any particular branch meeting the discussion should be 
confined strictly to the subject under consideration ; and the 
chainnan should courteously but firmly call to order any person 
who seeks to inflict his opinions or hobbies upon an audience not 
desirous of considering them. 

Claude Falls Wrtgltt. -The answer to this is in my opm10n 
summed up in a correct and efficient recognition of the real pu.r
pose and intent of the Theosophical movement, just as the 
question itself must have arisen out of a lack of fu11 comprehen
sion of these things. The Theosophical Society, as everybody 
knows, does not teach any philosophy and knows no dogma, and_ 
its fundamental object is Brotherhood. For this reason and with 
such a program before the world any branch migh t read ily 
become the rendezvous of all kinds of socialistic hobbyriders, who 
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would declare individually that they alone could point out the road 
to brotherhood and the amelioration of mankind, and that as the 
Society declared itself to be without doctrine they had a right to 
c o  this ; further that it was untheosopltt'cal and dogmatic not to 
allow them the platform as often and for as long as they desired 
to hold it. The same condition might also maintain in cases of 
certain classes of Sptritualists, Christian Scientists, and the 
founders of new sects generally ; the studies of the branch of 
matters connected with the occult and spiritual side of nature and 
man -the Society's third object-affording them their particular 
loophole. While one may perhaps recognize in some of these 
persons a worthy and laudable desire to save and enlighten the 
members of the branch, that assuredly should not stand in the 
way of a summary dealing with them and a correct explanation 
of the position of the Society. It should be pointed out, for 
instance, that the branch, not being sectarian, itself objected to 
sectarian views ; that the members of the Theosophical Society, 
as its name would indicate, were students of the Wisdom Religion, 
in all its phases, and therefore could not accept as conclusive any 
one view of life : that { in the case of spiritualists)  the relating 
of personal experiences without point was wasting the society's 
time, and that so far as their philosophy was concerned the 
experience of ages in theosophical study had indicated its errors ; 
and that ( in the case of socialists and communists ) the Wisdom 
Religion took a larger view of Brotherhood than the mere com
forts of the physical man or the mathematical distribution of 
selfishness and possessions. 

The purpose of the theosophical movement is to awaken in 
man a knowledge of his inner nature and its lawful relation to the 
external world and the rest of mankipd, and where a number of 
persons form a Branch it is for the object of th at study. If at its 
meeting a disintegrating and egotistical outsider cannot be induced 
to take an interest in anything outside his own ideas, the Chair
man can put to the vote a question as to what the Branch wishes 
to discuss on that evening and thus close the matter. Universal 
Brotherhood does not consist in giving a Branch up to disruption 
because of a foolish fear of hurting the feelings of some tactless 
.crank ; any more than does the "heart doctrine, "  as some seem to 
think, consists in agreeing with, or hugging, everyone who comes 
their way, or any other sentimentality. 

QUESTION 56. 

It has been said that all sounds are sttll t·n existence, and tlzat if 
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we could rz"se ltz"glt enough we would be able to hear every sou'nd that 
ltas ever been produced. If thz"s be true, would not tlu z"ntermz"nglt"ng 
of so many sounds only produce a roar as of thunder .'1 

Dr. J. D. Buck.-! think not : for the reason that the capacity 
to hear would be limited in each individual to certain vibrations, 
and some would hear some certain sounds and others would hear 
different ones. Furthermore, vibrations that produce sounds 
might also produce forms, as there must be points or foci in the 
ether where sound leaves off, and other effects begin. What 
we call " sound " is the effect of vibrations on the ear, and where 
there was no ear to hear silence would reign. ' ' Sound " includes 
two concordant vibrations, one in the ether or Akasha, and another 
in the ear. 

-

Wz"llz"am Q. Judge.-This is not- a profitable query theosophical . 
The FoRuM is not for scientific replies, but for theosophical dis
cussion. This question relates solely to natural physical laws. 
Science deals with it and says the resultant sound would be a har
monious tone. Questioner should read books on vibrations of air ; 
music ; sound-waves ; and consult practical scientific men on this 
question. Suppose the FoRUM replied " No, " or " Yes, " to the 
question, what would be the effect on theosophical doctrines ? 
Nothing at all, and no advance made either way. 

QUESTION 57·  
When great teachers lt"ke St. Paul, St. John, Socrates and others 

z"ncarnate do tltey commence wz"th the degree of development wt"tlt 
wlu"ch tluy closed the precedz"ng z"ncarnation .'1 If so, wlty are tlure 
so few great souls in the world teachz"ng and living tlu proper ltfe .? 

William Q. Judge.- Let us take the last part of your ques
tion first, and ask you how do you know there are " so few great 
souls in the world " ?  I t  would not be right to judge all other 
men by yourself nor by. a l imited number of persons you may 
have known, hence it is likely you do not so judge, but have 
merely assumed that there are very few souls in the world like 
unto those you mention. Such an assumption does not seem to 
be a correct one. There very probably are among us now many 
great souls of the past. Nothing in philosophy or the doctrine 
of reincarnation is against such a view. We being actors on the 
present stage are not able to judge whether some others of whom 
we know are great men or not, who may be regarded by posterity 
as great personages like to St. Paul and your other examples. I t  
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is more than likely St. Paul was not highly regarded in his time ; 
now, in the distance, he shines out. Certainly we know that 
Socrates had such poor regard from his contemporaries as to be 
poisoned because he was thought not to be a good man : now we, 
so far off, look at him differently. In the same way will it be 
respecting our own present times after the lapse of centuries. 

As to where any Ego will begin in any life is determined by 
karma and the needs of development. The whole front ,  or mass, 
of our nature is so enormous that one life or one sort of develop
ment is only a small part of it : there is  no possibility of at once 
exhibiting it all .  So the former life of St. Paul may be now cer
tainly hidden for future use while he is undergoing another neces
sary development which had formerly been neglected. If we 
l ook at his life we find he was a persecutor once. That was not 
at all atoned for by his subsequent conduct -unless of course 
you admit vicarious salvation - which I do not. He must atone 
for all that hurt done to others, and his reincarnation in some 
obscure place and body for several lives would quite accord with 
the needs of the case . So you can reason out the whole matter, 
recollecting that karma goes by cause and effect, and that the whole 
vast nature of man must be considered, and that you and I do not 
know the whole nature of those people you refer to. Hence we 
must conclude that the present age and the karma of past sages 
do not coincide in such a way as to produce many living before 
us. And if we ask what is the use, we must conclude that in such 
a selfish, superficial time as this they would be useless and out 
of place. 

QUESTION 58. 

Have all livi1zg animals, insects, etc. , an Ego and will each of 
tltrse Egos n'entually incarnate in tlze body of an infant ? 

Joseplt H. Fussell. -The answer to this question would depend 
upon the meaning given to the term " Ego. " If by this term we 
mean the self-conscious " I "  which depends upon the awakening 
of Manas, then I should say that the Ego does not exist save in 
man and those beings who have passed through the human stage 
of development. At the same time, however, I think we must 
grant that every living creature is, or has as its root of being, a 
unit of life or soul and that this unit of life progresses from stage 
to stage and through all the varying forms of the different king
doms until it reaches the human stage of development and is then 
known as an Ego. I thing it would be wrong, however, to speak 
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of an insect or an animal, or even a man, meaning ther�by his 
external nature simply, as a soul or an Ego. That which we 

know as an insect or an animal or external man is simply expres
sion on this plane of the soul which is behind. From this point 
of view it would be wrong to say that a vegetable becomes an 
animal or that an animal becomes a man. But on the other hand 
we should speak of this progression simply with reference to the 
unit life or soul which is behind these phenomena known to us as 
vegetable, insect or animal. 

We may go even further than this and say that the unit of life 
which at last functwns in human form is even back of the mineral 
manifestation. In other words, that the soul has to pass through 
all the stages of evolution and all the forms which characterize 
these stages and to pass through every phase of experience. The 

Kabalistic aphorism that a stone becomes a plant, a plant an ani
mal, an animal a man, a man a god, does not refer to the external 
!'tone, plant, animal or man, but to the interior essence which lies 
back of these. I think a complete answer to this question is con
tained in the third fundamental proposition of the Secret Doc
trine ( vol. i, page 1 7 ;  new edition, page 4 5 ) ,  and I would suggest 
that it be studied in connection with it. 

Dr. /. D. Buck. - Every organism is a center of consciousness, 
and evolution eventually af�er millions of millenniums would bring 
each to the ht1man plane-and beyond . 

QUESTION 59· 

It is said tlzat at tlu time of deatlz everyone rn.Jiews all tlu 
actions of IIi's past life a1ld e-z,etz knou•s tire object for wlzich lze took 
upon lzim tlze now fading personaliy. Is this knowledge or vzsion 
possible at any other time during life ?' 

William Q. Judge. - It is said to be possible for one who 

knows all the secret laws of nature and of his own being. Cer
tainly it would appear that no other sort of person could possibly 
do it. And such individuals must be almost as rare as the horns 
upon a hare. 

QUESTION 6o. 
If tlze evil done in a past life has been dotze in spite of and iu 

opposition to the efforts of the higher portion of the ltumatz soul, 
how can that soul or Ego be held responsible for suclz evil? Or is it 
tlee Ego tlzat sins througlt tlze personalt'ty .'1 
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Dr,. J. D. Buck. - The philosophy of the crucifixion and final 
redemption of man explains this. Evil and sin and suffering 
are but names for ignorance, and all these lead to greater good 
and complete compensation. Without sorrow there could be no 
joy, and few persons seem able to conceive a state of being in 
which both joy and sorrow would be alike impossible. God and 
Devil ; heaven and hell ; joy and sorrow, disappear together, and 
yet being and consciousness remain as the " One, without a 

second. " This is Nirvana, after the ' ' sin of separateness " has been 
atoned for. The Ego becomes a centre in which the divine 
functions and through which it acts without obstruction when the 
at-one-ment is complete. In philosophy the terms " evil , " " sin " 
and the like must be used with care and very definite meanings, 
as must also all terms, if confusion is to be avoided. We are apt 
to forget that many of these terms are purely metaphysical, and 
not rocks or potatoes. In many cases it would be better to say 
egoity- a quality- rather than Ego - a  " thing. " 

Q UESTION 61 .  

What is the opinio1t of the leaders of the T. S.  i11 regard to 
vegetarianism .� 

W. Q. Judge.- Physicians and those who have tried vegeta
rianism are those who should speak on this. The opinions of 
" leaders, " as such, are of no consequence. I tried it for nine 
years, and found it injurious. This is because the western man 
has no heredity of vegetarianism behind him, and also because 
his dishes as a vegetarian are poor. They should be confined to 
rice, barley, wheat, oats, some nuts and a little fruit ; but west
erners don't like such a meager variety. The stomach does not 
digest vegetables, it is for meat ; the teeth are for tearing and 
grinding meat. Most of those vegetarians I know eat a whole 
lot of things inj urious to them and are not benefited. Had we / an ancestry going back thousands of years, vegetarians always, 
the case might be different. I know that most of the experienced 
physicians we have in the Society- and I know a great many
agree with my view, and some of them insist that vegetarianism 
is wrong under any conditions. With the latter view I do not 
agree. There ought to come a time in our evolution when new 
methods of food production will be known, and when the necessity 

' for killing any highly organized creature will have disappeared. 
The other branch of the subject is that regarding spiritual 

development and vegetarianism. It has been so often dealt with 
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it is sufficient to say that such development has nothing to do 
with either meat-eating or the diet of vegetables. He who gives 
up meat-eating but does not alter his nature and thoughts, think· 
ing to gain in spirituality, may flatter himself and perhaps make 
a fetish of his denial, but will certainly thereby make no spiritual/ 
progress. 

Q U ESTION 62. 

"Lower manas " a11d " kama ma11as " are terms i11 frequent use 
in T,keosophical literature a11d conversation, and from the fashion 
in whick they are used they seem to mean many things to manJ' 
minds, while not infrequently they are used as though their meanings 
were synonymous. Wtll the FoR U M  kindly give a clear-cut dejinitio1Z 
and so clear up this haze .'� 

Dr. J. D. Buck. -If confusion exists it is not in the terms but 
in certain minds. The term ' ' lower manas " is used to distinguish · 

from " higher manas, " and these do not refer to any definite 
" thing, " but to the direction in which the consciousness of the 
Ego functions. Again, " kama manas " is always " lower manas, " 
or consciousness of Ego functioning through " desire, " sense, ap
petite, etc. The words refer to the same thing under different rela
tions, that is all .  If we had ' 'clear-cut definitions" on many of these 
things it would lead to dogmatism or materialism, or both. Think 
of the conscious Ego as the real thing ; and all conditions, changes, 
arid relations as shifting of planes or states of consciousness. 
There are no hard and fast lines, or, as · H. P. B. said, " no air
tight compartments. " Instead of using one term with many 
meanings, Sanskrit metaphysicians use different terms with five 
shades of different meaning. When this is once understood no 
confusion can result except from our own ignorance of terms and 
real meanings. 

WilHam Q. Judge.-It is not the FoRu M's  place, nor is it possi
ble, to give these definite replies and informations. Lower manas 
is English and Sanskrit, kama manas is all Sanskrit, and lower 
may mean kama to many. Each one is entitled to what he likes. 
Only after lapse of much time can the " haze " be cleared. 

QUESTION 63 . 

Sometimes a hypnotist makes /tis subJect blind to some of the 
obJects before lzim wlzt"le he ts able to see otlzers. How is this phe
nomenon explained? 
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William Q . .fudge.-Doubts have been raised as to whether 
this was ever done. But taking it for granted, man is a thinker 
only and sees nothing but ideas. Hence if the idea of any object 
is inhibited, as in mesmerism, he will not see the idea of the sub
ject and hence is said " not to see it. " His bodily senses and him
self being disjointed, the operator imposes his own mind and 
inhibits ideas. 

Claude Falls Wrtglzt. -I can vouch for the statement that this 
has been done, as I once saw the experiment successfully made by 
a hypnotizer in London, in H. P. Blavatsky's rooms at 1 7  Lans
downe Road, and in the presence of H. P. B. , H .  S.  Olcott and 
several others. A professional hypnotizer from a college desired 
to show some experiments to celebrated persons, and especially to 
H. P. Blavatsky, and was invited to do so. Amongst other 
performances he made his subject become blind, first to a card, 
then to a person present. This phenomenon occurred after the 
subject was apparently awake. He was first thrown into a trance, 
then made to promise in that state to become blind to the card and 
person, and then was demagnetized. On waking he could see 
everything in the room but these, being apparently wide awake 
otherwise. He seemed somewhat astonished when the person to 
whose presence he was blind pushed him, but had apparently no 

knowledge of the cause. Strange as it may seem the professional 
gentleman had no interest whatever in an explanation of this or 
any of the phenomena ; but afterwards H. P. Blavatsky gave sub
stantially the same explanation as that of Mr. J udge, printed 
above, adding also that in this particular case the subject was not 
real ly awake but only partially so. 
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S U BJECTS FOR D ISCUSS ION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCH ES. 

In articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms w ithout also giving 
the English meaning ; use English terms preferably. 

STUDY OF T H E  " SE C R E T  DOC T R I N E . "  

Contains general information directing thought of  the world to  spiritual 
nature, sufficient for centuries. Volumes should be first studied so as to dis· 
cover general laws, and afterwards for details. Principal laws : all nature 
alive ; evolution ; no death in the universe ; cycles ; astral, psychic and spirit
ual spheres ; progression of planets, continents, races and men. Each volume 
divided into three parts :  (a) the philosophy, (b) proofs by religion, (c) proofs 
by science. In studying to grasp the teachings and science effort should be 
made to get at the spirit rather than to learn off the statements and Sanskrit 
names. Secret Doctrine not the last word. Statement of H . P. B. that she 
only started the thought of the world in this direction. The work intended 
to awaken the intuitions more than the analytical mind. Apparent contradic
tions in it stand out as such only to those who read with preconceived notions. 
Students should try to get to the centre or standpoint from which the work 
was written. .S'ecret Doctrine can only be fully understood by those who can 
reach to the same development as the writer of it. Effort to be made to reach 
to that plane. 

-···-

M E MORY. 

Phase of the mind important to understand as an aspect of  the imagina
tion. Its relation to psycbism. A cause of rebirth. Fatal to concentration 
or living in the present. Difference however between observing the past and 
living in the past. Its relation to future selfish hopes. The cause of desires. 
Teaching of all sages summed up in " look not behind or thou art lost." Dis
tinction between reminiscence, recollection and memory. Why do most people 
not remember past lives? Memory of events to be distinguished from mem
ory of experience. Memory one great cause of the sorrows of the world. 
Uselessness of remorse. Students should practise to prevent the mind turn
ing over and over again the past. Difficulty of this. Past, present and future 
unknown to the seer ; all absorbed in the Eternal. Memory may. be defined 
as a getting into the old astral currents. Dangers of this. Day-dreaming 
and vacancy of mind an effect. To the extent one lives over his past men
tally does be tend to act it over again externally : hence, memory the great 
cause of habits. Memory not only confined to the mind, but also exists in 
the bodily organs and atoms. Hence great difficulty of purifying the body. 
Seven years often necessary. Relation of memory to knowledge. 

REFERENCES. 
Key to Theosophy, section xvi.  

-···-

M E DIUMSH I P. 

Definition of the term. A spiritualistic one, meaning the characteristic of 
one who gives himself up to psychic influences and becomes the medium for 
their play. Medium is controlled by astral forces. Many with psychic power 
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not however mediums. Mediumship more common than suspected. Does 
not always consist in seeing clairvoyantly or being psychically controlled, but 
often manifests in other ways. Drunkards, and those unable to control their 
passions, probably mediumistic. Persons uncontrolled generally, come under 
the title. Mediumship overcome by creating positivity of character, and par
ticularly by preventing the mind from wandering and from general passivity 
of disposition. Spiritualistic mediums and those " sitting" for control, become 
disorganized nervously and physically in a very short time. Astral body is 
separated from the physical body and given up to the mercy of the shells of 
the dead. Practice demoralizing in every aspect. External forces rush in 
and the brain often becomes affected. Hence lying, and falsifying generally. 
often goes hand in hand with the more complete phases. Part of the work of 
the Theosophical movement to cure the world of mediumship in all phases. 
United States a " hot-bed of psychism,"  and philosophy alone can cure the 
conditions. Warning against being misled by mediumistic communications 
instead of by interior intuition. 

REFERENCES. 

Oua" of Tkeosojlty : pages • 5o- • 54· Key to Tkeosoplty : section ix. Astral 
lntoxic<lfitm. 

-···-

T H E OSO P H I C A L  PROPAGAN DA. 

How far should branches carry this? Object should be to bring the phil
osophy to the world. Recognition to be made that the Society has three 
objects, not merely Universal Brotherhood. Branches should organize the 
active members into a regular army for work, each member taking that which 
he is best fitted for. Propaganda then to be carried on in all fields. Propa

ganda through lecturing ; personal visits ; writing articles for newspapers ; 
reporting lectures ; distributing literature. Propaganda through public dis
cussions and addresses to be carried on without antagonism,-this not mean
ing, however, that there should be no differences of opinion. Each member in 
the midst of great possibilities every hour of the day ; thousands searching for 
light. Tact and judgment necessary factors in successful propaganda. Steady 
work more successful than excitable rush. Theosophical Society formed to 
awaken the memory of the soul in all men. Many ready to receive wisdom 
in the present cycle ; many unprepared. Whole world cannot be immediately 
changed, but acquaintances everywhere waiting for aid. Propaganda through 
home life ; by strict attention to duties, serenity of disposition and a desire 
to help others. Many gradually won over by patience and waiting, and by 
example. 

-···-

TH EOSOPH ICAL NEWS AN D WOR K. 
BEACON T. S. continues successfully its Brotherhood Suppers. 

TRIANGLE BRANCH, Alameda, Calif. , reports that James Oettl has insti
tuted a series of Sunday lectures in addition to the regular Branch work. 

BosTON
· 
gives news that Messrs. Crosbie and Ayers are about to start, 

in different parts of the city, Sunday morning lectures for the people on The
osophy. 
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BRISTOL T.S .  holds weekly meetings and bas taken up the study of the 
Ocean of Theosophy, appointing someone each week to formulate a set of 
questions thereon. 

PACIFIC T. S. , of Watsonville, Calif. , has disbanded on account of mem
bers moving away. This does not mean the interest has abated, and the pre
vious Secretary writes encouragingly of future possibilities. 

RoBERT CROSBIE lectured to a large audience on Theosophy in the Oxford 
Chapel, Lynil,YaSs. Several of the papers bad column reports. Later Mr. 
N. A. Bean spoke in the same hall on Objections to Reincarnation. A large 
audience greeted him and great interest was shown. 

AuRORA BRANCH, Oakland, Calif. , has given the following Sunday lectures 
during December: 8th, Karma and Reincarnation, by T. H. Stator ; r sth, The 
Mystery of Sex, by Dr. Allen Griffiths ; 22d, Life after Deatlt, by Mercie 
M. Thirds ; 29th,  Wltat Tlteosoplty Is, by Dr. Frank M. Close. 

SAN FRANCI SCO BRANCHES have given the following lectures in Red Men' s 
Hall : December 8th ,  Tlze Law of Life, by E. P. Jones ; r sth, Wlty do We 

not Remember our past Lives .'1 by Evan Williams ; 22d, The lviystery of 
Sex, by Dr. Allen Griffiths ; 29th, The Devil : his Re.formatz'on, ·by A. J.  
Johnson. 

BRIDGEPORT, Conn. , has recently received visits from members from New 
York and Boston. Miss Daniell spoke to a large audience in the rooms of the 
Bridgeport Society and Mr. Claude Falls Wright lectured on the 31st of De
cember in the Hall of Science before the Scientific Society on Hypnotism to 
about 400 people. Every seat in the ball was taken. 

CHICKERING H ALL ( New York ) lectures continue successfully. The ad
dresses for the past month have been : The Devil, Mahatmas, Yoga Prac
tices and Cycles. Claude Falls Wright organized a class ( limited to 200 per
sons) in the Secret Doctrine, at 1 44 Madison Avenue. The hall was crowded, 
there being no standing room. The class meets for four Sunday evenings in 
January. 

NEw YEAR' s EvE was the occasion of gatherings in Brooklyn and New 
York ()rmembers of the Society to welcome the incoming of the second last 
year of the cycle with good wishes and aspirations for the future. At the 
Headquarters the meeting was conducted by Mr. Joseph H. Fussell, and after 
shaking bands all round the members signed their name in the Headquarters' 
roll-book. 

MINNEA POLIS T. S. The rooms of the branch here are crowded and the 
Society is looking for larger quarters. At President Slafter"s address on 
Capital Punishment : why noU on Sunday, December Bth, there was stand
ing room only. This is good news for Minneapolis and shows how the work 
is being carried on in this quarter. Se\-eral applications for membership have 
been received lately. 

NARADA T. S. , of Tacoma, Wash. , had a Lotus Circle Christmas entertain
ment on December 22d. It being held on Sunday and on the shortest day in  
the year i t  partook of  the nature of  the " Jule-tide, " a custom of  the ancient 
Norseman, and celebrated as of old with the use of decorated trees and lighted 
candles. A member gave a short explanation of the ancient custom to the 
-children, followed by Lotus Circle exercises, recitations, songs and music by 
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the children, after which the candies and fruits were distributed to every child 
present. An interested audience of about seventy were present, of which 
fully forty were children. 

CoRRECTION IS NI!.CI!.SSARY of a slight mistake that crept into a late FoR(jM,  
regarding Toledo. It was said that there is another T. S. there working under 
a charter from a so-called American Section. As there is no such section 
legally, it having been legally merged into the Theosophical Society in 
America, there can be no legal branch having any competent charter under 
such a section at Toledo or any where else. Such bodies are simply " bolters." 

BROOKLYN T. S. Thursday evening meetings in December were very well 
attended, the discussions being of unusual interest. The Sunday lectures 
were as follows : Tlu Path, Wm. Main ; Tluosophi'c Tlteories, H. T. Patter
son ; Riddles of Life, J. H. Fussell ; Buddlti'sm, Vespera Freeman ; Masters, 
Effie M. Daniell. A class for easy lessons in the Secret Doctrine meets every 
Sunday afternoon. The first volume of the same work is studied on Wednes
day evenings. 

DETROIT. Application has been received from Detroit for a charter for a 
Branch at that city to be called the " Deva T. S." The organizing of this 
Branch is largely the result of continued effort on the part of Mr. R. 0. R. 
Bergath, who has been assisted by the work of members in Toledo, Ohio, and 
by Mrs. Lillie H. Fisk and Miss Li:�;zie Chapin. Interest has been aroused 
throughout the community and there are indications that Detroit is to become 
a strong theosophical centre. Burcham Harding is to go there shortly. 

MANASA B RANCH (Toledo ) has just issued a new syllabus for three months, 
beginning January 7th, 1 8q6. Good press reports of meetings are given every 
week, and now one of the Sunday papers has commenced publishing a series 
of Theosophical articles. A member of the branch has been preparing the 
way for Mr. Harding by giving parlor lectures in some of the towns in this 
vicinity. Large and attentive audiences, as well as the urgent requests 
received for more lectures, testify to the interest that bas been awakened 
in Theosophy. 

CLINTON ( Iowa) Branch has a membership of seven, and with one excep
tion is composed of the former members of Indra T. S. It has a library of 
forty books and a goodly quantity of unbound periodicals. Meets Sunday 
evenings with an average attendance of five members and occasionally some 
visitors. The order of exercise i s :  first, reading of minutes. etc. ; second, 
a short devetional reading from Bltagavad Gila ; third, a reading or paper 
on some theosophical subject by a member ( the branch is at present reading 
Reincarnation, by Anderson ) ;  fourth, a " Qui:�;, " from Theosoplii'cal Glossary. 
The secretary is Chas. E. Freeman, and the president Henry Edmunds. 

Los ANGELES BRANCH of the T.S.A. has been the centre of a great deal of 
healthy activity this fall and winter. The headquarters at 43 1 J4 South Spring 
street are kept open every afternoon, and many books- loaned and questions 
answered. On Tuesday evening a beginners' class, averaging about sixteen or 
eighteen enquirers, is held. On Wednesday the regular branch meeting is hefd. 
Its attendance varies from twenty-fiv.e to fifty. The Friday evening H. P. B. 
training-class has an average of eighteen to twen ty members. All meetings 
are always open to the public. On Sunday there are two regular lectures in 
Odd Fellows Hall. At I I  a. m. Mr. H. A. Gibson is the regular speaker. 
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At 7 :45 p. m. some members of the branch or visiting speaker gives an address, 
when the hall, which has a seating capacity of zoo, is always full and fre
quently crowded. 

LoTus CIRCLES in New York held their annual festival in the Aryan Hall 
on December 29th. Very many children were present. The hall was crowded. 
The program, which was full of interest, consisted in three charming songs 
from Miss Katherine Kimball, violin solos by W. A. Raboch, an exhibition of 
ventriloquism by Prof. Verne, and some Irish fairy tales by C. F. Wright. 
The entertainment was opened by an address from Dr. E. B. Guild. The 
entire proceedings were organized by Mrs. E. C. Mayer, who is certainly to be 
congratulated upon their entire success. 

U PASI KA T.S. , South Brooklyn. held its first meeting in its room, 225  Lin
coln Place, Wednesday evening, November 27th. The subject under dis
cussion until January 1st was, Of what use to Christians is a Knowl�dg� of 
Tlt�osoplty as Pr�sent�d to tit� World of to-day ! The one paper each evening_ 

is limited to fifteen minutes. The meetings adjourn at 9 : 1 5 . The officers 
of the branch are : Col. H. N. Hooper, president ; Dr. H. A. Bunker, vice
president ;  Miss Hooper, secretary ; Dr. T. P. Hyatt, treasurer ; Mr. V. Carroll, 
librarian ; Mrs. L. T. V. Carroll, assistant librarian. 

PROMETHEUS T. S. A. , being now six months old, I send a review of its pro
gress to date. We started with a membership of thirty, and have since 
demitted four and gained one new member. We have rented a building two 
blocks from the business centre and refitted it as an audience room with a 
seating capacity of one hundred and thirty. This was dedicated to Theos
ophy on June 4th last by a lecture by Brother Copeland, of Salem. We imme
diately began a series of Sunday evening lectures, which have since been 
maintained uninterruptedly. We also organized a class for the study of the 
Secret Doctrine. Our branch meetings on Tuesday evenings are also well 
attended, the audience averaging about twenty-two persons, and about the 
same number attend our training class. We are doing better and more effect
ive work than we have done for the last two years or more, and the outlook 
is bright.-(Communkat�d. ) 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. The class which was formed during the visit here 
of Claude Falls Wright, one year ago, still holds weekly meetings, which are 
attended by about twenty members. Regular study by the members not 
being practicable owing to the peculiar conditions of a university town, a piau 
which differs somewhat from those ordinarily in use has been adopted. The 
F. T. S. at whose house tbe meetings are held sends out cards, with a syllabus 
covering thr�e months written on the back. The syllabus is headed, " Con
versations on Theosophy. " After a talk of half an hour or more, given by 
the hostess, lively discussiops, in which all take part, follow. On December 
4th Mrs. Mary F. Lang, of the Manasa Branch, Toledo, addressed the cla.<;s 
upon Th� Practical Mission of the T. .s: The members hope to have a visit 
from Mr. Burcham Harding very soon. 

" H. P. B. "  BRANCH. The plan of which we spoke in our last notice of the 
first Sunday night in each month being devoted to " Questions on Theosophy 
Answered " we are glad to say proves successful. Good audiences attend and 
we find it an opportunity for members to keep themselves in readiness to reply 
to questions given them. We find " What is Theosophy? " is often asked,  and 
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in fact the larger part of the questions deal with the fundamental teachings 
of Theosophy and how they can be applied to daily life, thus showing the 
desire of the public to gain knowledge of Theosophy as it is. An entertain
ment was given by the children of the Lotus Circle, representing the pictures 
from Mother Goose, and it proved a success. Tickets were liberally distri
buted, especially among the public school children. Music was provided by 
several friends of the Lotus Circle, and when the children left the hall they 
were presented with little favors as mementoes, to which a card was attached 
bearing the address and hour of meeting of the Circle, with an invitation to 
attend. The Sunday evening lectures for December were : r st, " Questions on 
Theosophy Answered ; "  8th, Mr. Joseph H. Fussell on Tlu Riddles of Life ; 
r sth, Mr. H. T. Patterson on Tluosophical Theories ; 22d, Miss E. M. Daniell 
on Jl-!asters ; 29th, Mr. Percy Woodcock on Esoteric Astrology.-(Commu-
nicaled. ) 

' 

BLAVATSKY T. S. (Washington, D. C.)  On the first day of October last new 
quarters were secured in in the Metzerott Building, on F. street, between nth 
and 12th streets. A large hall on the third floor (to which access was had by 
elevator) was rented, and the Sunday lectures, which were omitted during the 
hot weather, were resumed, the officers of the branch and in two instances 
members taking their turns in presenting to the Washington public the old-new 
truths of Theosophy, the regular branch meetings being held on Thursday 
nights. Recently the branch had the pleasure of entertaining Mr. E. T. Har
grove, who arrived on Tuesday, January 7th, 1 896. He lectured that night in 
the Hall of the Legion of Loyal Women to an audience which filled the hall,  
and on Thursday, January 9th, he lectured in the branch hall to a much larger 
audience, with such good effect that a large number of strangers attended the 
following Sunday night lecture given by Mr. Robt. L. Lerch, the vice-president 
of the branch, who lectured on The Basic Truths of Theosoplty, and after
wards answered questions asked by those present. The branch, though not 
large numerically, is fully alive to the necessity of keeping Theosophical ideas 
before the public, and by liberal advertising and other ways strives to do so. 
The library consists of about two hundred volumes, which are lent to the pub
lic as well as to members who by the diligent use of the books seem to appre
ciate the privilege. 

-···-
NOT ICES.  

BRANCHES are requested to send short reports from month to month of 
their doing and activities for the FoRuM. Each Branch should do this, as the 
other Societies like to hear of the work done. 

BRANCHES and members having good papers or copies of addresses read , 
at their disposal, are invited to send them to the President's office at the 
Headquarters. Latterly a great many requests have come for good unpub
lished papers on Theosophy, and if sent in they could be advantageously used. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
QUESTION 64. 

Ages of blt'nd, usurious laws lzave brought the world to ruin. 
Our struggle for plzystcal existence prevents the full study of Di
vtne Wisdom. Would it not be wise for Theosophists to unitedly 
advocate improved conditions, say through the Labor Exchange 
system or some such method.'� Otu may ask, why should we strive 
for that whtch would place us on the higher planes of thought or 
feelt'ng when conditions are so unfavorable .'� 

Williatit Q. Judge.-!  cannot admit the two first assertions of 
the question. The world is not yet in ruins ; the struggle for ex
istence does not prevent the full study of Divine Wisdom. The 
study of self, the attempt to carry out the old direction, " Man, 
know thyself, " does not depend on human laws, nor upon condi
tions. The body may be in prison, or engaged in incessant labor, 
but the soul and mind cannot be bound by environment unless 
we ourselves allow it. The soldier does not seem to be in a busi
ness or conditions favorable to self-development, but even while 
in his sentry-box he can stilLthink on the matter and thus study 

}b�.li, 
· ·. ·  .. · ,  
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it - for study does not mean mere reading of books and writing 
of compositions. People fail in their efforts to study truth j ust 
because they start out by formulating a need for different condi
tions, or by insisting on having surrounding objects in j ust such 
a position and of such a qual ity before they will begin the work. 
They are wrong. 

Inasmuch as Divine Wisdom and the nature of the Self are 
not material, physical things or objects, they are not to be con
founded with mere physical surroundings . Hence material envi
ronments should not be permitted to confuse or throw back the 
man who desires to study that Divine Wh;dom.  

Again, as  all things down to the most gross from the most 
ethereal are a part of Divine Wisdom, it is a mistake to try and 
destroy or put . away because one does not presently like them, 
the very conditions in which under Karma one is obliged to study 
Divine Wisdom . 

The second part of the question contains a proposition for the 
T. S. , or Theosophists as a body, to advocate some one or other of 
the many proposed reforms. This should never be done. The 
T. S. is free and independent of all such reforms, while it applauds 
all good results. But it does not follow that the reformatory 
measures are the best. Nor has the last word been spoken on 
those subjects. It is very wise and right to alter if we can the 
oppressive conditions about the poor or others. But so long as 

the philosophy, the religion, and the view of life held by the peo
ple are wrong, just so long all reforms will be temporary. The 
people must be altered in thought and heart, and then conditions 
will right themselves. I therefore strongly oppose any proposi
tions looking toward binding the T.S .  down to any system of re
form or of legislation. Individual members can do as they please 

about it so long as they do not involve the Society. 

Dr. J. D. Buck. -There is something back of " blind, usurious 
laws ; "  they are a result rather than a cause of misery and selfish
ness. A large part of the struggle for existence is unnecessary, 
and lies with ourselves rather than with our " oppressors. " We 
want too much, and try to ape " our luxurious oppressors. " The
osophists do " unitedly advocate improved conditions, " else they 
are no Theosophists. " Through Labor Exchange systems " ?  Yes ; 
if indtviduals so elect : by endorsement of bodies of Theosophists ; 
no. We should not strive selfishly for that which will put us on 
a higher plane of thought. If we do we will never get there, no 
matter what we imagine or desire. There is but one way to 
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reach a higher plane, and that is by unselfish labor for humanity 
as a whole. But the T. S. should be kept disentangled from .all 
other organizations, otherwise it will soon get swamped and be 
heard of no more. 

Dr. Jerome A .  A 1tderson.- Laws have not brought the world 
to ruin. Broadly speaking, they are always the expression of the 
conceptions of justice, brotherhood, etc. ,  which the people who 
either enact or obey them· hold. Therefore it is worse than use
less to waste effort in the endeavor to make men better by law. 
Change their conceptions of brotherhood, of justice, and of human 
life, and the present system of unjust laws will fall by its own 
weight . .  Instead of struggling to compel by legal enactment a 
recognition of a higher ethic than that of which a people is capa
ble, it should be the aim of all the Theosophists to awaken this 
higher conception by sowing broadcast the truths of his purer 
philosophy of life ; to enlighten the darkness of human struggl ing 
and passion by the sublime teachings of karma and reincarnation. 

" Teach to eschew causes ; the ripple of effects thou shalt let 
run its course, " says the Wisdom of the East. The obvious in
justice of present social conditions may, in an age so fallen, be 
the only effectual method of arousing men to live higher lives. 
True growth lies in sorrow and suffering ; not in physical ease or 
mental content. H uman sympathy and compassion are to be 
stimulated and encouraged by every means possible, but most 
" labor reforms " are but poor attempts at this, and in reality tend 
to foster class prejudice. They are, as they have been not inaptly 
termed, but " belly philosophies " at best, and Theosophists are 
too few to waste energy in their propagation, however desirable 
to a surface view this may appear. Let us do our duty as citizens 
by aiding all true reforms with our countenance and votes, but, 
farther than this, " let the ripple of effects run its course. " 

Eva ./<� Gates.- ! do not perceive that the world is in ruins 
On the contrary, the outlook for the world appears to be exceed
ingly hopeful, because so many noble hearts and minds are seek
ing to better the conditions amid which we live. 

The first incentive to action is the recognition of the need and 
desire of action ; the second, the decision of how our force had 
best be applied to accomplish the wisest action. 

The world is being stirred to its depths by the growing per
ception of. the evils of our social, economical , political and moral 
conditions: It is just opening its eyes to the need of action. 
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Next must follow the decision of how to apply remedies to better 
conditions confessedly evil. 

To better conditions we must better that which makes condi
tions - mankind. 

This is preeminently what Theosophy seeks to do. To offer 
sound reasons why the selfish man should forego his greed, why 
the evil man should voluntarily seek good, is what we do when we 
present to the world again the doctrines of Karma and reincar
nation. 

Condit ions are effects, and Theosophy tries to influence the 
making of causes ; conditions change to fit the souls undergoing 
discipline to remedy faults ; change or obl iterate men's faults and 
you change the conditions amid which they live. Help them to 
eliminate faults, and you help them to improve their conditions 
by their own force of character. 

Theosophy teaches men to build character, and character makes 
its own conditions, without outside help. 

The means by which character improves conditions are various 
and of secondary importance. The main point is to build the 
character : all else follows naturally. 

Consequently we should not tie our faith to any " Labor Ex
change system, " or any particular method, but work on the broad 
principle of uplifting the thoughts of men, and the material con
ditions will be benefited as a natural result . 

Edward B. Rambo. -The present condition of the world is 
just what we have made it ourselves ; its laws are our laws, and 
the conditions favorable or unfavorable are our own proper con
ditions for the time. 

It  would not be wise for " Theosopllists to unitedly advocate 
any system for improved conditions, " for a united advocacy of any 
scheme, be it Labor Exchange, Bellamy, Free Silver or Social
ism, would commit the Theosophical Society to such scheme, and 
it should be ever kept free from any scheme, having none. 

It  is proper for any individual Theosophist to advocate any 
scheme for the amelioration of Humanity that he believes in, and 
he doeli not do his duty if he does not do so, but he should com
mit no one to his method. The world is to be bettered by the 
raising of each individual unit in it and only by teaching the un

selfishness which is at the basis of Theosophy wil l we raise the 
units. 

Certainly 
unfavorable. 

we shQuld struggle when conditions are the most 
No advance or betterment would be possible if  
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we did not. Should a starving man refuse to eat a morsel of food 
because he did not have the promise of food next day? Stalled 
in the mire, would one use no effort to be released? 

The more dismal the conditions the greater need for struggle. 
I think well of any scheme advocated by a member of the 

T. S. provided it is unselfish, for by such advocacy he gives to 
his Theosophy a practical turn, no matter if his brother fails to 
endorse it. 

Mary F. Lang.- It is perhaps a trifle of an exaggeration to 
say that the world is " brought to ruin. " The Theosophist, with 
his safeguard of Karma, has a right to optimism. 

If much is wrong in presen t social and economic conditions, 
we have each our full share of responsibility therefor. 

Believing this, our karmic accountability for future conditions · 1  
is greater than that of others who do not realize this truth. Hence 
the necessity for present effort. That we must struggle for 
physical existence is a karmic effect. That we must struggle for 
spiritual growth, is likewise karmic, but is also proof that we are 
capable of development, for growth is not the result of inertia. 
We may be sure that when we are ready for the " full study of 
Divine Wisdom " we will not be dwarfed by physical environ
ment. Improved conditions, as through the Labor Exchange sys
tem, etc. , while they may, for the time being, ameliorate evils, 
and are therefore to that extent good, will never produce perma
nent change, for they deal only with effects. Permanent change 
can only result from change of cause- change of mental attitude. 
Purify the mind of the man who makes the sweat-shop a neces
sity, and the latter will cease to exist- not until then. 

Why should we strive for th at which would place us on the 
higher plane of thought or feeling?  Because whether conditions 
are favorable or unfavorable, our responsibility to our brother 

. remains unchanged. The moment that one recognizes the possi
bility of the Higher Life, that moment he becomes a conscious 
factor in the evolution of the race, and cannot evade preparing 
himself ( at whatever cost of effort ) for the service of man .  

Elt"se M. Selden . -Since all conditions are the  result of thought 
and belief, it is plainly wise that we should first alter belief 
before any real beneficence can be secured. Our government, 
with all the conditions it entails, is the outgrowth of our beliefs, 
and is just as good as our beliefs. A very little study into 
this question will prove this. We believe in war, and there-
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fore not only encourage it but shape our policy with reference to 
it. More than this, it is believed by all civilized (?r na{ions that 
the ability to war successfully with other nations is a· criterion of 
enlightenment. So much for wrong belief, the execution of which 
arrests a nation's spiritual growth. Theosophists individually do 
advocate improved conditions and form a part of every organiza
tion engaged in the work of encouraging and uplifting humanity, 
or modifying existing evils. To separate Theosophists from other 
bodies, where they are already at work, and form a distinct 
organization, would be fundamentally opposed to the spirit of The
osophy, which recognizes in each man a centre,- from which can 
radiate unlimited power for good, without regard to platform, 
party or person. 

The opportunity for the study of Divine Wisdom is not regu
lated by physical conditions - the struggle for existence is no bar 
to interior illumination. The mendicant is perhaps nearer the 
attainment of it than the prince in his castle with all his leisure. 

� The age is largely materialistic and the message of Buddha 
and Jesus still unacceptable. The du ty of Th eosophists and the 
Theosophical Society is to arouse thought, so that an awakened 
conscience will demand a change of conditions. Then the iron 
age will be replaced by a golden one ; but the thought will bring 

\.about the condition -not the condition the thought. 

E. T. Hargrove.- I  would recommend a quiet reading of 
The Ocean of Theosophy followed by Carlyle's French Revolution 
as the most comprehensive answer to this question. Who made 
the " blind, usurious human laws ? "  Man. The questioner him
self may not be karmically guiltless in this respect, if Reincar
nation be a fact as we believe. Can you alter the minds and 
hearts of men by legislation, by Labor Exchanges ? If so, our 
task were easy. U.nfortunately, experiment has proved that the 
animal in man refuses to be controlled by �aws of human inven
tion, and that the very law makers not infrequently break them. 

Biology teaches us that function precedes organization. That 
, is to say, man fights before he makes weapons with which to 

fight. But Theosophy goes more deeply into the question, show
ing that desire precedes function. Before man fights he desires 
to do so. In this way does all natural growth begin with desire ; 
following desire comes. function ( man fights with hands and 
teeth ) ;  following function comes organization ( man makes weap-

' ons of increasing deadliness) .  Any arbitrary attempt from with
out to alter the organism before a desire for such alteration has 
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arisen in that organism results in reaction- so that the last state 
of that man or body of men will be worse than the first. 

Take the forced celibacy of the priests. The desire for such 
celibacy not having arisen in many of them, you find in history 
ample proof of the terrible reaction that has resulted from this 
artificial enforcement by others of what they held to be an ideal 
condition. 

To attempt to force conditions of brotherhood on men, whether 
rich or poor, who do not desire them, would inevitably lead to a 
reaction which would once more make brotherhood a word of ill
fame _among men. But if you can arouse in humanity a true 
desire for brotherhood, it would not take many minutes to make 
" improved conditions " which would be maintained as easily as 
they were made. 

So let us try by word and deed and ceaseless effort to arouse '\. 
a real desire for un�versal brotherliness, first in · ourselves and 
then in others, meanwhile knowing that ' ' unfavorable conditions" 
can and should be used as aids to the attainment of a " higher 
plane of thought and feeling, " and that if we would learn how 
to take advantage of ideal conditions, once obtained, we must 
straightway make the utmost of those that now surround us. / 

Mercie M. Tht"rds. - As human laws are merely the form
ulation of human will, it must follow that any effort to eradicate 
their evil results should include the reformation of man him
self. It is useless to expect bad and foolish people to make laws 
that shall be wise and good. Even if we admit that they may do 
so from motives of self-interest, experience proves that laws which 
are not sustained by public opinion cannot be enforced. This 
is true even . under despotic rule. For similar reasons any im
provement in outward condition which is not the result of better 
thought and morals will have no permanency. The evil in hu
man nature wil l still have vent, and will nullify in our system the 
good which is in excess of public virtue. 

For these reasons 'Theosophists usually think that it is wiser to 
try to im prove the moral condition of society than to work for 
legal or material changes. These will inevitably follow the de
mands of our moral status. Consequently, as an organization, 
we do not adopt such methods as are suggested by the questioner, 
though we certainly do advocate improved conditions. 

While it is true that the struggle for physical existence hinders 
study, it does not necessarily retard spiritual growth. Divine 
Wisdom is learned from experience, not from books; Nature has 

! I 
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lessons for souls in all stages of development, and many ar� not 
ready for the h igher planes of thought and inspiration . Those 
that are will probably al ways find the ideas which are needed for 
their development. It may well be that a struggle for physical 
life is the speediest means of overcoming desire for it. If we 
then reflect that it is desire for experience in matter that keeps 
the soul from experience in spirit, we may understand why it is 
that lives of hardship may be more favorable to spiritual progress 
than are lives of comfort. Nature often teaches us her deepest 
lessons when we feel ourselves most neglected. 

So long as we are content with the plane whereon we live 
there is no reason why we should strive to reach a higher. We 
are in fact able to do so only when the old is so outgrown that it 
can no longer satisfy our needs. But we can train our thoughts 
and desires to dwell on higher things, so giving an upward ten
dency to our whole being, until in time it is attuned to spiritual 
things . 

QUESTION 5 5-( continued). 

How far should branches go in permitting the discussions at 
their meetings to be ted into questions concerning topics not directly 
bearing on the Theosophical philosophy or in permitting members 
or outsiders to detail their views on socialism, spiritualism, single 
tax, or the Nke, unless they lzave a direct bearing on Universal 
Brotht·rhood .'! 

Dr. J. D. Buck.- On page 1 3 1  of the FoRUM for January 
Claude Falls Wright makes the following statement. ' ' The T. S. , 
as everybody knows, does not teach any philosophy 
This seems to me a rather startl ing statement, unless it means 
that none of the so-called philosophies, like that of Spinoza, 

Kant, Schopenhauer, or Herbert Spencer, are taught. That the 
T. S. teaches Philosophy pure and simple, the grandest and most 
complete ever conceived by man, is, to my mind, its strongest 
bulwark and its crowning glory, and I do not like to see Brother 

/ Wright's statement go unchallenged or unexplained . The three 
· postulates, or " fundamental propositions, " referred to on page 1 4  

( old edition ) of the S. D. , i t  seems to me, logically unfold into a 

complete philosophy, or the apprehension of the " rational order 
pervading the Universe. " This, neither science nor any of the 
so- called philosophies known to the West can afford to the earnest 
student. This philosophy runs through the S. D. like the thread 
in a musical composition. " On their clear apprehension, "  says 
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H. P. B. in. referring to  these fundamental propositiens, ' ' depends 
.all that follows. " ( S. D. ,  proem, p. 1 3 , old edition. ) / 

From the first proposition we derive our concept of matter 
.and force, substance and energy, spirit and intelligence, and the 
philosophical concept of emanation. From the second proposi
tion the idea of time and eternity, or duration and progression or 
evolution through the law of cycles ; and from the third proposi
tion, brotherhood, reincarnation, and the perfectibility of man 
through individual effort and merit ; or the law of Karma. No 
such foundation for logical conception, rational order, and intel
lectual apprehension of the order of the Universe can be found in 
l i terature ; and this is, as I see it ,  the teaching of the T.S.  Re
move this, and only speculation and confusion reign. I see in this 
philosophy, as in nothing else, the irresistible power that is to 
<:arry Theosophy into the next, and all coming centuries- unless 
the philoso_phy is obscured or lost-and compel the Schopenhauer 
-or Spencer of the future to adopt and teach it. And this phi
losophy is not the invention of man ; riot even of the Mahatma. 
It is the reading on the tressel -board of manifested nature, the 
ideals on which nature builds � the mahatic concepts that unravel 
the Cycles of Necessity, and the web of fate. The unaided intel
lect of man could not even discern it. It is the product of the 
united discoveries of trained Adepts, for millenniums, now first 
given to the world for thousands of years. 

It is specially desirable that every F. T. S. should study and try 
to apprehend this philosophy, for otherwise his efforts toward 
forming a " Nucleus for a Universal Brotherhood of Man " are 
likely to be spasmodic, emotional, and at length to cease. 

This philosophy deepens conviction by revealing .the irrevoc
able law and the futility of all else than efforts to conform to it. 
His zeal, intelligence in explaining the problems of life, and his 
steadfastness find 

·
here their living root, and their constant nour

ishment. He is securely anchored for all time, and he is content 
because he knows the line of least resistance, and sees, in the 
decrees of fate, the divine· beneficence. 

Claude Falls Wrigllt. - Having read the above remarks by Dr. 
Buck I should like to add, that, whil� I agree with all he says 
about the Theosophical philosophy_and am aware that the mass 
of members in the Theosophical Sociely -myself included-ac
cept it ,  yet I cannot help thinking that, when understood, he must 
approve my original statement that the Society itself does not teach 
any philosophy ; indeed, in  my opinion, it cannot strictly be said 
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t� uphold any. I know that many persons believe the Theos
ophical Society to teach a philosophy, and actually to. have .a 

creed, but we have no right to assume that even the Secret Doc
trine contains the teaching of the Society or that the ' '  Funda
mental Propositions " are its dogmas. Dr. Buck has quoted from 
H. P. B. Let me quote from her in the Key to Theosophy, Section 
2 :  " The members of the Theosophical Society are free to profess 
whatever religion or philosophy they like, or none, if they so pre
fer, provided they are in sympathy with and ready to carry out 
one or more of the three objects of the association. The Society 
is :a philanthrophic and scientific body for the propagation of the · 

- idea of brotherhood on practical instead of theoretic lines. The 
fellows may be Christians or Mussalmans, J ews or Parsees, Bud
dhists or Brahmans, Spiritual ists or Materialists, it does not 
matter. " Here we see distinctly the ideas of the Founder on 
this matter. The body of wisdom which has spread itself every
where within the last tw.enty years, spoken of generally as the 
" Theosophical philosophy;" has b�D, � made known to the world 
wholly through the labors of members of. :t11e organization who 
have accepted it as being the only explanatipn o�. life and the 
only reason for " Universal Brotherhood " -:- the first o'Qject of the 
Society. . H. P. Blavatsky, as the greatest Theosophist 

·
of all, 

gave more to the movement and to the world than anyone else, 
but she frequently said that the last word had not been spoken or 
written, and that in the future other seers might arise within the 
T. S. and amplify, explain, or confirm the Secret Doctrine. The 
Society is the only salvation for the world at present in my opin
ion because it has no teachings and is willing to investigate all 
things. If it had teachings they would have to be defined,-and 
there are many who take radically different views concerning 
even the seemingly simple doctrine of reincarnation. If we had 
teachings, we should have also to have teachers- and a priesthood 

1 would be inevitable. So pronounced were H. P. B's views as to 

this danger that she separated her school of teachings from the 
Theosophical Society, making i t  no longer an Esoteric Section, as 

it was formerly styled, but proclaiming i t  as distinct from the 
T. S. and calling it by another name. 
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S U BJ ECTS FOR D ISCUSSION 
FOR THE USE O F  BRANCHES. 

In articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without also giving 
t h e  English meaning ; use English termR preferably. 

-···-

BUDDHISM. 

Theosophy not Buddhism, which is one of the great exoteric world-relig
ions. Founded by Gautama Buddha, once prince of Kapilavastu, who was 
born about the year 621  B. C. Maya, his mother, commonly believed by 

· Buddhists to have been a virgin, like the mother of nearly every " Saviour," 
but the Buddhist Scriptures do not state this. He performed many " mira
cles, " but never claimed to be more tlian all men might in time become, 
stating he had reached enlightenment through his own exertions. Belonged 
to the Kshattriya or warrior caste, the old teachers of the Brahmans. Did 
not found a new religion, but was a reformer of priest-ridden Hinduism, 
substituting for it the old trans-Himalayan and Kshattriya doctrines. . He .  
taught that only a knower of Brabma was a true Brahman and that birth ._ . , _ 

in the Brahman caste did not confer any moral privilege. Incurred the 
hatred of the orthodox. Had an exoteric and esoteric doctrine, the latter 
( Theosophy ) the same as the esoteric side of every true religion. This fact 
denied by Max Miiller and other Orientalists, but is clearly stated in the Sad 
dltarma-Pundarika, chapter v, verses 1 -4, and elsewhere. The Southern 
Buddhism of to-day the outcome of Buddha's exoteric teaching. It is mate-
rialistic compared to Northern Buddhism, which is the outcome of Buddha's 
esotericism, though corrupt and overgrown with Indian and Bhon exotericism. 
Buddhism the only bloodless religion. Never persecuted others, but its fol-
lowers were persecuted by Brahmans. Buddha, like Jesus, left no writings 
known to the world. The " Triple Basket," or Buddhist canon·, arranged at 
the first council after Buddha's death. The Vinaya-pitaka, or discipline ; the 
Sutta-jJi'laka, or discourses of Buddha ; the Ab-ltidltamma-pitaha, or meta- ',) 
physics ( not yet translated ). These teach Karma, Reincarnation, the purest 
ethics. Are pessimistic in regard to earth-life. Buddhism followed to-day by 
over one-third of the human race. 

REFERENCES. 

Theosophz'cal Glossary, art. " Buddhism ;" Five Years of Theosophy, see index; " Dha
mapada," " Buddhist S uttas " In The .Sacred Books of the East: Buddhism, Prof. Rhys 
Davids. 

-···-

T H E  T H I R D  OBJ ECT OF T H E  SOC IETY.  

" To study and investigate the psychic and other powers latent in  man. " 
Generally misunderstood. Taken as applying only to astral powers, which are 
of the least importance. Psyche means soul or breath, and " psychic powers" 
here mean soul powers. The power of mind over matter. The power of the 
soul over the mind and kamic nature, of self-restraint. The power of concen
tration. The power of the will and of the imagination to create forms on all 
planes of form. The power of the mind generally to generate force. Thought 
as a power. The power to understand one's real motives. The power to trace 
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a thought to its source. The power to discriminate between the real and the 
unreal ; between right and wrong. The power to " hear from within " by 
making the mind receptive to higher impressions. The great power of keep
ing silent in speech and thought. The last is rarely cultivated ; yet it is of 
the first importance. Of much more value than astral clairvoyance or clair
audience. And these are not usually " powers," since they are spasmodic and 
entirely beyond control as a rule. The best way to cultivate any of these real 
powers is in the small affairs of life. The highest powers that are u::;ed by 
the Adept are latent in ordinary man, who uses many of them unconsciously, 
for the higher is present in the lower though not fully expressed or under
stood. The powers all men exercise in dream : in daily instances of mental 
telegraphy. " Brain-waves." These powers should be studied and investi
gated. The importance of observing one's daily experience. Too many peo
ple learn nothing from it because they are in too great a hurry and because 
they have not realized that the things and events nearest to them are often 
the most mysterious. No need to go to seances or to some other part of the 
world to study occult powers. They are within us. They surround us. The 
laws governing them should be discovered. So every member who studies 
and properly investigates himself is following the third object of the Society. 

REFERENCES. 

T"e Ocean of T"eosop,y, chap. xvi ; The Culture of Concentration, (reprint from the 
Patll:) Astral Intoxication, (reprint from The Pat,. ) 

-···-

THE PHYSICAL BODY. 
Built onto and into its prototype, the astral body. No hard and fast divi

sion between these two " sheaths. " The nervous system closest in touch with 
the astral body. The brain and nervous system one form of the A sltwattluz, 
growing " with its roots above and its branches below." Body composed of 
millions of " lives," of which the microbes of science are one form. These 
• • Jives" compose all things in nature, from a tree to an elephant. Their cease
less motion. They arrange themselves as cells. Cells are ideal forms. The 
body the most illusionary of the principles ; momentary changes in its composi
tion. On the death of the body, these " lives," no longer correlated, run riot 
as destructive agents, having become separative. Every " life" has a con
sciousness of its own, with certain tendencies and desires. Selective action of 
the cells, taking from the blood what they need, rejecting the rest, proves this. 
The healing of a wound by these " lives," without the conscious participation 
of the human mind. Every cell has a centralized or specialized consciousness. 
In combination these produce a further centralization of consciousness in the 
organs, each with its " presiding deity. " . All these with habits and desires of 
their own. One meaning of the Hindu " crores of gods." The heart the par
ticular organ of manas; the liver and spleen the organs of kama. Many 
desires and tendencies of man arise from foolish identification of himself with 
these bodily desires. The effect of heredity, family and national, on the 
moral and physical character of the body. Possible to greatly extend the 
life of the body through knowledge of its occult properties and the laws gov
erning it. 

REFERENCES. 
Ocean of Tkeosoplly, pp. 33-37 ; Secret JJoctrine, vol. I, pp. 9 and o61, o.e. ; " Kosmic 

Mind," in Studies in Occultism, No . iv; " Psychic and Nol!tic Action," in Studies in Occwll
ism, No. ii i ,  pp. ,59, •6o; Blzag-avad Gfta, chap. xv, verse ' ·  
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DUTY. 

The continuous teaching of the Bhagavad-Gt/4. The ethical teaching 
of this book is scientific. " If thou wilt not perform the duty of thy calling 
and fight out the field, thou wilt abandon thy natural duty and thy honor, and 
be guilty of a crime."  One's " natural duty" the result of Karma. This 
must be worked through. When worked through it falls off, as the old skin 
from a serpent. In the general economy of nature, to attempt the duty of 
another creates confusion. No action is perfectly pure, and one's own natural 
duty, as the result of one's own thoughts and acts in this life and in past lives, 
should be performed even though it be stained with faults. . If performed as 
a duty, unselfishly and without attachment to results, good will ensue for one
self and all men. For it is not sufficient to do one's own duty ; it must be 
done as a duty owed to the supreme Self, with that motive in view. All this 
especially applies to thought, as every act originates in the mind.  Especially 
avoid the dv.ty of another in thought. The homely saying, " To mind one's 
own business," should be taken as applying chiefly to the mind. The results of 
an action once performed cannot be altered ; the law deals with results. There
fore the results should be mentally left to the law, or "offered to the Supreme." 
The folly of worrying over results ; of regrets, of fears and hopes in regard 
to them. Beyond our reach ; why then waste time and force on such things 
if no practical object is to be gained ? The difficulty of discovering one's 
duty in many cases due to an attempt to do so before the necessity has arrived. 
When in doubt as to a duty one should stand still. The result of living ac
cording to these rules is a purification or clarification of the mind, which is 
the vehicle of the soul. Following this clarification comes illumination, from 
within outwards. 

REFERENCES. 

Blra6'avati- Grt4, Qudge's Edition), chap. 1!, p.  14;  chap. xvlil, pp. roS, IOQ; chap. v, pp. 
39. 4o. ; Letters That Have Helpeti Me, pp. 36, 40, 48;  " Notes on the Bna�ravati- Gftti," Tne 
Pain, vol. x, Sept. 

TH EOSOPHICAL NEWS AND WOR K. 
Los ANGELES T.S.  reports great interest in Theosophy at present. Good 

lectures are given, attended by large audiences. 

TATHAGATA T. S. ( San Ardo) holds regular meetmgs twice a week, one for 
private study and the other - Sunday afternoons- for the public. 

DETROIT, MICH. On the evening of January 14th Mrs. Lillie H. Fisk, of 
Ann Arbor, addressed a special meeting of the Michigan Society for Psychical 
Research, at Prismatic Hall. 

H. T. PATTERSON, who has been making a business tour in the west and 
south, visited the Cincinnati T. S. on February uth and spoke on The Occult 
A rts vs. True Occultism to an audience of sixty persons. 

BEAVER T. S. ( Toronto ) is doing very active work. At the Sunday even
ing meetings, the secretary writes, from 40 to so persons assemble, and the 
interest is growing. everywhere. The other meetings average 30 in attendance. 
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THE UPASIKA T.S. during the month of January has continued its discus
sion of the question , " Of what use to Christiarls is a knowledge of . Theosophy 
as presented ,to the world of to-day?" Meetings Wednesday evenings at 8. 15, 
at 225  Lincoln Place. 

KEsHAVA BRANCH ( Riverside, Calit . )  Under the auspices of Keshava 
Branch, Mr. Abbott Clark is to give a series of five lectures in Riverside. He 
lectured Sunday evening, Feb. 2d, to a large and very intelligent audience 
on Theosophy, Heaven and Hell. A great deal of interest was manifested, 
and leaflets were in great demand. Keshava Branch is using the topics out
lined in the FoRuM for study, and finds them of much value. 

SYRACUSE T. S. is in good working order, every member in earnest. There 
is nospasmodic enthusiasm, but a patient, steady " pull all together. " We 
hold t_hree weekly meetings. On Sunday afternoon we have a lecture from 
one of the members, free to the public. On Wednesday evening we hold dis
cussions on subjects given on the syllabus. On Friday evening, our president. 
Dr. Dower, conducts the S. D. Class, which is made up of earnest students. 
Our� and reading room are well patronized. The interest outside the 
Society is steadily increasing. The sale of Theosophical literature is encour
aging.-( Communicated. ) 

THE " H. P. B. "  BRANCH proposed to drop its regular lectures for this 
month and devote these evenings to the open meeting for " Questions on The
osophy Answered,"  as this method proves so interesting that it is desired to 
continue it regularly for this month at least. Some of the questions, such as 
" Who am I ?"  " What is the use of living anyhow? " " Why are there so many 
creeds?"  bring out many good answers, and strangers say Theosophy seems 
to answer every problem. The regular conversazi'one was held as usual the 
first Saturday even�ng of the month. Miss E. M. Daniel gave a benefit at the 
Berkeley Lyceum on Saturday, the 2 5th, for the benefit of the branch, part 
of the entertainment being a play written by Miss Daniel. The best thing 
that has happened to the branch this month has been the several visits it has · 
had in an informal way from our Brother James Pryse, who, though having 
been away for so long a time, has not only come back as a true American but 
bas brought with him a breeze from Dublin, which always blows for our good. 

BLAVATSKY BRANCH, Washington, D. C . ,  has been giving a public lecture 
every Sunday evening since autumn, with a fair and, of late, growing attend
ance ; five members constituting its corps of speakers. The principal work of 
its weekly branch meetings, Thursdays, bas been the study and discussion of 
the topics outlined in the FoRUM, which are being followed seriatim. A new 
impetus was given to the cause by Mr. Hargrove's short visit. His first public 
lecture, Jan. 7th, was on the general subject of Theosophy. The audience 
numbered about seventy-five persons, whose questions at the close of the lec
ture showed that much interest had been aroused. His second lecture, on 
Reincarnation and Karma, nearly tested the seating capacity of our hall, 
fully I SO visitors being present, besides members. Mr. Hargrove was kept 
busy for an hour answering questions, and evidently made an excellent im
pression by his quiet earnestness, no less than by his apt and lucid esplana
tions. No doubt his audiences would have continued to grow in size and 
interest had he been able to remain a few days longer.-( Communicated. ) 

THE coMMITTEE for Theosophical work in Central Connecticut made 
arrangements for Miss Margaret L. Guild to visit Central Connecticut and 
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help there, and the following is an account of the work done. She arrived in 
Meriden Jan. 14th, and lectured in the branch rooms in the evening to about 
twenty-five people ; subject, Tlteosopltical Teacltings. Jan. r sth she lectured 
in the evening in the Meriden Branch rooms ; subject, 0/lter Worlds titan 
Ours ; about thirty people were present. JJLn. 16th she went to Bristol and in 
the evening gave a parlor talk at the house of Mr. Muzzy, president of the 
Bristol Branch ; subject, Theosophy and lite T. S. Jan. 1 7th she gave a parlor 
talk in the evening at the house of Mr. Rockwell, Bristol ; subject, States of 
Consciousness. Jan. r 8tb she arrived in New Britain and gave a parlor talk 
in the afternoon on Reincarnation and Karma at the borne of Mrs. Atkinson, 
the secretary of the branch. Sunday, Jan. 19th, at 4 p. m. , she met the class 
studying The Ocean of Tlteosoplty, at 6 p. m .  she spoke at the young people' s 
meeting in the Universalist Church, and at 8 p. m. lectured in the branch rooms 
on Tlte Ort"gin of Evil, fifty people attending the. lecture. Jan. 2oth she lec
tured in the branch rooms in New Britain, commencing at 8 p. m. ; subject, 
Occult Development, over forty people being present. Jan. 2 1st she went to 
Meriden in the afternoon and gave a parlor talk to the members on Theosoplt
ii:al Propaganda. In the evening she went to Wallingford and lectured in the 
hotel parlor before thirty people ; subject, Hell is on Earth. Jan. 22d she 
lectured in the hotel parlors, Wallingford, at 8 p. m ;  subject, The Unpardon
able Sin . Over forty people attended the lecture. Jan. 23d she went to 
Hartford and lectured in the afternoon in Unity parlors on The Origin of 
Evt"l ;  rooms crowded, eighty or ninety people attending the lecture. In the 
evening she returned to Wallingford and met those interested to talk over the 
formation of a branch. Eight persons decided to join, and five or six more 
thought they would. Jan. 24th she went to Hartford and lectured in the even
ing in Unity parlors on Occult" Development, and although very stormy, over 
sixty people attended the lecture. After the lecture the names of those who 
desired to have a branch started in Hartford were taken, fourteen or fifteen 

. giving their names in. Jan. 2 5th Miss Guild returned home, taking with her 
the best wishes of those who had the pleasure of meeting her. In connec
tion with the same work Miss Leoline Leonard spent a week at Bridgeport, 
Conn. Two public lectures were delivered on February 6th and 7th to audi
dences of fifty, the subjects being, Is Theosophy the Religion of the Bt"ble 1 
and Tlte Evolulz"on of tlte Soul. On Sunday evening, February 9th, she 
addressed the branch on Occultt"sm. The remainder of the week was spent 
by her in visits among the members, and on Thursday evening the regular 
branch meeting was held and Theosophical propaganda discussed. On Friday 
evening, the 14th, she went to Danbury, Conn. , and gave a parlor talk on 
Theosophy to twenty people. Arrangements are being made for a lecture be
fore the Unitarian Society at Shelton, Conn. , and for a parlor talk at Danbury. 

OBITUARY NOTICE. 

MILWAUKEE T.S. with sorrow reports the death of one of its most active, 
steadfast, and beloved members, Mrs. Annie E. 'Vood, who died at Santa 
Cruz, Calif. , on December 7th, 1 895, after an illness of only two days. 

ABBOTT CLARK'S TOU R. 

Abbott Clark lectured in West End, Los Angeles, December r sth, on 
What is Tlteosoplty, and wltal and where are Heaven and HelU and again 

on December 22d, subject : If a Man Dt"e sltall lte Live agat"n f or, Proofs 
of Rebirllt on Earth. On Sundar morning, January 1 2th, Mr. Clark con-
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ducted the services and made an address at a funeral, and in the evening gave 
a lecture at Odd Fellows' Hall on Tlte Mysteries of Magic, tlu Secrets of Al
clumy and lite PlailosojJ/ur" s Stone to an audience which packed the hall, many 
remaining standing. Much time has been given to the local work in Los 
Angeles. A " Committee for Theosophic Work in Southern California " has 
been organized, and is getting upon a working basis. 

LOTUS CI RCLE WORK. 

A preliminary committee has been organized in the interest of the Lotus 
Circle and Theosophical Sunday-school work among the branches and mem
b�rs of the T. S . A. This has been organized with the purpose in view of 
ascertaining the best methods for adequately carrying on Theosophical work 
among children in this country, and to draw together those are already indi
vidually engaged in such labor. It solicits the views of all having experience 
in this matter and thus by correspondence and otherwise to effect a valuable 
school of propaganda. If sufficient encouragement is received a permanent 
committee will be organized as soon as possible. 

Please address. all communications to the Secretary, Lotus Circle Commit 
tee, 144 Madison avenue, New York City. 

LEAGUE THEOSOPHICAL WORKERS. 

The report of the League of Theosophical Workers shows an encouraging 
advance over the previous year. The amount at present in the hands of the 
treasurer is $72. 20, being almost double the surplus of the preceding year. 
The most important branch of the League activities has proved to be the char
itable work, $ 105. 60 having been expended in relieving cases of want, while 
coal, medicine . and food have heen distributed. Propaganda work has in
cluded the free distribution of 7 5 7  Theosophical works, including tracts, etc . .  
and 2 volumes o f  the Secret Doctrine. �here still remain 750 pieces awaiting 
distribution. A new scrap-book has been started, to contain a complete his
tory of the T. S. It now contains 77 clippings. When the year is complete 
the present book will_ be bound and presented to the Headquarters Room. 
The stamp collection for the T. S. A. has been enlarged by soo contributions. 
Some good work among the newspapers has been added to the other activities 
of the League. 

MOVEMENTS OF E. T. HARGROVE. 

On December 22d Mr. Hargrove addressed over 6oo people in the Academy 
of Music at Macon, Ga. Considering the comparatively small population of 
this city, such a gathering spoke volumes for the work of the local branch. 
Washington was reached on January 7th, a lecture being given that evening. 
Another on the 9th was attended by about 200 people and was well reported 
in the newspapers. On the n th Mr. Hargrove arrived at Pittsburg, speaking 
at a members' meeting on the afternoon of the 1 2th, and giving a public lec
ture the same evening, which wa.c; very well attended. Another public lecture 
followed on the 1 3th, and another on the 14th at Wilkinsburg. The news
papers were generous with interviews and reports. On the r sth he reached 
Philadelphia, lecturing that evening and on the r6th, 1 7th and rSth to good 
audiences, who were particularly active in asking questions. On the 19th be 
returned to New York. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

QUESTION 55-( ccntinutd). 

Ages of blind, usurz'ous human laws have brought the world to 
rui1z . Our struggle for physical existence prevents the full study 
of divine wisdom. Would it not be wise for Theosophists to unit
edly advocate improved conditions, say through the Labor Exc/zange 
system or some such method.'! One may ask, Why should we strive 
for that which would place us on the higher plane of thought or 
feeling when conditions are so unfavorable .'!  

Dr. C. J. Lopez.-A student o f  Theosophy should remember at 
all times that the conditions in which he is placed now are but 
the outgrowth of his soul 's states in the past and that his attitude 
of mind towards the present is constantly moulding his future. 
From this standpoint the answer is easy : We should strive for 
a higher mode of thought and feeling because the very effort, 
whether apparently successful or not, must yield a ·beneficial re
sult, if not immediately, at least in the near future. We can think 
aright, regardless of conditions ; and far from being held by "un
favorable conditions, " it is the overcoming of these which alone 
can make us grow mentally and spiritually. If a coarse diamond, 
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held forcibly against the rough surface of the lapidary's wheel, 
could express its feelings it is probable that it would complain 
very bitterly of " unfavorable conditions. " Yet that l ong fric
tion is necessary to bring forth its inherent purity, luster and 
brilliancy. 

We are now reaping as character, innate tendencies and social 
conditions or opportunities - which are but consequences of pre
vious thoughts, wishes and acts -the good or evil of our own 
past life, or lives, and at the same time, we are sowing either 
rank weeds or preCious seeds for a future crop. No matter what 
our circumstances m ay be, we have always the choice between 
doing our duty or shirking it. We shall always find others more 
unfortunate than ourselves, whom we may either help or despise. 

And even when we have to struggle not only against outside 
influences and conditions unfavorable to our highest aims but also 
against our own weakness of purpose, impermanency of thought 
and all other shortcomings of our lower nature, yet the road to 
self-improvement and increased usefulness is always open if we 
only persist in doing our best in spite of momentary f�ilures, and 
in endeavoring to put the teachings of Theosophy in daily prac
tice in all our relations with our fellow-beings and even in our 
' ' struggle for physical existence. " 

As to unitedly advocating any sp�cial legislation or labor 
system or particular method for social reform, that would be to 
commit suicide as a Theosophical Society. Personally I am fully 
in sympathy with all socialistic and communistic movements, and 
with all the reformers who labor to improve the present condi
tions of the civilized world by suppressing some of the exhibi
tions of " man's inhumanity to man, " but I am aware of the fact 
that the Theosophical Society can no more endorse a political 
platform than a religious creed. Moreover, I .am convinced that 
a general understanding of Theosophy, especially the doctrines of 
Karma, Reincarnation and Universal Brotherhood, can do much 
towards improving the social conditions now existing ; elevating 
the moral average of the people and checking the all -power sway 
of selfishness, which is the ultimate cause of all our troubles. 
Therefore, instead of hitching the Theosophical Society to the 
train of any party or system , I am in favor of di�eminating our 
teachings broadcast among the followers of all parties and all 

. systems, letting both the oppressor and the oppressed hear the 
. truth, in the hope that if each makes but a little effort in the right 
,direction they will meet each other half way. 

Without this high knowledge no community can raise its moral 
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standard above the danger- line of partizanship and retaliation, 
no matter how many protective or restrictive laws it may enact. 
As long as the men who are going to put the laws into practice \ 

will be guided by the promptings of their lower natures and 
ignorant of the light .and controlling power of the higher, self
interest will always find some smart way of eluding the man-

/ 
made laws. · 

A glance at history shows that at all times a part of humanity 
has held in cruel bondage and slavery some weaker part, always 
in the name of some selfish interest, and also that the wronged 
and downtrodden ones periodically revolt and fight for rights and 
for freedom, but if successful they hasten to imitate the selfish
ness and stubbornness of their former oppressors. Why ? Because 
there is no such thing as compelling people to be good by any 
legislation whatsoever ; people must become good through true 
knowledge, and true knowledge can only be acquired by self
efforts and self-control. After reaching this condition of evolu
tion people need no laws, because every man will be a law unto 
himself. 

And it is not necessary that a great number of persons should 
join the T. S. or call themselves by any particular name ; all that 
is needed is that the great bulk of the public without distinction 
of party or condition should correctly understand Theosophy. 
To that end we should all cooperate, leaving the adjustment to 
the one, immutable Law. 

A .  H. Spencer. - "  Ages of blind, usurious human laws have 
brought the world to ruin . "  This is about the worst case of pes
simism that I have run against for many a day. I fear our pessi
mistic friend is temporarily out of a job, in which event I will 
admit, speaking from experience, that the world does have a 
decayed look about it for the time being. The resumption of 
steady work however, with three moderate meals a day and a cool 
bath in the morning ought to cause such views to disappear like 
ice cream before a Philadelphia school-girl. And so the world is 
ruined. This is news to me ; in fact, I am disposed to doubt it. 
Are there not still a few magnificent mountains, and the sublime 
ocean, a considerable forest or so, and a few useful and respecta
ble riv�rs? Does not the proverbially hilarious brooklet still 
trickle in the glorious sunshine of springtime, or snook cosily 
away under its banks as it pulls oves itself the icy blanket of win
ter? Do not the summer clouds caress the earth and weep by 
turns, like lovely woman in need of a sealskin saque, j ust as they 

I 
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always did? And are there not more or less comfortable palaces 
for the rich, and equally more or less comfortable cabins for the 
poor, with their respective concomitants of Pullman cars and 
steerage passages at low rates?  

And why should the " struggle for physical existence prevent 
the full study of Divine Wisdom " ?  Being on the physical plane 
and concerned, especially during this moment of our evolution, 
with the analysis and consideration of physical things, would it 
not be moral cowardice to run away from them ? As a matter of 
fact the struggle for physical existence to which onr aforemen
tioned P. F. refers is the very field upon which we are best fitted 
to attain that wisdom which may enable us to approach somewhat 
towards the Divine. Struggles are mere episodes, and each one 
is not unlike a burr on the inside of our moral undershirt, irritating 
and annoying, but far from fatal. 

Our P. F. suggests that Theosophists should unitedly advocate 
improved conditions, through the Labor Exchange system (what
ever that may be ).  Being actively and constantly engaged mysel f 
in exchanging labor with others, I can appreciate the virtue and 
beneficence of this, but scarcely perceive the necessity of wearing 
a special label to emphasize the occupation, though I see no reason 
for interfering with others, whether they be Theosophists or not, 
who might prefer to do so. 

Our P. F. asks : " Why should we strain after that which would 
place us on a higher plane of thought or feeling when conditions 
are so unfavorable ? "  Thill beats me. What does our P. F. sup
pose Theosophy is, anyhow? A kind of spiritual peach jam, so to 
speak, to be spread upon the bread and butter of our daily habits 
on festal occasions ;  a sort of " best-cham her " cover-lid, to be 
brought out when guests arrive and we are on our particular good
behavior? I do not by any means take that view of it, but on the 
contrary have found those persons to best fill my conception of 
Theosophists who keep a little Theosophy in every pocket, from 
dress-suit to overalls, where it can conveniently be got at on 
every occasion and in all company. 

Take a walk through Central Park, my dear P. F. , some morn
ing, and chuck peanuts to the squirrels ; there is a heap more 
Theosophy right there than will be found on the line you are 
apparently travelling. 

Bandusia Wakefield.-AIJ true Theosophists will do what they 
can to improve the conditions of humanity and to help humanity 
in the best way possible according to their knowledge. But I 
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think it would not be wise for all Theosophists or members of 
the Theosophical Society to unite in advocating some formulated 
system of externals for improving conditions. It would have the 
effect of establishing a creed, for it would be practical ly saying, 
" Members of the Theosophical Society must accept this method 
of procedure and act accordingly. " 

It is not a settled fact that existing conditions are unfavorable 
to the attainment of a " higher plane of thought or feeling. " It 
is not so much the conditions as the way in which we meet them 
that determines the effect upon our soul growth . If we rebel 
against them as unjust and feel hard and uncharitable towards 
others because of them we are but making for ourselves bitter 
experiences. But if we feel that we ourselves are responsible 
for our lot, and try to make the best of it, we shall find these 
hard conditions means to the desired end. Conditions may be 
unfavorable for study and yet be very favorable for the cultiva
tion of patience " that naught can ruffle, " of power to bear un
complainingly the inevitable, of sympathy and charity for others, 
and of the spirit of self-denial and altruism. The cultivation of 
such qualities as these will prepare the way for the reception of 
divine wisdom as well as help to ameliorate external conditions. 
But these qualities grow through practice and experience of their 
need rather than through study. Study of truth is helpful, espec
ially when accompanied by a desire to help others ; but study from 
a purely selfish motive may be a h indrance to the attainment of 
divine wisdom. The inner conditions are of more consequence 
than the outer. The feeling that it is of no use to try is a greater 
hindrance to accomplishment than outside circumstance. The 
overcoming of selfishness and the attainment of altruism will 
' ' place us on the higher plane of thought or feeling, " and we 
should strive for these things, because by so doing we shall in 
time attain them ; and not oursel ves alone, but all humanity will 
be blessed in the attainment. 

Dr. T. Docking.-What else can blind men do than bring ruin 
everywhere around them : they are leaders of the blind and both 
fall into the ditch ! Now I fearlessly assert that our struggle for 
physical existence does not prevent the full study of Divine Wis
dom. I know that it is the general excuse, but " it is easier for 
a camel to go through _the eye of a needle than for a rich man to 
enter into the kingdom of heaven. " (Matthew, xix, 2 4. ) 

Most positively it would be unwise for Theosophists to even 
try to encourage institutions formed solely for the above-named 
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purpose : see the Master's answer to h is  disciple when he asked 
leave of absence to go and bury his father ; he said, " Let the 
dead bury their dead , "  etc. (Matthr..v, viii, 2 2 . ) Jesus was fully 
justified when he taught to " let the wheat and tares grow up to
gether until harvest, lest in destroying the one the other should be 
injured also " (Matthew, xiii, 26 ) . Their very wickedness hurries 
them off the scene, and the warning should benefit the better dis
posed. Again, non� can carry his neighbor's Karma. Hence the 
Scripture, " He that is unjust, let him be unjust still, " etc. (Rev
elati01z ,  xxii, 1 1 . )  He places himself beyond the pale of help. 

I am very old now, but when very young my ideas were very 
similar to the above. With each step in life I always hoped for 
fuller information. After diligent search in very many creeds 
fruitlessly, at length, since the mountain would not come to me, 
I went to the mountain. For after deep and careful thought I 
came to the conclusion that naturally the pig makes its own mire
hole and continues to wallow in it. So with the blind animal, 
man, the same may be said with variations, · with regard to the 
highest skilled or most scientifically and intellectually trained, 
unaided by the spirit and heart. For it is proverbial that the 
latter rogue is the worst. All along the line man really makes 
his own laws, environments or conditions, and it cannot be other
wise. It requires no augur to tell a man by his surroundings as 

a whole. The truly enlightened man tills h is garden seasonably, 
improves his ways, selects his associates, wastes no time, for where 
the treasure is there you will always find his thoughts, and they 
are real things. Thinking, thus for himself and his class, he is 
guided by higher laws, i. e. , the spiritual. Until man of himself, 
so to say, leaves the unclean thing, he is deaf to all higher in
struction and always will be. The only thing one can do to bet
ter his condition is to harken to the still small voice within, of 
real wisdom, i. e. , his conscience ; to render unto Cresar the things 
that are Cresar's, and do all he possibly can to lead a new life, 
which will place him on a plane of higher thought ; thus he him
self will make his own conditions favorable. 

As for me, especially during the last twenty years, since I have 
been sitting at the feet of Gamaliel, i. e. , studying the Theosoph
ical tenets, the light of truth in full force bas enlightened my 
h itherto benighted condition, notwithstanding all my most care
ful search in every creed to which I could gain access, but now I 
full well know • '  that as a man sows even so shall he reap, ' '  and 
that not blindly. In the fulness of my heart I thank God for this 
most equitable and holy Law, for without it, and that in its full-
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est .integrity, applied to myself individually, I could not progress 
spiritually. 

I care not what name you give the troubles, all without excep
tion are the same. In our passage through this state of probation 
if this small lesson fails to be correctly learned the present life 
has been a failure, then let us learn at least to be thankful that 
we in mercy are permitted to return to earth , if perchance we can 
right the wrong. He only will strive whose real sight is opened ; 
he is fleeing from darkness ; he knows full well that the only true 
light is from above or rather within, and while this is his condi
tion he does not swerve to the right or to the left, but keeps a 
straight course towards the light. He can only progress by con
quering and leaving behind the unfavorable conditions - in fact, 
without these very temptations surely he cannot gain the higher 
or purity of thought or feeling. 

Our branch recmtly discussed the theories advanced by the 
"Elizir of Life, " one of t/ze articles in Five Years of Theosophy. 
Some of the members tlzought the advice to continue to live eternally 
and the metlzods suggested for so doing in this article should b� 
followed,· but it seems to me that such is pernicious and contrary 
to the advice of the Bhagavad Gita and Voice of the Silence, and 
also to true Brotherhood. Is it not all pure selfishness ! Will the 
FoRUM please discuss this .'! 

Frances J. Hall.- In my opinion there is both good and bad 
in the article in question. There is much good advice in regard 
to purity and moderation, and as to the means by which one may 
become better fitted to help humanity. That which I . hold to 
be bad and pernicious in the article is the undertone that runs 
through it all that ultimately this long course of· training is only 
so that oneself may be benefited. The author, at the beginning 
of the article, half apologizes for this selfish aspect of the matter. 
He says, " Well, viewed in a short- sighted way it is so " ( i. e. ,  the 
most concentrated form of selfishness, opposed to Theosophic 
professions of benevolence and regard for the good of humanity) .  
" But, " he continues, " to do good, as in everything else, a man 
must have time and materials to work with, and this is a necessary 
means to the acquirement of powers by which infinitely more 
good can be done than without them. When these are once mas
tered, the opportunities to use them will arrive. " This, I think, 
is shown, however, to be no more than an apology, half-hearted 
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at best, for near the end of the article, speaking of those who have 
" attained, " and whom the stern sense of duty never leaves, the 
author says :  " It is with the greatest difficulty that even one or 
two [ Adepts ] can be induced, even by the throes of a world, to 
injure their own progress by meddling with mundane affairs._" 
The possibility of helping others and of performing one's duty to 
the utmost by the attainment of Adeptship set forth in this article 
is, in my opinion, more than counterbalanced by the suggested 
fear of injur£ng one's own progress, and by the question, " Is the 
result of all that have gone before in that line sufficiently encour
aging to prompt a renewal of the attempt? "- such attempts as 

those made by the Saviours of the world, I suppose. In this re
spect I think the teaching of " The Elixir of Life " is very dif
ferent from that of the Gtfti and the Voice of tlze S£/ence. One 
of the greatest bars to true progress is the desire to progress, the 
looking to results, and the fear of injuring one's progress. But 
there is much good advice given in the article in question, as no 
doubt everyone will admit ; but surely whatever there is of good 
in it should be followed, not so that oneself may be pure, may 
be immortal, may attain Nirvana or may be able to help human
ity only in the ages to come ; but that one may work better now, 
may help humanity now, may taste of immortality now ,· for im
mortality knows no future, only the eternal present and that pres
en t is ours now if we will but take it. If we refuse to use the 
present then are we truly dead now, fast asleep, knowing nothing 
of real life. In my opinion the elixir of life that most of us 
present-day people need is to be found in the performance of duty 
and in the sense of present opportunity to perform that duty. 
Perhaps later on it will be necessary to consider other ingredients 
of this elixir and to add other magical potencies, but we shall 
never know these until we have at least begun to distil this first 
essence which can be obtained only by the unselfish performance 
of duty, and the practice of Brotherhood. 

J. H. Fussell. - The general question as to whether selfishness 
is really inculcated in the article in question is discussed in an
other article in Ft"ve Years of Theosophy, page 33,  entitled " Is 
the Desire to ' Live ' Selfish ? "  and I would suggest that the ques
tioner read that. But aside from that there are certain passages 
in the article which if taken alone appear to support the views of 
the questioner. The question then arises : Is it fair to take iso
lated statements and to form one's judgment from them? I do 
not think so. The whole trend of the article must be considered 
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and also whether the article is applicable to all cases. The neces
sity of maintaining health must be quite evident to all in order 
that duty may be rightly performed, but in the case of the ordin
ary man it is quite conceivable that there may be times when 
health and life itself should be sacrificed for the sake of duty. 
Is it not, however, possible that in the case of tho!;'e further 
advanced along the " Path " the performance of every duty is 
compatable with the continuance of life and that the performance 
of the highest duties demands such a purified body as can be 
obtained only by the process described in the article in question ? 
It is a question either of living for the sake of living and for 
enjoyment of pleasure and power or of living for the sake of 
performing higher duties and taking conscious part in · the work 
of Nature. · In the latter case there wi11 be knowledge, power, 
bliss beyond our conception but perhaps also a greater sacrifice 
than would ever be possible if this " immortality " had not 
been attained. It is said that at the final initiation when the 
great choice has to be made, if there is one selfish tendency in the 
heart of the candidate which has not been eradicated and which 
may exist unknown to himself then inevitably he accepts Nirvana 
and choses bliss for self, passing forever out of all touch with 
mankind. But if he be pure utterly, utterly unselfish, selfless, 
then he may return to still help humanity ; he becomes a Nirman
akaya and lives in his perfected inner body on the ethereal planes 
or of his own choice incarnates as a Mahatma. Hence it seems 
to me that the building of a perfect form is but a step in the 
drama of life, necessary indeed , but not as an end -only as a 
means. Considered alone and as an end, the advice given in the 
article may mislead some and appear the acme of selfishness, but 
seen in its true bearing in relation to the whole of life and to the 
eternal progress of the soul it is entirely reasonable. Everyone, 
however, consciously or unconsciously, makes application of all 
these matters to his own case, and maybe some have tried to fol
low the advice given. My own opinion in regard to this is that 
the prolonging of life is not the immediate duty that lies before 
us now, but there is much good advice given concerning purity 
and unselfishness that all can and' should follow. We may have 
many steps yet to take before we can follow practically all that 
is there stated, but until we come to that point we have enough 
to do in performing those duties which lie before us now. 

' ) 
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SU BJ ECTS FOR D ISCUSS ION 

FOR THE USE O F  BRANCHES. 

Ill articles and addresses never use Sanskrit or foreign terms without also giving 
the English meaning ; use English term• preferably. 

-···-

LIFE OR PRANA. 

Life is universal and eternal. I s  not a " mode of matter" but is  coexist
ent with it. Cohesion a resu lt of Prana- Kama. Molecular attraction and 
repulsion not possible without this principle. Present on all planes as 
differentiations of Jiva, and in human body through its direct vehicle, the 
Linga Sharira • .  as · • invisible lives. " Jiva also permeates the other human 
principles. Too much life produces �leep ; sleep restores the equilibrium. 
Death results from this constant in!:USh and outrush. In death an increased 
activity of life. 

REFERENCES. 

Oc�a" of Theosophy, pp. 35, 36; ::.ecrd Doctri,u, vol. i,  pp. 225, 24"• 243, 249o 250, o. e. 

-···-

I N T U ITION.  

Not t o  be confused with impulse, which i s  kamic. Impulse is always 
towards action. Intuition rarely so. May be tested in that way. It is syn
thetic and not analytic ; will often instantaneously explain a series of events, 
ideas, actions. The action of Buddhi on this plane. Both reason and intuition 
necessary ; reason to be used as interpreter and verifier. 

REFERENCES. 

Irish Th,osojJ/tisl, vol. Iii, No. 8, " Letters to a Lodge " ;  Isis Unveiled, vol. I, pp. 97, q8. 
-u• 

BROTHERHOOD. 
Practically considered. The idea founded on spiritual unity. Fact of 

common origin to be studied in relation to the seven principles. Treatment of 
others necessarily reacts on oneself. The teachings of reincarnation as show
ing that all experience, good or bad, is shared by all men, and that conduct 
we abhor in another may have been ours in the past. The conviction of 
brotherhood a barrier to all pride, cruelty, and harsh judgment. 

REFERENCES. 

LiKht on the Path; Voice of the Silmu: Key to Tkeosojky, p. 4, et seq. ; Ocean of Tlu
osojhy, pp. Q7, QS. 

-···-

ZOROASTRIAN ISM. 

Wrongly called Fire-Worship, Mazdaism, Parseeism, Magism, and Sun
Worship. Founded by the first Zarathustra or Zoroaster, prehistorically. 
Thirteen Zoroasters are mentioned in the Dabistan, one of their sacred 
books, " Zoroaster " being a generic name like " Christ. " The last of them 
lived about 2000 B. C. , but the date is very uncertain. Their Bible is called 
the Zend-A vesta and is divided up mto the Vendidad, the Yasna, the 
Gathas, etc. , the last named being the oldest portion. Gdthas written in 
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Zend, probably a form of the Zensar, from which the Stanzas in the Secret 
Doctnne were translated. In the historical period Zoroastrianism was the 
religion of Bactria and Persia for many centuries, until the latter country was 
over-run by the Mohamedans about 642 A. D. Many Parsis then emigrated to 
India, from that time gradually losing the original meaning of their scriptures. 
About 90, 000 of them in India to·day. Zend-A vesta teaches that Unity is at 
the root of all things ; that this Unity manifests as a duality called Abura 
Mazda and Angra Mainyu ( modernized as Ormuzd and Ahriman ), symboliz
ing the good and evil, positive and negative, and other opposite principles in 
n ature. These are absorbed into the Unity at the close of the Manvantara. 
Reincarnation is taught and the Seven Principles of man. 

REFERENCES. 
Five Years of Theosoplty, " Zoroastrianism on the Septenary Constitution of Man 

p. 8:a, n. e. ; Lucifer, " The Devil's Own, " vol. viii, p. 1 ; Glossary, arts. u zarathustra 
" Zend·A vesta. " 

TH EOSOPH ICAL N EWS AND WOR K. 
MILWAUKEE T. S. reports that a Lotus Circle is soon t o  be established in 

connection with that branch. 

P. C. T. S. have voted to hold their Fourth Ad Interim Convention in San 
Francisco, September sth, 1 896. 

DR. W. W. GAMRLE, of Santa Cruz, has removed to San Francisco, and is 
aiding in branch work in the latter place. 

WESTERLY T. S. holds two meetings each week, Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings, for reading and discussing papers. 

SEVENTY TIMES SEVEN T. S. ( Sacramento, Calif. ) though small, holds reg
ular meetings and reports good prospects of future growth. 

WALLINGFORD T . S. 
at Wallingford, Conn. 
Miss M .  L. Guild. 

Application bas come for the formation of a branch 
This is largely the result of missionary work done by 

THE state prison located at Folsom, Calif. , is regularly visited and lec
tures given to prisoners by members of the Sacramento Branch. Brothers 
Cook and Spinks were the last speakers there. 

JuLI US 0TTL bas been elected to fill the unexpired term of treasurer 
P. C. T. S. , caused by the resignation of Ed. B. Rambo, who has faithfully 
discharged the duties of that office since the organization of the Committee in 

1 890. 

PROMETHEUS T. S. ( Portland, Ore. ) reports continued interest and work. 
It holds Sunday evening and branch meetings and Secret Doctrzne Class 
weekly with a lively interspersion of lectures from Rev. W. E. Copeland, Dr. 

· Allen Griffiths, and Mrs. Sarah A. Harris. 

ARJUNA T . S. ( St. Louis, Mo. ) bas been very successful this year ; the 
interest bas been sustained, and the meetings have been well attended by the 
public. An effort is being m ade to establish a permanent headquarters and to 
maintain a library and reading room. There are bright prospects for a suc
cessful year. 
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HoT SPRINGS T. S. continues active. The work of this branch consists 
largely of propaganda amongst visitors, by which means Theosophy is sent to 
every point of the compass. The branch holds regular meetings Friday 
evenings, at 8 o'clock, in the president's library room, comer of Reserve and 
College streets. Inquiring visitors are always welcomed. 

PITTSBURG T. S. has held regular meetings throughout the year Sunday 
evenings. The resignation of several members took place, some leaving the 
city, others to form another branch at Wilkinsburg. Prospects are favorable 
for the starting of another branch at California, Pa. , where missionary work 
has been done from time to time. The library has 5 1  books and is circulating 
very well. 

AM RITA T.S.  ( Lincoln,  Neb. ) presents an interesting report of its work 
during the past year. I ts regular meetings have been kept up without a single 
failure, a syllabus having been adopted and followed as nearly as possible. 
There has been no loss of membership in one way or another, by death, · sus
pension , or resignation, and the outlook for Theosophy in Lincoln is more 
promising than ever before. 

LYNN T.S. has held regular weekly meetings since it was organized, and 
a good attendance and much interest have been kept up. Nineteen public 
lectures have been delivered to very good sized audiences, six . of which have 
been by the branch members. Study meetings have been held at 1 76 Wash
ington street, where also a small library is kept. The branch was organized 
with seven members and has gained nine in the past year ; present number, 
sixteen. 

CoLUMBUs T.S. has now secured a room exclusively for its own use instead 
of, as formerly, getting the use of a hall for but one evening in the week. 
Public meetings are held on Sunday and Tuesday evenings of each week, the 
Sunday evening meetings being devoted entirely to the consideration of the 
subjects of Brotherhood, Karma and Reincarnation, while on Tuesday even
ings the list of topics is more varied. On Friday evening a study class for 
members meets. 

SYRACUSE T.S.  Increased interest has been manifested in the St!cr�t 
Doctri'ne class, since we are able to study it topically by means of the index. 
Our circulating library finds constant readers. The reference library, though 
not large, is eagerly patronized by members interested in Theosophical studies, 
the six magazines lying on our reading table being also eagerly read. As a 
branch we are harmonious in action, united in effort, and earnest in work. 
(Communzi:ated.) 

BuFFALO T. S. a month ago started a series of talks on " Theosophy and 
Brotherhood " at Council Hall ( largely used by the labor unions ) on Sunday 
evenings, and they promise to be a success. The attendance has been from 
seven ( the magical number ) one very stormy evening to thirty-five, and it has 
been the mean s of bringing some new men to the regular T. S. meetings on 
Sunday afternoons and Tuesday evenings. The Buffalo T.S. is developing 
some earnest workers. (Communi'calt!d. ) 

Mtss BANDUSIA WAKEFIELD, Secretary of the Dana T. S. , Sioux City, Iowa, 
by invitation read a paper before the Scientific Association of Sioux City on 
" Law of Periodic Manifestation." This paper met with such favor that she 
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was invited to read another at an early date. Her second paper was on " The 
Nature, Evolution and Destiny of Man." There was a fair audience at the 
first lecture, and this was doubled at the ·second, all seats taken and people 
standing, and the closest attention being given throughout. 

ALBERT E. S. SMYTHE, of Toronto, spent a few days in Buffalo and 
lectured on the evening of the 22d of February before the members of the 
Buffalo T. S. on " Theosophy and the New Testament ; "  on Sunday afternoon, 
the 23d, publicly on " Theosophy the Common-sense of Life ; "  on the same 
evening on " Theosophy and Brotherhood," and on the evening of Monday, 
the 24th, on " The Heart of Theosophy ; "  on Tuesday evening on " Theosophy 
and the Book of Revelation. "  The public meetings were well attended. 

MEMPHis T.S. has lately had a visit from Mr. H. T. Patterson , who on 
his return to New York reported the exceeding solidity of the members there. 
This Society recently rented a small ball in Second street and holds its public 
m·eetings on Thursday evenings. The members are all b,ard workers and are 
preparing an active propaganda in Memphis. The Society invites all Theos
ophists stopping or passing through Memphis to visit it. The president is Mr. 
Galloway, Peabody Hotel ; the secretary Clarence C. S towe, 282 Front street. 

SoMERVILLE (Mass. ) T. S.  Since this branch was chartered in March, 
1 894, it has done good work. It held Sunday afternoon meetings all last 
winter in a public hall with good audiences, but has latterly changed the time 
to the evening - a  change which, though it  doubled the expenses, has never
theless been well justified by the results, the average attendance at all meet
i ngs having been materially increased and contributions given are sufficient 
to meet expenses. Members from Boston and Cambridge have furnished many 
of the lecturers. 

SAN DI EGO T. S.  has a hall in the central part of the city, where a lending 
library of 204 volumes is kept, and which is well patronized. The hall is kept 
open every afternoon, when the books and magazines are accessible to the 
p ublic. The current magazines are also kept on file. Every Sunday evening 
a lecture is given by one of the branch members, after which question s are 
asked. Wednesday evening of each week a meeting is held for study, and on 
Thursday evenings a class meets for the study of the Sure/ Doctrine. All 
meetings are open to the public and well attended. 

SEATTLE T.S.  has held 57 public meetings during the past year with an 
average attedance of 5 5  persons, and 5 2 study meetings with an average at
tendance of I I  members. Mrs. A. B. Blodget bas conducted a Beginners' 
class in Theosophy, which is very well attended. In last October three mem
bers were appointed as a Committee to decorate and improve the Assembly 
Hall of the Society. $16. 90  was raised by contributions and spent to excel
lent advantage ; and with the work and time of all members, which was freely 
given, great improvements were effected in the appearance of the hall. The 
branch is established on a very firm basis for its future work. 

UNITY T. S. ( St. Paul, Minn . )  has rented a room in the Endicott Building 
and has public meetings there each week, Sunday evenings being devoted to 
an address for the benefit of the public, and Wednesday e venings to the dis
cussion of special subjects. The attendance is very good, especially Sunday 
evenings, and good reports are received through the press. A library fund is 
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being made up by a method somewhat similar to that employed by the Loyalty 
Branch some time since, each member being asked to earn a dollar in some 
way for the Society. One member in this way has earned $8.oo by making 
and selling candy. Formation of a Lotus Circle is in contemplation. 

Los ANGELes T. S. reports that during the past year much has been a�com· 
plished by the branch and its executive committee ; interest has been steadily 
growing, new members added, old members have become more active and 
earnest, and great interest has been manifested in both branch and public 
meetings. The branch now numbers twenty-nine members, ten of whom have 
been added during the past year. Fifty-two branch meetings have been held 
at headquarters, sixty public lectures have been given in Los Angeles, and 
one White Lotus Day meeting was held. About fifteen lectures were given 
in the suburban towns of Compton , Pasadena and East Los Angeles by various 
members. Within the past four months a beginners' class has been instituted 
on Tuesday evenings, and a training class on Friday evenings. These have 
an average attendance of ro. About 37 press reports, giving very full accounts 
of lectures, have been printed ; also three long and independent articles. The 
average attendance at the public lectures for the first half of the year was 
about 7 5 ;  for the latter half, about I 75·  The library contains I I6 volumes and 
bas a circulation of 426 volumes. 

REPORT OF CENTRAL STATES COMMITTEE. 

The C. S. C. lecturer has been working in northern Ohio for the past 
month,  and has visited some ten or twelve different places, returning every 
Sunday to Toledo, where be bas lectured to large ��ond interested audiences. 

Tbre centres have been organized in Ohio, and one in Wisconsin. 
Man�sa Branch members have been active and effective in assisting Mr. 

H arding' s work in and about Toledo. They have taken up several lines of 
propaganda that promise good results. 

We have a excellent report of the steady and progressive work in the 
Dayton Branch meetings, and evenings devoted to private study ; also the 
Sunday lectures have a very good attendance. 

Indianapolis Branch is active ; it has sent us several good papers recently 
to be added to our Exchange Bureau. 

Fort Wayne members have been visiting and speaking at some of the 
study classes formed during last summer' s campaign in their State. This is 
an important work and should be the special care of branches nearest the towns 
where our l ecturer has organized centres or formed classes for the preliminary 
study of Theosophy. 

Wachtmeister Branch is doing splendid work. The meetings are con
ducted in Swedish and are held Sunday mornings. They combine study with 
a lecture. Discussion is permitted and visitors invited to participate ; the 
attendance is good. The regular study class meets Saturdays. Several pam· 
phlets have been printed by this branch in the Scandinavian languages, and 
distributed. The members have also translated Theosophy !>imply Put into 
the Swedish language. Several very energetic and earnest members are con· 
stantly laboring for the spread of Theosophy among the classes speaking these 
languages. 

Every member of the Englewood Branch has been assigned to some par
ticular part of the work, and each is patiently pushing it. This united, 
" shoulder-to-shoulder " effort will surely reap an adequate reward. 
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From the Clinton Branch we have encouraging letters of its present con

dition and proposed lines of work for the near future. 
Hartington has had a season of inactivity resultant from the combination 

of unfortuna�te circumstances, but is again in harness. 
Rapid City reports new members to its branch nearly every month, but as 

it has a somewhat shifting population to draw from the average remain s  about 
she same ; still this condition means greater strength and an ever-widening 
influence. 

The following is a list of branches belonging to the C. S. C. : Cincinnati, 
Columbus, Clinton, Dayton, Detroit, Fort Wayne, Englewood, Hartington, 
Indianapolis, Loyalty, Lincoln, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Rapid City, Sioux 
City, Unity, Manasa, and Wachtmeister. (Communicaied. ) 

LOTU S  CIRCLE WORK. 

The undersigned committee bas been appointed with the approval of the 
President, William Q. J udge, for the purpose of opening comm unication with 
all the branches in regard to the work of Lotus Circles of the T. S. in A. It is 
hoped that in this way the best ideas of those who are most interested in this 
work may be brought together and a systematic plan adopted which will be of 
mutual benefit to all concerned. The committee ask the secretary of the 
branch to kindly aid them in the work by seeing that the following requests 
are complied wi th : 

1. If the branch has already a Lotus Circle formed, to ask the most active 
member connected with it to make note of the most successful plans and ideas 
which have developed in the course of the work, and kindly send them to the 
Lotus Circle Committee. 

2. To get the expression of the branch, if it has no Lotus Circle, as to 
the need of one or not. 

3· To get the expression of the branch or Lotus Circle, if already formed, 
as to whether it would agree to cooperate with the Lotus Circle Committee in 
adopting a regular system to be used in all the schools of the T.S. in A. 

The formation of this committee is the outcome of various inquiries re
ceived at the Headquarters asking for information upon this subject. If 
sufficient encouragement is received, a regular system of school propaganda 
can be established - new music and lesson papers printed, and the work of the 
Lotus Circles be made to form a strong part of the Theosophical movement. 

Correspondence is solicited from all who are interested in this work. All 
communications upon this subject should be addressed to the Lotus Circle 
Committee, I44 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

MRs. ELIZABETH C. M AYER, � 
MISS BAND USIA WAKEFIELD, Commi'tlee. 
MR. J AM ES M. PRYSE, 

The above circular was on Feb. I 4th last sent to the secretary of every 
branch of the T.S.  in A. A large number of the branches have already 
responded, the majority of the replies showing a hearty sympathy with the 
work, and a willingness to cooperate. The Lotus Circle Committee therefore 
feel that the need is imperative, and are planning the first set of lesson papers, 
which they hope to make very attractive and interesting The committee de
sire to strengthen and assist all schools in thei r work by issuing these lesson 
papers, but at the same time they will in nu way attempt to alter or interfere 
with local ideas of conducting schools. 
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Some of the pl ans that have operated successfully in Lotus Circles will be 
printed in the FoRUM from time to time for the benefit of all the schools. 

Any members having topics for lesson papers, poetry or music they wopld 
like to have used will render great assistance by sending them to the Lotus 
Circle Committee. 

CON V ENTION OF 18¢. 

The members of the Executive Committee have decided to accept the 
invitation of the branches in and near Chicago to hold the Secong Annual 
Convention of the T. S.A. in that rity and it will be held there on the 26th of 
April., the fourth Sunday in that month, remaining in session until the even
ing of Monday, the 2 7th, unless further prolonged. 

The Convention will assemble at 10 o'clock on the morning of April 26th 
at the Palmer House As.<>embly Room, Chicago, were also the sessions of 
Monday will be held. Other intermediate or additional sessions may be ar
ranged for on the spot and announced at the Convention. 

All members are entitled to attend the Convention. 
Branches in arrears for dues will have no power to vote or have re_presen

tation. The same rule applies to the case of branch� in which the num
ber of members bas fallen below five. 

Each branch is entitled to send a delegate to represent it. In connection 
with this matter it is desirable to call attention to Section 3, Article IV, of the 
Constitution of the T. S. A. - " The basis for representation and voting ( by 
branches ) in said Convention shall be one delegate for the first five members 
and one for every ten after the first five." Any branch not able to send a del
egate is entitled to send a proxy or to specially appoint a member of the Con
vention to represent it, and every branch is earnestly desired to so appoint if 
unable to provide direct representation. All branches following this course. 
r: e. , appointing some member of the Convention as proxy, but not at present 
able to designate the individual, will please clearly indicate their wishes to the 
undersigned or to the Vice-President, Dr. J. D. Buck, 1 24 W. jth street, Cin
cinnati, Ohio, so that the proxy may be given to some member attending the 
Convention and actually prepared to represent such branches in person. Print
ed proxies can be had at any stationery store, and should be duly filled up and 
signed by the president or secretary of the branch. Where the proxy is to be 
appointed, the space for the appointee should be left blank. 

Branches intending to send a delegate to represent them :will please for
ward this information to the President' s Office at as early a date as is practica
ble, so that the list may be made out and ready for the meeting of Convention. 

As already requested, the secretaries of branches will kindly send their 
yearly reports to the President's office as soon as convenient. Such reports 
are not to be read at the Convention, but an abstract may be printed in the 
Report of the Convention, and this abstract has to be prepared in advance in 
order not to delay the printing. 

WILLIAM Q. JuDGE, President. 
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NEW SERIES : NO. 1 2- APRIL, 18¢. 

THE THEOSOPH ICAL  FoRUM 
ISSUED BY DI RECTION AND UNDER THE AUTHORITY O F  

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCI ETY IN AMERICA. 

For free d istribution to  Members. The T.S. I n  America Is not responSible for any state-
ments herein. Published by the Theosophical Society In America, at 144 Madison Avenue. 
New York City. 

E. T. HARGROVE, President. 

Each member is invited to send questions, answers to questions, opinions, 
and notes upon Theosophical subjects. When necessary, the various com
munications will  be condensed by- the editor. Members should be careful 
to write distinctly and on one side of the paper on ly. 

In sending questions, or answers to questions, whenever an assertion 
is made that such and such is  a doctrine, or that " it is said in Theosophical 
l iterature,"  and the l ike, the name of author, article, volume, and page 
referred to must be given. . 

All  communications should be addressed to Tbe Editor, Tbeosopb· 
leal Forum, 144 Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Entered as second-class matter at New York, N.Y. , Post-office, July 25, 1895· 
Issued monthly. Sent d irectly to each member. No losses by" mall supplied. 

====· , � 1 b 
DEATH OF  W I LL AM Q. J U DGE. 

The President of sophical Societies in America, 
Europe and Australasia, our rusted teacher and friend, passed 
away on the nst of March at about 9 o'clock in the morning. 
His death was painless and put an end to a long and desperate 
fight for life, sustained unwavering until recovery was seen to be 
impossible. • 

Some people will doubtless repeat the forebodings that fol
lowed the death of H. P. B. , prophesying the collapse of the 
Theosophical Society ; but the soul and power that she left in the 
work , and that became increasingly manifest after she had left us, 
proved that physical presence is not necessary to maintain that 
real influence which is primarily spiritual and mental. The influ
ence exercised by William Q. Judge was of the same order. The 
fibres of his being were interwoven with those of the Society. 
Death cannot destroy that strong pillar of support. He died as 
he had lived - for the Society ; died as he had lived - upright ; 
and though we must regret that such a sacrifice was necessary, 
th'e fact remains that it was not thrown away, for the hundreds 
that loyally remained with him in the hour of the Society's trial 
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and of his greatest fight will remain unshaken as the wedge by 
him driven far into the next century on inner and real planes. 'fhe 
work of the Society and of this magazine will continue as before. 
The same policy and purpose will be pursued as hitherto. But 
more than ever will the success of both depend upon individual 
members throughout the world. Let that be remembered, and 
'Yilliam Q. Judge's one hope and ambition will be realized. 

QU ESTI ONS AND ANSWERS. 

These are held over until next month, in order that members 
throughout the Society may have every information in regard to 
the New York Convention, and may also be informed as to the 
departure of our late President, and what has already been done 
in honor of his memory. 

· 

THE CR EMATION.  

The proceedings at the crem ation o f  the body o f  W. Q.  Judge 
were of the simplest possible order. As he died on Saturday 
morning it was not easy to notify many members outside the 
vicinity of New York in sufficient time for them to attend the 
funeral on the Monday following. N evertbeless a very large 
number of members was present, including many  from Boston, 
Bridgeport, Providence and other cities. 

All day Sunday the body had lain in state at his residence, 3 2 5  
West 5 6th street, in  the room in which he died. On Monday it 
was conveyed to 1 44 Madison Avenue, at noon, at which time the 
ceremony was to take place in the Aryan� Hall. The coffin was 

· carried into the Hall by the pall-bearers - Messrs. Page, Fussell ,  
J as. Pryse, John Pryse, Prater and Wright -and deposited on 
the platform, which was profusely decorated with flowers. All 
the chairs had been taken out of the Hall, the people standing to 
admit of more room. 

Addresses were then made by Messrs. Wright, Hargrove and 
J as. Pryse. Mr. Wright said : 

We assemble here to ·day in this Aryan Hall ,  before the body of our 
brother and co-worker, William Q uan Judge, the founder of the Theosophical 
movement of this century, with H. P. Blavatsky and others. We meet for 

�he purpose of bidding a temporary farewell to the spirit that has left its body. 
- �t we do not assemble as mourners - as those who believe the dead cannot 

return. We are not as they who believe the body is all there is of man. As 
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Theosophists, and as  this is a Theosophical gathering, we must above all 
things feel that we are simply meeting together to bid a farewell for a while, 
W. Q. Judge has been here on earth, has worked for this movement many 
times before, and h� wE,I_�_!!!!l . ..!_o work aga��-- ..l.t_is not for us to feel as if we 
had lost him forev�Jfi am myself"standillg befofe' a scene a

l
most identical 

... /w1th that '\Vt:rt�lace at the deatl� of Fl. P. Blavatsky in London, a few 
years ago, at a time when e!:y 011� felt Y6f'/ much as they do now. Many 
then believed that the Society utd'Jalt to pieces, but those were only weak
hearted persons who knew no nt of the real nature of this mov nt and 
the Society surely did not fail, but increased in vitality':)("w�-�;st continue to 
feel as we ave e ora longtime slnce.tnaftlleSociety depends on pri'n
ciples.J.. 'f}_O.� ()!1 jursonalzties, and that even in the going away from us of a 
grea�nd Brother we are still in the movement and it must go on un
affected by the death of all personalities. Death is as common as birth. 
People have been dying ever since the world began, and death cannot affect 
our onward march, and if it did, then it would only show that we depended on 
personalities and therefore were untrustworthy. We must only hold to the 
high principles, and even while we feel that deep sorrow which must inevitably 
come to everyone for the loss of so great a personality as was that of W. Q. 
Judge, yet we must hold fast to  the fact and belief that the society will grow. 
It is known of every great Adept that when his powers are withdrawn, his 
spiritual energies are distributed among all students. The energy centred in 
the one becomes spread among all ; consequently everyone will have addi
tional power to work from now on, and should himself endeavor to represent 
a living centre. In a recent number of The Path, Mr. Judge tried to inspire 
all with that idea -" Each member a centre," were his words. And remember 
H. P. B. 's  words: " So long as there are three persons willing to live in accord
ance with the real principles of the movement, so long will it live and pros · 
per. " Let there be, not only three, but hundreds of centres ! Therefore there 
is no necessity nor right for anyone to feel loss of courage or strength ; on the 
contrary, he is acting in an untheosophical wa:r "{ho allows such thoughts and 
feelings .teo 1111hr ial!e ei!B. l.flj'lyvC,.,( h '4U $ \.A-v\A• • 

Mr. James M. Pryse then spoke as follows : 
Five years have fled since out of gloomy and smoke-begrimed London all 

that was mortal of H. P. Blavatsky was taken across the green fields to 
Woking and surrendered to crematoria! flames. And as I wandered back, 
that day of brilliant sunshine, across those English fields that, glad in the 
tender green of spring and starred with daisies, seemed to prophesy the joyous 
resurrection of all life, much of the sorrow in my heart was lifted, as I 
thought of our strong American brother who was hastening across the sea to 
bring us comfort and and wise counsel. And now in my own land as I stand 
beside his cold clay, my heart is heavier than it  has ever been �fore. Unwise . 
are they who shrink from the chastening touch of sorrow. As life has its 
lessons, so Death is a teacher ; and the teachings of death can be understood 
only when sorrow for those who are· lost has softened the human heart ; for 
that is the one great need of humanit� to·day - that the hardness and the self
ishness of the heart shall be broken;; So I think it is wise in this sense to 
sorrow for the dead. That is false m any philosophy or any religion which 
gives an evil comfort through teaching indifference to death, or seeks to harden 
the heart that goes out in yearning love toward those who are taken from us. 
But unselfish sorrow_ does not waste itself in useless repining, but stirs within us a 
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strong desire to reach up into the deathless world where those whom we loved 
have gone, softens us to deeper sympathy with humanity, and strengthens us 
in our power to help and comfort those around us. This, our brother, has 
gone from among us. Therefore let our tribute of mourning resolve itself 
into an indomitable will to carry on the work he began and in which he was 
our leader. Let us build this Society up as an unperishable monument through 
ages to come, to H. P. Blavatsky and Willi!lm Q. Judge. 

Through long years I looked upon him as my truest friend and teacher. 
No other is there in this world whom I have loved so much, none to whom I 
owe so deep a debt of gratitude. In lives long past I knew and followed him ; 
in lives to come I shall find and follow him still. His was " the strong deep 
heart like the hearts of old ; "  and though well I know that he is one who in 
times past conquered death and could say, " Death is swallowed up in victory. 
Where, 0 Death is thy sting? Where, 0 grave is thy victory? " - still, in 
this hour of loss and loneliness, I wquld dwell on the human side of life- that 
human nature that suffers and seeks consolation. This, our brother is gone. 
He whom we loved has

-
left us. 

To him we gavl(the proud title of the " friend of all creatures." Let us 
each strive to be, H{e him, a friend of all that lives and breathes ; let us carry 
on unweariedly the work for which he and H. P. Blavatsky laid down their 
lives, and let us show by our deeds that the teaching of his life, and the still 
greater teaching of his death, has not been wasted upon us. 

Mr. Hargrove said : 
Brothers and Sisters, Friends : - I am to spe�k to you to-day in order to 

give you a short account of the death of our friend and teacher. You all know 
quite well that his illness was a long one. You will know that as long as he 
thought it his duty to struggle for life, he fought the battle - a  battle that 
none of us could have fought. He fought for life from day to day, from 
minute to minute, till he knew that the battle was over ; not lost, but gained 
in the truest sense. He tried various climates to see i f  his illness could be 
cured by any change of air, and then he returned to New York, knowing 
that death was certain, and preferring to die in this city of his adoption 
than elsewhere. 

I In the hour of his death he was surrounded by friends. and by every pos-
sible solace. He was nursed to the last by a faithful and devoted wife. His 
death was painless. He told me himself very shortly before he died that for 
several days past he had been very little in his body, and certainly when the 
last breath of life left it he was not there ; he was looking on at all that was 
taking place. 

One person who had been constantly with him during the last weeks of 
his illness, but who was absent  when the moment of departure came -a per
son who loved him with a perfect love - cried out " Thank God that he is 
dead, "  on being told of what had happened. And this feeling must be shared 
by all who know how much he suffered before he left us. So much for the 

, dead. Now for the living. 
His last message to us was this: " There should be calmness. Hold fast. 

Go slow. " And if you take down those words and remember them, you will 
find that they contain an epitome of his whole life-struggle. He believed in 
Theosophy and lived it. He believed because he knew that the great Self Of 
which he so often spoke was the eternal Self, was himuif. Therefore he was 
always calm. ; 
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He held fast with an unwavering tenacity to his purpose and to his ideal. 
H;e went slow, and never allowed himself to act hastily. He made time 

his own, and he was justice itself on that account. And he had the power to 
act with the rapidity of lightning when the time for action came. 

We can now afford to console ourselves because of the life he lived, and 
should also remember that this man, William Quan Judge, had more devoted 
friends, I believe, than any other living man ; more friends who would literally 
have died for him at a moment's notice, would have gone to any part of the 
world on the strength of a hint from him. And never once did he use that 
power and influence for his own personal ends ; never once did he ask anyone 
for a cent of money for himself ; never once did he use that power, great as it 
was not only in America but in Europe, Australasia and elsewhere as well, for 
anything but the good

. 
of the Theosophical movement. 

A last word : a few days before his death he said to me " There is no need 
to worry, for even if I die the movement z� a success. " It is a success ; but it 
is for us to make use of this success ; and I think that if we want to pay a 
tribute to the life and final sacrifice of W. Q. Judge, we can best do so by 
carrying on the work for which he lived and died. 

The · body was then carried out of the Hall and conveyed to 
the crematory at Fresh Pond. About eighty members gathered 
in the little chapel attached to the crematory while Mr. Wright 
read over the coffin a few words addressed by W. Q. Judge to a 
friend two years before, when seriously near death : 

There is no room for sorrow in the heart of him who knows and realizes 
the Unity of all spiritual beings. While people, monuments and governments 
disappear, the Self remains and returns again. The wise are not disturbed ; 
they remain silent ; they depend on the Self, and seek their refuge in it. 

The body was then cremated. 
C. F. W. 

S ECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION T. S. A. 

F I RST DAY,  MOR N I N G  SESSIO N ,  A P R I L  z6TH. 

The Delegates assembled at Madison Square Garden Concert
Hall, New York City, at 10 o'clock on the morning of April 2 6th, 
1 896.  In addition to the delegates many visiting members also 
were present, above 700 in all .  Dr. J. D. Buck, Acting-President 
of the T. S. A. , called the meeting to order at t o : 26 a.m .  

The proceedings were opened and interspersed with music by 
a string quartet which gave great pleasure to all present. 

Dr. Buck called for nominations for temporary chairman, and 
on motion of Mr. Robert Crosbie, seconded by Dr. E. B. Guild, 
Mr. Edward B. Rambo was elected to fill that position . . Mr 
Elliott B. Page of New York, on motion of Mr. A. H .  Spencer, 
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duly seconded, was elected Secretary to the Convention, his elec
tion being hailed with applause. 

The following were then appointed to comprise a Committee 
on Credentials : A. M. Smith · of Chicago, Henry T. Patterson of 
Brooklyn, Albert E. S. Smythe of Toronto, Canada, Abbott B. 
Clark of Los Angeles, and Walter T. Hanson of Macon, Ga. 

The roll was then called by the SecretRry, after which , on 
proposal of Claude Falls Wright, seconded by Elliott B. Page, 
Dr. J. D. Buck of Cincinnati was unanimously elected permanent 
chairman of the Convention amidst great applause. 

Dr. Buck then took the chair and the following comm�ttees 
were appointed : Committee on Resolutions : A. A. Purman, E. 
B. Rambo, W. A. Stevens, W. T. Hanson , Dr. E. D. Simpson ; 
Auditing Committee : A. H . Spencer, T. R. Prater, M. H. Phelps. 

Dr. Buck then introduced the Foreign Delegates, Dr. Arch. 
Keightley and Mrs. Alice L. Cleather of London, Eng lane:!," and 
D. N. Dunlop and Fred . J .  Dick of Dublin, Ireland, who in tum 
spoke briefly and to the effect that their mission was to make 
stronger the links between this country and Great Britain. Fra
ternal greetings were also read from Australia, Sweden, New Zea
land, and the newly-formed Spanish Branch in New York City. 
Mr. Albert E. S. Smythe of Toronto, Canada, was also introduced 
as a Foreign Delegate. 

Next in order was the reading of the annual report of the 
President by Claude Falls Wright, he having occupied the posi
tion of secrttary to Mr. Judge from the time of last Convention 
until his passing away, and since then of secretary to Dr. Buck, 
the Acting President. One of the most interesting items was in 
regard to the growth of the Society since lSlst Convention-that 
in spite of the withdrawal of certain Branches after last Conven
tion the number has been made good and even new Branches 
added, so that we now have on our roll J o8, as against 1 0 2  re
ported at the Convention of 1 895 .  

Mr. E. A. Neresheimer presented the treasurer's report, show· 
ing that the receipts for the year had been $8, 644, and the expen
ditures $7, 7 1 4. 2 5 ,  leaving a balance on hand of $g:zg. 6 :z .  

The Convention then adjourned to  meet again at  3 :  oo  p. m. 

AFTERNOON SESSIO N ,  A PRIL z6TH. 

The meeting was called to order at 3 :  16 p. m. 
Mr. A. H.  Spencer read the report of the Auditing Committee, 

and the report of Treasurer as approved by the Committee was 
accepted and the Committee discharged. Mr. A. M. Smith of 
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Chicago presented the report of the Committee on Credentials. 
The report of the Committee on Resolutions was then made 

by Dr. E. D. Simpson. Resolution respecting William Q. Judge 
on motion of Mr. Rambo, was adopted by all standing. Resolu
tions on Lotus Circle work ; commending the labors of Mr. Geo. 
E. Harter and his scheme for raising money for the Society ; and 
the resolution presented by Mr. Smythe that the Executive Com
mittee consider the advisabili ty of making a presentation of The
osophy in Toronto at the time of the meeting of the British 
Association for the advancemen t of Science were adopted. Reso
lutions respecting the three objects of the T . S. and one containing 
a clause condemning vivisection were referred back to the Com
mittee. Resolution on the life and work of Baron de Hirsch was 
also adopted. A vote of thanks was extended to the m usicians. 

The Convention then proceeded to the election of a new Pres-· 

ident and officers. In order to make the first nomination Dr. 
Buck temporarily resigned the chair to Mr. Rambo. He  said : 

I have asked the privilege of nominating a gentleman to fill this office for 
the coming year or for such time as shall be fixed upon by thi s  Convention for 
that official. It is well known to every intelligent Theosophist throughout the 
world that the Theosophical Society bestows no empty honors on anyone. 
Instead of electing a man to honor, the history of more than I Boo years has 
been that he who was first to serve was not the bearer of empty honors unless 
it should be the crown of martyrdom. He who can work and best serve 1s 
put in the foremost ranks in order that his service may be of benefit to the 
Society first, and incidentally and all the time redown to the benefit of 
humanity. The candidate that I shall have the honor to name in your 
presence this morning is very well known to a great many members of the 
Theosophical Society in America and equally well known to members of this 
Society in Europe. Referring to one of the immortal works of genius, the 
poem of Browning, Paracdsus, .one sentence recurs to me, the words put 
into the mouth of Paracelsus himself, by Browning. Paracelsus, addressing 
Festus, a friend of his youth, says : " I  am young, my Festus, I have a life 
to give ."  This fits exactly the candidate that I shall presently name. Others 
have been suggested as candidates or as possible candidates for this office 
some of them old in the service and some of them younger in the service and 
efficient. Many of them would undoubtedly make exceedingly good officers 
in this position. But here is one against whom the only objection anyone 
could make is that he is young, and what does youth mean to an intelligent 
Theosophist? I t  means an Ego in a child's body. I t  means in this instance a 
ripened judgment in the body of a young mao. [Applause.] I wish to 
speak from personal experience and observation with regard to this matter a 
little further. I have travelled across the continent with this candidate ; I 
have lived in the same house and dined at the same table with him for weeks, 
and I have had the pleasure of entertaining him in my own home. He is 
level-headed [applause] ; he has good common-sense ; he is well-versed in phi
losophy and the science of the Secret Doctrine. He is always a gentleman [ ap
plause] ; and he is full of devotion and is ready to offer himself for the ser· 
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vice of :·.lhe Society ; and I believe he will be quite as acceptable to the The
osophists of Europe as to those of America. [Applause. ] I shall speak for 
five� or�ten minutes this evening on " International Unity," and it is one of 
the prime objects of the Theosophical Movement and the Theosophical So
ciety to ever endeavor to establish a Universal Brotherhood of Man and to 
unite the different branches and centres of the Theosophical Society under 
one 'banner if possible, and I know of no one else in the Society who is so 
welrfitted in every way to do this and so help us to extend the principles of 
our order as Ernest T. Hargrove. 

A volume of cheers b�oke forth when at the end of his speech 
Pr. Buck mentioned the name of Mr. Hargrove. The whole aud
ience stood on their feet, applauding and waving handkerchiefs, 
and quiet was not obtained until Mr. Hargrove had mounted the 
platform and bowed his acknowledgments. Dr. Buck continued : 

I have one more word to say. It seems surperfluous after this demonstra
tion, but I have been saying for some weeks - and I believe in this country 
I have had the honor first to suggest Mr. Hargrove for this office -that if I bad 
the power (which I have not, fortunately ) to appoint a President for the Theo
sophical Society in America, and take the entire Karma of my act, I would 
without a moment's  hesitation appoint Mr. Hargrove. 

Mr. Wright, seconding the nomination, said : 
I have asked the privilege of seconding this nomination. I have only 

six words to say and they are these, that in my opinion, and I think it is the 
sense of the whole meeting, Mr. Ernest T. Hargrove is not only the man, but 
the only man. [Great applause. ]  

Mr. Hargrove's election was unanimous, and when the ap
plause that greeted him as he rose to return thanks had ended, 
he said : 

I thank you for what you have done, hut not for myself, because I would 
be foolish indeed if I took your loyalty and kindness to myself personally. I 
am well aware that your expression is given to the President of the Theos
ophical Society in America. And I may say personally that it might have 
given me perhaps more pleasure to have been among you shouting for, let us 
say, Dr. Buck, than to have had to stand upon this platform and look on and 
listen to the shouting. Now of course I need hardly say that having been 
elected in this way to this office I will do my best to carry out the duties of the 
office. That goes without saying. And so long as I hold this position, so long 
I believe you may depend upon me to loyally carry out your wishes and to 
carry out as best I may the directions that we all of us know of, and the wishes 
with which we are all of us familiar, so often expressed by our late great leader, 
Mr. Judge. I wish to say one word, however, in regard to this Presidency. 
There has been , I believe, some talk of rivalry, some talk of opposition, but it 
should be made clear, I think, to the outside world at least, that there has not 
been a great rush of competitors from all parts of the world to bold this office. 
Those of us who are familiar with the workings of things know this, that if 
Dr. Buck had held up his l ittle finger he would have been unanimously elected, 
[Applause] , and that the only reason why he was not elected is that he himself 
declined the office, putting forward as his grounds that he bel�ved that be 
could do better work for the movement to which he has devotea' his life by 
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carrying o n  that work on private lines rather than before the public. H e  him
self declined it for no other reason whatsoever, so that instead of electing 
himself as President to-day you do not elect him. That should be quite as 
clear to the public as to ourselves. And this I think points a lesson directly. 
It shows the unselfishness that is necessary if one would be anything of a 
Theosoph1st. I myself take it as a great honor to be President of such a 
Society as this, a world-wide Society, because although this is the Theosoph
ical Society in America you may truly say that there is no part of the· world 
where its influence has not reached. And that honor was deliberately laid aside 
by an old member, a trusted member, a beloved member for simply such a 
reason as the one I have already stated, that he thought he could do · better 
work elsewhere. 

Now as to the future. The last Convention you held was a Convention 
of reconstruction, a Convention where certain work had to be done which 
would tend to solidify the movement, and I who spent part, at least, of last 
year with Mr. Judge know that he was devoting all his energies to making 
strong the foundations. That he did. Look at this assembly to-day. Is that 
not sufficient evidence? He made strong tbe foundations. So strong has he 
made them that as he said before he left us : " Nothing on earth could shake us 
now, the thing had gone too far. " But i t  is  not sufficient to  make strong foun
dations. We have from this day to start forward with a new impulse and in
creased energy so that we may not only touch and reach the whole of 
America, but that from this land of freedom may go out a message to the 
whole world filling them with hope, reminding them of the old ideals, and 
making it plain to them that it  is possible to live as men and not to)emain 
somewhat lower than the animals. [ Applause.]  Now this work lies before 
us all, and I believe that this meeting of ours will do much to make it perfect : 
it will at least start it. And in that way we can do more than in any other way 
to build up a great memorial to our leaders, to our past leaders, those leaders 
who never desert us, and that is what they would wish, surely. Those who 
have sacrificed themselves for the Society already would surely wish that we 
would show our gratitude by doing this and in that way build up a memorial 
which will go down into the future unstained and perfect. [ Applause.]  

Next in order was the election of a Vice- President, and on 
motion of Dr. J- A. Anderson , seconded by A. H. Spencer, Mr. 
E. Aug. Neresheimer was elected to that office. On motion of 
Miss A. M. Stabler, seconded by James M. Pryse, Mr. Neres
heimer was re-elected Treasurer. 

Messrs. A. H. Spencer, H. T. Patterson, Claude F. Wright, 
Dr. A. P. Buchman, D r. Jerome A. Anderson, and Dr. J. D. 
Buck were elected Executive Ccmmittee to serve for the follow
ing year. 

Mr. Page then read the following telegram from D ublin . 

Hargrove, 144 Madison Avenue, New York. 
April 26th, 1 896. 

'' Hurrah for the Convention, from Ireland. "  [ signed ] Russell. 

_ Mr. A. H. Spencer read the proclamation which was sent out 
from the T . S. A. at its First Convention, in Boston, 1 895 .  in order 
that this Convention should endorse the action then taken. 
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This was unanimously adopted. 
At this point the hour for adjournment was reached and the 

Chair declared the proceedings over until 8 : o o  p. m.  

E V E N I NG SESSIO N .  

Long before the evening session was called to order the large 
auditortum was packed to its utmost capacity, fully z oo o  people 
being present. The stage was decorated with a profusion of tall, 
drooping ferns and palms. In the centre was placed -� - bust of 

? Mr. J udge, covered by a veil, which was to be removed later in 
the evening. 

This session was principally for the public and was occupied 
mainly with ten-minute speeches by different representatives of 
Theosophy and the unveiling of the bust of William Q. Judge. 
Dr. J. D. Buck called the meeting to order at 8 : 1  5 · The exer
cises were opened by instrumental music, and according to the 
program, which had been prepared and copies distributed through
out the Hall, Dr. Buck delivered the first address, on the 
subject of " International Unity, " Mr. George M. Coffin of Wash
ington, D. C. , followed on " Evolution ;" Mrs. Alice L. Cleather 
of London, England, gave a brief exposition of " Karma ;" Dr. 
Jerome A. Anderson of San Francisco, Calif. , spoke on " The 
Needs of Humanity ; "  Mr. Frederic J. Dick of Dublin, Ireland, 
explained the meaning and extent of " Reincarnation ;"  Burcham 
Harding briefly outlined the " Mission of the Theosophical So
ciety ; "  and James M. Pryse took for his subject " Theosophy 
and the Children. "  

A selection was given by the string quartette and the cere
mony of unveiling the bust of William Q. Judge was then per
formed. The audience rose and remained standing in silence 
while the veil was removed by Miss Genevieve M. G. Kluge, a 

1 child four and a half  years old, the youngest member in the 
Society. 

Immediately ·following the unveiling Claude Falls Wright 
stepped forward and said that the real Founders of the Theosoph-? ical Society were preparing to found a School for the Revival of 
the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity in which those who had served 
their time in the lesser Mysteries - the discipline of the soul and 
the service of humanity - might enter the greater Mysteries ; and 
that to carry out this purpose funds would be solicited, a suitable 
site procured and buildings erected when the aims and possibili
ties of such an undertaking should become apparent to those who 
have the power and disposition to carry it into effect, and that 
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this object would be achieved by the Theosophical Society. Mr�: 
P. B. Tingley of New York fol lowed Mr. Wright and made a 
few remarks about the founding of the School. 

The resolutions adopted at the afternoon session on Mr. Judge 
were then read by Judge E. O 'Rourke, of Fort Wayne, Ind. , 
and were receiv�d with applause. Mr. Neresheimer followed 
by reading an address given by Mr. Judge at the World's Fair 
Parliament of Religions on " Brotherhood a Fact in Nature ; "  
Mrs. Julia Campbell Keigh tley of Philadelphia spoke on " Devo
tion ; "  and Dr. Keightley of London, England, gave a few remin
iscences of William Q. Judge and paid a tribute to his memory. 

A telegram was then read from Mr. B. 0. Flower, editor of 
the A rena, who was to have given an address on " Brotherhood 
as a Basis for a Permanent Civilization, " saying that owing to 
illness in his family it was impossible for him to be present. 

Mr. Wrigh t gave an address on " Lessons "to be Learned from 
this Convention, " and Mr. Hargrove spoke on ' ' The . Future of 
America, " and said that he knew of his own knowledge that 
the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity 
would assuredly be established in America. 

The session was brought to a close by instrumental music. 
The announcement referring to the establishment of a " School 

for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries of Antiquity " was received 
with the liveliest gratification by the members, and at the close of 
the proceedings, in the few moments before leaving the Hall, sev
eral of those present volunteered subscriptions amounting in all to 
the sum of $4, 250 towards the fund for building such a School. 

FOURTH SESSION,  MONDAY MORNING,  APRIL 27TH. 
The fourth session was held in the Assembly-Room adjoining 

the Concert- Hall , and the proceedings opened with Dr. Buck in 
the chair. The Report of the Committee on By-Laws was taken 
up, it being read by Mr. Wright. The following alterations and 
amendments were proposed and adopted : ( 1 ) By- Law 1 3  was 
made to read, " The President shall be the custodian of all the 
archives and records of the Society, " as the provision that the 
President might " delegate any one or more of his powers to a 
person or persons chosen by himself, " made on account of the ill
ness of Mr. J udge, was not now necessary. ( 2 )  Between By
Laws 19 and 20  was added the clause, " The term of office of the 
President shall be three years. " ( 3 )  To By-Law 2 2 where it 
states that the FoRuM, the Or£mtat Department Papers and the 
Branck Departmmt Papers are to be recognized as part of the ac-
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tivities of the Society was added " and Lotus Circle. " ( 4 ) Between 
By-Laws 30 and 31 was inserted, " Branches shall not be charge
able with the annual dues to Headquarters on the first of January 
for any new member joining the Society within three months im
mediately preceding the 1 st of January. " ( 5 )  Between By-Laws 
46 and 47 the following was inserted as a new By-Law : " No 
member of the Theosophical Society in America shall promulgate 
or maintain any doctrine as being advanced or advocated by the 
Society. " 

Miss Katherine Hillard then read a paper on " The Lessons of 
a Noble Life. " 

It was announced that a meeting in regard to furthering Lotus 
Circle work would be held in Aryan Hall, 1 44 Madison Ave. , im
mediately after the adjournment of this session, and that all in
terested should attend. 

The Committee on Resolutions then reported, Dr. Simpson 
reading the resolutions. 

A resolution to the effect that the T .S. A. should pay to the 
Central States Committee for Theosophical Work $ 1 oo. oo was re
ferred to the Executive Committee, it being a matter for them to 
decide and no resol�tion being necessary. 

This resolution was then read : 
Resolved, That this Convention recognizes the devoted services rendered 

to the Theosophical Society and the Theosophical Movement by Dr. J. D. 
Buck. 

Resolved, That it desires to place on record its appreciation of the ser
vices of Dr. Buck, not only in official, but also, and particularly, in a private 
capacity, in that be bas. with his family, made his house a home to all his 
brothers not only in America but to those coming from abroad. 

This resolution was received with great applause. Mr. Har
grove seconded the resolution and said : 

llfr. Chairman: I beg leave to second that resolution, and I claim a cer
tain right to do it, inasmuch as I had already proceeded to draft another 
resolution to the same effect. Now, as Dr. Simpson has taken the wind out 
of my sails , I think it only fair that I should have the right to second this 
resolution, because it is to a large extent a matter of feeling. We are all of ns 
famil iar with the home life of Dr. Buck. Many Theosophists from every part 
of the world,  travelling through the States, have been entertained by him. 

1 You all know that such is the case. Certainly I myself know well that his 
· 

home in Cincinnati is in its own way a Theosophical Headquarters, a Theo
sophical family headquarters, and therefore without further words, because 
we all of us think alike on this point, I beg to most cordially and heartily 
second the resolution which has been moved by Dr. Simpson . [Applause.]  

Dr. Buck said that the happiness of the family depended on 
the wife, that the wife made the home, and that the honors should 
be given to Mrs. Buck. 
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On motion of Mr. Wright, duly seconded, it was ordered that 
the resolution be made to read, ' ' appreciation of the services of 
Dr. and Mrs. Buck. " 

The report of the Committee on Resolutions was then accepted 
and the Committee discharged.  

Mr. Wright proposed that the resolution adopted by the Amer
ican Societies in 1 893, declaring the disapproval of the Societies 
of giving tuition in occultism and the occul t arts for money con
sideration be endorsed by this Convention. The resolution was 
adopted. 

Mr. Hargrove then said : 
I think that before we adjourn it is only fit and proper that we should say 

one word and move a certain resolution in regard to one of our oldest work�rs. 
One of the workers who, if I may use the phrase, was one of the pillars of 
strong support on which the bridge was built that bas stretched from the 
early days of the Society to the present time, and that is our Secretary at this 
Convention, Mr. Elliott B. Page. 

The audience cheered Mr. Page. Dr. Buck seconded the 
resolution and said : 

Now time is short, and therefore as you all know Mr. Page's services, or 
should know them, J will not say much about him. It is a fact that in those 
early days when the Society was meeting with opposition on all sides, and 
when our way was not as easy as it is to-day, he stuck loyally and strongly by 
Mr. Judge, and, holding office or out of office, has always been the same loyal, 
staunch worker ; and I know that not very long before Mr. Judge died he made 
a special point of entreating Mr. Page to go to Chicago, where the Convention 
was then to be held, in order that he might act as Secretary, and Mr. Judge 
said to me that our Brother Page was really the only man who had ever held 
that office successfully. Therefore I formally move, without any whereases, 
because it is not necessary, that the hearty thanks of this Convention be given 
to Mr. Page for his assistance at · this Convention and for the aid so freely 
rendered by him in the past to the Theosophical Society. Nobody knows so 
well as I do the history of this movement in America, and I do not believe, 
speaking modestly, that anyone knows the truth that is embodied in this resolu
tion any better than myself. I would testify, as all of the old members know, 
that in those early days one of the strongest workers, one of the most perse
vering workers in the movement, and when it was entirely unknown, was our 
Brother Page. I therefore take very great pleasure in putting on record this 
recognition of his services. He was not only a servant then, but is a servant 
still. 

The resolution was enthusiastically carried. 
Mr. Hargrove then said : 
Under the Constitution and By-Laws of the Society I am entitled to ap

point a Secretary as President, and, having made a selection, I would like to 
submit it to you for your approval. You know that hitherto Brother Claude 
Falls Wright has been acting in that capacity, but he has been called to more 
important work, and he tells me and told me some time ago that he would not 
be able to act as Secretary any longer, at least for the present. Now a word 
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or two here. You all of you know more or less of what be has done uunng the 
past year, but I have to inform you of something you may not know, that the 
succcess of this Convention has been very largely due to his work and his 
labor. 

At this the audience rose in their seats and cheered Mr. 
Wright. Mr. Hargrove continued : 

Now evidently further remarks on that point are superfluous, so I will stop 
right here ; but I have to add this : Some one whom you well know, Brother 
Joseph H. Fussell [ audience rose again and cheered Mr. Fussell ] has very 
kindly offered to take his place as Secretary. [ Applause.) As it seems to 
meet with your approval [ laughter ] ,  I need say no more. 

Mr. Fussell : 
· 

I would like to say that I consider it a very great privilege to act under 
Ernest T. Hargrove as my Chief and President of the Theosophical Society. 

Mr. George M. Coffin, of Washington, D. C. , spoke of the 
necessity of work being done in Baltimore, Md. , and suggested 
that lecturers be sent there. Dr. Buck read extracts from a paper 
he had written on " The Latest Science and the Oldest Philoso
phy. " Mr. W. E. Ostrander, of Denver, Colo. , suggested that 
some of the Pacific Coast lecturers stop on their way home at 
Denver and attend the Truth Congress to be held there May 4th, 
s th and 6th, that the Society might be represented at this Con
gress. 

Dr. Buck then spoke about the school of occult learning, which 
was mentioned the evening before, with special reference to Ma
sonry, and then called upon Mr. Wright to give a further explana
tion of the matter, after which tellers were named to take up 
subscriptions in the hall. The Convention then adjourned sine 
die. 

The amount already subscribed to the School has reached to 
nearly $n, ooo. oo, besides which there have been offers of services 
by a well-known architect and also for all the engineering work 
and all the printing that may be needed in connection with the 
School. 

A fuller account of the School will be given in the official Re
port of Proceedings of the Convention. 
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THEOSOPHICAL NEWS AND WOR K. 
AN URGENT APPEAL. 

The work of the Theosophical movement is universal, not limited. The 
whole world must be brought into line. Europe particularly must be helped ; 
other countries also need assistance. In Europe there are many loyal workers 
and faithful friends, who, with an unswerving fidelity, have fought against 
great odds and kept together - a  loyal body that has had in some ways less 
to encourage it, and more to daunt it, than any of us. There are also others 
who, through ignorance, have been led astray. All these must be reached. 
The Rajah and H. P. B. were always anxious to keep the centres in Europe 
Wh�ie-

and unbroken. 
It should be borne in mind that Theosophists in America have been the 

recipients of help and guidance to a superlative degree. In these times of 
activity which m ark the dawn of a new e0a, the stronger should assist the 
weaker, and give to them out of their abundance. The members i n  America 
now have the opportun ity to show their loyalty to the Cause, and to the Mas
ters, by carrying out the wishes of the Rajah and H. P. B. To do this, man y 
of our best workers, whose ab11ity and energy are unque!'tioned, whose poten
cies for good are almost unlimited are to be sent out from the Headquarters 
in New York. This will put a tremendous strain upon those who are left 
behind, not only as to detail work, but also in the way of throwing out the 
force and energy that has to go ou t from this great centre. This they are 
willing and glad to bear. Those who are sent will carry on a most vigorous 
crusade on the other side of the ocean, reawaken the flagging energies of 
those who have become indifferent, restart the fires which have smouldered 
but not died out, form new centres, and kindle new lights throughout the 
countries they visit. Those of us who cannot take a direct part in the crusade 
have most vital work to do in providing the necessary funds to carry it on. 
A most urgent appeal is therefore sent out for help to defray the expenses of 
this trip to Europe and other parts of the world.  The crusade will last till 
March, 1 897· A very large amount of money wi ll therefore be needed. Sub
scriptions will be received up to the termination of the crusade ; but immedi
ate contributions are requested. 

Remittances should be made to E. A. N eresheimer, Treasurer, :zo 
Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y. 

H. T. PATTERSON,  } 
E. A. NERESHEIMER, Committee. 
c_: A. GRISCOM, JR. 

CLAUDE FALLS WRIGHT, who is so well known and so deservedly beloved 
by members of the Society in all parts of America, where he bas l abored un
ceasingly for several years past, was married on May 3d to Miss M. K. L. 
Leonard , of Chicago and Boston. Mrs. Wright is not so well known to the 
majority of members as is our Brother C. F. Wright, but has a fine record of 
Theosophical work in Chicago, and for the last year or two in Boston and 
neighborhood, where she has devoted the whole of her time to the cause. · 
The kindest wishes will follow them both wherever their work in the future 
may take them , for this marriage was for the work first and foremost. The 
ceremony took place in the Hal l  of the Aryan Theosophical Society, 144 
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Madison Av�nue, New Yo�k. at 2 : 30 p.m. on Sunday the 3d, and was of 
the simplest poll&ible order. Its sacredness and sOlemnity were not intruded 
upon by the publi�. a�d o�ly members �f the " E. S. T; " were admitted. The 
principal facts were bpWever given ,afterwards to the . news reporters, and 
have become. matters of g�neral knowledge ; but members should not be mis-

? led by the sensatioht} accounts which seveml of the · papers published. In 
more than one imf]Grtant respect the statements published regarding the cere
mony were altogether false. The whole matter bas a beario&i:fln future work 
which will shortly become apparent. Even at this date it "'ls relieved the 
Society of a strain under which it has fretted for years- belief by the public 
that Theosophy objects to marriage and to married people - and so rendered 
new work possible in many directions . 

._ - . 
G ERMAN PROPAGANDA. 

In order to facilitate the propaganda of Theosophy, I would ask those 
mem� of the Society who can do so to furni�h me as soon as possible the 
names and addresses of such persons, living in Germany, as are interested or 
who are likel�to take an interest in Theosophy. 

• ... T. RICHARD PRATER, F . T. S . ,  
1 44  Madison Avenue, New York. 

I shall be glad if all members who can possibly do so will assist Brother 
Prater in the work he bas fQI\sO long carried on. He hilS for several years 
been corresponding with those m Germany who are interested in Theosophy 
and who are not familiar with English, sending them literature and helping 
them in other ways, and by supplying him with names and addresses in that 
country members may do much to prepare the soil for the work that will have 
to be done there in the future. E. T. HARGROVE. 

' .. . 
A WORD OF WARNING. r [ Direct information has been received tb,at from three different sources{, 

each of which is known, efforts will be m ade to undermine the Society b 
attacks upon some of its prominent members. All should be prepared to 
stand firm and to repel by personal influence and by their loyalty to our 
common object of Brotherhood the disintegrating forces brought to bear 
against our beloved Society. E. T.H. 

EL CENTRO TEos6Fico DE VEN"EZUELA has lately added four new members 
to its roll, all of whom occupy high positions, scientific and social, in Caracas. 
The to'tal number of members in the branch is now eighteen, and they are 
doing good work. 

The following new branches of the T. S. A. have been organized since the 
last iiSue of the FoRuM : Louisville, Ky. , 9 members ; Theosophische Gesell
schaft " Germania, ' '  New York, 1o members ; Jacksonville, Fla. , 7 members ; 
Savannah, Ga. , 6 members ; Atlanta, Ga. , 10 members ; Hartford, Conn. , 8 
members ; White Lotus, New York, 7 members ; William Q. Judge, California, 
Pa. , 5 members ; Grand Rapids, Mich. , 5 members ; El Sendero, New York, S 
members ; Atma, New Haven, Conn. , ( reorganized) 6 members. 
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